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Crustacea Malacostraca. III.

By

H. J. Hansen.

V. The Order Isopoda.

Introduction.

Before
entering on the subject of the present paper I may refer to the "Introductory Remarks" in

ustacea Malacostraca I" published in 1908, because they contain various statements that need

not be repeated here. In that chapter I explained the limits of the area investigated by the "Ingolf"

and other Danish expeditions to our northern dependencies; the principal sources (apart from the "Ingolf)

for the material examined were enumerated, and the principles followed as to "occurrence" and

"distribution" were laid down. Zoologists wishing to get some information on these and allied topics

may find them in the paper mentioned.

Our earlier knowledge of the Isopoda living at the coast of Greenland in depths down to

nearly a hundred fathoms was rather good, but as to the fauna of the deeper tracts of the adjacent

seas it was extremely poor. In 1913 K. Stephensen enumerated 37 valid species of marine Isopoda,

the deep-sea forms included, belonging to the fauna of Greenland Of the Isopoda from Iceland and

the Faeroes and the deep sea around these islands our knowledge was very poor; in various papers I

have found a number of species also occurring at Greenland, and, besides, in all 9 species recorded

which were unknown from the seas of the last-named country. The result is that according to the

literature 46 valid species are known from the seas around our northern dependencies. In the present

paper 164 species are enumerated, and all, excepting 3 species not seen by me, have been secured by

Danish expeditions. The "Ingolf" has gathered 121 of these species, and no less than 74 have been

taken only by that expedition; 61 of its species are established as new to science. The uThor" (Dr.

Joh. Schmidt) has secured no less than 46 species, 9 of which have been taken exclusively by this

ship, and 4 among these are new. The Ryder-Expedition and the two Amdrup-Expeditions to East

Greenland gathered several species, and 3 among them are new; many species, 2 among them new,

are due to many other collectors in earlier or in more recent times.

A comparison with the faunas of Norway and Great Britain may be of some interest, as the

Malacostraca in the MMat these countries have been more thoroughly investigated than in any other

area of our globe. In his "Account" Vol. II (18961899) G. O. Sars described 84 valid species of marine

Isopoda from Norway (the forms included in his work, but in reality belonging to the Danish fauna

and not taken near Norway, I have omitted in this enumeration); of these 84 species, 33 (among them
Tk. UgolfEifrfhto*. IIL j. I
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14 Epicaridea) are unknown from the "Ingolf area. In 1905 Tattersall enumerated 106 species belonging

to the fauna of Great Britain and Ireland, but only 46 of these have been found in the "Ingolf area,

and the majority of the remaining 60 species belong to the so-called Lusitanian fauna, and will never

be found at the Faeroes or Iceland. The numbers given may show that the seas around our northern

dependencies have been proportionately very well explored, but it is quite certain that numerous

smaller forms living in the warm area in depths from 400 down to nearly 2000 fathoms have not yet

been detected.

On the Literature.

The literature to be taken into consideration is very extensive, but only a little may be said

here. Only five works may be enumerated, as they were of special importance to the present task,

and in my references their titles have been extremely abbreviated in order to save space.

The main work is G. O. Sars: An Account of the Crustacea of Norway. Vol. II.

Isopoda. 1899 (in reality 1896 1899). On the following pages it is quoted a hundred times, and,

though some errors and several deficiencies are pointed out, the enormous value of this fine and highly

instructive standard work must be emphasized.

G. O. Sars: The Norwegian North-Atlantic Expedition. Crustacea, I. 1885, and

II. 1886. -- It contains elaborate descriptions of several forms, and a good deal about distribution.

Harriet Richardson: A Monograph on the Isopods of Nor th America. 1905. (Bull.

U. S. Nat. Museum, No. 54). The value of this book for the "Ingolf" paper was especially due to its

enumerations of geographical distribution, and to its very complete and accurate lists of synonymy.

The abbreviation used on the following pages is: Monograph.

W. M. Tattersall: The Marine Fauna of the Coast of Ireland. Part V. Isopoda.

1905. (Fisheries, Ireland, Sci. Invest, 1904. II). This paper contains descriptions with figures of some

interesting animals also captured by the "Ingolf or the "Thor", and statements on the occurrence

of numerous species. The abbreviation used by me is: Isopoda.

K. Stephensen: Gr0nlands Krebsdyr og Pycnogonider (Conspectus Crustaceo-

rum et Pycnogonidorum Groenlandiae), in "Meddelelser om Gr0nland. XXII. 1913". This is a

useful compilation of all earlier statements in the literature on the occurrence of the animals at Green-

land, together with lists of synonymy and distribution outside Greenland. On the following pages it

is quoted as: Conspectus.

Results and Questions.
A. The Material.

A comparison of the Isopoda of the "Ingolf area with the world's fauna of the same order may

be of some interest. Caiman (1909) divided the Isopoda into six sub-orders; of these the Phreatoicidea

have no representative, and of the rich sub-order Oniscoidea only a single species of Ligia is to be

mentioned. But of the four remaining sub-orders some families, as Asellidse, Stenetriidse, Serolidae,

Entoniscidae and three small families of the sub-order Valvifera are to be discarded
;

of the big family

Cymothoidse, comprising eight sub-families, only two sub-families, viz. Cirolaninse and .^Jginae occur in
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our area, and of the large family Sphorromida: only two genera, each with a single species, have been

found. Most, and perhaps all, families or sub-families hitherto not met with within the "Ingulf
1

area

will never be found there, as they exclusively live in less cold areas, or belong to the sub-antarctic

or colder temperate parts of the southern hemisphere.

In tin- following pages no less than 70 new species are described. Of these 4 belong to the

'.abellifera (sens. Caiman), i to the Valvifera and 4 to the Hpicaridea, consequently 61 to

the sub-order Asellota. Three of the new Epicaridea are rather interesting, but it can be said that,

putting the sub-order Asellota aside, the material comprises only 59 species of the other four sub-orders

together, and most of these animals are well-known forms; though, of course, our knowledge of the

geographical and bathymetrical occurrence of the majority of these species is considerably expanded.

Hut the material of the sub-order Asellota comprises 105 species, 61 of which are new. Tatter-

sail had only 32 species of Asellota from Great Britain and Ireland, G. O. Sars 35 species from Norway;

consequently the number of species from the "Ingolf area is astonishing. The explanation is easily

givi-ii. Most of the Asellota are, like the majority of the rich family Tanaidx, deep-sea animals, as most

of them inhabit depths from 500700 to 1870 fathoms. The majority of the deep-sea Isopoda hitherto

known from all seas together in reality belong to the Asellota, and in spite of the rich gatherings of

the "IngolP it can safely be concluded that the warm area explored contains a good number of hitherto

undiscovered Asellota. Two reasons may be given, viz. that one of the two richest places was Stat.

36, 1435 fathoms, where 17 species of Asellota (two pelagic species not included) were found in less

than a liter of sifted bottom material, but the "Ingolf" has very few stations in the warm area with

depths from 1000 to 1870 fathoms; furthermore each of no less than 38 of my new species of

Asellota was found only at a single station. That the "Ingolf" has gathered a material of deep-sea

Asellota which, in proportion to that secured by other deep-sea explorations, is extremely rich, is mainly

due to the method of collecting described in my report on the Tanaidacea, p. 3 (1913).

R Classification and Morphology.

In his extremely valuable hand-book on the Crustacea (1909), Dr. W. T. Caiman wrote (p. 218):

"The structure of the Isopoda is so diversified, and the number of forms included in the Order is so

large, that their classification is a matter of some difficulty". This statement is true, but unfortunately

a long time must pass before it will be possible to propose a really satisfactory classification. Caiman

adopted, with some modifications, that proposed by G. O. Sars, and I adopt Caiman's classification with

a single additional alteration. Kut some remarks may be made here.

As already stated, Caiman divided the order Isopoda into six sub-orders: Asellota, Phreatoicidea,

Flabellifera, Valvifera, Oniscoidea and Epicaridea. The result is that these sub-orders stand as equivalent,

but Caiman most correctly said that "they are of very unequal value", and pointed out some three

instances. The Asellota stand in reality rather apart from the rest; not only does the structure of their

pleopods isolate them, but they have preserved some primary- features. The antennae have three joints

in the sympod and. generally, a distinct exopod, the squama, which frequently is movable; but among

other Isopoda an antennal pracoxa exists only in a few genera, and a squama is found only in Ligia

(see later on>. The coxa: of the thoracic legs, except, generally, those of the first pair, are movable, and
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besides, never developed as such plates as in Cymothoidae or Idotheidae, though sometimes they possess

an epimeral process. Finally I have discovered the praecoxa of the maxillipeds well preserved in a

couple of genera (see p. 9) but this joint has hitherto not been found in any member of the Malaco-

straca, excepting Nebalia, while it is highly developed, f. inst, in Apus. The combination of these

primitive features, together with the far from primary but very peculiar development of the two

anterior pairs of pleopods, remove the Asellota rather far from the other Isopoda; probably features

in inner anatomy or embryology may besides be found to show primary or aberrant characters.

The quite small but very interesting sub-order Phreatoicidea cannot be discussed here. - The

families hitherto referred to the Flabellifera are kept together only by the development of their

abdominal limbs, but two of them, Gnathiidse and Anthuridse, differ much from the three other families:

Cymothoidae (sens, lat), Serolidae and Sphseromidse, which constitute a natural group. In spite of the

difficulties I have kept the Anthuridse in the sub-order, but found it necessary to remove the Gnathiidae,

establishing them as a new sub-order, the Gnathiidea, which even is placed after the Epicaridea,

because the family Bopyridse of the latter sub-order differs considerably less from the Cymothoinae

among the Flabellifera than is the case with the family Gnathiidae, which in some features differs

extremely from all other Isopoda, and, which is of special importance, the most aberrant features found

in the structure, sexuel difference, and development of the Gnathiidae can scarcely be considered as

modifications due to parasitism.

The sub-order Valvifera is a most natural group, and the animals are easily separated from

the Flabellifera in having the uropods developed as a folding-door covering the pleopods. But whether

this single feature can be considered of a value sufficient for separating animals as the Idotheidae etc.

from the Flabellifera is very doubtful and no other external character can be pointed out. Whether

any internal character for the Valvifera can be found is questionable ;
if not, this sub-order may probably

be suppressed in a future ameliorated classification.

The sub-order Oniscoidea cannot be discussed here; yet it may be pointed out that the family

Tylidae differs considerably from the others. The Epicaridea are a most natural sub-order, but the

distance between it and some of the Flabellifera is, as already mentioned, not very great

It has been mentioned that I have now discovered the hitherto unknown praecoxa in maxilli-

peds in two genera of Asellota. In two genera of the group Munnopsini I found an interesting fusion

along the median line of the second pair of pleopods in the male. In Ligia I have found the praecoxa

and the squama in the antennae; in a few types belonging to Cymothoidae and Valvifera three joints

in the sympod of first pair of pleopods are pointed out In Calathura brachiata Stimps. an unpaired,

probably sensory, organ has been found in the telson; in species of the genus Macrostylis a pair of

organs, probably sensory, were discovered in the abdomen. These morphological and anatomical features

are only briefly enumerated; readers taking interest in them may find them described later on in the

remarks on their sub-order, or in the descriptions of the genera or species in question.

C. Geographical and bathymetrical Distribution.

A restricted number of the forms are either decidedly, or most probably, pelagic, viz. Eurycope

Murrayi Walk., Paramunnopsis oceanica Tatt, Munnopsoides eximius n. sp., Pseudomunnopsis Beddardi
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Tatt, fairvdiif C.nmaldii
'

Dollf. and n
*\>..

/Jo/Am Htttallica Rose, the larval stages of Sytcrnus

Harp, and of Epicaridca. The species of the sub-family .ginac are either living on fishes or

are found at the bottom, frequently in depths of several hundred fathoms, but probably they frequently

in alxmt looking for a host, while their ovigerous females take no food and live only on the bottom.

When speaking of bathymetrical distribution all these animals living either constantly pelagically or

during periods of their life as parasites may be put aside.

Nearly all other Isopoda dealt with in the present paper are living during their whole life either

<>n or near the bottom. G. O. Sars has collected large numbers of specimens of the genera Rurycopr,

llyarathna and Munnof*is\ he has described their methods of walking and swimming, but according

to his statements one must conclude that they constantly live at or near the bottom. I do not know

a single instance of any species of these genera, excepting Ear. Murrayi Walk., having been taken in

any instrument not sunk to or very near to the bottom. It may be possible that some species of the

genera Dfsmosoma G. O. Sars and Natinoniscus G. O. Sars sometimes may raise from the bottom and

swim about, but judging from the fact that only a single specimen of these genera, vix_ Desmosoma

chrlatum Steph., has been recorded in the literature as taken pelagically and even at a station

between Elba and Corsica, together with 3 species of Apscudcs otherwise never before taken in this

way this mode of living must be extremely exceptional, as both genera comprise numerous species.

And many Isopoda, f. instance the species of the /scAaomi-sus-ffroup, are certainly quite unable to swim.

A restricted number of Isopoda live either near the shore (/erra) or iu depths from very few to

50 or sometimes about a hundred fathoms (/anira tricornis Kr., some species of Afunna, most species

of Idothra\. /anira maculosa Leach is most remarkable, as it has been taken in most different depths,

from a few down to more than a thousand fathoms, and the specimens inhabiting rather low water

differ, as is shown later on, markedly from those captured in the deep sea.

The great majority of the Isopoda from our area are bottom animals living in rather consider-

able or great depths. The two richest places are the two "Ingolf" stations 78 and 36, both in the

warm area. At Stat 78, 799 fathoms, an enormous quantity of bottom material, especially sponges,

was hauled up, and 22 species of Isopoda were found ; at Stat 36, 1435 fathoms, the bottom material

did not fill a liter in a sifted condition, but it contained 18 bottom species, and two certainly bathy-

pelagic species were found in the meshes of the trawl. A number of bottom forms were also procured

at two other of the deepest stations in the warm area, viz. at Stat. 24, 1199 fathoms, 15 species, and 8

species at Stat. 38, 1870 fathoms. With very few exceptions the forms taken at these four stations

belong to the Asellota, and as to this sub-order we arrive at a similar result as that pointed out in

my report on the "Ingoir Tanaidacea on the rich family Tauaidae, that the richest harvest was yielded

by some of the deepest stations south and west of southern Greenland. The only other rich places

are the above-named Stat 78, 799 fathoms, far south-west of Iceland, and Stat 25, 582 fathoms,* in

Davis Strait, where 16 species, 12 among them Asellota, were gathered. At the three stations 24, 36

and 38, with depths from about 1200 to 1870 fathoms, together with Stat 78, were taken in all 33 new

species of the Asellota.

Of the total number of Isopoda only 17 species have been taken exclusively in temperatures

below zero, and 15 of these in at least 293 fathoms, and generally in greater depths, thus exclusively
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in the cold deep-sea area, while 2 species have besides been taken in lesser depths. As to the limit-

ation of the warm deep-sea area, I proposed in 1913 that the stations with a depth between 300 and

600 fathoms and the temperature not below 3, and all stations with depths from 600 to 1870 fathoms

and the temperature above zero, might be considered as belonging to the warm area. About 56 of the

species (a few merely pelagical species not included) have been taken exclusively in this warm deep-

sea area by our Danish expeditions, but of these 8 species are also known from some lesser depths in

the Norwegian Fjords or Skager Rak. But a small number of species: Acanthaspidea typhlops G. O.

Sars, Munna acanthi/era n. sp., Haplomesus quadrispinosus G. O. Sars and H. angustus n. sp., Ilyarachna

hirticeps G. O. Sars, Eurycope inermis n. sp., Eur. brcvirostris n. sp., E. producta G. O. Sars, Munnopsis

typica M. Sars, Pleuroprion hystrix G. O. Sars, Astacilla granulata G. O. Sars and Calathura brachiata

Stimps. have been taken both in the real cold deep-sea area and at rather deep or very deep stations

in the warm area; three of these species, viz. Eurycope producta, Munnopsis typica and Calathura

brachiata, have besides been taken in depths of less than 100 fathoms either near Iceland, Norway,

East Greenland or in the Kara Sea, while a fourth species, Ilyarachna hirticeps, has been taken at 100

fathoms in Davis Strait and in 10 fathoms at Spitzbergen. Eurycope inermis has been taken seven

times in the warm area between 362 and 806 fathoms, and nine times in the cold area, in 293 to 1010

fathoms; Eur. brcvirostris has been taken twice in the cold area and once in the typical warm area.

As to the species mentioned of the genera Ilyarachna, Eurycope and Munnopsis, the hypothesis that

the animals sometimes live pelagically could at least to some degree explain their occurrence, and that

the animals have three pairs of natatory legs, and can swim, is well known, but unfortunately no

observation has ever been recorded that any species has been taken pelagically, and the three most

common and widely distributed species, Ilyarachna hirticeps, Eurycope inermis and especially Munnopsis

typica, are so large, that they could scarcely escape or be overlooked. Munna acanthi/era has been

captured nine times in the warm, and three times in the cold, area, and these stations are very far

from the limits between the areas; Haplomesus quadrispinosus was taken by the "Ingolf" six times in

the cold area in depths from 371 to 1309 fathoms, and three times at some of the deepest stations,

1199 to 1870 fathoms, in the warm area, and as to these two species even the possibility of swimming

must be excluded. Pleuroprion hystrix G. O. Sars is known from stations decidedly belonging to both

areas, but all the stations are not very far from the limits between the areas; as to several of the

localities the same is the case with Astacilla granulata.

In the report on the Tanaidacea I pointed out similar facts, viz. that i species of Apseudidae

and 7 species of Tanaidae had been taken in both areas; the females of two of these species have no

pleopods. In his Conspectus (1913), K. Stepheusen attempted to give an explanation of this inter-

esting distribution. He pronounced the submarine ridge between the Shetlands, the Faeroes, south-

eastern Iceland, and between North-west Iceland and East Greenland to constitute an "absolute line of

separation between two deep-sea faunas", so that no deep-sea form living in the warm area can be

found in the cold area, and vice-versa; the only exception being some few Echinodennata. Stephensen

therefore assumed that the Tanaidacea in question had been taken pelagically when they had been

secured in the area, where they normally did not live. In order to support this hypothesis he put

together the few records in the literature showing that animals of that order had been taken pelagi-
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cally, and referred besides to the gatherings of the "Thor" in tin- Mediterranean and the adjacent part*

:u- Atlantic In his later report (19151 on these gatherings we find the following lines (p. a6:

II J. H.uist-n mentions, among the Tanaidacea of the Ingolf Expedition . . . certain species, the occur-

rence of which is contrary to zoogeographical laws, inasmuch as they appear to belong both to the

boreal southern and northern arctic ocean deeps off the coast of Greenland". And later: "Dr. H. J.

Hanseu however, maintains that all Tanaidacea belong to the bottom fauna, despite the fact that the

occurrence of the "doubtful" species is very easily explained if they are taken pelagically".

Stephcnsen's expression: "contrary to zoogeographical laws" is a little too strong, as according

t.> Th. Mortensen a few Echinodermata do not obey the "law"; the term "rule" would have been

better, as rules generally are not without exceptions. He is quite right in saying that "the occurrence

lie "doubtful" species i> very easily explained if they are taken pelagically", but this explanation is

v a hypothesis, and we must now examine the foundations for this assumption. All his statements

on specimens of the order Tanaidacea shall be taken into account, while his utterances on Cumacea,

on a couple of Gammaridea, etc. are discarded as being without the slightest value as to conclusions

on Tanaidacea and Isopoda.

In his last-named paper Stephensen enumerated 16 specimens belonging to 3 species of Afsfudfs

as taken all at the same place in young-fish trawl with 25 in. wire out, while the depth of the sea was

600620 m. The statement is valuable in showing that animals of the family Apseudidx in reality

can swim about rather near the surface in a sea of considerable depth. But according to kind infor-

mation from Dr. Joh. Schmidt the locality in question is situated between Corsica and Elba, al>out

18 sea-miles from the former, 16 sea-miles from the latter island, and only 56 sea-miles from the

flat with the depth of 200 m. off Elba. The only other case recorded in the literature of a form of

the Apseudidse having been taken pelagically is found in my report on the Isopoda etc. of the German

Plankton-Expedition, where I said (p. 49) that a single very young specimen of Apsrudfs had been

taken in the Gulf of Guinea at St Thome
1

. Now it must be emphasized that both females and males

of the family have their pleopods, judging from their appearance, rather well developed for rowing,

though not for vigorous movements, and the two above-named gatherings show that animals of the

family have been taken, at least at night, swimming about at a proportionately moderate distance

from two islands and not very far from a flat Otherwise these two instances prove next to nothing.

Dr. Joh. Schmidt has hundreds of times used by day, or at evening or night, the young-fish trawl in

various depths without coming near the bottom; in this way he explored the seas at Iceland, at the

Faroes, and further south in the Atlantic to Morocco and the entire Mediterranean; he never caught

a specimen of Apseudidse very far from any coast, and in reality only the single case mentioned, but

animals of the genera Afsftutts and Sphyrafnu are so large that they must have been captured among

the enormous quantities of Copepoda and other small Crustacea, and are easily discovered in the

samples. Furthermore a rather good number of species of Apsrudf*, taken in dredge or trawl at the

bottom, are known from the seas explored by Dr. Joh. Schmidt The explorations of Dr. Schmidt

together with the fact that the German Plankton-Expedition did not take one single specimen
of the whole order in its very numerous vertical hauls in most different depths show

with sufficient clearness that animals of the family Apseudida- do not live pelagically in such a way
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that, f. inst, the distribution of Sphyrapus anomalus can be explained. This species is known from so

cold a locality as the Kara Sea, has been taken in large numbers in Lat. 69 24.6' N. off East Green-

land in 9 ii fath., along the whole coast of Norway, at two places in the cold area north of Iceland,

in large number in 582 fath., in the warm area in Davis Strait, and, besides, at numerous other places.

Then the family Tanaidae. The whole literature contains two statements that animals of this

rich family have been taken pelagically. The most interesting is that of Stappers (1911), who recorded

two females of Pseudotanais forcipatus and one female of P. Lilljeborgii as taken in a vertical haul,

300 m., in Lat 76 26' N., long. 60 55' E. According to the map in his paper this place is only

about 10 sea-miles from the coast of Novaya Zemlya, and the sea there, according to a map in the

work on the "Vega" Expedition, is moderately shallow, the depth being between 100 and 180 m. As the

females of the two small species of Pseudotanais have no pleopods, I venture to say that they cannot

swim ; they have most probably been clinging to floating seaweed or some other object Thomas Scott

obtained the small Leptognathia breviremis in a vertical haul in Loch Fyne, but whether females of

this species, with their minute pleopods, are really able to swim is extremely doubtful, and the pelagic

capture of the species in that Loch does not prove that it is able to swim or live pelagically for any

time. And I think that nobody may suggest that the occurrence of this species of Leptognathia at

some of the deepest stations in the cold area far south of Jan Mayen, at three of the deepest stations

in the warm area in Davis Strait, in both cases a hundred sea-miles or far more from any coast

and at one of these stations in each area in a considerable number of specimens, can be explained by

the gathering in Loch Fyne, thus near the coast and in shallow water.

In the report on the Tanaidacea I enumerated (p. 5) even 7 species of Tanaidse, among them

Leptognathia breviremis, as "taken both in the real cold area and at rather deep or very deep stations

in the warm area." The females of five of these species possess more or less developed pleopods, but

with the single exception of L. breviremis in Loch Fyue they have never been taken in a vertical

haul or a young-fish trawl. The females of two of the species have no pleopods, and it is of no

importance for the distribution of the species of Tanaidae that their males have the pleopods very well

developed, when these organs are feeble or quite absent in the females. The cases mentioned in my

report on the Tanaidacea are in reality so numerous, the distances between the stations in the cold

area so far from those in the warm area and vice versa, and, besides, the stations are frequently so

extremely far from any coast or from shallow water, that the extremely few observations recorded in

the literature on pelagic capture at moderate distance from, or near, the coast cannot be used to

explain away the occurrence of the 8 species at the bottom in both areas.

Finally the above-mentioned Isopoda found in both areas. I think it impossible to imagine

that Calathura brachiata Stimps. and especially typical deep-sea animals as Munna acanthi/era n. sp.

or Haplonifsus quadrispinosus G. O. Sars can swim only half an hour. Calathura brachiata has been

taken several times in the warm area down to 799 fathoms, three times in the cold area down to 371

fathoms, and, besides, in the Kara Sea. The two other forms are typical deep-sea animals, both taken

three times in the one and several times in the other area; Munna acanthi/era going down to 762

fathoms in the cold and to 1199 fathoms in the warm area, Plaplomesus quadrispinosus to 1309 fathoms

in the cold and to 1870 fathoms in the warm area. These Isopoda corroborate my results as to the
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Tanaidacea; several species of each order live constantly in both areas, as is the case with a few species

of Echinodennata. The hypothesis on pelagic occurrence proposed by Stcphensen as an explanation

must be discarded as untenable. And the zoogeographical "law" that the submarine ridge is an

absolute line of separation between two faunas must be reduced, recognized only as a generally very

good, most useful and interesting rule, but with a number of exceptions.

Sub-Order Asellota.

In 1893 I proposed the theory that three joints in the sympod of all biramous

appendages in the Crustacea ought to be considered the primary condition, and

showed that this number of joints was still extant not only in various appendages in Phyllopoda and

Copepoda, but besides in the antennae of the Mysid and the Asellota, in the inaxillulse of nearly all

and in maxilUe of all orders of Malacostraca, in the thoracic limbs of the Leptostraca. But the first

of the three joints in question, the prtcoxa^ has hitherto not been pointed out in the maxillipeds and

thoracic legs af any species of Malacostraca, excepting the Nebaliidse. In examining closely the maxil-

lipeds with the corresponding sternite of two large forms of Asellota, viz. lanira puUhra n. sp. and

Afitnnof turns gigaittsus G. O. S^ I discovered the hitherto missing pnecoxa (PI. I, fig. 4 e, a., and PL

XII, fig. 5 a, /V.r.) as a somewhat small but sharply limited and well chitinized plate between the

sternite and the joint generally described as the first In Asflius and in Munnofists tyfiica the prsecoxa

does not exist But as it is found in the two genera lanira and Munnofimrus, so far distant within

the very rich family Parasellid*-, it exists in all probability also in some other forms. In vain I have

looked for the pnecoxa in representatives of the other sub-orders (excepting Phreatoicidea), but its exi-

stence in the Asellota mentioned is, in my opinion, a morphological feature of some importance.

G. O. Sars has pointed out that in AseUus the basal part of the maxillipeds is in the female

with marsupium produced in a lappet directed backwards, and on his figure of the maxilliped of

Afunna Boeckti a much smaller lappet is seen. This peculiar structure, which is highly developed in

the majority of Flabellifera, in the Bopyridse, etc, seems to be rare within the Asellota.

A feature observed in several genera or groups of genera of the Asellota is partial or complete

fusion of segments, and such fusion has. excepting in the abdomen, been overlooked in most cases by

nearly all authors, who have figured articulations where only a feeble suture or even a transverse

impression without suture exists. Some instances may be mentioned here; in the descriptions of

genera or groups they shall be treated more fully.

Beddard figured his Munnofsis australis and Tattersall his Munnopsoidrs Btddardi as having

the three posterior thoracic segments and the abdomen separated by three transverse articulations.

These do not exist; the three segments and abdomen are immovably fused, constituting a single piece,

and the lines separating them are only impressions, and especially the two anterior of these impres-

sions are, besides, extremely curved, so that f. inst the impression between the fourth and fifth segments

has the port at the dorsal median line far in front of its lateral portions (PL XIV, figs, a a and 3 a).

In Munnofitis typicu we find a somewhat similar structure, as the three thoracic segments and the

TWiMB^&MAda*. jjt. f .
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abdomen are immovably fused, but the lateral, very oblique lines between them are sutures, while on

the median part of the dorsal surface only impressions are found.

The aberrant group Ischnomesini (formerly the genus Ischnosoma] shows very interesting fusion

of the segments. In all genera the head is immovably united with the first thoracic segment, and the

very curved dorsal line between them is only an impression. While in the genus Ischnomesus the

posterior thoracic segments and the abdomen are movable, with real articulations between them, we

find in Heteromesus the two posterior segments and abdomen immovably fused, and limited only by

dorsal impressions. And the genus Haplomesus goes still further, having the extremely long fifth

segment fused with the next, so that almost two-thirds of the body is shaped nearly like a stiff stick,

with thickenings and impressions on its posterior part. In the ffaploniscus-group pronounced fusion

of segments is also found.

In 1905 my paper: On the Morphology and Classification of the Asellota-Group
of Crustaceans .... (Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1904, Vol. II) was published. Two main-points in that

treatise must be taken up again. It is a well-known fact that the males of this sub-order have five

pairs of pleopods, but the females only four pairs, and I pointed out that the three posterior pairs are

homologous in the two sexes. Consequently it must be either the first or the second pair which are

wanting in the females. As the first existing pair in the female form an undivided operculum in all

genera of Asellota excepting Asellus (with Mancasellus Harg. and Coecidothea Pack.), and as in all these

genera the first pair in the male have their sympods coalesced in the median line or, in Stenctrium,

completely fused, I expressed the opinion that it might be concluded that the first pair were present,

the second pair wanting in the female. But later I received from Dr. A. Vire three specimens of a

most curious animal, Stenasellus Virei Dollf, in which the abdomen has its two anterior segments

well developed, a feature not distinct in Asellus or any marine form of Asellota, but this peculiar

structure made it possible to see that the first abdominal segment has in the female no pleopods,

while such are found on second segment Stenasellus is more allied to Asellus than to any marine

genus of the sub-order. The posterior part of the body of Haplomesus tenuispinis n. sp. seen from

below (PI. V, fig. 4 f) shows clearly that the female operculum is not attached to the first abdominal

segment. And it must now be considered as certain that the females of the Asellota have no pleopods

on first abdominal segment, while their first pair, in most genera fused and constituting an operculum

without even any vestige of a suture in the median line, are homologous with second pair in the male.

It is seen that in 1904 I was led astray by the fact that in the males the first pair of pleopods

are coalesced or fused in the median line (excepting in Asellus and other fresh-water forms), while the

two male pleopods of second pair are quite independent in all forms examined before 1905 by any

author. But in Pseudomunnopsis Beddardi Tatt collected by the "Thor" I have now found pleopods

of second pair in the male fused to such a degree that they constitute a large plate without any

median suture, and only with a somewhat deep and moderately narrow 'posterior incision (PI. XIV,

fig- 3^), an d this plate is quite similar to a female operculum, excepting that it has the incision

mentioned, in which the small copulatory organs are found. And in another form, Paramunnopsis

oceanica TatL, I found the same pair of male pleopods fused in about one-third of their length (PI.

XIII, fig. ni), thus intermediate between Pseudomunnopsis and the great multitude of genera with the
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two pleopods of second pair independent to their sternite. The fusion of the second pair of male

;-<K!S in two genera is a very interesting morphological feature.

As already im-miunol. tin fauna from the "IngolF area comprises 105 species, 61 of which are

new, and it was deemed necessary to establish 10 new genera. The sub-order is rich, and the general

aspect of many of the genera extremely different. The necessity of dividing it into families has long

been felt, and some attempts have been made. In his account, G. O. Sars divided the Norwegian forms

!u sub-order (or tribe) into five families, while Yanhoffen in his work on the Isopoda (and Tanai-

dacea) from the German South-Polar Expedition has eight families. In the above-named paper (1905)

I critisi/ed the classification of Sars, showing that four of his families are "far from distinct from each

other"; based on a number of characters found in the pleopods I divided the sub-order into three

families, Asellidse, Stenetriidae and Parasellidae, the two first-named quite small, the third comprising

the great majority of forms, in reality uniting the four families of Sars. Especially is his family Desmo-

somatidse badly defined, because it comprises forms like /schnomtstis (Ischnosotna). Natmoniscus.

Mtcrostylis and Dfsmosoma, which, according to many features, are very distant from each other. And

such types as Sckistosoma n. gen. and J'sriidomt-sus u. gen. would be very difficult to place in his

system. In vain I have attempted to find leading characters in the shape of any organ. As the best

example may be taken the mandibles which in lanira and allied genera have the molar process robust,

snbcylindrical with the end cut off, and passing through a number of types as Plfurogonium, Nanno-

niscus. Afatrostylis, Desmosoma, Ilyarachna and Aspidonotus that process is gradually reduced, more

slender, gradually conical and smaller, until it is very small in Aspidonotus and disappears in .I/////

nopsu. But in Eurycope cornula G. O. S., which by Sars is placed in the same family as the .three

last-named genera, the molar process is well developed, thick, and differing from that in lanira only

in being more obliquely cut off; in Aftittnopsurus giganteus G. O. S., which is closely related to F.ury-

cope and by Sars is referred to this genus, the molar process is only a quite low, broad and rounded

protuberance.

Kvery attempt to divide the very numerous genera of course including those not found in

our area belonging to the four families of Sars into moderately well defined families will, in my

opinion, be impossible. But as a kind of arrangement is very desirable I attempt here to subdivide

the family Parasellidae H. J. H. into a somewhat larger number of smaller, but tolerably equivalent,

groups. In this way it is possible to arrange genera showing somewhat close relationship into a kind

of unit and point out its essential features, and the name "group" is much more neutral and somewhat

less exacting as to sharp diagnoses than the name "subfamily" or "family".

Of the three families into which I divided the Asellota, the Asellidac with its single species

Asflliif afita/ifMs L. known from Iceland and Greenland is omitted as being not marine. The Stene-

triidse have no representative; all the forms dealt with belong to the family Parasellidae.
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Group I. lanirini.

Body oblong, considerably depressed. Head free. Eyes frequently present, situated on the upper

surface Antennae with squama normally developed. Mandibles normal; molar process well developed,

directed a little forwards, with the end cut oft Palp of the maxillipeds with second joint considerably

or much expanded, and its two distal joints well developed. Thoracic segments freely movable. First

pair of legs frequently a more or less prehensile organ; the other pairs of walking legs of moderate

length, not increasing in length from second or third to seventh pair; accessory claw always discernible,

frequently robust Uropods always on the lateral or the terminal margin, frequently well developed,

biramous, sometimes uniramous and, besides, much reduced.

Remarks. The group comprises Icera Leach, lanira Leach, Acanthaspidea Stebb., lanirclla

Bonn., Katianira n. gen. and, besides, several genera not represented in our fauna, such as laniropsis

G. O. S., Iceropsis Koehler, Carpias Richardson, etc. The genera differ somewhat from each other in the

shape of the molar process, and considerably in the development of the first pair of legs, the length

and thickness of seventh joint with claw and accessory claw in all legs, the shape of the female

operculum and the development of the uropods.

lanira may be considered the typical and central genus of the group in all characters, while

lanirella to some degree, and especially in the abdomen, constitutes a transition to Pleurogonium of the

group Munnini, and Katianira has a quite peculiar development of the first pair of legs. But in spite

of differences the genera are on the whole allied, showing gradual differences in the features enumerated

from genus to genns.

laera Leach.

Only a single species is known from our area.

i. laera albifrons Leach.

1780. Oniscus marinus O. Fabricius, Fauna Groenl. p. 252 (not O. marinus L.)

1814. Jara albifrons Leach, Edinb. Encycl. VII, p. 434.

1838. J<zra nivalis Kroyer, Kgl. D. Vid. Selsk. naturv. math. Afhandl. VII, p. 303; PI. IV, fig. 21.

! 1897. J<rra marina G. O. Sars, Account, II. p. 104; PI. 43.

1905. Richardson, Monograph, p. 450, figs. 503 504.

! 1910. lara marina H. J. Hansen, Vid. Medd. Naturh. For. Kj0benhavn for 1909, p. 208, figs, i 8.

G. O. Sars and later authors have discarded the well-known name albifrons and applied marina

O. Fabr. Fabricius undoubtedly described the present species, but referred it to Oniscus marinus L.

It is impossible to interpret Linne's description, but Miers (1883) referred a collective species of Idothea

to O. marinus L., saying that a specimen of Idothea preserved in Linne's collection in the Linnean Soc.

London bears the name "marinus" "in what is undoubtedly Linnseus's handwriting". For these reasons,

and as the name /. albifrons is universally known, I prefer now to apply this name.

In 1910 I pointed out that this species varies considerably in outline at Denmark. The spe-
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cimens from our northern dependencies all belong to the typical form shown in figs, i and 3 in my

paper quoted and, besides, drawn by San.

currence. Taken by the "IngolF at four places.

\\Yst r.ncnl.inil: Sukkertoppen, Lat 65as' N., among algae at the beach; 9 spec.

Godthaab, Lat64ii'N.; i spec.

North-West Iceland: Isafjord, shallow water; many spec.

Feroes: Trangisvaag; 2 spec

This species has been taken at West Greenland from Lat. O9i4' N. to Lat 6i59' N. at God-

havn. Claushavn, Holstensborg, Sukkertoppen, Godthaab, Fiskenxs and Frederikshaab. As to the last

locality O. Fabricius wrote: "habitat sine numero ad littora inter fucos lapidesque," and it has been

recorded as going down to 15 fathoms (H. J. Hansen). At Iceland it has been taken at the western

coast far north in Adelvik (by Mag. W. Lundbeck) and far south at Reykjavik (various collectors), on

the northern side at Akureyri in Ofjord (by Dr. A. C. Johansen), on the east side in Bern Fjord (by Dr.

A. C Johansen), and at Djupivogr (by cand. mag. H. Jonsson), finally south of Iceland at Vestman-Oerne

(by cand. mag. Saemundsen); it was always taken in shallow water or at the beach. At the Faeroes it

has also been taken at Thorshavn on the pier.

Distribution. /. albi/rons is common at Denmark (Meinert), and occurs everywhere in the

Baltic, even to the end of the Gulf of Bothnia (test. Apstein). It occurs along the whole coast of

Norway, even to Vadso (G. O. Sars), and is stated to go further eastwards along the northern coast of

Kurope to Long. 55 R (Apstein). It is distributed at Great Britain and Ireland, at the northern coasts

of Holland, Belgium and France (various authors), and at the coast of la Vendee (Bonnier), but whether

it occurs more southwards along the western coasts of Europe seems to be unknown; its existence at

Naples in Italy (Cants) seems to me to be extremely doubtful. Finally taken at the east coast of

th America from about Lat 41 N. to 45 N. and at Labrador (Harger).

lanira Leach.

This genus has not been well understood by most authors. Henopomus Kr. is merely a syn-

onym, lolflln Richardson with its synonyms lanthc Bovallius and Tole a misprint for loir cannot

be separated from lanira in any natural way ;
lolanthf f Tole) libbyi Ortm. is only a synonym for lanira

llfnopomus) tricornis Kr., and the other species referred to lolanthc differ from the typical forms of

lanira only in the degree of the development of the lateral expansions of the thoracic segments and

abdomen. Furthermore Rhacura Rich, and Itrrclla Rich, may perhaps be cancelled as genera, and their

forms referred to lanira. as I have been unable to find any generic difference worth mentioning between

lanira and those two genera in the descriptions and figures published by Harriet Richardson; I am

unable to ascribe generic value to characters derived only from the number and size of lateral pro-

cesses and dorsal tubercles, when no other character can be found in the descriptions.

lanira, as interpreted here, is a most natural genus, well distinguished from other allied genera

by a set of characters. The molar process of the mandibles is strong, subcylindrical or a little broader
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towards the end (PI. I, fig. 4 b), directed inwards and distinctly forwards, and with the end cut off

transversely. The maxillipeds (PI. I, fig. 4c) have the second joint of the "palp" about as broad as the

lobe from the second joint the prsecoxa, a, not counted
;

the epipod is much longer than broad. -

First pair of thoracic legs (PL I, figs. 4 f 4 g) somewhat shorter than the second, similar in both sexes

and built as a kind of prehensile organ, as the fifth joint is considerably thickened, with a number of

spines arranged along both sides near the lower margin, while the sixth joint is about two-thirds as long

as the fifth, with a very close row of extremely small spines along the prehensile margin. All thoracic

legs with the seventh joint short, the claw strong and moderately short, the accessory claw well developed,

strong. In the males the median lamella of the operculum is moderately broad at the base, nar-

rowing considerably towards the middle and widening a little or moderately towards the posterior end.

Female operculum not produced backwards, with the median part of the hind margin nearly transverse,

or even a little concave. - - Uropods from somewhat shorter to somewhat longer than the abdomen;

peduncle and rami well developed, spiny.

By these characters combined the genus is sharply defined from laniropsis G. O. S., Acantha-

spidea Stebb., Janirella Bonn, and other genera. The most interesting characters for species and for

sections of species are found in the development of epimeral processes or plates from the basal joint

of the thoracic legs; such epimeral processes or plates are visible from above, and take part in shaping

the outline of the thorax. It may be useful to give a tabular view of these characters in the seven

species found in the "Ingolf" area.

A. Epimeral plates developed at all thoracic segments. The plates are small, never produced into

long, acute processes, but bifid at two or three of the segments.

i. /. maculosa Leach. 2. / alta Stimp. 3. /. Iricornis Kr.

B. Epimeral plates completely wanting 4. / pulchra n. sp.

C. Epimeral plates developed at the three posterior segments, but wanting at least at second and

third segments.

a. At first segment a long, narrow epimeral process; between the two lamellar processes of fourth

segment a small, narrow epimeral process 5- / lactniata G. O. S.

b. No epimeral process at first segment; sometimes a minute epimeral tubercle between the two

lamellar processes of fourth segment 6. /. Vilhelmina- Steph. 7. /. spinosa Harg.

2. lanira maculosa Leach.

(PL I, figs, i a i f.)

1814. lanira maculosa Leach, Edinb. Encycl. VII, p. 434.

?i846. Henopomus muticus Kroyer, in Gaimard, Voy. en Scand. Crust; PL 30, figs, i a in.

1847. Kroyer, Nat Tidsskr., Ny Raekke, Vol. II, p. 366.

! 1897. lanira maculosa G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 99; PL 40.

This species, which at the Faeroes has been taken in 6 fathoms, and goes down not only to

considerable depths but even to about uoo fathoms (see later on), shows considerable variation according

to the depth where the specimens lived. Specimens taken in depths to nearly 100 fathoms are mottled,
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with relili-h-l'i"\\r. dots, while in specimens from considerable depths such dots have disappeared.

But much more important differences are found in the shape of the head and the relative size of the

In s|>ccimens taken in comparatively shallow water, down to 70100 fathoms, the eyes (fig. i a)

are proportionately very large, with black pigment, and situated close to the lateral margins of the

head; the head is not expanded laterally, and its surface is scarcely or slightly excavated along the

anterior or the lateral margins. Fig. i d exhibits the head of a specimen from my deepest station

enumerated below; it is seen that the yellowish-brown eyes are proportionately very much smaller

than in the preceding specimen (tig. i a), and much removed from the lateral margins; the lateral parts

if the head are much expanded and their surface is considerably excavated, so that the margin turns

much upwards. Furthermore the surface is excavated transvervely along the front margin, and espe-

cially at its middle portion, which is turned much upwards. In all these particulars the two specimens

from the deepest station, 1010 1140 fathoms, exceed all other specimens seen by me. Every possible

transition between the two heads described and figured is found among my material. Fig. i c exhibits

as to size of the eyes, their distance from the lateral margins, and the degree of dorsal excavation a

specimen intermediate between those shown in tig. i a and fig. i d, and that specimen was taken in

295 fathoms. Furthermore the surfaces of the three posterior thoracic segments have the elevations

higher and more pronounced in specimens from deep water than in those from shallow water. Finally the

shape of the abdomen varies a little, as is seen from a comparison of tig. i b, showing the abdomen

of the specimen whose head is exhibited in fig. i a, with fig. i e, which belongs to the same specimen as

fig. id; in tig. le the postero-lateral parts of the abdomen are produced a little more backwards, are

more protruding, and less evenly rounded than in fig. I b, of the specimen with the eyes very large.

Sars said that the female is 7 mm., the male 10 mm. long, but such large males I have not

seen. The ovigerous female shown in tigs, i a I b is only 3*9 mm.
;

the female with marsupium from

295 fathoms (tig. i c) is 7-4 mm.; the female from the deepest station (figs, i d -
1 c) has no marsupium

and is 6-5 mm. long, while the male from the same station is 7 mm. My largest ovigerous female,

from off Seydis Fjord, 135 fath., is 8-1 mm.; as to eyes and shape of the head this specimen is inter-

mediate between the animals from 295 and from about 1 100 fathoms, which shows that the reduction

in the size of the eyes, their distance from the lateral margins, and the excavations are not always

quite proportional to the depths of their localities.

Fig. i f shows the posterior part of the male first pleopods, and their posterior margin differs

materially from that in lanira atta (fig. 2 d).

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolF at thirteen places.

West Greenland: Stat 27: Lat 64*54' N., Long. 55*10' W., 393 fath., temp. 3-8; i spec

Mouth of Ameralik Fjord, Lat 64*03' N., 570 fath., shells; 5 spec

Denmark Strait, off Angniagsalik: Stat 94: Lat 64*56' N., Long. 36*19' W., 204 fath., temp. 4-1;

i spec

Between Angniagsalik and West Iceland: Stat 95: Lat 65 14' N, Long. 30*39' W, 752 fath.,

temp. 2-i; 4 spec

Stat 96: Lat 65*24' N., Long. 29*00' W, 735 fath.,

temp. 1-2; i spec.
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West Iceland: Dyre Fjord, 20 fath., mud; 7 spec.

South-West of Iceland: Stat. 81: Lat. 6i44' N., Long. 27oo' W., 485 fath., temp. 6-1; 5 spec.

Stat. 78: Lat. 6o37' N., Long. 27 '52' W., 799 fath., temp. 4-5; 3 spec.

South of Iceland: Stat. 6: Lat 6343' N., Long. i434' W., 90 fath., temp. 7-0; i spec.

West of the Faeroes: Stat. 44: Lat. 6i42' N., Long. 936' W., 545 fath., temp. 4-8; 2 spec.

North of the Faeroes: Stat 143: Lat 62s8' N., Long. 7O9' W., 388 fath., temp. -=-0-4; 2 spec.

The Faeroes: Trangisvaag, between algae; i spec.

It was known from two places off West Grenland, viz. Lat "]Zy.' N., Long. 585' (not 51') W.,

116 fath., stony bottom, and Lat 6632' N., Long. 5534' W., 100 fath., stones with Hydroids and Balani

(H. J. Hansen). It has been taken by the "Thor" south of Iceland at four stations: Lat 63i5' N.,

Long. 2223' W., 116172 fath.; Lat. 63i8' N., Long. 2i3i' W., 89 fath.; Lat. 635' N., Long. 2o7' W.,

290 fath., and Lat 62n' N., Long. i936' W., 1010 1140 fms., 2 spec. It is common at the Faeroes,

where it has been taken about eleven times in depths from 6 fath. to 180 fath. (various zoologists).

East of Iceland it has been taken (by Admiral Wandel) off Seydis Fjord, 135 fath., black ooze, 2 large

spec., and 9 miles off the coast, 38 fath. (Mag. R. Herring). Finally it is known from East Greenland :

Lat 6g25' N., Long. 2Oi' W., 167 fath., large stones and clay; i spec. (Ryder Exp.).

Distribution. At Denmark this species has been taken in the northern parts of 0resund,

15 22 fath. (W. Bjorck) and Storebelt, at various places in Kattegat, 7 15 fath., and in Skager Rak,

100 fath. (H. J. Hansen). It occurs along the whole coast of Norway, generally in 30 to 100 fath.

(G. O. Sars); in the Barents Sea, 132 fath. (Max Weber); it is common in the North Sea (Zirwas;

Copenhagen Museum), at Great Britain and Ireland, and is taken west of Ireland in depths from 26

to 388 fath. (Tattersall). Finally it is known from the northern coast of France and the south coast

of Brittany (Bonnier).

3. lanira alta Stimpson.

(PI. I, figs. 2 a 2 d).

1853. Ascllodcs alta Stimpson, Smiths. Contrib. to Knowl. VI, p. 41 ;
PI. Ill, fig. 30.

! 1880. Janira Harger, Rep. U. S. Comm. Fish and Fisheries, Pt 6, p. 321; PI. II and III, figs. 9,

12 and 13.

1905. Richardson, Monograph, p. 475, figs. 531532.

Description. Intermediate between /. maculosa Leach, and /. tricornis Kr. - The front

margin of the head (fig. 2 a| conspicuously concave, with a somewhat short or moderately long median

process, which is a little or considerably longer than broad; the antero-lateral part of the head is a

little produced, with the corner subacute or obtuse, and the angle between the lateral and the anterior

margin measuring distinctly less than 90. The eyes are small, and far removed from the lateral

margins, as the lateral part of the head is considerably expanded.

Thoracic segments at the sides somewhat feebly expanded ;
the lateral lobes of second to fourth

segments with a broad, rather shallow incision dividing the lobe into an anterior, small, distally rounded

lappet about as long as broad, and a posterior, broad, obliquely triangular portion (fig. 2 a) ;
the lobe
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.'i I::-! M-jjini-ut and of the three posterior segments is undivided and rounded. All segments have

a -..'iiuuli.it small t-pimcral protuberance very visible from above; the epimeral protuberance of first

segnu m is longer than broad, those of second to fourth segments are bipartite, with their posterior

lappet from a little to much shorter than their anterior lappet, and when the posterior lappet is small,

it is covered by the plate of the segment (In one of my two specimens, a female, the posterior lappet

of these epimeral protuberances is quite small and invisible from above; in the other specimen, a male,

the posterior lappet is narrower but only a little shorter than the anterior, and its tip is visible from

above). The lateral plates of the three posterior segments are rounded and short; the epimeral protuber-

ances of these segments are small and rounded.

The posterior half of each lateral margin of the abdomen (figs. 2 b and 2 c) is adorned with

about eight obliquely triangular saw-teeth, and the margin in each interval between two teeth is bent

at the insertion of a strong seta. The median, flatly convex portion of the hind margin protrudes

iitly more backwards than the convex postero-lateral part of the abdomen. The uropods (in the

male) about as long as the abdomen.

Length of the male 7 mm., of the female without marsupium 67 mm.

Remarks. Harger's figure of I.alta from above is on the whole good. The species is closely

allied to /. maculosa^ but the last-named species is separated from /. alta in having no median frontal

process, the antero-lateral angles of the head not produced forwards, rounded, and measuring more than

90, finally the two incisions on the hind margin of the median lamella of the male abdominal oper-

culum are much deeper and the rounded minute protuberance in each incision considerably smaller in

/. Hiatu/osa (fig. i f) than in /. alta (fig. 2 d).

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolF at a single station.

West of Iceland: Stat 96: Lat 6524' N., Long. 29oo' W., 735 fath., temp. ra; 2 spec.

Distribution. Off the east coast of North America at a number of places between Lat 38 N.

and 44 Nn several of the localities not far from the U. States, others in the Bay of Fundy, and, besides,

it has been taken far south of Nova Scotia and east of Sable Island; depths 35 to 487 fathoms (Richardson).

4. lanira tricornis Kroyer.

(PL I, figs. 3 a-3 b).

?i846. Hcnopomus tricornis Kroyer, in Gaimard, Voy. en Scand., Crust, PI. 30, figs. 2 a 2 q.

! 1847. Kroyer, Nat Tidsskr. Ny Rsekke, VoL II, p. 372.

1901. ToU libbcyi Ortmann, Proc Acad. Nat Sc. Philadelphia, 1901, p. 157, with fig. (Tolf a misprint

for IoU\

! 1913. /an/Ac libbryi Stephensen, Meddelelser ora Gronland, Vol. 51, p. 70; PL 3.

Description. Stephensen's figures in the paper quoted convey a fairly accurate idea of this

species.
- The median frontal process is somewhat long; each antero-lateral angle is produced into a

well developed process as long as, or a little longer than, broad, and terminating in a spine articulated

to its end; each half of the anterior margin between the median and the lateral process is conspicuously

convex. Eyes large and close to the lateral margins.
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Thoracic segments on the whole somewhat similar to those in /. alta, yet presenting some

sharp differences. First segment has its lateral lobe much narrower than in /. alta, obtuse, as broad

as, or a little broader than, the epimeral process, which is longer than the lobe, a little curved, acute.

Second and third segments have their lateral plates divided into two lappets by a broad, moderately

deep incision with two angles; each lappet is somewhat small and distally rounded, and in each

incision are seen two epimeral protuberances, the anterior small and rounded, the posterior much

smaller. Fourth segment differs from the third in having its anterior lateral lappet distinctly larger,

while the posterior is wanting; the epimeral plate has a well developed anterior protuberance, while

the posterior is small or wanting. The lateral plates of the three posterior segments are small and

rounded, excepting those of seventh segment, which are produced behind into an acute triangle; the

epimeral protuberances at these segments are small but easily seen from above.

The abdomen (fig. 3 a) has each postero-lateral part broadly rounded or subtriangular and pro-

duced slightly beyond the flatly convex part of the hind margin between the uropods. The

posterior half of each lateral margin (fig. 3 b) is adorned in a most peculiar way, showing some five

or six broad and moderately low incisions with a small protuberance terminating in a more or less

strong seta at the middle of each incision; each lappet between two incisions is broad or very broad

and its rather short lateral margins concave, with the result that the lappet is narrower at the middle

than at its nearly straight distal margin. - - The uropods about as long as the abdomen.

Length of the largest specimen, an ovigerous female (from Holstensborg) 8 - 6 mm.

Remarks. /. tricornis is easily distinguished from the two preceding species by the antero-

lateral processes of the head, each terminating in an articulated spine, by several points in the shape

of the thoracic lateral lobes and the epimeral protuberances, and by the curious adornment of the

lateral margins of the abdomen. Kroyer's detailed description is good, but he had evidently examined

a female which had the uropods anomalously small, while as a rule the uropods have the same length

in both sexes. I have found very few specimens of various species of the genus lanira with either

both uropods small, or one uropod much smaller than the other.

Though Ortmann's figure of his Tole (lole) libbeyi is very poor, Stephensen's interpretation is

certainly correct, but the latter author overlooked the fact that the animal belongs to the Kroyerian species.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at three places.

Davis Strait: Stat 29: Lat 6534' N., Long. 543i' W., 68 fath., temp. 0-2; 3 spec.

Stat. 34: Lat. 6 5 i7' N., Long. 54 !;' W., 55 fath.; i spec.

Mouth of Ameralik Fjord, Lat 64O3' N., 5 70 fath., shells; 5 spec.

It has been taken many times at West Greenland from Lat. 78 N. to Lat. 6o4o' N., and several

of the localities have been recorded in the literature (H. J. Hansen, Ortmann, Stepheusen). The localities

may be briefly enumerated: Cape Alexander, 27 fath.; Disko Bay; Hunde-Eiland
; Egedesminde, 25,

3040 and 40 fath.; Northern Stromfjord, 720 fath.; Holstensborg, 40 fath.; Sukkertoppen, 30 fath.;

Lat 65!!' N., Long. 5333' W., 50 fath.; Kangerdluarsuk, 515 fath., finally not far from Julianehaab,

22 fath. (many collectors).

At East Greenland it has been taken by the 1st Amdrup Exped. at Tasiusak, Lat 6537' N.,
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*> f.uh. and 2030 fath., among algx. Finally the Hud Amdrup Rxped. secured it at Jan Mayen,

itli and 5060 fath. (Already recorded from Jan Mayen by Koelbel).

Distribution. Taken south of Spitsbergen, 70 fath., temp. 0-4 (G. O. Sars); at Lat 7549
/

N.,

I^ong. 2425' E^ 42 fath., temp.
--

1-42, and Lat 785o' N., Long. 2739' E^ 10 fath., temp. 0-2* (Ohlin).

The M.IUHUIU .-i i, O. Sars in the 2nd Fram Exp. is too uncertain.

5. lanira pulchra n. sp.

(PI. I, figs. 4 a-4h).

Description. Body broad, only about twice as long as broad; the major part of its surface

more or less conspicuously set with short, stiff hairs. - - The head has the frontal margin considerably

excavated (fig. 4 aX and at its middle a rather long rostral process much longer than broad, and with

the end subacute or obtuse; no antero-lateral processes are found and the angles are about 90. Lateral

parts of the head strongly expanded, so that the small, black eyes are very remote from the lateral

Thoracic segments without dorsal processes, but their lateral parts are strongly expanded out-

wards; each lateral plate is cut off transversely, with the angles distinctly, or much, rounded; the plates

of second to fourth segment are, besides, deeply bifid. When the animals are seen from above, no

epimeral plate or process is observed ; at most the first joint of the legs is just perceived at the bottom

of the narrow intervals between the lateral plates of the three posterior segments.

Abdomen about half as broad again as long; its lateral margins are nearly straight and very

converging backwards; the postero-lateral part outside each uropod is somewhat produced backwards,

forming a triangle about twice as broad as long.
- The median lamella of the male operculum has

its terminal part peculiarly shaped (fig. 4 hi, as the inner half of each plcopod is produced in a rounded

lobe about as long as broad and directed backwards, while the outer half is a subtriangular lobe

directed mainly outwards, with the distinctly concave hind margin nearly transverse, and this outer

lobe reaches slightly beyond the base of the inner lobe. Uropods decidedly shorter than the abdomen.

Length of a large female 9 mm.

Remarks. This fine species is abundantly distinguished by several conspicuous characters

from all other forms. The antennulae may be seen on fig. 4 a. Figs. 4 b 4 e represent the mouth-parts

of the left side; these four figures may serve as types for the organs in question of the genus, and

their morphological composition is easily understood by aid of the explanation of the plate. It need

only be pointed out that the maxilliped (fig. 4 e) possesses the prvcoxa (a) described on p. 9,

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolP at four stations.

Davis Strait: Stat 25: Lat 633o' N\ Long. 5425' W., 582 fath., temp. 3-3, numerous spec.

Between Angmagsalik and North-West Iceland: Stat 95: Lat 65i4' N., Long. 3O39' W., 752 fath.,

temp. 2-1*; 15 spec,

Stat 96: Lat 6524' N. .Long. 29 cWW., 735 fath.,

temp. 1-2; 5 spec.

South-West of Iceland: Stat 78: Lat 6o37' N., Long. 2752' W, 799 fath., temp. 4-5; 8 spec
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6. lanira Vilhelminae Stephensen.

1913. Janira Vilhelmince K. Stepheiisen, Meddelelser om Gr0nland, Vol. 51, p. 68; Pis. I II.

This large and robust species is very characteristic. Stephenseu's figure of the entire animal

renders the species easily recognisable, but as he did not publish any real description, the more im-

portant specific characters may be pointed out here.

Description. Surface of the body without granulations or hairs. -- The head has the rostral

process long, while the sides are somewhat expanded and at each side produced in a broad, moderately

long, triangular plate directed forwards and a little outwards, nearly as long as broad and with the

end obtuse or subacute; the frontal margin between this plate and the rostrum convex. Eyes small

and very distant from the lateral margins.

The lateral part of the thoracic segments rather expanded and produced into lamellar lappets;

second to fourth segments with two lappets at each side, and the four remaining segments with a

single lappet; all lappets are subtriangular, with the end obtuse, and most of them nearly as long as

broad, but those on the two posterior segments are a little longer than broad, distinctly longer than

the preceding lappets and directed considerably backwards. Epimeral processes are completely wanting

at the four anterior segments, while at the three posterior segments they are seen from above as small,

obtuse or acute protuberances situated behind the base of each lappet.

The postero-lateral parts of the abdomen produced at each side of the uropods into a large

triangular plate about as long as broad.

Remarks. The marsupiurn of one of the females is occupied by a species of Sphceronella.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf". Hitherto known only from Northern Stramfjord,

West Greenland at Lat 6745' N., where Dr. V. Nordmann collected a good number of specimens ;
the

depth was 213 218 fath., temp. -=-07.

7. lanira laciniata G. O. Sars.

(PI. I, fig. 5 a).

1872. Janira laciniata G. O. Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania for 1872, p. 92.

! 1897. lanthc laciniata G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 101
;

PI. 41.

i

The figures and description published by Sars convey an excellent idea of this characteristic

species, but a correction and an additional observation may be noted. Sars wrote: "Segments of meso-

some with the lateral parts laminarly expanded, and each produced into two lanceolate lappets separ-

ated by a deep incision, those of the 4 anterior segments subequal, those of the 3 posterior ones rather

unequal, the anterior lappet being much the larger". At a first view this seems to be correct, but on

a closer examination it is seen that each lateral lamina has two lanceolate lappets only on second to

fourth segments, while each of the four other segments have only a single lappet, because the

apparently anterior lappet of first segment and the apparently posterior and somewhat small lappet of

each of the three posterior segments are in reality marked off by a suture, being epimeral processes
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(fig. 5 a, f/>, f/>] from the basal joint of the legs. Furthermore a small, very oblong epimeral process

(fig. 5 a, </) is seen at the l>ottom of the cleft between the two lappets of fourth segment

Most of the upper surface of the animals, especially on the thoracic segments, is finely granu-

lated, and besides in most of the smaller and in some of the subadult or adult specimens clothed with

fine hairs, generally short, but some long hairs may be interspersed. When hairs are scarce or wanting

they have probably been lost

Among my rich material not a single female with the ntarsupium fully developed is found.

The largest female (from the "IngolP Stat 35) measures 8-6 mm. from the tip of the rostrum to the

middle of the hind margin of the abdomen; the largest male (from the same station) is 7-2 mm.

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolF at six stations.

Davis Strait: Stat 32: Lat 6635' N., Long. 56*38' W., 318 fath., temp. 3.9; 11 spec.

Stat 35: Lat 65 16' N., Long. 55*05' W., 362 fath., temp. 3-6; 11 spec

Stat 28: Lat 65*14' N., Long. 5542' W., 420 fath., temp. 3-5; 2 spec.

Stat 27: Lat 6454
(

N., Long. 55*10' W., 393 fath., temp. 3-8; i spec

Stat 25: Lat 63*30' N., Long. 5425' W., 582 fath., temp. 3-3; 2 spec.

West of North Iceland: Stat 96: Lat 65*24' Nn Long. 29*00' W., 735 fath., temp. 1-2; i spec.

Besides it has been gathered three times in Davis Strait, viz.: Lat 65*45' N., Long. 543o' W.,

about 200 fath. (Stephensen); Lat 65*36' N., Long. 56*24' W., 349 fath., temp. 3-2* (by Admiral Wandel),

and Lat 63*24' N., Long. 53*10' W., 473 fath. (Stephensen).

Distribution. Storeggen bank, off Molde, Norway, 400 fath.; besides off the coast of Nord-

land and Finmark, 100 to 150 fath. (G. O. Sars).

8. lanira spinosa Harger.

1879, Janira spinosa Harger, Proc U. S. Nat Mus., Vol. II, p. 158.

! 1880. Harger, Rep. U. S. Comm. Fish and Fisheries, Vol. 6, p. 323; PI. II, fig. 10.

! 1881. lanthf sfirciosa Bovallius, Bihang till K. Sv. Vet Akad. Handl., Vol. 6, No. 4, p. 5; Pis. I III.

This species is easily separated from the preceding forms by the conspicuous pair of dorsal

submediau processes on each thoracic segment The surface of the body generally more or less hairy,

but the hairs are much less numerous than in some specimens of /. laciniata. The antero-lateral

plates of the head are lanceolate, acute, and from not fully twice to nearly three times as long as broad.

Kpimeral processes are completely wanting at the lateral lappets of the three anterior thoracic segments;

between the two lappets of fourth segment sometimes a minute, triangular epimeral tubercle may be

seen. At the base of the hind margin of the lappets of the three posterior segments a small sub-

triangular epimeral process is always visible, and these processes are seen on Bovallius' fig. i as teeth

incorrectly not marked off by a suture, and at least those at fifth and sixth segments are distinctly a

little longer than according to that figure.

Harger established /. spinosa on two small females, 8 mm. long, and published a single figure,

\i/_, the animal from above. Bovallius established lanthr sprciosa on a very large male, measuring

21-5 mm. from the tip of the rostrum to the end of abdomen (the end of its processes, I suppose); he
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had evidently not seen Harger's papers, but in a later treatise (1886) he keeps Harger's and his own

form as "probably" two species. In 1887 I stated that lanthe speciosa Bov. is only a synonym for Har-

ger's species. Harriet Richardson, while writing the Monograph, had not seen any specimen. Noth-

withstanding this she considered /. speciosa to be specifically distinct from Harger's /. sfiinosa, and copied

Harger's description and an extract of that given by Bovallius; in a foot-note (p. 460) she added:

"Since my manuscript went to press, the types of /. spinosa have been sent from Yale University, and

I find it distinct from /. sfiinosa", but as she had not seen any specimen referred to /. speciosa and

not any further material, the statement is of no value. And let us now look at the differences

between the figures given by the two authors, and compare them with my material, 8 specimens.

According to Harger's figure his specimens had the antero-lateral processes of the head less

diverging, the thoracic lappets proportionately a little shorter and broader than on Bovallius' figure;

besides, the abdomen has no subbasal dorsal tubercle on Harger's figure. My largest specimen (from

the "Ingolf" StaL 29) agrees as to these particulars well with Bovallius' fig. i, but another male from

Davis Strait differs more from that large specimen than from Harger's figure as to the direction

of the frontal processes and the shape and size of the thoracic lappets. The only feature seemingly

affording a specific character is the presence or absence of the dorsal abdominal tubercle. But in my

specimens this tubercle varies much as to length and thickness. It is rarely shaped like one of the

processes on the posterior thoracic segments; it is generally a little or much lower and somewhat or

much thicker than these processes, and in a small specimen, which has the lateral lappets as slender

as my largest specimen, the abdominal tubercle is low and very broad. I am inclined to think that

Harger's specimens possess the dorsal abdominal process as a low tubercle, and it is to be regretted

that Richardson did not say anything on this topic in the foot-note quoted. As a result of my material

and the literature I am forced to consider /. speciosa Bov. as only a synonym for Harger's species.

It may be added that many of the numerous figures published by Bovallius, and especially

those representing mouth-organs, are far from accurate. On the maxillipeds (his fig. 22) he overlooked

the two coupling hooks, and the suture or articulation separating the long second joint from its lobe

does not exist. On the figure showing the maxillula (fig. 16) and the maxilla (fig. 19) the proximal

parts are partly omitted, partly wrong. On fig. 13, exhibiting the distal part of the left mandible, the

movable lobe is not marked off, the row of strong setae shows another aspect and ought not to be

interrupted, the molar process is too short But I found it unnecessary to draw a new set of figures

of these appendages, as they did not exhibit differences worth mentioning from those of /. pulchra.

My largest specimen, a male from the "Ingolf" Stat. 29, measures 15 mm. from the tip of the

rostrum to the base of the uropods, 17 mm. to the end of the abdominal processes; the single female,

that with Spharonella, is 12-2 mm., or to the end of the abdominal processes, 13-2 mm.

In a marsupium of a specimen from Davis Strait, Lat 6632' N., I discovered the parasitic

Copepod Sph&ronella curtipes H. J. H. described in my book on the Choniostomatidae.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at three stations.

Davis Strait: Stat 31: Lat 6635' N., Long. 5554' W., 88 fath., temp. 1-6;
l

/ 2 spec.

Stat 29: Lat 6534' N., Long. 543i' W.. 68 fath., temp. 0-2; i spec

South-East of Iceland: Stat 4: 64O7' N., Long. n 3
i2' W., 237 fath., temp. 2-5; i spec
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The species was formerly known from Baffin Bay, LaL 67*59' NI Long- 56*33* W., 98 falh.

(Bovalliiisi, and from two places in Davis Strait, viz.: LaL 66C
32' N., 5534' W., xoo fath., and LaL

6535 N I-ong. 5450' W., 80 fath. (H. J. Hansen). Besides, it has been secured by Admiral Wandel at

a place north-west of Iceland: LaL 66i6' N, Long. a6 98 W., 330 fath., temp, -f cri, i spec.

Distribution. Hitherto known only from Banquereau, LaL 44 45 N., about Long. 58" W.

(Harger),

Acanthaspidea stebb.

The name of the genus has been given by Stebbing in 1893 instead of Acanthoniscus G. O. San,

which was preoccupied. Only the type species is to hand.

The genus is allied to /anira, but differs in the following characters. The maxillipeds (H. I,

*ig. 6 a) have the second joint of the palp very moderately expanded, and it is very much narrower

than the broad lobe of the second joinL First pair of legs not prehensile, subsimilar to the other pairs;

seventh joint of all pairs moderately long (fig. 6 c), the claw somewhat strong and rather long, the

accessory claw slender. In the male the median lamella of the operculum (fig. 6d) tapers from the

moderately broad base to near the end, which is slightly widened; female operculum somewhat produced

behind. Uropods moderately large, with the exopod quite small.

Janthofsis Bedd. and probably Jolanthe Bedd. must be united with Acanthaspidea. A revi.Mon,

based on the study of the appendages, of a good number of genera established in the literature as

more or less allied to /anira and Acanthaspidea, is much needed.

9. Acanthaspidea typhlops G. O. Sars.

(PL I, figs. 6 a 6 e.)

1879. Acanthonucu* typhlops G. O. Sars, Arch. L Math, og Naturv. VoL 4, p. 434.

! 1885. G. O. Sars, North-Atl. Exp. p. 119; PI. X, figs 27 30.

Sars has published a detailed description with four figures of the female, but he did not know

the male. A few corrections and additions may be given here.

Sars said of the antennae: "The 2 first joints of the peduncle jut forth on the outer side, as a

strong, oblique, outward-directed, spiniform projection", and this description agrees with his fig. 27, but is

not correcL Sars has overlooked the first joint, which is very short and without any process; the proctM

from the real second joint is very long, while the "projection" from the third joint is somewhat shorter

and not a process, but the nearly spine-shaped exopod or squama marked off by a distinct articulation.

Of the thoracic segments Sars said in the diagnosis: "Epimera on ist segment simple pointed,

on the 3 succeeding segments two-lobed, on the 3 posterior three-lobed". But he did not distinguish

between the different nature of some of the lobes. The lobes on the four anterior segments are only

lateral expansions of the segments, and real cpimeral plates or processes, projecting from the basal

joint of the legs, are quite wanting. The three posterior segments are laterally strongly expanded,

and each expansion is bifid, so that the two anterior of the "lobes" originate from the segment in

question, while the posterior, much shorter lobe (fig. 6 b, >p) is an epimeral plate, thus a process from
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first joint of the leg and, seen from above, well marked off by a transverse suture. It may be added

that the lateral lobes of the segments are a little longer, more produced, in my older specimens than

in the large female figured by Sars.

The median lamella of the male operculum (figs. 6 d 6 e) tapers, as said above, from the

moderately broad base to near the slightly widened end. Each of its pleopods terminates in an inner,

distally rounded lobe about as long as broad and an outer somewhat shorter, almost spiniform, acute

process directed backwards and a little outwards. -- The copulatory organ of each lateral part of the

operculum is produced into a thin, long thread reaching nearly to the end of the peduncle of the

uropods. The female operculum has been figured by Sars.

According to Sars his large female was 12 mm. long; my largest specimen, a male, is 8-4 mm.

- The specimens from the "Ingolf" Stat 25 are very young, without seventh pair of legs, and they

measure only 2 2-1 mm. in length. They differ from developed specimens in having no dorsal tubercles

on the thoracic segments, and besides their fifth and sixth segments have the anterior of the lateral

lobes still undeveloped, being represented by a feeble angle.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at two stations.

Davis Strait: Stat 25: Lat 633o' N., Long. 5425' W., 582 fath., temp. 3-3; 27 young.

Between Angmagsalik and North-West Iceland: Stat. 95: Lat 65i4' N., Long. 3O39' W., 752 fath.,

temp. 2'i; i spec.

The species has been recorded from Davis Strait: Lat. 6324' N., Long. 53io' W., 473 fath.

(Stephensen). And the "Thor" has captured it south-west of the Faeroes: Lat. 6ii5' N., Long. 935' W.

463 5 J 5 fath
->

* spec-

Distribution. Hitherto only recorded from a single station in the sea west of Lofoten, 457

fath., temp, -f- 07 (G. O. Sars).

lanirella Bonnier.

Description. As to the shape of the body intermediate between lanira and Pleurogonium,

but somewhat more similar to the latter genus. Head with a rostral process and a pair of long lateral

processes (PI. I, fig. 8 a). Eyes almost rudimentary or wanting. Antennulse with the peduncular joints

well developed and a low number of joints in the flagellum. Antennae in the main as in lanira;

squama distinct -- Mandibles (fig. 8c), maxillnlse, and maxillae almost as in Ianira\ maxillipeds (fig. 8d)

somewhat shorter with second joint broader, fourth joint (second joint of the palp) at most as broad

as the lobe from second joint.

Thoracic segments produced into lateral processes or lobes. First pair of legs (fig.
8 e) prehensile,

and especially third to fifth joints much thicker than in the following pairs; fifth joint with spines

along its prehensile margin; sixth joint about half as long as the fifth and moderately strong; seventh

joint conspicuously longer than in lanira, with the claw somewhat slender and the accessory claw very

small. The other legs somewhat slender and moderately long; claw and accessory claw nearly as in

first pair.

Abdomen with lateral processes, and behind the uropods considerably produced as a triangular
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part, which is longitudinally excavated below (fig. 8g). -- Operculum in both sexes produced consid-

erably backw.u.N; its median lamella in the male tapering from the base to the end; and the terminal

part of each of its pleopods rather narrow, with the end rounded. The uropods are very small,

:IR of two joints, and one of the rami, probably the exopod, is wanting; they are inserted much

in advance of the end of the abdomen on its lateral margins.

Remarks. Especially by the length of seventh joint of the thoracic legs, the length and shape

the claw and the minute accessory claw, the shape of abdomen and opercuhun and finally by the

reduced uropods this genus is abundantly distinguished from lanira, and by differences especially in

tlu mandibles, the first thoracic legs, the uropods and the male operculum from Plrnrogoniutn.

.. species have been established; the "Ingolf" has secured two new species.

ii >. lanirella spongicola n. sp.

(PL I, figs. 7 a 7 c|

Description. Closely allied to /. Nanseni Bonn. Body rather convex, scarcely twice as long

as broad, measured to the end of the lateral processes.
- The frontal process (fig. 7 a) much shorter

than in /. Nansrni. only about half as long as the first joint of the antennular peduncle; it terminates

in a long spine, and has about two very small spines before the end. No eyes.
- The first joint of

the antennuhc more than twice as long as broad; the flagellum 7-jointed.

The lateral processes of the head and of the thoracic segments nearly as in /. Nansrni, each

terminating in a strong, articulated spine and with some thin lateral spines; the only difference as to

the processes is that the two processes at each of second to fourth segments are less divergent, and

the anterior conspicuously more than half as long as the posterior (comp. fig. 7b with Itonnier's fig. i a).

The surface of the body with the same number of processes as in /. Nanseni^ viz. one on first thoracic

segment, two on the head, on fifth to seventh segments and on the abdomen, three processes on second

to fourth segments, but all these processes are somewhat or much shorter than in / Nanseni. Fig. 7 b

exhibits the major part af third thoracic segment; it is seen that the median process is only about as

long as broad, and terminates in a long, articulated spine, while the submedian intermediate pair of

spines are considerably smaller; Bonnier's fig. I 1 of fourth segment shows the submedian pair several

times larger, even larger than the median process.

The abdomen is more acutely produced (fig. 7 c) than in /. Nanseni and has the end acute or

subacute; its four pairs of lateral processes are not, as in that species, subequal in size, but third pair

are conspicuously larger than the second pair, which are distinctly larger than the first or the fourth.

Length of the largest specimen, a male, 5-5 mm.; a female without marsupium is somewhat smaller.

Remarks. The differences pointed out between my specimens and Bonnier's elaborate repres-

entation of /. Nanseni especially those in the length of the rostrum and of the dorsal processes on

second to fourth segments are so strong, that I found it necessary to establish a new species on my

two somewhat mutilated specimens.

Occurrence Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single station.

South-West of Iceland: Stat 81: Lat 6i44' N.. I...ug. 27oo' W, 485 fath., temp, fri; 2 spec.

The UfnlTltiFMlUn III. i. 4
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ii. lanirella laevis n. sp.

(PL I, figs.8a-8g.)

Description. The general outline of the body (fig. 8 a) with its lateral processes is in the main

as in /. spongicola and /. Nanscni, but the dorsal surface has no processes or spines, and several other

differences are obvious. The rostrum (fig. 8 b), which is scarcely as long as the sum of the two

proximal antennular joints, is somewhat widened towards the middle and here armed at each side

with a robust spine; its end is transverse or emargiuate, and each angle has a strong spine. Eyes

wanting. -- First antennular joint (fig. 8b) about twice as long as broad; the flagellum with 6 joints.

The lateral processes of the head and of the thoracic segments have the terminal spine much

smaller than in 7. spongicola, and frequently minute; the processes are on the whole a little or some-

what shorter than in the preceding species and without lateral spines; the anterior of the two processes

at each side of second to fourth segments is much shorter than the posterior.

The abdomen (figs. 8 a and 8 g) is distinctly less produced backwards than in /. spongicola, and

has its end somewhat narrow and rounded. The four pairs of lateral processes differ extremely in

size; third pair are distinctly larger than second, which are much larger than the very small first or

fourth pair; each process terminates in an articulated spine.

Length of the largest specimen, a female without marsupium, 4 mm.

Remarks. /. glabra Richardson, /. abyssicola Richardson and /. Bonnieri Stephensen have no

dorsal processes, but 7. l&vis differs from them in the shape of the rostrum, the abdominal processes,

etc. At the antero-lateral margins of first thoracic segment the epimera are visible as a low protub-

erance with a spine; at the postero-lateral margins of the three posterior segments the epimera are

generally visible from above as very low, but broad and rounded protuberances; in 7. spongicola such

epimera at the same four segments are also visible from above, but scarcely as conspicuous as in 7. lavis.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at two stations.

Davis Strait: Stat 24: Lat 63o6' N., Long. 56oo' W., 1199 fath., temp. 2-4; 7 spec.

Stat 36: Lai 6i5o' N., Long. 562i' W., 1435 fath., temp. 1-5; 4 spec.

Katianira n. gen.

Description. Body oblong, rather depressed, in general appearance somewhat similar to

lanira (PL II, fig. i a). No eyes. Antennulse with a small number of joints in the flagellum. Antennae

shorter than the antennnlae (PL II, fig. ic); peduncle apparently 5-jointed, as the first joint has nearly

or totally vanished, and the three following joints are short; flagellum with few joints. Mandibles

(PL I, figs. 9 a gb) differ from those in lanira especially in having the molar process more slender

and, besides, tapering to the rather slender end which is obliquely truncate. Maxillipeds (fig. 9 c) have

the second joint broad, its lobe broad though narrower than the joint, with two coupling hooks;

third joint narrow; fourth joint formed by the complete fusion of two joints, subtriangular, considerably

expanded, and a little narrower than the lobe from second joint; fifth joint
-- answering to the sixth

in other genera long, distally produced inwards and forwards in an oblong lobe. Epipod of very

moderate size, oblong.
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The thoracic segments laterally produced in plate* (PI. II, figs, i a i b); first, sixth and seventh

segments each with a single lobe; in the four other segments each plate is divided into two lobes by

a triangular incision. - Thoracic legs of middle length; first pair in both sexes (figs, id and i e)

UMir.n.iU in a fully developed, slender chela; the other pairs have the seventh joint robust and of

moderate length (fig. i f), the claw somewhat strong and the accessory claw small and slender.

The abdomen differs from lanint in having the part between the uropods very convex and

protruding as a transverse plate. The median lamella of the male operculum (fig. i i) is broad,

tapering t<> somewhat from the end, and then scarcely widening; the copulatory organ reaches about

:.) the em! of its pleopod (PI. I, fig. gd); the female operculum (fig. i h) rounded behind. The uropods

(fig. i g) consist of two joints, the first quite short and hidden beneath the dorsal plate of the abdomen,

the second somewhat large.

Remarks. Katianira shows some resemblance to lanira, but differs abundantly in having the

antenna: short, the molar process of the mandibles tapering, only four joints in the "palp" of the

maxillipeds, a real chela on first pair of legs, and the uropods without exopod.

Only a single species is known.

12. Katianira chelifera n. sp.

(PI. I, figs, ga-gd; PI. II, figs, i a i L)

Description. Body about two and a half times as long as broad (fig. i .n. with the surface

Miiooth. The lateral margins of the head (fig. i c) have a longer or shorter portion finely serrate;

labrtim is visible from above. The antennulae nearly reach the posterior margin of first thoracic

segment; the first peduncular joint is slightly longer and thicker than the second; flagellum about half

as long again as the peduncle, 5-jointed, with second joint about as long as the two following joints

together. Antennae conspicuously shorter than the antennuhc (fig. i c); flagellum shorter than the

peduncle, 4-joiuted.

Thoracic segments peculiarly adorned, as all the free margins are serrate, being closely set with

numerous small processes about equal in length (fig. i b); the lateral lobes of the segments are sub-

acute, terminating in a conspicuous, articulated spine; on second to fourth segments the lateral lobes

of each segment differ much in size and shape, the anterior lobe being considerably shorter and several

times narrower than the posterior; on the fifth segment the anterior lobe is about as long as the

posterior. The chela of first legs in the female (fig. i e) about four times, in the male (fig. i d) more

than four and a half times as long as broad ; the fingers are considerably shorter than the hand, equal

in length, somewhat curved near the end, acute, and the movable finger is conspicuously thicker than

the other.

The abdomen (figs, i a, i g, i i) about as long as broad, on each lateral margin with five or

six low protuberances, each terminating in a thick, conspicuous spine; besides, the intervals between

the three anterior spines adorned with some minute saw-teeth. The protruding lobe between the

uropods is less than twice as broad as long, and its moderately convex hind margin has 68 small,

thin spines. The operculum is placed somewhat backwards, in the female reaching nearly to, in the

male even slightly overreaching, the posterior margin of the abdomen. In the male (fig. t i) each

4'
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pleopod of the median lamella has the posterior margin concave and somewhat oblique, as the distal

outer corner is produced into a triangular process directed backwards. The female operculum (fig. i h)

is slightly longer than broad. - - The terminal joint of the uropods a little less than half as long as

the abdomen, with some stiff setae along both margins.

Length of a male 2mm.; the largest female is without marsupium and nearly 1-8 mm. long.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single station.

South- West of Iceland: Stat. 78: Long. 6o37' N., Lat. 27^' W., 799 fath., temp. 4-5; 9 spec.

Group II. Haploniscini.

In general appearance somewhat similar to animals among the terrestrial Isopoda, excepting, of

course, in having the abdomen not divided into segments. Head free. Eyes wanting. Antennae without

normal squama, frequently with a long process on third joint. Mandibles normal; molar process sub-

cylindrical or thickened towards the end, but otherwise as in lanira. Maxillary palp with second joint

not expanded, slender; the two distal joints well developed. The three, or at least two, posterior thor-

acic segments coalesced at least on the dorsal side and immovably coalesced with the abdomen. All

thoracic limbs are slender walking legs, with seventh joint at least moderately long, and on the posterior

pairs rather long, the claw slender and no accessory claw. Uropoda minute and uniramous, or wanting.

Remarks. The group comprises two genera, one of them new. The animals are very small,

smooth, and live in considerable or great depths.

HaploniSCUS Richardson.

Description. Body more or less depressed. Front margin of the head distinctly sinuate or

with a short process.
-- Antennulse (PI. II, figs. 2 a and 4b) moderately short; first joint thick, twice

to four times as thick as, but a little shorter than, the second
; flagellum with a low number of joints.

Antennae of very moderate length or rather short; first joint scarcely discernible; third joint with an

acute, strong or long process, but whether this process may be a peculiarly developed squama is

questionable; fifth joint considerably thicker than the sixth; flagellum shorter than the peduncle.
-

Mandibles (figured by Sars) nearly as in lanira, Maxillipeds (fig. 2 e) with the two proximal joints

moderately broad, the lobe from second joint broader than this joint and with few coupling hooks;

the joints of the palp slender; epipod large, nearly triangular.

Thoracic segments conspicuously expanded laterally, but their lateral margins are straight or

slightly convex in their full length; epimeral processes wanting. The three posterior segments either

well marked off from each other and from abdomen towards their lateral margins, while their broad

dorsal median parts are coalesced or even fused, or -- in H. armadilloides -- the articulation between

fifth and sixth segments seems to be not fully undeveloped, while the two posterior segments and

abdomen seem to be immovably coalesced, though moderately distinct sutures between them remain
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mi tin- broad median dorsal surface. The legs slender; first pair not prehensile and differing but

littlr n "in tin- second pair; the posterior pairs with .seventh joint and the claw (fig. 2 f) distinctly longer

ami thinner than on the anterior pairs; the claw is somewhat or very long (figs. 2 1 and 4 c) and instead

ot an accessory claw a couple of haii-

Abdomen about as broad as, or considerably broader than, long, and posteriorly truncate, with a

tooth or process at the end of each lateral margin. Operculum in the female (figs. 2 1 and 4 d) propor-

tionatelv Mnall, broadly rounded posteriorly. Median lamella of the male operculum (it is unknown

in //.nrmadiitoidfs) broad a little from or at the base (figs. 2h and 3 f), and tapering considerably to

somewhat from the end, its distal part is somewhat widened and peculiar in structure; the copulatory

organ of second pleopods produced into an extremely long thread (fig. ah, c; fig. jg). Uropods very

small or nearly rudimentary, consisting of an oblong joint, and sometimes an exceedingly small proximal

joint can be discerned (fig. a 1).

Remarks. In his Account (p. 119) Sars says that Nantioniscus btcuspis G. O. S. "is scarcely

congeneric" with the type of the genus, N. oblongus G. O. Sars, and with N. caspius G. O. S., "differing,

as it does, considerably, iu the structure of both the antenna: and the oral parts, and also in that of

the caudal appendages." In 1908 Harriet Richardson established the genus Ilaplonisciis with X. bicHspis

G. O. & as the type, and described, besides, two new species. In 1914 Vanhdffen added two antarctic

species. The "IngolF captured three species, two of them new.

13. Haploniscus bicuspis G. O. Sars.

(PI. II, figs, a a al).

1877. Nannoniscus bicuspis G. O. Sars, Arch. f. Math, og Naturv. Vol. II, p. 353.

! 1885. G. O. Sars, North-Atl. Exp. p. iaa; PL 10, figs. 3145.

Description. Body rather depressed, in the female from two and a half to two and two-

third times as long as broad, in the male (fig. a a) about three times as long as broad. Front margin

of the head nearly transverse with a minute protuberance at the middle (fig. a b). The autennulae,

especially their two proximal joints, thicker in the male (fig. a b) than in the female (fig. a d), in both

sexes scarcely reaching the end of the penultimate joint in the antennal peduncles; flagellum in the

male 5-jointed, in the female 4>jointed. Antenna? somewhat less than half as long as the body; the

process on the third joint (figs, a b, a c, ad) is robust, somewhat oblong-triangular, acute, projecting

upwards and a little or somewhat outwards from the middle of the upper surface of the joint; penul-

timate peduncular joint much thicker in the male (fig. a b) thau in the female (fig. a d); last peduncular

joint without any tooth or process at the end ; flagellum with 13 joints.

The three posterior thoracic segments and the abdomen fused on the broad median part of the

dorsal surface (fig. 3 a); the limit between sixth and seventh segments generally perceptible, those

between fifth and sixth segments and between seventh segment and abdomen are only visible towards

the lateral margins.

Abdomen in the female (fig. a 1) a little broader than long, with the postero-lateral processes

only about one-third as long as the distance between them; uropods conspicuous, reaching to a little
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from the end (fig. 2!), or nearly beyond the end (fig. 2 k) of the adjacent process; operculum slightly

broader than long. --In the male the abdomen is a little longer than broad (figs. 2 a and 2h); the

postero-lateral processes are much larger than in the female, more than half as long as the margin

between them, which is incurved just above each uropod (fig. 2g); the uropods are conspicuous from

below, reaching a little beyond the posterior margin (u at figs. 2 g and 2 h). The median lamella of

the operculum is suddenly considerably widened a little from the base (figs. 2 h and 2 i), as each lateral

margin is excavated near that base; the distal part of the lamella has two pairs of minute angles on

the outer margin, respectively a little before and a little behind the middle
;

the thread of the copulatory

organ is almost three times as long as second pleopod (fig. 2 h, c).

Length of a female with marsupium 2-5 mm., of a male 2'6 mm.

Remarks. Sars published a detailed description with figures of the female, but he overlooked

the dorsal fusion of the segments mentioned, and he had no male.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at fifteen stations, all in cold area.

North of the Faeroes: Stat. 141: Lat 6322' N., Long. 658' W., 679 fath., temp. -^ 0-6; 8 spec.

Stat. 138: Lat 6326' N., Long. f$(>' W., 471 fath., temp. ^- 0-6; 10 spec.

Stat 139: Lat. 6326' N., Long. 73o' W., 702 fath., temp, -f- 0-6; ab. 32 spec.

East of Iceland: Stat 105: Lat. 6534' N., Long. 73i' W., 762 fath., temp.
-=- 0-8; 2 spec.

Stat 104: Lat. 6623' N., Long. 725' W., 957 fath., temp, -f- rt; 13 spec.

Stat 103: Lat. 6623' N., Long. 852' W., 579 fath., temp, -f- 0-6; 4 spec.

- Stat. 102: Lat. 6623' N., Long. io26' W., 750 fath., temp. -r- 0-9; 4 spec.

North of Iceland: Stat. 124: Lat 674o' N., Long. I54o' W., 495 fath., temp. -=- 0-6; 5 spec.

Stat. 125: Lat 68o8' N., Long. i6o2' W., 729 fath., temp. -f- 0-8; 3 spec.

North-East of Iceland: Stat 120: Lat. 6729' N., Long. n32' W., 885 fath., temp.
-=- ro; 4 spec.

Stat 119: Lat 6753' N., Long. ioi9' W., 1010 fath., temp, -i- 1-0; 18 spec.

South of Jan Mayen: Stat 118: Lat 6827' N., Long. 82o' W., 1060 fath., temp. -^ ro; 2 spec.

Stat 117: Lat 69i3' N., Long. 823' W., 1003 fath., temp. 4- ro; ab. 33 spec.

Stat. 113: Lat 693i' N., Long. 7o6' W., 1309 fath., temp. -^- ro; 9 spec.

Stat 116: Lat jo'o^' N., Long. 826' W., 371 fath., temp.
-=- 0-4; 12 spec.

Besides, it has ,been taken East of Iceland at Lat. 6553' N., Long. 7i8' W., 1163 fath., temp.

^ ri (G. O. Sars).

Distribution. Taken by Sars in the cold area west of Norway at Lat. 635' N., 525 fath.,

temp. -f- ri, and at Lat 6946' N., 649 fath., temp,
-=- 07. But when Sars records it from the warm

area between Finmark and Beeren Eiland at Lat 72^7' N., Long. 20*51' E., 191 fath., temp. 3-5, the

statement seems to me a little dubious, because this species otherwise has been taken exclusively, and

even at 18 stations, in the cold area in from 371 to 1309 fath.; perhaps the specimens from the warm

area belong to the following species or to another closely allied form.
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14. Haploniscus spinifer n. sp.

(PL II, figs.3a-3h.)

Description. This species is so closely allied to //. biciu/>is, that it is sufficient to point out

the 1 1 (ft tmces. -- The antennuhe with only 4 joints in the flagellum (fig. 3 a). The antenmc have the

process on third joint nearer to its base (fig. 3C) than in //. bicuspis\ in both sexes the last joint of

tin- peduncle has an oblong tooth or acute process above at the distal end (figs. 3 83 b), and the

i-lluni has only n joints. The median lamella of the male operculum (fig. 3 f ) is only about half

as long again as broad at the base, the proximal part of the outer margin somewhat convex without

the im-i -inn found in //. tifttsfis, and the terminal part of the lamella has its lateral margins convex,

without any protruding angle.

Two adult males from the same place (Stat 22) differ considerably from one another; one is

shaped as the male figured of //. bicus/>is (fig. 2 a), but its postero-lateral processes are much larger

(fig. 3 d), each being half as long again as the posterior margin between them. The other male looks

almost like a female, as the lateral margins of the body are more convex, and the animal consequently

broader in proportion to length, furthermore the antennulae and antennae are distinctly more slender,

and the postero-lateral processes (fig. 36) much shorter, being even shorter than the margin between them.

The largest male measures 2-8 mm. from the front margin to the end of the very long postero-

lateral processes. No female with marsupium was secured.

Remarks. The process at the end of the antennal peduncle is the best character between

//. sftni/fr and //. bicusf>is. as the latter species has no trace of any process. A second allied species

without any process at the end of the antennal peduncle is //. rctrospinis Richardson, of which I have

examined co-types from the U. S. Nat Mus.

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolF at three stations, all in the warm area.

Davis Strait: StaL 36: LaL 6i5o' N.. Long. s62i' W., 1435 fath., temp. 1-5; 4 spec.

South of Davis Strait: StaL 22: LaL 58io' N., Long. 4825' W., 1845 fath., temp. 1-4; 4 spec

South-West of Iceland: StaL 78: LaL 6o37' N., Long. 2752' W., 799 fath., temp. 4-5; 11 spec.,

but most of them very young.

Haploniscus armadilloides n. sp.

(PI. 1 1, figs. 4 a-4d).

Female. Body about two and a half times as long as broad, rather convex, and the major

part nearly semi-cylindrical; the general appearance reminding one of a minute Armadillo. The sides of

the head somewhat expanded outwards and forwards, so that the anterior margin, which has its median

part somewhat convex (figs. 4 a 4 b), is conspicuously concave between the middle and the broadly

rounded antero-lateral angles. The frontal plate (fig. 4 b) is a rather broad triangle with the apex

acute and each lateral margin sinuate. Antennulae about as long as the head; flagellutn shorter than

the peduncle, 3-jointed (fig. 4 b). Anu mix short, reaching about the posterior angle of first thoracic

segment; the first joint could not be made out; the process on third joint is extremely long, slender,

acute, projecting outwards and a little forwards from the anterior side of the joint, and reaching to

near the end of fifth joint; flagellum a little shorter than the peduncle, 7-jointed.
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The articulation between fifth and sixth thoracic segments seems to be not quite undeveloped,

while the two posterior segments and the abdomen seem to be immovably coalesced, and the limits

between them are on the major part of the upper surface only moderately distinct sutures, but con-

spicuous towards the lateral margins. On the thoracic legs the claw is longer than the seventh joint (fig. 4 c).

Abdomen more than half as broad again as long (figs. 43 and 4d); the postero-lateral processes

are small, broader than long, acute; the posterior margin is more convex than in the two preceding

species.
- The operculum is nearly circular. The uropods are very small, not reaching the end of

the processes; a division into two joints could not be observed.

Length of the largest specimen, a female without marsupium, 1-5 mm.; the other specimen juvenile.

Remarks. In general aspect H, armadilloides differs considerably from the two preceding

species, and it can roll itself nearly as many terrestrial Ouiscidae. It agrees with H. bicuspis in several

features, thus in having a peculiar process on third antennal joint, in the postero-lateral abdominal

processes, the shape of the uropods, the abdominal operculum, but shows a number of sharp differences,

which, at least provisionally, are considered as not being of generic value.

Occurrense. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single station.

South of Iceland: Stat 54: Lat 63o8' N., Long. i54o' W., 691 fath., temp. 3-9; 2 spec.

Hydroniscus n. gen.

Description. Of this curious genus only the female is known, and it is related to Haploniscus.

- Body oblong, highly vaulted and contractile into globular form. Head anteriorly with a broad,

rounded incision at each side of the moderately broad median part, which is produced as an obtuse

process (PI. II, fig. 5 c).
- - Antennulae moderately short; second joint longer than in Haploniscus.

Antennae short; third joint without process.
-- Mandibles (figs. 5 d 56) somewhat similar to lanira,

but the molar process is more thickened towards the end, and the movable lobe is very strong on the

left mandible. Maxillipeds (fig. 5 f) with the two proximal joints and the epipod somewhat broader

than in Haploniscus, while second and third joints of the palp are still more slender than in that genus.

The three posterior thoracic segments and the abdomen are strongly vaulted (fig. 5 b) and,

besides, so completely fused that only two rudiments of articulations between segments are visible on

the sides; seen from above the abdomen has the lateral margins somewhat convex and converging to

the narrowly rounded end (fig. 5 a); seen from the side (fig. 5 b), the lateral margin terminates in a

small, triangular tooth not visible from above, and situated in advance of the somewhat protruding

end of abdomen. -- Thoracic legs slender, especially the posterior pairs; first pair (figs. 5 g and 5 h)

with seventh joint moderately long and rather slender, on the posterior pairs (fig. 5 i) long and very

slender; the claw rather long, shorter than seventh joint, and an accessory claw is wanting.

Operculum (fig. 5 k, <?) subangular before the middle. - - Uropods completely wanting.

Remarks. It is easily seen that this genus is closely related to Haploniscus in spite of its

peculiar aspect. It was impossible to find any vestige of uropods; if lost, their points of attachment

must be discoverable.

Only a single species is known.
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id. Hydroniscus abyssi n. sp.

(PL II, figs. 5 a- 5 k).

male. Body three times as long as broad, broadest considerably behind the middle; its

-urfacc i-xtn-nu-lv smooth. -- The frontal process of the head (fig. 50) about as long as broad; its end

broadly rounded; the antero-latcral angles are triangularly protruding.
-- Antenmtlac with the flagellum

5-jointed; the terminal joint very short. -- Antenna- somewhat longer than the antennulte; the proximal

joints of the peduncle are very difficult to discern, being placed in a deep excavation limited by the

\i-ry high lateral plates of the head; last joint of the peduncle longer than the preceding joint; flagel-

lum nearly as long as the peduncle, o/jointed.

The abdominal operculum a little longer than broad (fig. 5 k, o) ;
with a rounded median keel

not reaching the base; the terminal margin somewhat short, almost straight Seen from below (fig. 5k)

the anal doors (a) are very conspicuous and reach the hind margin, and near the outer margin of each

door the postero-lateral process (f) is observed.

Length of the largest specimen, which has no marsupium, 2-8 mm.

Remarks. This interesting species is easily distinguished from all marine Isopoda hitherto known.

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolF at its deepest station.

South-West of Cape Farewell: Stat 38: Lat 59i2' N., Long. 5ios' W., 1870 fath., temp. 13;

7 spec., most of them very young.

Group III. Munnini.

Body very varying in aspect, but the four anterior thoracic segments conspicuously marked off

from the three following segments, and second to fourth segments considerably to very much broader

than abdomen, which is less or more produced. Head free. Eyes, if present, situated on lateral pro-

tuberances or processes of the head. Antennae with the squama minute or wanting. - Mandibles with

the incisive part, the movable lobe, and at least a few setae well developed; molar process directed

somewhat or even considerably forwards, either shaped nearly as in lanira or longer and conspicuously

thinner with the end oblique; palp in some genera reduced or wanting. Maxillary palp with second

joint from rather broad to slender; the two distal joints well developed.
- Thoracic segments movable.

First pair of legs prehensile, their fifth joint being spiniferous and at least robust, frequently much

thickened. The six following pairs "more or less rapidly increasing in length, simple, ambulatory";

accessory claw generally discernible, sometimes long and strong (Munna\ - -
t'ropods always situated

on or above the lateral margins, and somewhat or considerably in front of the end of abdomen,

generally minute and snbmarginal, but in a few forms strong, long, and with their insertions subdorsal.

Remarks. The group answers to the family Munnidte G. O. Sars. The "IngolP gathered

three of the four genera represented in the "Account" of Sars, and instead of the fourth genus, Para-

munna G. O. S., it has secured a new genus, Psrudomunna n. gen. In reality some of the genera, as

Afunna and Drndrotum, differ much from each other in a number of features. And gradually several

IV. l.t>V E.f*lkio> III. (. 5
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other genera have been discovered in other seas, especially at Kerguelen and in the Antarctic Ocean,

so that the group, which answers to three families in Vanhoffen's work (1914), in the future may be

divided in a satisfactory way, when those southern forms have been more closely investigated.

Kroyer.

The best information on this difficult genus is found in Sars' "Account"; he pointed out the

generic characters and described 5 Norwegian species. Some few corrections and additions to the

northern fauna have since been published by myself (1910) and Stappers (1911). In the present paper

7 species from the "Ingolf" area are mentioned, 3 of which are figured in Sars' work, and 2 are new

to science.

The species of Munna are far from easy to deal with, as most of them show considerable in-

dividual variation, and many of the specimens are very mutilated. Variations in armature with spines,

in the number of joints in the antennular flagella, etc., are pointed out in the descriptions of, or remarks

on, several species on the following pages. An important specific character not mentioned by Sars is

the shape of the median lamella of the male operculum; in reality the shape of this lamella, especially

its terminal part, affords, perhaps, the sharpest and most reliable character. Besides it may be pointed

out that the coxae, first joint of the thoracic legs, are thick and developed as a kind of epimera which

are attached to the lateral end of the segments (PI. Ill, figs. 7 b and 7 d) and, especially on the posterior

pairs, not always easy to discern from the segments; these coxae or epimera -- generally wanting at

first segment - - are frequently adorned with a tooth or with spines or processes, and sometimes the

lateral margins of the segments are, besides, armed in a similar way.

Sars' diagnosis of the genus must be altered a little. As M. acanthi/era n. sp. (and M. truncata

Richardson) are completely without visual organs, the statement of Sars : "Eyes distinct ..." cannot be

maintained. As to the first pair of legs a couple of lines in his diagnosis are not quite correct, as in

most species there is no appreciable sexual difference in these legs. Finally it may be added that the

female operculum has the posterior end rounded
;

in most species it is furnished with some spines on

the proximal half of its ventral surface.

17. Munna Boeckii Kroyer.

(PI. Ill, figs, i a- 1 b).

1839. Mnnna Boechii Kroyer, Naturh. Tidsskr. Vol. II, p. 612; PI. VI, figs. 1 9.

! 1897. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 107; PI. 44.

According to Sars, the antennulse have 6 joints in the flagellum, and four of these joints are long;

I have the same number in one of two Norwegian specimens, but only three long and two short joints in

the other specimen, and the specimens from the Faeroes have only the last-named number. - - The coxae

of second to seventh pairs of thoracic legs are armed with spines not mentioned or figured by Sars;

the greatest number of spines observed is two on second and seventh, three on third and fourth, and
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four ..it null aixl .sixth pairs of coxae, but frequently the number is lower, sinking to one or two on

second t<> fourth pairs, and to two on each of the following pairs.

The abdomen varies somewhat in breadth, but is always pyriform and never slender, being les*

than half a> loii again as broad, and generally rather broad; it has always three to five robust spines

at each M<!C, placed not in a line, but partly on and partly a little above the lateral margin. - The

iin .haii lamella of the male operculum (figs, i a I b) has several small spines irregularly arranged on

tin- proximal half of the ventral surface; the lamella is from almost three times to somewhat more

than three times as long as broad, distinctly tapering from somewhat before to somewhat beyond the

middle, while its distal part widens again conspicuously to the end, which is as broad as, or even a

little broader than, the proximal half and distinctly emarginate, as the hind margin of each pleopod is

a little oblique, while a minute tooth directed backwards is seen at its outer angle.

Remarks. This species is easily recognized by the characters pointed out above together

with the representation of Sars. Especially the shape of the median lamella of the male operculum

.mportant, as it differs sharply from those in all the following forms excepting M. //anst-ni. The

differences between M. Boeckii and J/. grocnlandica n. sp. are pointed out at the last-named species.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf
1

at a single station.

South-West of Iceland: Stat 85: Lat O32i' N., Long. 252i' W., 170 fath.; i spec. (poor).

It has been taken by Dr. Th. Mortensen on three places at the Faeroes, viz. off Boro, 20 30

fath., 2 spec (one spec, in Myxilla fimbriata\, north-west of Kalso, 60 fath., 7 spec., and off Nolso, 100

fath., many spec.

Distribution. West coast of Norway, 2050 fath. (G. O.Sars); North Sea at Lat 57i7' N.,

Long. 747' E., 27 fath. (Zirwas), and at some places in Scotland (T. Scott). The animals recorded by

Meinert from Denmark belong to two other species (H. J. Hanseu, 1910).

18. Munna groenlandica n. sp.

(PI. Ill, figs, a a 2 d).

?i846. Munna Fabricii Kroyer, in Gaimard, Voy. en Scand., Crust PI. XXXI, figs, i, a q (partim).

1847. Kroyer, Nat Tidsskr., Ny Rtekke, Vol. II, p. 380 (partim).

Description. As to shape of the body and length of the legs this species is intermediate

between .I/. Botckii and M. limicola G. O. S. - The eyes (fig. 2 a) are as large as in M. Borckii. The

antennuhe (fig. 2 a) a little longer than in that species; the flagellum has in the adult female most

frequently 4, but sometimes only 3, long joints, besides a proximal short and a terminal rudimentary

joint (an antennula with the first of the long joints uncommonly long but not divided into two joints

is shown in fig. 2 a). The coxae of the thoracic legs somewhat less spiniferous than in M. Boeckii,

generally with a single spine on the anterior pairs and two spines on the four posterior pairs.

The abdomen (fig. 2 b) the first segment not taken into consideration is generally a little

narrower than in M. Borckii, and is armed at each margin with two small spines, rarely one spine, and

in a single female each side possesses four somewhat small spines visible from above. Uropods as in

M. Botckii. The median lamella of the male operculum (figs. 2 c 2 d) is characteristic: somewhat
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from the base a single pair of large spines are found on the ventral surface, and in the largest male

besides two or three spines; the lamella is about three times as long as broad, tapering from consider-

ably before to a little beyond the middle and then with the margins nearly parallel to near the end,

which is a little narrower; the terminal margin of each pleopod is deeply concave, as the pleopod

terminates in a rounded setiferous lobe, while its outer part is produced into a rather large, triangular,

acute process directed backwards.

Length of the largest specimen, a female without marsupium from the Upernivik district,

3-4 mm.; a male from the same place is 3-2 mm. long. An ovigerous female from Egedesminde is 27 mm.

Remarks. In the list of the Danish Isopoda, etc. (1910) I had referred the specimens of this

species to M. Boeckii, but after the discovery of the value of the shape of the median lamella of the

male operculum I saw that it is in reality a new species, though none of the characters found in other

organs are very valuable, the best being the conspicuously feebler armature with spines on the abdomen.

The opercular lamella differs sharply from those in the six other species by the shape of its end.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf".

At West Greenland this species has been taken at three places. In the Upernivik district,

Lat. ab. 7247' N., 3 spec, were secured by Commodore Ryder; at Egedesminde, Lat. 6842
r

N., i spec, by

Mag. TraustedL In a bottle labelled: Godthaab (Lat. 64!!' N.) c. 50 fath., Holboll, I found 6 specimens

of this species among 9 specimens of the real M. Fabricii, and they must be considered as determined

by Kroyer.

At East Greenland it has been secured at four places, viz.: at Angmagsalik, Lat 653o' N., 2

spec, by Mag. Kruuse; at Tasiusak, Lat fyy]' N., 3 5 fath., 5 spec, by the 1st Amdrup Exp.; at Lat.

674' N., at the beach, 2 spec, by the Ilnd Amdrup Exp.; finally at Danmarks-0, Lat jo2"j' N., 3 spec,

by the Ryder Exp.

19. Munna Hanseni Stappers.

(PI. Ill, figs. 3 a- 3 h.)

1911. Munna Hanseni Stappers, Crust Malacost, in Due d'Orleans, Camp. Arctique de 1907, p. 91.

Description. General aspect of body and limbs nearly as in M. Boeckii. -- Eye-stalks and

eyes together (fig. 3 a, 30, 3d, 36) conspicuously smaller than in M. Bocckii, generally forming a some-

what conical or at the end broadly rounded protuberance which varies in shape, being from a little

longer to conspicuously shorter than broad; the eyes are very reduced, containing only some few facets,

or sometimes scarcely any facet can be perceived; the inner contents of the eyes are light brownish

and much removed from the cornea. - The antennulse (figs. 3 a, 3 c and 3 d) always consist of 8 joints,

but they vary considerably in length, as in specimens from the "Ingolf Stat 44 they are only some-

what more than half as long as the distance between the eyes (fig. 3 a), while in the specimen from

Stat 81 they are even a little longer than that distance (fig. 3 d), and in the specimens from the two

other stations they are almost as long; such long antennuloe are, besides, more slender than in spec-

imens from Stat 44. First peduncular joint is moderately thickened, longer than broad; second joint

somewhat or considerably longer than the first; the 5-jointed flagellum with the three intermediate

joints more or less long, but varying much as to their relative length; terminal joint very short
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Tli Kiin-nts and coxa; arc most frequently scantily haired, but sometimes clothed with

iN h.uis The coxa: of second to fourth pairs of legs with a subconical or rounded protuberance

at the middle of their outer margin, but in the small, hairy specimens from St.it 78 these tubercles

Id nut be discovered; the coxa: of the three posterior pairs of legs each with a single spine (fig.

30) or sometime- with two spines.

AMomen (the free basal segment not included) is oblong-ovate (fig. 3 b), broadest much before

the middle, nc. t miuli varying as to breadth and generally about half as long again as broad. On the

sides a single pair of spines are found, and in adult specimens the upper surface and the posterior

half of the sides have in all about four pairs of long or very long spines, and the posterior margin

has a pair of very long, thin spines; some or most of these spines are frequently broken off, and at

least sometimes they are partly or entirely wanting in not full-grown specimens. Uropods about as

in .I/. Huftkn.

The median lamella of the male operculum (figs. 3 g 3 h) has no ventral spines, and is some-

what less than three times as long as broad, broadest somewhat from the base, then tapering to the

end of the second third of the length, and then very feebly diverging to the end; the hind margin of

each pleopod has at the outer margin a minute tooth directed backwards, and is slightly sinuate and

oblique so that the margin of the whole lamella is feebly emarginate, especially at the middle; in

the specimen from Slat 81 the lamella is a little more widened towards the end, and its distal part

is shaped as in M. Boeckii.

Length of a large female with marsupium 3 mm., of a male 2-9 mm.

Remarks. M. Hanseni is allied to M. Boeckii in most characters, but is instantly distinguished

the reduced eyes; the armature with spines on the abdomen of adult and many not-adult specimens

is also characteristic.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at four stations.

South- West of Iceland: StaL 78: LaL 6o37' N., Long. 27^' W., 799 fath., temp. 4-5 ; 9 small spec.

StaL 81 : LaL 6i44' N., Long. 27oo' W., 485 fath., temp. 6-1; i spec.

North of Iceland: StaL 126: LaL 67 19' N., Long. I532 W., 293 fath., temp. -5-0-5; 3 spec.

West of the Faroes: StaL 44: LaL 6i42' N., Long. 936' W., 545 fath., temp. 4-8; 14 spec

Distribution. Only known from a place at the south coast of Novaya Zemlya, LaL 7O2o' N.,

Long- 5635' EI 48 fath. (Stappers).

20. Munna Kroyeri Goodsir.

(P1.III, figs. 4 a- 4 b).

1843. Munna Kroyeri Goodsir, Edinb. New Phil. Journ. VoL XXXIII, p. 365; PL VI, fig. 6 (teste Sars).

! 1897. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 109; PI. 46, fig. i.

This stout, short-legged species has been well figured and described by Sars; I have examined

6 co-types presented by him. - Median lamella of the male operculum (figs. 4 a 4 b) without ventral

spines, somewhat more than twice as long as broad, broadest somewhat from the base and tapering

considerably somewhat from the end, where it widens rather rapidly to the end; the outer distal angle
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is produced into a moderately small, oblong-triangular, acute process directed backwards and mainly

outwards; the hind margin of each pleopod somewhat sinuate, in the main vertical on the median line.

Remarks. Sars in 1882 and in the "Account" says that a number of Kroyer's figures of his

M. Fabricii belong to M. Fabricii Kr., G. O. Sars, and others to M. Kroyeri Goods., Sars. This statement

led me astray in my list of the Malacostraca from West Greenland (1887), and in following Sars I

made erroneous statements. Having now, assisted by "Account" and a rich material, studied the whole

matter and examined again the specimens from Greenland determined by Kroyer, I have arrived at the

result that some of these specimens belong to M. Fabricii Kr. but not M. Fabricii G. O. S. which in

1910 I gave the new name M. minuta, furthermore that the other specimens of Kroyer do not belong

to M. Kroyeri Goods., Sars, but to M. groenlandica n. sp. (see above). The statements on the species

of Munna in my list from 1887 and most of those in Stephensen's "Conspectus" ought in future to

be left out of consideration.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf".

Among the whole material of Munna from our area, I found only a single male, taken by

cand. mag. Ssemundsen at Vestman-0erne, south of Iceland, in the littoral belt.

Distribution. At the south and west coast of Norway, in comparatively shallow water (G. O.

Sars); not known from Denmark, but a specimen has been recorded from the bay at Kiel (Apstein).

Furthermore taken at a good number of places at Scotland, England and Ireland (several authors),

besides at Jersey (teste Norman). Tattersall has recorded it as taken in 115 rath, west of Ireland.

But I am inclined to think that several of the localities recorded ought to be referred to M. Fabricii

Kr. When T. Scott recorded M. Kroyeri from Northbrook Island, Franz-Joseph Land, I am tolerably

sure that his specimens belong to M. Fabricii Kr.

21. Munna Fabricii Kroyer (nee G. O. Sars).

(PI. Ill, figs. 5 a 5 d.)

71846. Munna Fabricii Kroyer, in Gaimard, Voy. en Scand., Crust. PI. XXXI, fig. i, a q (partim).

1847. Kroyer, Nat. Tidsskr., Ny Raekke, Vol. II, p. 380 (partiml.

! 1910. H. J. Hansen, Vid. Meddel. Naturh. Foren. Kjebenhavn for 1909, p. 211; PI. Ill,

figs, i a i e.

The description and figures in my paper quoted may be sufficient for the recognition of this

species. It is instantly separated from all northern forms by the regularly oval, not pyriform or ovate,

shape of the abdomen, which, besides, has no lateral processes as in M. Kroyeri, and at most a single

sublateral spine. The uropods are very thick and distally curved and produced into a strong, acute

process directed backwards; seen from below (fig. 5 a) a strong, oblong process projects beyond the

oblique terminal margin, and seen from above (fig. 5 b) the end of that process is perceived close by a

slender process from the end of the upper wall. The median lamella of the male operculum (figs.

50 5d) is a little more than three times as long as broad, without ventral spines; in outline it is

somewhat similar to that of M. Boeckii, excepting its most distal part, which is less widened and quite

differently shaped; the outer distal angle of each pleopod is produced into a long, slender, acute pro-

cess directed backwards and somewhat outwards, and the hind margin of the pleopod is somewhat convex.
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It uiav be added that the legs are, as usual, distinctly varying as to length and thickness,

being strong >r moderately strong built, and the posterior pairs proportionately moderately short

or somewhat lor

Remarks. This characteristic species was certainly mistaken for, or confounded with, M.

Kriyrri or .I/. Botckii by several authors until 1910.

Occurrence. Not taken by the u
liigolf.

At \Vi->t Greenland it has been gathered at two places, viz. by Th. Holm at Upernivik (I,at

7247' N-), 10 fath., and at Godthaab (Lat 64u' N.), c 50 fath., Holboll; as already stated, I found 9

specimens of M. Fabricii together with 6 specimens of M. groftilandiea, all named M. Fabricii, in all

probability determined by Kroyer, and originating from the last-named locality.
- - It is not known

M East Greenland.

M. Fabricii is common at Iceland, where it has been taken by several zoologists at the following

places. Off the west coast at Stykkisholmr in Brede Fjord, 30 fath.; off the north coast at Grimsey,

15 fath.; off the east coast at Skalanes, 78 fath., in Faskrnds Fjord, 20 50 fath., at Djupivogr, 8 fath.,

and 9 miles off the coast, 38 fath., finally south of Iceland: Lat. 64!-' N., Long. I444' W., 44 fath -

Hitherto not known from the Fseroes.

Distribution. At Denmark this species has been gathered in Langelandsbeltet, 15 fath.

(H. J. Hanseni. The Copenhagen Museum possesses it from the North Sea, LaL 57i6' N., Long. 53o'

;<> fath. (taken by Capt Orsted) and i old specimen from the west coast of Norway. It has been

recorded from the south coast of Novaya Zemlya, Lat 7o2o' N., Long. s6-"'35' E., 48 fath. (Steppers), and

the specimens from Northbrook Island, Franz-Joseph Land, referred by T. Scott to M. Kroyfri probably

belong to Af. Fabricii. Whether M. Rrandti Zirwas (1910), recorded from sixteen places in the North

Sea, belongs to J/. Fakridi Kr. cannot be decided with certainty, but it is highly probable. More cannot

be said on the distribution, as authors certainly have confounded it with other species.

22. Munna minuta H. J. Hansen.

(PL III, fig. 6a.|

1897. Munna Fabricii G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 108; PI. 45, fig. i mec Kroyer!.

1910. minuta H. J. Hansen, Vid. Mold. Nat Foren. Kjobenhavn f. 1909, p. 213; PI. Ill, figs. 2 a 2c

The description and figures published by Sars together with my notes and figures quoted may

be quite sufficient for recognizing this small and thin-legged species. It may, however, be added that

an examination of my large materiel has given the result, that in some specimens the abdomen its

free basal segment not counted is about as narrow as figured by Sars and is furnished with a pair of

small and slender lateral spines, while in the majority the abdomen has no lateral spines and is either

as brood as in fig. 2 c in my paper quoted or shows every shape intermediate between this figure

and the figures of Sars. Consequently the abdominal shield varies from being slightly longer than

broad to slightly more than half as long again as broad, but it is always ovate, broadest considerably

before the middle.

Finally an important specific character may be added. The median lamella of the male operculum
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ifig. 6 a) has several ventral spines on its proximal third; it is conspicuously broader than in any of

the other species, only twice as long as broad, considerably constricted somewhat from the end, and

then widening strongly to the end; each distal angle is produced into a somewhat long, spiniform,

acute process directed mainly outwards; the long hind margin of each pleopod is a little sinuate and,

in the main, transverve. Length of the largest females with marsupium (from West Greenland) 2-5 mm.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf.

It must be common at West Greenland, as it has been taken by several collectors off that coast

at six places, from Lat. 72^' N. to about Lat 6o43' N. The places are: Upernivik, 10 fath.; Egedes-

minde; Lat 663o' N., Long. 545o' W., 40 fath.; Lat 6^52' N., Long. 53io' W., 28 fath.; Godthaab, 410
and 25 fath.

; finally not far from Julianehaab, 22 fath. - - In East Greenland it has been taken by

Mag. Kruuse at Angmagsalik (Lat. 653o' N.) and Tasiusak (Lat. 6537' N.); by the Ilnd Aindrup Exp. at

Lat. 66 1
5',

low water.

Near Iceland it has been taken by several zoologists at the following places. Off the west

coast at Reykjavik (G. O. Sars) and in Talkna Fjord, 14 fath. Off the east coast in Vid Fjord, 8 12

fath.; in Bakka Fjord, 2 4 fath.; in Faskruds Fjord, 20 50 fath.; in Breiddals Vig, 6 fath.; at Djupi-

vogr, 8 fath.; 9 miles of the coast, 38 fath.; finally south of Iceland at Lat 64i7' N., Long. i444' W.,

44 fath. - - At the Faeroes it has been secured by Dr. Th. Mortensen twice: north-west of Kals0, 60

fath., and off Boro, 20 30 fath.

Distribution. Taken a few times in Kattegat and Skager Rak, going down to 70 fath.

(H. J. Hansen); off the west coast of Norway and "along the whole Finmark coast, in moderate depths"

(G. O. Sars). Recorded from Cape Flora, Franz-Joseph Land, 30 fath. (T. Scott), from the south coast

of Novaya Zemlya, 48 fath. (Stappers), and from Advent Bay, Spitsbergen (G. O. Sars). Besides from

the North Sea, 34 fath. (Zirwas), from a few places at the west and south coasts of England (Norman),

and the west coast of Ireland, 67 fath. (Tattersall). According to Harger's description of the anten-

nulae the animals from the east coast of New England referred by him to M. Fabricii cannot be this

species, and as Richardson in the Monograph copied the text and figures of M. Fabricii G. O. Sars,

but among the localities has most of those noted by Harger, the statements are of no value.

23. Munna acanthifera n. sp.

(Pl.III,fi 8 s.7a-7h.)

Description. As to general shape of the body and length of the legs somewhat similar to

M. limicola G. O. S. The upper surface of the body has always a number of hairs, and in some spec-

imens the clothing is somewhat dense. The front margin of the head armed with some very robust,

horizontal spines, generally 4 (fig. 7c), but sometimes 2, 3 (fig. 76) or 5 (fig. 73). Eyes completely wanting,

but the eye-stalks are very conspicuous and much varying as to length (figs. 7 a and 7 e), being from

moderately short to extremely long, always conical, acute and curved a little or somewhat forwards.

- Antennulae (figs. 7 a and 71) nearly as in M. limicola; the basal joint somewhat large, but longer

than broad; second joint somewhat long and the third short; flagellum 5-jointed, with 3 of the joints long.

The thoracic segments vary much in armature. Each segment has most frequently at the
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dorsal median liiu- cither a pair of spines or three or four spines, either in a group (fig. 7 a) or in a

transverse lnu i:- 7 hi; these spines are sometimes short or moderately short, sometimes long or

MTV long. Besides, the three or four anterior segments have the lateral margins at the insertion of

tin coxa: furnished with spines, from one to three or four at each margin (fig. 7 a). Frequently some

<>f the spines or most of them, especially those at the middle of the segments, are seemingly wanting,

but tlu \ m.i\ have been broken off. In a male from the "IngolP Stat 89 each segment has only one,

lut very long, dorsal spine, and a similar spine is found on the head. The coxa: have also spines,

irm one to four or five (figs. 7 a, 7b and 7e); sometimes one of these coxal spines or one of the

Mi|>crcoxal spines is very long.
-- First pair of legs normal, and similar in both sexes.

Abdomen (figs. 7 b and 7 d) oblong-ovate, about or somewhat less than half as long again as

broad, with or without a single spine at each lateral margin, but somewhat more upwards a single

pair, and besides two or three or, rarely, four pairs of dorsal spines; these spines vary much as to length

and thickness, but the posterior dorsal pair are generally thick. The posterior margin of the abdomen

IN rounded; the uropods about as in M. Boeckii. - The median lamella of the male operculum (figs.

7g /h) without ventral spines, two and a half times as long as broad, broadest near the base and

tapering to somewhat beyond the middle, while its distal part has the margins nearly parallel and the

i-nd in the main truncate; the hind margin of each pleopod is slightly sinuate, and at the outer margin

with a minute tooth directed backwards.

Length of a female 3*1 mm., of a male 2-8 mm.

Remarks. It is evident from the description that this species is very variable as to length

and curvature of the eye-stalks, and in number and length of the spines on the body. (The specimens

figured have the spines moderately strongly developed.) The specimens vary from station to station,

and, besides, sometimes considerably from the same station. But it must be emphasized that the vari-

ation seems to be independent of the bottom temperature, and that it is quite impossible to separate

the specimens from the cold area as another species. The antennulx are uncommonly uniform in

adult specimens, but younger specimens have only 2 long joints instead of 3 in the flagellum, and

second peduncular joint is shorter than in the adults.

Especially by the curious shape of the blind eye-stalks M. acanthi/era is instantly separated

from all other arctic or European species, but it agrees in this feature with M. Iruncafa Richardson

(1908) from the North-West Atlantic. According to the description and figures published by the

American authoress, M. truncata cannot be identical with M. acanthi/era, as it differs in three features,

viz.: the surface of M. truncata is smooth, the end of abdomen uncommonly broad and truncate, and

a higher number of joints is found in the antennuke. The antennulac of M. truncata contain according

to description and figure 8 joints, but the minute terminal joint has certainly been overlooked, as the

eighth joint on the figure is as long as the seventh ; the result is that the antennuke contain 9 joints.

Furthermore the authoress referred only 2 joints to the peduncle, but this always comprises three

joints; consequently the flagellum contains 6 joints, the first and the terminal short, while the remaining

four joints are longer. But I never found more than 3 longer joints in the flagellum of M. acanthi/era.

In the marsupium of a female from Stat 105 was found a new species of the genus Splitrronflla,

belonging to the parasitic Copepoda.
Tto l^oUirJIHu. III. |. 6
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Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at eight stations in the warm and three in the cold area.

Davis Strait: Stat. 32: Lat 6635' N., Long. s638' W., 318 fath., temp. 3-9; 16 spec.

Stat 35: Lat 65i6' N., Long. 55O5 W., 362 fath., temp. 3-6; numerous spec.

Stat 27: Lat 6454' N., Long. 55 10' W., 393 fath., temp. 3-8; 2 spec.

Stat 25: Lat 633o' N., Long. 5425 W., 582 fath., temp. 3-3; 10 spec.

Stat. 24: Lat. 63o6' N., Long. 56oo' W., 1199 fath., temp. 2-4; ab. 28 spec.

West of Iceland: Stat 89: Lat 6445' N., Long. 272o' W., 310 fath., temp. 8-4; i spec.

South-West of Iceland: Stat. 81: Lat. 6i44' N., Long. 27oo' W., 485 fath., temp. 6-1; i spec.

Stat 78: Lat. 6o37' N., Long. 27052' W., 799 fath., temp. 4-5; 7 spec.

East of Iceland: Stat 105: Lat 6s34' N., Long. -jyi' W., 762 fath., temp.
-=- 0-8; 2 spec.

North of Iceland: Stat 126: Lat. 67i9' N., Long. i552' W., 293 fath., temp.
-=-

0-5; 8 spec.

Stat 124: Lat. 674o' N., Long. i54o' W., 495 fath., temp. -=- 0-6; i spec.

Besides it has been taken by the "Thor" at a single locality.

South of Iceland: Lat 62n' N., Long. i936' W., 10101140 fath.; 3 spec.

Pleurogonium G. o. Sars.

Sars' account of this genus is excellent so far as it goes. He described three Norwegian

species; in the present paper six species are mentioned, three of which are new.

It is necessary to examine the origin of the lateral thoracic processes found in the majority of

the species. In P. rubicundum G. O. S. and P. intermedium n. sp. these lateral processes originate only

from the coxae of the legs and are epimeral processes, while in P. spinosissimum G. O. S. some of them

originate, as already observed by Sars in this species, from the segments and the others from the coxae,

while in P. pulchrum n. sp. only the segments have processes and teeth.

The males are much smaller than the full-grown females, as second to fourth thoracic segments

are much less expanded laterally, and these segments are, besides, conspicuously shorter in the males

than in subadult or adult females; the general aspect of the thorax differs therefore considerably in

the two sexes. Sars has not figured any male, but my fig. 93 of the male of P. latimanum may convey

an idea of the general aspect of this sex. The first pair of thoracic legs are completely similar in

both sexes. The abdomen seems frequently, but not always, to be proportionately a little broader in

the male than in the female. The uropods are always dorsal, with the peduncle scarcely or not

distinguishable, and the inner ramus at most about half as long as, and much thinner than, the other.

The abdominal operculum in both sexes has been well figured by Sars, and in both cases affords

generic characters.

Conspectus of the Species.

A. No lateral processes on the thoracic segments.

a. No epimeral processes, at most a low tubercular protuberance on the coxae of the four anterior pairs.

. Hand of first pair of legs oblong-oval with the lower margin arcuate; terminal margin of

the preceding, the fifth, joint not longer than seventh joint with claw i. P. inernie G. O. S.
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,t
Maml f fust pair of legs with the margins subparallel to the truncate end; terminal margin

of the preceding joint conspicuously longer than seventh joint with claw a. P. latimanum n. up.

h. Coxa: of at least second to fourth pairs of legs with conspicuous processes.

o. Processes on the coxae of second to fourth pairs of legs in the female somewhat .short, acute;

in both sexes no processes or tubercles on the three posterior pairs of cow. Surface of

abdomen not distinctly scaly 3. P. intermedium n. sp.

/?.
Processes on the coxae of second to fourth pairs of legs in the female rather long, sub-

cylindrical with the end obtuse; in both sexes distinct short processes or protuberances on

at least fifth and sixth pairs of coxa;. Surface of abdomen of a most conspicuously scaly

appearance 4. P- rubicundum G. O. S.

\ Conspicuous lateral processes on at least the four anterior segments.

a. Well developed processes on all seven pairs of coxae; no lateral processes on the three posterior

segments 5- /'. spinosissimum G. O. S.

b. No processes on the coxae; lateral processes on the three posterior segments. (Conspicuous

processes in the dorsal median line of the thorax) 6. P. pulchrnni n. sp.

24. Pleurogonium inerme G. O. Sam

(PI. Ill, figs. 8 a 8 b.)

1883. Pleurogonium inerme G. O. Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. i Christian!. i f. 1882. No. 18, p. 67; PI. II, fig. 5.

! 1897. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 114; PI. 48, fig. i.

The males are smaller and especially much narrower than full-grown females. In both sexes

the coxae of the four anterior pairs of legs (fig. 8 a) have a low tubercular protuberance on the margin,

while on the coxae of the three posterior pairs at most vestiges of tubercles are found. The 3-jointed

antennular flagella are scarcely as long as the sum of the two distal peduncular joints, but the length of

the two distal fiagellar joints varies considerably, each of them being either scarcely or considerably

longer than third peduncular joint, and generally longer in the male than in the female, but not as

long as in the male of P. lattmanuin.

First pair of legs (fig. 8 b) have their major distal part more slender than in P. latimanum.

I', intermedium or P. rubicundum\ fourth joint is somewhat longer than broad; sixth joint is oblong-

ovate with the lower margin arcuate; seventh joint has two teeth, and the sum of this joint and its

daw is not shorter than the distal breadth of fifth joint Surface of abdomen without distinct scaly

appearance.

Length of a large female with marsupium 2 iiiiu., of a male 1*5 mm.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf".

It has been gathered in two places at the east coast of Iceland, viz. by Dr. A. C Johaiisen in

Bakka Fjord, 2532 fath., i spec, and 4352 fath., i spec, and by Mag. R. Honing in Faskrnds Fjord,

3050 faUu, 3 spec. Furthermore taken by the Ilnd Amdrup Exped. at Jan Mayen, 5060 fath.,

large number of spec

Distribution. Taken in the Sound off Landskrona, 1728 fath. (Bjorck); at Denmark in
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the Kattegat, I7"s fath., and in Skager Rak, no fath. (H. J. Hansen); in several places on the west

coast of Norway, 60 to 150 fath. (G. O. Sars) ;
in the North Sea (Zirwas) ;

recorded besides from some

places at both sides of Scotland (Robertson; T. Scott), off Northumberland, 25 fath. (Norman) and off

the west coast of Ireland, 199 fath. (Tattersall); T. Scott recorded it from Cape Flora, Franz-Joseph

Land, 30 fath.

25. Pleurogonium latimanum n. sp.

(PL III, figs. 9 a 9 d.)

Male. Closely allied to P. inerme. -- The antennular flagella considerably longer than the

sum of the two distal peduncular joints (fig. gb); the two distal joints in the flagella longer than in

P. inerme. The four anterior pairs of coxae partly with and partly without a vestige of a marginal

tubercle. First pair of legs (fig. gc) differ considerably from those in P. inerme
;

fourth joint is much

broader than long, the fifth extremely broad; sixth joint has the lower margin in the main parallel

with the upper, somewhat sinuate and constituting an angle of about 100 with the nearly trans-

verse terminal margin: seventh joint with a single process, and together with the claw somewhat

shorter than the breadth of sixth joint.
-- Surface of abdomen not scaly.

Length of the single apparently adult male ro mm.

Remarks. P. latimanum is distinguished from P. inerme mainly by the first pair of legs,

which distally are broader and especially have the sixth joint quite differently shaped; it may be

added that in P. inerme I have not found any variation worth mentioning in the shape of fourth to

seventh joint of these legs. I must therefore consider P. latimanum to be a valid species.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf", but by Th. Holm during the cruize of the "Fylla"

in 1884, at a single place.

Davis Strait: Lat. 6632' N., Long. 5534' W., 100 fath., stones with Hydroids, i spec.

26. Pleurogonium intermedium n. sp.

(PI. Ill, figs, xoa-iod.)

Description. Intermediate between P. inerme and P. rubicundum. It differs from P. inerme

in having conspicuous processes on second to fourth pairs of coxae; these processes are in the female

(fig. loa) oblong, conical and acute, much shorter than the differently shaped processes in the female

P. rubicundum; in the male (fig. lob) these processes are at least sometimes distinctly shorter than in

the female and less acute; the processes of first pair of coxae are in the female obtuse and much

smaller than the three following pairs. The coxse of the three posterior pairs of legs are without any

vestige of processes, thus about as in P. inerme. Antennular flagella nearly as in P. inerme. First

pair of legs (fig. 10 c) with fourth joint conspicuously broader than long, thus a good deal thicker than

in P. inerme\ fifth joint is also a little larger, while sixth joint and seventh joint with claw are in the

main as in P. inerme. - - Abdomen (fig. 10 d) more oblong than in the two species mentioned
;

its

surface at most with vestiges of some scales.

Length of an ovigerous female 1-3 mm., of a male i mm.

Remarks. P. intermedium is certainly a valid species, easily separated from allied forms by
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the characters pointed out Furthermore it is smaller than P. inrrtnf, and is taken only in water near

i below zero and in more considerable depth-

Occurrence. The "In^nir has captnred this species at three stations, two among them in

the cold area.

North of Iceland: StaL 138: LaL 665o' Nn lx>ng. ao'oa' W., 194 fath., temp. 0-6; a spec.

StaL ia6: Lat 67i9' N., Long. 15*53' W., 393 fath., temp. -- 0-5; 3 spec.

N. .itb-West of the Faroes: StaL 138: I,at 63a6' N., Long. 7s6' W., 471 fath., temp. -*- 0-6; 40 spec.

27. Pleurogonium rubicundum G. O. Sars.

(PL III, figs. 1 1 a nb.)

1864. Plturacatttha rubicunda G. O. Sars, Korh. Vid. Selsk. i Christiania f. 1863, p. aaa

! 1897. Plrurogottium rubicundttm G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 113; PI. 47, fig. a.

Sars has published an excellent figure and a good description of the female, but some notes

on both sexes must be added. In the female the processes on the coxa: of second to fourth pairs are

long, subcylindrical with the end rounded, sometimes (fig. n a) even longer than in the animal figured

by Sars; the processes on first pair are conspicuously shorter and thicker than on the three following

pairs; the coxae of fifth to seventh pairs are adorned with small, distally rounded, conspicuous pro-

cesses, generally a little broader than long, and those on seventh coxae are smaller than the two other

I'.r.:- In tlu- ui.i'.e tin- i'!..iv>M-~ oil second t l"inth
ji.iii-

"I OMMHI obtOMt BOt Cyfiadlictl, bRMder,

but scarcely longer than in the male of P. intermedium (comp. fig. lob); the processes on fifth and

'.i pairs are smaller than in the female, and on seventh pair rudimentary. -- As to the antennuhc

and first pair of legs the figures of Sars are sufficient The abdomen is somewhat broad, especially

in the male, and its surface, excepting on its most posterior part, has the appearance of being

covered with a very large number of small, imbricate scales (fig. n b); in reality scales do not exist,

but the scaly aspect is due to fine, sharp, impressed lines limiting small areas.

Remarks. Both sexes are easily distinguished from the preceding forms by the scaly aspect

of the abdomen, and by possessing small processes on fifth and sixth pairs of coxae; the females are

besides separated by the long, subcylindrical and obtuse processes on second to fourth pairs of coxae.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf. Hut in 1899 it was captured by Dr. Th. Mortensen

at the Faeroes at Klaksvig, 1015 fath., 3 spec

Distribution. It has been recorded from Kiel in the Baltic (Apsteiu), from off Landskrona

and further northwards in the Sound, 12 28 fath. (Bjork), and in south-western Kattegat, 15 fath. (H. J.

Hansen). It occurs along the whole coast of Norway from Christiania Fjord to Vadso, 630 fath.

(G. O. Sars); finally it has been recorded from a few places at both sides of Scotland (Norman, T. Scott),

in the North Sea off the northern coast of England (
Norman i, and at the east and west coasts of Ire-

land, 6 to 37 fath. (Tattersalli.
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28. Pleurogonium spinosissimum G. O. Sars.

1866. Pleuracantha spinosissima G. O. Sars, Beretning om en Sommeren 1865 foretagen zool. Reise

ved Kysterne af Christianias og Christianssands Stifter, p. 30.

! 1897. Pleurogonium spinosissimum G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 115; PL 48, fig. 2.

Sars' representation of the female is very fine. The male, which he has not mentioned, is

much smaller than the adult female, with second to fourth thoracic segments considerably shorter, the

processes from the postero-lateral angles of second and third segments much shorter than in the female,

and not as long as broad, while the fourth segment has its lateral margins without any anterior or

posterior angle; all coxal processes nearly as in the female. Young females of the same size as the

males agree with them as to the processes of the segments.

Length of an ovigerous female 2-5 mm., of a male from the same locality (Jan Mayen) 1-5 mm.

Sars has recorded 3 mm. as the length of the adult female.

Remarks. In the marsupia of a good number of specimens from Iceland I found a species

of the family Choniostomatidae.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at two stations.

North of Iceland: Stat. 128: Lat 665o' N., Long. 2OO2'W., 194 fath., temp. o -

6; i spec.

Stat. 126: Lat 67i9' N., Long. i532' W., 293 fath., temp.
-=-

0-5; i spec.

The species has never been found at Greenland, but is not uncommon at Iceland. At West

Iceland it has been taken by Mag. W. Lundbeck in 0nundar Fjord, 1112 fath., 22 spec., and Sars

recorded it from Reykjavik. At the east coast of Iceland it has been gathered by Mag. R. Horring

and Dr. A. C. Johansen in Bakka Fjord, 43 52 fath., and 13 15 fath., Seydis Fjord, 59 fath., Nord

Fjord, 40 fath., Faskruds Fjord, 2050 fath., and Breiddals Vik, 6 fath. The Ilnd Amdrup Exp. secured

a good number of specimens at Jan Mayen, and at the Faeroes it has been collected by Dr. Th. Mor-

tensen at Klaksvig, 10 15 fath.

Distribution. Taken at Denmark in the northern half of the Sound |W. Bjorck) and Store

Belt, in Kattegat and Skager Rak, 16 and no fath. (H. J. Hansen); at the coasts of Norway from

Christiania Fjord to Vardo, 60 to 100 fath. (G. O. Sars), and at Cape Flora, Franz-Joseph Land, 30 fath.

(T. Scott). Finally recorded from the Firth of Clyde (Robertson) and east of Northumberland (Norman).

29. Pleurogonium pulchrum n. sp.

(PL III, figs. 12 a 12 e.)

Female (without marsupium). Surface of the head with two pairs of minute denticles in a

transverse row (fig. 12 b).
-- First joint of the antennulae with a small spine at the middle of the front

margin and a somewhat long spiniform process a little from the end; flagellum 3-jointed, as in all

preceding species.
- Third joint of the antennae with a very conspicuous, spiniform process vertical

on its outer margin a little beyond the middle, and a smaller process on the opposite margin.

Each of the four anterior thoracic segments (fig. 12 a) has the lateral margins adorned with a

very long, slender and acute process, and besides with two to five very much smaller processes. On

first segment the large process projects from the antero-lateral angle, and behind it two or three acute
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. 'ii tlu- three following segments the lateral margin is angularly bent, and the King process

iim that angle; on third and fourth segments, but not on the second, a very small process is

found in front of tin- large process, and behind the latter process the margin has three or four small

processes on second and third segments, but only two on the fourth (fig. 12 c). Fifth and sixth seg-

ments each with .1 MTV long lateral process and a very small process in front of its base, but behind

it the rounded coxa is seen; seventh segment only with a rather short lateral process. First segment

has a median dorsal process, which is extremely long, somewhat thick, denticulate and directed up-

wards and a little backwards (a large portion of the process hast been lost in my specimen); each of

the other segments, excepting the fifth, has also a median process, but the six dorsal processes decrease

|
much in size backwards, so that the process on sixth segment is rather short; fifth segment has

a minute median denticle.

First pair of legs (fig. tad) robust, but deviating somewhat from those in the preceding forms;

tilth joint is nearly longer than deep, with three teeth and two long articulated spines on its lower

margin: Mxth joint a little more than twice as long as deep; with two somewhat long spines on the

prehensile margin; seventh joint with claw not much shorter than sixth joint

Abdomen - not including its basal segment is not much longer than broad (fig. iae).

h lateral margin from somewhat from the base to the uropods armed with 12 moderately long,

di-tinctl\ curved, spiniform, acute processes. The eud flatly rounded with a small tooth between the

terminal and the lateral margin, while between this tooth aud the uropod the latter margin has some

minute teeth.

Length of the specimen ri mm.

Remarks. P. pulchruni agrees with the other northern forms of Pleurogonium in all more

ini]M>rtant features, but it is abundantly distinguished by the numerous processes on thorax, abdomen

aud peduncles of antennulae and antennae.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at a single station.

West of Iceland: Stat 8: Lat 6356' N., Long. 244o' W., 136 fath., temp. 6-0; i spec

Pseudomunna n. gen.

Description. General aspect of the body nearly as in Muntm, Ocular protuberances low,

rounded. Antennuke (PI IV, fig. i b) with third joint of the peduncle elongate; flagellum in the male

(probably also in the female) long with a good number of joints. The four proximal joints of the

antenna: thicker and much longer than in Mnnnn (fig. i ui: squama minute, rounded (the remainder of

the antenna- lost in my specimens). Mandibles (fig. i c) in the main as in Mmnm. with the molar

process snbcylindrical, but the palp consists of a single, somewhat long, slender joint Maxillipcds

(fig. idl with all parts longer and more narrow than in A/unna; second joint with lobe about two

and a half times as long as broad; fourth and fifth joints somewhat feebly expanded, and each longer

than broad; epipod lanceolate, more than twice as long as broad.

Thoracic segments and coxse as in Afitnna. - - First pair of legs (fig. i e) differ much from

MMnun; fifth joint nearly twice as long as the fourth or the sixth joint, with many long and robust
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spines on the lower side; sixth joint slightly thickened and much narrower than the fifth, about three

times as long as deep, and with some shorter spines at the lower margin; seventh joint moderately

robust, half as long as the sixth; claw scarcely as long as in Munna. (The other legs lost in my

specimens).

Abdomen (figs, i f and i h) broad, but posteriorly considerably produced, and it differs much

from Munna in the insertion of the uropods. These appendages are unfortunately lost, but they must

have been very robust and probably long, as their very large insertions protrude on the upper part of

the sides and partly dorsally as vaulted parts, with their cup-shaped end turning backwards, somewhat

outwards and distinctly downwards. The female operculum (fig. i g) is somewhat broader than long,

and tapers from much before the middle to the moderately broadly rounded end. The median lamella

of the male operculum somewhat reminds one of that in Munna groenlandica, but the end of each

pleopod is much more deeply cleft, divided into an inner lobe and an outer process (figs, i h i i).

Remarks. Pseudomunna, which in general appearance is rather similar to Munna, differs

sharply from this genus in the antennulae, in the much longer proximal joints of the antennae, in the

more narrow joints of the maxillipeds, in the shape of first pair of legs, finally in having the abdomen

produced posteriorly and with very large and protruding semidorsal insertions for the uropods.
- - In

some of these characters Pseudomunna is allied to Dendrotion, and it is certainly rather closely allied

to a very curious animal, the antarctic form Mormomunna spinipes Vanhoffen (1914), but at least the

median lamella of the male operculum differs so much in the two genera that they cannot be united.

Only one species is known.

30. Pseudomunna hystrix n. sp.

(PI. IV, figs. la-ii).

Description. Head nearly as in Munna Hanseni, but the ocular protuberances are still lower

(fig. i a) and apparently without facets. Antennulee in the male (fig. i b) a little more than half as

long as the animal; first joint somewhat inflated but yet much longer than thick; second joint some-

what shorter than the first, rather slender, with an extremely long and strong seta at the end; third

joint slender and nearly twice as long as the second; the flagellum more than half as long again as

the peduncle, i7-jointed, with the first joint quite short and the second very long. In the female the

antennulae were lost, excepting their two proximal joints (fig. i a), which differ but little from those in

the male. Third and fourth joints of the antennce have some very strong, nearly spiniform, long

setae on the inner side near the end.

The thoracic segments somewhat remind one of those in Munna acanthifera, but the four

anterior segments have a much stronger armature. Each of these segments has on the upper surface

(fig. i a) a number of rather irregularly distributed protuberances shaped as cones cut off; some among

these cones are small, while others are much thicker and higher, and each cone serves as the foot for

a spine; most of these spines are lost or broken near the base, but two or three remain, and they are

long, strong, a little curved and adorned with some small, spiniform lateral processes; at the lateral

margin each of these segments has a couple of such spiniferous cones, and similar protuberances are

found on the coxae. The three posterior segments have very little armature excepting near the lateral
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margins, where it is developed nearly as on the anterior segments; the corresponding cone are armed

nearly as the preceding pain.
- The thoracic legs are lost excepting the first leg in the female; this

leg (fig. i e) has been described in the diagnosis of the genus.

Abdomen has its posterior part somewhat more produced in the male (fig. i h) than in the

female (fig. i f) as an oblong lobe, in the male this lobe has a few short spines on its terminal margin,

but whether such spines have existed in the female cannot be decided. The abdomen has one pair

of lateral and one pair of sublateral spines furthermore on the dorsal surface six or seven spines of

varying siie, and each placed on a less or more elevated foot The female operculum (fig. i g) some-

what longer than broad, with two pairs of small spines somewhat from the lateral margins. The

median lamella of the male operculum (figs, i h i i) is scarcely three times as long as broad, broadest

before the middle, while the subdistal part is somewhat narrower ; the end of each pleopod has a deep,

triangular cleft, while the major inner part forms a lobe somewhat longer than broad, which has a

number of long sctse on the outer margin; the outer part is distinctly shorter than the lobe, and con-

stitutes an oblong-triangular, acute plate directed backwards and a little outwards.

Length of the female without marsupium 3-4 mm., of the male 3-1 mm.

Remarks. This species is so characteristic, that it may be easily recognized, though tin-

mutilated state of the specimens made the description incomplete as to several points; the worst

shortcoming is that nothing can be said on the strong and probably long uropods.

Occurrence. Taken only by the "IngolF, at a single station.

South-West of Iceland: StaL 78: LaL 6o37' N., Long. 27^' W., 799 fath., temp. 4-5; i spec

Dendrotion G. o. Sars.

This very peculiar genus was established by Sars on a single species. His generic diagnosis

is based exclusively on the adult female, but immature females and males have the four anterior

thoracic segments much more slender (fig. 33). He said in the diagnosis: "the anterior part of the

mesosome rather broad, and flanked by strong spines, the posterior abruptly narrowed, with linguifonn

produced lateral parts." But these statements are somewhat misleading and deficient The "spines"

on the four anterior segments are real long and slender processes from the segments (figs. 33 and 3b|,

and they are never acute as figured by Sars; the three posterior segments are produced in nearly

cylindrical protuberances, which are very long, excepting on seventh segment, and have the legs inserted

on their ends, but the coxae of these legs are produced in processes, which are of moderate length in

D. spinosum Sars, but in /). paradoxum are extremely long on fifth and sixth segments, and completely

similar in appearance to the lateral processes of the four anterior segments, though they, as stated,

originate not from the segments but from the coxae.

Remarks. Fortunately I possess not only a few specimens of D. sf>inosnm G.O.San, but,

besides, a number of a still more curious species, so that a somewhat more full account of this type

can be given.
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31. Dendrotion spinosum G. O. Sars.

(PI. IV, figs. 2 a 2 c.)

1872. Dendrotion spinosum G. O. Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania for 1871, p. 273.

! 1897. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 116; PI. 49.

Four specimens are to hand, viz. three full-grown females, one of them with marsupium, and a

probably adult male. The material, though rather mutilated, enables me to give some additions and

corrections to Sars' description and figures, and, besides, to point out characters of specific value.

The processes bearing the antennulae and antennae are in my specimens longer than shown by

Sars, being more than twice as long as broad (fig. 2 a). The antennulae are somewhat less elongate

than in the next species; the basal joint is very long, but yet, according to Sars' figure, not half as

long as the last peduncular joint of the antennas; the flagellum is g-jointed in a full-grown female. -

The antennae have the peduncle 6-jointed, but the first joint is short and not visible from above, being

overlapped by the basal part of the antennula; according to Sars' figure second peduncular joint is

not fully one-third as long as the fifth; fifth and sixth joints are extremely long, the sixth longer than

the fifth and somewhat longer than the flagellum, which consists of 16 joints.

The thoracic segments show features of interest. The first segment at each side feebly pro-

duced into a low antero-lateral protuberance terminating in a very long, thin process (figs. 2 a 2 b),

and at the lateral part of the front margin of the segment is seen the coxa, which is produced in a

rather short epimeral process (<?/). Second to fourth segments each produced on the side in a somewhat

thick protuberance somewhat less long than, or fully as long as, thick, and bearing the coxa, the

anterior margin of which is visible from above at the end of the front margin of the process; just

behind the coxa the thick protuberance terminates in a very long, slender process; the whole structure

of the three segments is in the ovigerous female more similar to that found in the next species (shown

in fig. 3 a) than to the figures of Sars, and in specimens without marsupium the structure is almost

as on fig. 3 a, excepting that the lateral protuberances are a little shorter. The processes terminating

the protuberances of the four anterior segments are all long, those on second and third segments

longer than the others, but conspicuously shorter than the breadth of the head; furthermore they have

no grannies, are straight, slender, and distinctly tapering to near the end (fig. 2 b), which is slightly or

a little thickened, cut off transversely, but with three or four minute or nearly obsolete teeth on the

margin, and the end has a very long, strong seta (fig. 2 a); the first pair of processes have, besides, a

similar seta on the upper side somewhat from the base, while the three other pairs possess the last-

named seta and, besides, two or three setae placed more proximally on the process or at the end of the

protuberance. The surface of these segments is furnished with a number of similar very long setae,

each inserted on a more or less elevated small foot; first segment has only one pair of such setae

situated somewhat from the middle near the posterior margin, while second and third segments have

four or five pairs placed in a row near the posterior margin and off the base of the protuberances;

fourth segment has two or three pairs along the posterior margin and, besides, two pairs in a trans-

verse line before the middle of the segment.

The three posterior segments (fig. 2 c) differ much from the others. Each is produced into a
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lateral pair of nearly cylindrical protuberances about as long as, or a little longer than, the breadth of

the corresponding segment, and bearing the coxse on their ends; the coxa itself is nearly as broad w
the protuberance, but short and at the end produced in a slender process; the processes of fifth cone

are shorter than the breadth of the coxa, those of sixth pair are distinctly longer than, or even almost

twice as long as, the preceding pair, and the processes of seventh pair of coxa; are still a little longer

and thinner; the processes have the end cut off and a long terminal seta, while the surface of the

three segments has no long sets, but the protuberances from fifth and sixth segments have a single

long dorsal seta. The processes are without granules.

The abdomen of both sexes has been well figured by Sars. The four strong, curved spines on

each lower margin and the shape of the opercula are characteristic. I found it impossible to point

out a separate basal segment of the abdomen.

Length of the female with marsupium 3-5 mm., of the female without marsupium 3-8 mm.; a

probably adult, very mutilated male has been about 2-8 mm.

Remarks. Though my description of the thoracic segments with their protuberances and the

processes differs materially from the representation given by Sars, I am sure that my specimens belong

to his upocJM, as the armature of the abdomen, the median plate of the male operculum, and an uropod

preserved in a female agree completely with his figures. In the description of, and remarks on, D.

paradoxum the differences between the two species are pointed out

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolP at a single station.

South-West of Iceland: StaL 78: Lat 6o37' N., Long. rj^i' W., 799 fath., temp. 4-5; i spec. (<?)

Furthermore the "Thor" secured it in 1904 at the following place.

South-West of the Faeroes: Lat 6ii5' N, Long. 935' W., 463515 fath.; i spec (?)

Distribution. The Copenhagen Museum possesses two females gathered by the "Thor" (Dr.

Joh. Schmidt) in the North Sea at Lat 5832' N., Long. 4i8' K.. 149 fath., thus not very far from

South-Norway. Sars has recorded it from Hardanger Fjord, 150 fath.

32. Dendrotion paradoxum u. sp.

(PL IV, figs.3a- 3 e).

Description. The material comprises a number of not full-grown specimens their anterior

thoracic segments consequently less expanded than in ovigerous females and a single, perhaps adult,

male; all specimens have lost the major part of their appendages. This species is allied to I), spi-

HOfum. but it looks still more aberrant

The processes of the head are as long as, or shorter than, those in my specimens of D. spinosum.

First joint of the antennula- is extremely long; in a single specimen with an antennula and an antenna

well preserved (fig. 3 c) this joint is more than two-thirds as long as sixth peduncular joint of the

antennae; the flagellum is 8-jointed in this specimen. Antennae with second joint longer than in D.

spinosum, in the specimen mentioned half as long as the fifth joint, which is a little shorter than the

sixth; flagellum scarcely longer than sixth peduncular joint, 8-jointed.

The four anterior thoracic segments (fig. 3 a) with the lateral protuberances a little longer than

in D. spinosum. but their terminal processes are much longer than in that species, those of second and
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third segments distinctly longer than the others, and each considerably longer than the breadth of the

head; each process is shaped almost as in D. spinosum, terminating in two to four small teeth on the

truncate end (fig. 3 b), and a seta considerably shorter than in D. spinosum is inserted on or above

near the end; each process has furthermore a long dorsal seta before the middle, and those of second

to fourth segments besides a seta beyond the middle and at least sometimes one or two proximal setae.

All these processes and a distal part of the protuberances are adorned with a number of sharp gra-

nules (fig. 3b).
-- These segments have very long dorsal setae, each seta inserted on an elevated foot,

but each of the three anterior segments has only a single pair, placed near the posterior margin a

little from the middle (fig. 3 a), while the fourth segment has an anterior and a posterior pair, in the

large male even besides two pairs near the lateral margin.

The three posterior segments have their lateral protuberances nearly longer than in D. spi-

nosum; the processes on fifth pair of coxae are slightly shorter than those on fourth segments (fig. 33),

but a little longer than those on sixth pair, and about three times as long as the processes on seventh

pair of coxae; all these processes are granulated like the anterior pairs. Each of these segments has

a single pair of dorsal long hairs.

The thoracic legs, as far as is known (fig. 3 a), seem to "be somewhat longer than in D.spino-

snm; the prehensile hand (fig. 3 d) is a little more slender than in that species.

The abdomen shaped as in D. spinosum, generally with 3, in the large male with 4 pairs of

marginal spines. The end of abdomen of one specimen has five minute teeth (fig. 3 e),
but in other

specimens the end has only a single tooth or two or three obsolete, irregular teeth. I have been

unable to point out any difference in the shape of the opercula in either sex between this species and

D. spinosum (uropods lost).

Length of the large male 2
- 6 mm., while the other specimens are smaller, most of them 2 2-5 mm.

Remarks. D. paradoxum is easily separated from D. spinosum by the thoracic processes,

which are conspicuously set with a good number of granules quite wanting in the other species.

Furthermore the processes of the four anterior segments are longer than in D. spinosum, the processes

on the coxae of fifth segment almost as long as the preceding pair of processes, while in D. spinosum

they are quite short; in D. paradoxum the coxal processes decrease much in length from fifth to

seventh pair, while in D. spinosum they increase in length backwards. The existence of a pair of

setiferous tubercles on the three posterior segments is also a valuable character, and the relative length

of the joints in the antennular and antennal peduncles affords other characters, when these appendages

have been preserved.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single station.

South-West of Iceland: Stat. 78: Lat. 6o37' N., Long. 2752' W., 799 fath., temp. 4-5; 20 spec.

It may be noted that enormous quantities of sponges were procured at that Stat. 78. Among
the animals found were the specimens of D. paradoxum, a specimen of D. spinosum, furthermore the

two specimens of the above-described Pscudomunna hystrix, specimens of the extremely long-legged

Pseudotanais longipes H. J. H., and of Typhlotonais eximius H. J. H., which possesses very elongate and

slender chelae. I suppose that all these animals live on sponges, and that there may be some correla-

tion between their armature or very elongate appendages and their mode of living.
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Group IV. Schistosomatini.

It was deemed unavoidable to establish this group on a single genus (with a single species),

which seems to be intermediate between other groups, and rather distant from them all. In order to

avoid reiterations no characterization of the group is given, as the description of the genus together

with the remarks may be sufficient

Schistosoma n. gen.

Description. Head somewhat similar to that of Desmosonia; no eyes. Antennula- moderately

long (Kl. IV, fig. 48); the basal joint somewhat slender and very oblong. The four proximal joints of

the antenna: moderately short, robust (the two distal, probably strong joints of the peduncle and the

flagellum lost); squama very small. - - Mandibles (fig. 4 d) somewhat slender, in the main as in the

Am/Va-group; left mandible has the incisive margin somewhat long, a slender movable lobe and a few

setae; the molar process is vertical on the corpus mandibulae, slightly tapering towards the end, which

is cut off, with the end irregularly shaped and adorned with a few short setae; palp well developed.

Maxillipeds (fig. 40) in the main as in lanira\ second joint very broad; its lobe large, almost as

long as the joint itself, much longer than broad, with the terminal margin very oblique and showing

some triangular teeth ; the palp has the first joint very broad, second joint moderately broad and longer

than broad, third joint only a little more than half as broad as the second and broader than long, the

two distal joints well developed; epipod somewhat small.

Thorax (fig. 4 a) divided into two sections, because the fifth segment is narrowed in front as a

kind of short stalk. All segments movable. The three anterior segments laterally produced into oblong

protuberances directed outwards and forwards; the fourth segment has two pairs of lateral protuberances,

the first pair directed somewhat forwards, the second pair somewhat backwards; the three posterior

segments each with a pair of lateral protuberances, projecting outwards on the fifth segment, a little

backwards on the sixth, and much backwards on the seventh segment All these thoracic protuberances

have the terminal part moderately slender, the end cut off, and the coxae are inserted at the base of

the protuberances; the coxae have no processes.

First pair of legs (figs. 4 a and 4 f) moderately short and very slender, scarcely prehensile, without

spines; fifth joint somewhat elongate; sixth joint not thicker than the fifth; seventh joint very oblong,

long as the very slender claw; especially the terminal part of sixth joint with a number of long

hairs. The six other pairs of legs somewhat long, slender, subsimilar; fifth and sixth joints rather

long, with very few, nearly setiform, short spines; seventh joint (fig. 4h) very oblong, terminating in

a somewhat slender claw and a seta.

Abdomen (in the male) shows two segments; first segment is slender and somewhat long; the

second is oblong-ovate, twice as broad as the first The male operculum occupies nearly the whole

lower surface of the main part of the abdomen; the median lamella tapers considerably from the base

to the end. -- Uropods inserted on the lateral margins rather near the end; they are somewhat short,

uniramous, two-jointed.
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Remarks. This new genus occupies a very isolated position. The mouth-parts are in the main

as in the lam'ra-gioup, the general outline of the body somewhat resembling that in Echinopleura (of

the Desmosomatini), the first pair of legs feeble, not prehensile and without spines, the other legs

nearly as in Pleurogonium, the male operculum uncommonly large.

Only one species is known.

33. Schistosoma ramosum n. sp.

(PI. IV, figs. 4 a- 4 i).

Male. Body a little more than three times as long as broad. Antennulse a little longer

than the sum of the head and the two anterior segments; first joint (fig. 4 c) twice as long as broad

and as long as second joint; flagellum a little longer than the peduncle, 8-jointed. The eight pairs of

thoracic protuberances are all somewhat long, with a single small seta or two short setae at the end
;

fourth pair considerably longer and thicker than the fifth. - The abdominal shield almost half as

long again as broad
;

the posterior margin between the insertions of the uropods considerably convex.

The uropods less than one-fourth as long as the last abdominal segment; first joint is short, second

a little thicker and clavate, thicker beyond the middle than at the base. Each pleopod of first pair

with an incision in the distal end.

Length of the single specimen 1-4 mm.

Remarks. As it was impossible as to a number of features to separate the generic from the

specific characters, most of them have been mentioned in the description of the genus.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single station.

South of Iceland: Stat. 64: Lat. 62o6' N., Long. i9oo' W., 1041 fath., temp. 3-1; i spec.

Group V. Ischnomesini.

Body somewhat or extremely narrow, generally most narrow at the middle, which is round.

Head deeply immerged within first thoracic segment and so completely fused with it that only a

more or less distinct, curved dorsal impression is seen as the limit, excepting frequently at the lateral

margin, where a sharp suture is found. Eyes wanting. Antennulae with first joint thick, nearly globular,

and second joint proportionately rather long or extremely long. Antennae without squama, long or

very long. Mandibles without palp, but otherwise in the main similar to those in the 7az'ra-group,

having the molar process thick, subcylindrical, transversely truncate and directed a little forwards, or

being vertical on the corpus mandibulae. - Thorax very peculiarly shaped, as fourth segment is pro-

duced somewhat or much backwards, fifth segment much to extremely much forwards, so that the

distance between the insertions of the fourth and the fifth pair of legs is from very to exceedingly

long; the produced parts of these segments are considerably, or very much, narrower than their leg-

bearing parts. First pair of thoracic legs prehensile, similar in both sexes; fifth joint with two or three

spines; the six other pairs slender, moderately or very long; fourth and fifth pairs subequal in length,
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and conspicuously longer than second and seventh pairs; the coxa without any process, seventh joint

thin, claw short, frequently scarcely marked off. -- Uropods inserted on the margin, at most moderatcK

long, frequently reduced, small.

Remarks. This group is difficult to arrange among the other types of the family, but I

insert it here as being the last of the groups with the molar process belonging to the Aiw/'/w-type. The

group is not only deviating from other Parasellidx, but its genera show most interesting differences.

As all hitherto known species, excepting one, have been somewhat imperfectly studied, jt may be

useful to give a more detailed account

In 1866 G. O. Sars established the genus /schnosoma on a very peculiar form, of which he later

gave a full representation in the Account Later another species was established by Sars, a third

species by Tattersall, and four species from the "Challenger" by Beddard. In 1908 Harriet Richardson

pointed out that the excellent generic name was preoccupied (in 1829 and in 1832!, and instead of it

was proposed IschnomrsHs Rich. Furthermore the authoress distributed the species hitherto referred

to Ischnaiotna into four genera, thus establishing three new geuera, and described two new species.

Having a comparatively enormous material of the present group, viz. Ischnomcsus bispinostts G. O. Sars

from Skager Rak and n species, 10 of which new, from the "Ingolf
1

area. I have attempted to find

valid characters for the geuera and new characters for the species. In reality the genera proposed by

Richardson - - with the possible exception of Rhabdomcsits based on two very imperfectly known

species from the "Challenger"
- must be accepted as natural, but the majority of the generic char-

acters pointed out by Richardson in the analytical key are wrong or of no value, while other charac-

ters can be pointed out

To take a few instances. Harr. Richardson said in the key that the abdomen in hchnomfstis

bisf>inosus Sars consists of a single segment; the authoress had not seen this species but had probably taken

the character from Sars 1

figures, which in this respect are not distinct, in reality not accurate. According

to my examination of a good material of /. kispinosus the abdomen consists of two segments the first

short but well defined in front and behind by articulations, consequently both segments movable. -

Furthermore the authoress said that the genus Haplomesus, based on Ischiwsoma qtiadrispinostiHi

G. O. Sars, has the "abdomen composed of a single segment", while in ffrtrromestis, to which five

species were referred, it consists "of two segments". These statements are misleading. Later I redescribc

Haplomrsus quadrispinosus and establish four new species in the same genus; of the five species referred

by the American authoress to Hftrromesus I have examined co-types of the two species established

in her paper, and describe in the sequel four new species. And based on such rich material it can be

said, that both in Haplomrstts and //ftrromrsus the abdomen is both above and below immovably fused

with seventh thoracic segment, so that only a more or less pronounced transverse furrow or impression

is seen between thorax and abdomen, while a furrow between an anterior short and a posterior large

abdominal segment is most frequently wanting on the major part of the dorsal surface, but is distinct

towards the lateral margins. But more can be said. In flaplomrsus the three posterior thoracic seg-

ments and abdomen are immovably coalesced, forming a single piece; in Hetfromrnis the articulation

between the fifth and the sixth thoracic segment is very distinct while sixth and seventh segments

and abdomen are immovably fused; in hchnomesus not only has the abdomen two movable seg-
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ments, but all thoracic segments excepting the first which is fused with the head -- are free and

movable.

Some other good characters between the three genera can be pointed out, but they are found

in the brief descriptions of the genera later on. But it may be useful to give an analytical key to

the three genera; the fourth genus, Rhabdomesus Rich., is still somewhat doubtful, as its two "Chal-

lenger" species were established on specimens without the anterior part of the body, and judging from

the figures of their abdomen the genus must be cancelled and its species referred to Ischnomesus.

A. The three posterior thoracic segments movable; the abdomen consists of two movable segments.

Uropods two-jointed. Third joint of the antennal peduncles moderately short, not twice as long as

the fourth Ischnomesus Rich.

B. At least the two posterior thoracic segments and the abdomen immovably fused, constituting a

single piece. Uropods one-jointed. Third joint of the antennal peduncles elongate, much more than

twice as long as the fourth.

a. The three posterior thoracic segments completely fused. Body slender to extremely slender.

Antennulae with third peduncular joint and the 3-jointed flagellum well developed.

Haplomesus Rich.

b. Only the two posterior thoracic segments and the abdomen fused, as a real articulation is found

between fifth and sixth segment Body moderately slender or proportionately robust. Antennulae

with the part beyond second joint reduced, consisting of two or three small or quite rudi-

mentary joints Heteromesus Rich.

IschnomeSUS Richardson.

Body slender or very slender. Antennulae well developed, 6-jointed. Antennae with third joint

moderately short, not twice as long as the fourth. Maxillipeds (PI. IV, fig. 5 c) with second joint some-

what large, its lobe at least as long as broad, and less than half as broad as the joint; the palp at

least as long as second joint itself - - the lobe not included -- and its second and third joints are

considerably expanded, conspicuously broader than the lobe mentioned. - The posterior thoracic seg-

ments movable. First pair of thoracic legs with the fifth joint much deeper than the fourth, having

its proximal half much expanded, and being broadest before the middle. Abdomen consists of two

movable segments; the first is very short. - - Uropods two-jointed, sometimes with a quite small exopod

from the end of first joint.

The "Ingolf" has secured two species, both new.

34. Ischnomesus profundus n. sp.

(PI. IV, figs. 5 a- 5 f).

Male. Body about six times as long as the breadth of first thoracic segment.
-- Antennulae

somewhat longer than the breadth of first segment; third joint half as long as second and as long as

the flagellum (fig. 5 b). Third joint of the antennal peduncle about half as long again as the fourth

(the following joints lost).
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First thoracic segment of a somewhat quadrangular aspect, as the major part of the lateral

margins are subparallcl; each antcro-lateral corner produced in a conspicuous, but somewhat small,

process projecting horizontally forwards. The other thoracic segments without processes. Fourth seg-

ment almost as long as second and third combined; fifth segment almost half as long again as the

fourth, and nearly four times as long as the breadth near its front end.

First pair of thoracic legs (fig. 5d) robust; fifth joint somewhat curved, much thickened with

a protruding, rounded part somewhat from the base, and this part set with some spines of very dif-

ferent length, while the lower margin between the top of the protuberance and the distal end is some-

what concave; sixth joint slightly shorter than the fifth, scarcely three times as long as deep, without

pines; seventh joint with claw somewhat strong, about half as long as sixth joint The other pairs

lost excepting a few joints; second joint of fourth pair reaches slightly beyond the posterior end of

its segment, while the corresponding joint of fifth pair, when directed forwards, is rather far from

reaching the end of second joint of fourth pair.

Abdomen (fig. 5 e) has its first segment very short but very distinct Second segment about

one-third as long again as broad, anteriorly considerably narrower than near the end; the lateral

margins are somewhat convex, scarcely concave near the postero-lateral angles, which are well defined

and sharp; the posterior margin with its major part considerably convex, and feebly concave towards

the angles mentioned. The ventral excavation for the reception of the pleopods (fig. 5 f) with its

posterior margin long, transverse and straight, leaving a considerable area between itself and the

posterior margin ; the median lamella of the operculum small, tapering from somewhat from the base to

the narrow end, which does not reach the posterior margin of second pair of pleopods. (Uropods lost).

Length of the specimen 4 mm.

Remarks. /. profundus is allied to /. bispi nosus G. O. Sars. but is considerably longer, and

differs besides in several particulars. The processes of first segment project nearly forwards, and

consequently slightly diverging, while in the male /. bisfinosus they are longer and considerably diver-

gent (comp. Sars 1 Account PI. 52). Fifth thoracic segment less elongate than in the male /. bisf>inosus\

the prehensile organ of first legs is somewhat different in shape and in number, length and place of

spines; the last abdominal segment differs in having sharply pronounced postero-lateral angles, etc.

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolF at its deepest station.

South of Davis Strait: Stat 38: Lat 59
e

ia' N., Long. 5iO5' W., 1870 fath., temp. 1-3; i spec

35. Ischnomesus armatus n. sp.

(PL IV, figs.6a-6f).

Male. The body nearly seven times as long as the breadth of the first thoracic segment,

measured without taking its processes into account Antennulae (fig. 6 b) reaching slightly beyond

the posterior margin of second thoracic segment; second joint somewhat robust, slightly more than

half as long as the entire antennula, with two or three spines along the interior margin; third joint

thin and only one-fourth as long as second joint; first joint of the flagellum much shorter than the

second or the third. Third joint of the antennal peduncle not twice as long as fourth joint; (the two

Tb. Utotf.E.fiUHp. HI. |.
>
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distal joints of the peduncle with flagellum lost in my specimens). Maxillipeds (fig. 6 d) in the main

as in I.profundus, excepting that the epipod is considerably smaller, having more than half of the

outer margin concave.

Each of the four anterior thoracic segments (fig. 6 a) anteriorly at the sides produced into a

pair of somewhat long, subacute processes directed forwards, considerably outwards and distinctly up-

wards; the anterior margin of each process is about, or scarcely, half as long as the front margin of

the corresponding segment between the origin of the processes (fig. 6b). Fifth and sixth segments

each posteriorly produced into a pair of similar processes directed backwards and somewhat outwards,

but not upwards; the posterior pair of these processes are conspicuously longer than any of the other

pairs. Fourth segment much produced backwards, being somewhat longer than second and third seg-

ments combined; fifth segment distinctly less than half as long again as the fourth, moderately slender,

slightly more than four times as long as its breadth near the front end.

First pair of thoracic legs (fig. 6 e) more slender than in /. profundus; fifth joint more than

twice as long as deep, with a protruding angle on the lower side somewhat from the base; this angle

bears a long spine, and a still longer spine is somewhat more proximal, while the major, distal part

of the lower margin is distinctly concave without spines; sixth joint is somewhat shorter than the

fifth, more than three times as long as deep, without spines, and twice as long as seventh joint with

claw. The other legs nearly all lost excepting the proximal joints; second joint of fourth pair reaches

scarcely to the end of its segment, and is rather far from reaching the end of second joint of fifth leg.

Abdomen with the first segment very short but very distinct (fig. 6 a). Second segment scarcely

one-third as long again as broad, scarcely narrower at the anterior than at the posterior margin; the

lateral margins are considerably convex excepting a little from the end, where they bend backwards

and a little outwards (fig. 6f); the posterior margin is somewhat convex, with the uropods at its ends.

The ventral excavation occupies nearly the whole surface excepting a moderately large posterior por-

tion, and its hind margin is very convex. - - The median lamella of the operculum is very large,

distinctly narrowed near the base and then gradually a little expanded, with the lateral margins sub-

parallel from before the middle to near the broadly rounded end of each pleopod; the lateral plates

of the operculum unusually narrow. The uropods scarcely half as long as the breadth of abdomen,

two-jointed, and first joint not half as long as the second
;

no exopod.

Length of the male 4-8 mm.

Remarks. This fine species is abundantly distinguished from all other species of the group

by the number and development of thoracic spines. In the outline of the abdomen and especially in

the shape and relative size of the opercular plates it differs much from the two other species of the

genus. But at least at the present state of our knowledge these differences are far from sufficient for

establishing a new genus on 7. armatus.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single station.

Davis Strait: Stat. 36: Lat 6i5o' N., Long. 562i' W., 1435 fath
->

tem P- r 55 2 males -
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HaplomeSUS Richardson.

Body slender or extremely slender. Antennulse well developed, 6-jointed. Antenna; with third

joint elongate, two and a hall times or more as long as the fourth joint Maxillipeds (fig. i () with

second joint extremely large, the lobe more than half as broad as the joint and much shorter than

broad; the palp not two-thirds as long as second joint itself the lobe not included and its second

and third joints of very moderate size and narrower than the lobe of second joint, though they are

much expanded, each conspicuously broader than long.
- The three posterior thoracic segments and

abdomen immovably coalesced, constituting an extremely long, stiff part First pair of thoracic legs

with fifth joint a little less deep than the fourth, not expanded and of normal shape. Uropods one-

jointed, short

Remarks. This pretty genus has been established on /. quadrispinosus G. O. Sars. The ma-

terial contains this form and besides 4 new species, all deep-sea forms. Their exoskeletou is extremely

brittle, and numerous specimens are therefore very mutilated. The colour of the animals generally

whitish or pure white, but several of the specimens, especially females, of //. qtuidrispinostts are greyish.

36. Haplomesus quadrispinosus G. O. Sars.

(PL V, figs, i a-i p).

1879. Ischnosoma quadrispinosum G. O. Sars, Arch. f. Math, og Naturv. Vol. IV, p. 435.

! 1885. G. O. Sars, North-AU. Exp. I, p. 126; PL u, figs. 2629.

Male. Body (fig. i a) extremely slender, from about eight to nearly eight and a half times as

long as broad across the first thoracic segment - the processes not included in the breadth. The

integument of the whole body, excepting the thoracic processes, closely set with very fine, sharp

granules, and at the lateral margins of the posterior part of the thorax and of the abdomen these

grannies are a little larger (fig. i h), triangular.

Antennulae, when directed backwards, reach beyond the middle of fourth thoracic segment;

second joint (fig. i b) is extremely long, conspicuously more than half as long again as the four distal

joints combined; third joint nearly as long as the flagellum.
-- Antennae very long and slender, a

little shorter than the thorax; third peduncular joint long, but yet considerably shorter than second

antennular joint; fifth peduncular joint subcylindrical ; sixth joint very slender, but yet distinctly in-

creasing in thickness from base to end, and a little longer than or about as long as the fifth ; flagellum

very thin, somewhat or considerably longer than sixth peduncular joint, with about 18 20 joints.

Thorax on first segment with a pair of lateral processes, which are very long, from a little to

considerably longer than the breadth of the segment, moderately slender, tapering, acute, directed out-

wards, much forwards and (fig. id) very considerably upwards; third segment has a pair of lateral

processes half or less than half as long as the first pair and frequently directed more outwards, but

otherwise rather similar. (In the later "remarks" some variation in the processes is mentioned). Fourth

segment a little longer than second and third segments combined. Fifth segment is extremely elongate,

even slightly more than half of the entire animal, in adult specimens nine to nearly ten times as long

as broad somewhat before its middle, subcylindrical to the beginning of the short leg-bearing part,
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which is twice as broad as most of the segment, and slightly or somewhat narrower than the anterior

segments.

First pair of legs (fig. i g) slender; fifth joint more than three times as long as deep, with two

very long, nearly setiform spines and more distally a somewhat short, thin spine on the lower margin;

sixth joint somewhat shorter and a little thinner than the fifth, with two somewhat short spines beyond

the middle of the lower margin. The six other pairs of legs very long and very slender, without

granulations, but with some very short and thin spines on fifth and sixth joints; second joint of fourth

pair reaches, when stretched backwards, scarcely to the end of the corresponding joint of fifth pair.

Abdomen (fig. i h) about as long as broad or slightly longer than broad, and about as broad

as the leg-bearing part of fifth thoracic segment; the major part of each lateral margin is rather convex

and, besides, serrate from triangular granules; posteriorly, where this serration terminates, a low emar-

gination is found, and the posterior margin between the uropods is moderately protruding and nearly

semicircular. - - The median lamella of the operculum, when seen in its natural position (fig. i
i), tapers

much from somewhat from the base to near the narrow end, but removed from the animal it is seen

(fig. i k) that a rather broad part oi more than the distal half of the lamella has been overlapped by

the two lateral plates of the operculum. The copulatory process is short (fig. i
1), not reaching the

end of its pleopod.
- - The uropods are triangular, very short, not reaching beyond the end of abdomen.

Length of the three largest males (from Stat. 36, 38 and 116) 5 mm.

Female. Body (fig. i m) anteriorly much stouter than in the male, about five and a half times

as long as broad across the first thoracic segment, the processes not counted. The integument as in

the male. - - The antennulse (fig. i n) when directed backwards reaching about to the posterior margin

of third segment; second joint only half as long again as the four distal joints combined. Antennae

about as long as the thorax; sixth peduncular joint cylindrical, very slender and somewhat longer than

the fifth; flagellum almost as long as the two distal peduncular joints combined, i7-jointed.

The thorax with the same two pairs of processes as the male, but the first pair are much

smaller (fig. i n), less than half as long as the breadth of its segment, while the second pair are more

than half as long as first pair. The four anterior segments are proportionately considerably broader

than in the male, while the fifth segment is less elongate, five or six times as long as its shortest

breadth, and with the leg-bearing terminal part considerably narrower than the three anterior segments.

The legs about as in the male.

The abdomen (fig. i o) conspicuously longer than broad, and narrower than the terminal part

of fifth thoracic segment; its median longitudinal area is, as in the following forms of the group,

broader than in the male, but in other respects the abdomen is nearly as in this sex. The operculum

(fig. i p) about as long as broad, with the basal margin very flatly convex, while its distal half has

the margin semicircular.

Length of females with the marsupium rudimentary or wanting 4-5 mm.

Remarks. H. quadrispinosus is easily distinguished from the other forms of the genus by its

two pairs of very conspicuous processes, and especially by the fact that the second pair are situated

on the third segment, while fourth segment has no processes; besides, the shape of the abdomen is

characteristic, differing much from those in the four following species.
-- Sars established the species
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on a single specimen, a scarcely full-grown female; I think that his figure shows the posterior half of

the body distinctly broader than it was in his specimen.

The following list of localities shows that specimens have been gathered at three stations in

the warm deep-sea area and at six stations in the cold area. In vain I have attempted to refer the

specimens from the two areas to two species; it was impossible to find any character. I was unable

to find any difference in length, breadth or shape of the more important parts as thoracic processes,

fifth segment, abdomen - between the fine males from Stat 36 (1435 fath.) in the warm area and the

male from Stat n6 (371 fath.) in the cold area. The male from Stat 113 is only 4-2 mm. long, con-

sequently conspicuously smaller than my three adult specimens, and it differs from these in having

the processes of first segment only slightly more than half as long as the breadth of the segment

the fifth segment is only seven times as long as the breadth somewhat before its middle, and its ab-

domen is conspicuously longer than broad; the male from Stat 119 is 4-5 mm., and not only in length

but in the features mentioned intermediate between the specimen from Stat 113 and full-grown males

measuring 5 mm. -- The only specimen which shows appreciable and probably individual variation

is the full-grown male from the deepest station (1870 fath.), as it (fig. i c) differs from the other large

mules in the shape of the thoracic processes, which are of normal length but conspicuously thicker

and quite straight

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolF at nine stations.

Davis Strait: Stat 24: Lat 63o6' N., Long. s6oo' W., 1199 fath., temp. 2-4; 2 spec ().

Stat 36: Lat 6i5C/ N., Long. 562i' W., 1435 fath., temp. 1-5; 2 spec (<f).

South of Davis Strait : Stat 38: Lat 59 12' N., Long. 5io5' W., 1870 fath., temp. 1-3 ;
i spec (c? ).

North of the Faeroes: Stat 139: Lat 5336' N., Long. 73o' W., 702 fath., temp..-:- 0-6; 2 spec ().

East of Iceland: Stat 102: Lat 6623' N., Long. io26' W., 750 fath., temp, -s-o-g ; 5 spec

North-East of Iceland: Stat 120: Lat 67029' N., Long. u32' W., 885 fath., temp, -f- ix>; i spec ().

Stat 119: Lat 67 53' N., Long. lo'ig' W., 1010 fatlu, temp, * 1-0; i spec (<?).

South of Jan Mayen: Stat 113: Lat 693i' N., Long. 7o6' W., 1309 fath., temp. -?- it) ; 5 spec.

Stat 116: Lat 7OO5' N., Long. 826' W., 371 fath., temp. -5-0-4; i spec(<?).

Distribution. A single specimen taken west of Norway: Lat 6756' N., Long. 4! i' E., 778

fath., temp, -j- 1-4 (G. O. Sars).

37. Haplomesus angustus n. sp.

(PL V, figs. 2 a 2 e).

Young Male. Extremely slender, between ten and nine and a half times as long as the

breadth of the anterior segments. The granulation on the body finer than in //. quadrispinosiu.

Antennuke (fig. 2 b) much shorter than in the preceding species, when stretched back wards not reach-

ing the posterior margin of second segment Second joint scarcely as long as the distal joints combined;

third joint only about as long as the fourth, but in this young specimen the flagellum contains only

two joints, as the distal joint has not yet been divided into two joints.
-- Antennae lost excepting the

four proximal joints of the peduncle; third joint about as in //. gnaJrisfinostis, nearly as long as first

thoracic segment with head.
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Thorax with a pair of lateral processes on first segment and none on the others. These pro-

cesses (figs. 2 a and 2 b) are very much shorter than in H. quadrispinosus, being of moderate length

and thickness, each conspicuously less than half as long as the breadth of the segment, directed much

upwards and outwards and somewhat forwards. The three following segments without any vestige of

processes. Fourth segment about as in H. quadrispinosus. Fifth segment extremely elongate, slightly

more than half as long as the entire animal, and besides extremely slender, being about fourteen times

as long as broad somewhat before the middle
;

its widened terminal part a little narrower than second

segment Seventh segment in my specimen unusually small (fig. 2 d) and without legs (fig. 2e); these

features show that the specimen must be rather far from adult.

First pair of thoracic legs (fig. 2 c) in the main as in H. quadrispinosus, but fifth joint has a

single very long, thin spine and two short spines, and sixth joint a single spine on the lower margin.

The other legs, as far as preserved, nearly as in H. quadrispinosus; second joints of fourth and fifth

pairs, when directed respectively backwards and forwards, do not quite reach one another.

Abdomen (figs. 2 a, 2 d and 2 e) triangular in aspect, because, having the lateral margins con-

spicuously sinuate, it increases somewhat irregularly in breadth from the base to the posterior margin ;

each postero-lateral angle is produced in a conical process directed outwards and backwards, slightly

longer than the uropods, conical with the end obtuse. The posterior margin between these processes

is, taken as a whole, moderately convex, but a little more than its median third protrudes further

backwards and has its margin semicircular; this protruding part is the terminal portion of the rather

broad longitudinal median area of the surface (fig. 2 d).
- - The median lamella of the operculum (fig.

2 e) is towards the base distinctly narrower than in H. quadrispinosus, but otherwise of the same shape.

- The uropods about twice as long as in that species.

Length of the specimen described 4-8 mm.

Remarks. This extremely slender species is instantly separated from the other forms by having

only a moderately large pair of processes on first segment and none on the other thoracic segments;

besides, the shape of abdomen affords excellent characters, as it differs much from the other forms

excepting H. insignis. As the specimen described has seventh pair of thoracic legs totally wanting it

must be very far from adult; I suppose that really full-grown males may measure 9 12 mm. in length.

The type has been taken in the warm area. From a station in the cold area I have a male,

which unfortunately is very mutilated, as two anterior segments with head are lost; this specimen is

somewhat smaller, with fifth segment, as consequently might be expected, distinctly less slender, only

ten times as long as its breadth before the middle, but in all other respects, especially the small seventh

segment and the shape of the abdomen, this specimen agrees so completely with the type, that I must

refer it to this species. As H. quadrispinosus has been taken some times in both areas, the occurrence

of H. angustus is less astonishing.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at two stations.

South of Denmark Strait: Stat 18: Lat. 6i44' N., Long. 3O29' W., 1135 fath., temp. 3-0; i spec.

(c?, type).

North of Iceland: StaL 125: Lat 68o8' N., Long. i6o2' W., 729 fath., temp. -^0-8; i spec, (mu-

tilated c?).
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Haplomesus insignis n. sp.

(PI. V, figs. 3
-

3 d).

Male. Very slender, about seven times as long as the breadth of the anterior segments. Body

very finely granulated, about as in //. anf tutus.

Antennulte somewhat long (fig. 3 b). when stretched backwards reaching beyond the posterior

margin of third thoracic segment; second joint a little shorter than the head and first segment com-

bined, and a little longer than the sum of the four distal joints; third joint conspicuously thicker and

slightly longer than the flagellum. Antennae (fig. 33) somewhat more than half as long as the body;

third peduncular joint conspicuously shorter than in the two preceding species, somewhat shorter than

second joint of the antennulse; fifth joint increases conspicuously in thickness from the base to some-

what from the end; sixth joint is somewhat longer than the fifth and increases somewhat in thickness

from the base to the middle; flagellum about as long as sixth peduncular joint, i8-jointed, increasing

distinctly in thickness from the base to the middle, and tapering then to the thin end.

The thorax has two pairs of very large, lanceolate processes (fig. 3 a) projecting respectively

from first and fourth segment, while the sides of second segment (fig. 3 b) are produced in very short

processes with the end obtuse. The processes of first segment are directed outwards, much forwards,

and rather feebly upwards (fig. 3 b), and their tips reach a little in advance of the front end of the

head; they are proportionately broad, four times as long as broad, lanceolate, subacute and somewhat

depressed. The processes of fourth segment are slightly shorter than in the first pair, besides they

are directed considerably less forwards, and only a little upwards. Fifth segment very elongate, but

yet considerably less than half as long as the entire animal, nine times as long as its breadth some-

what before the middle; the terminal widened part is somewhat narrower than the anterior segments.

First pair of legs (fig. 3 c) agreeing as to armature with spines with those in H. angits/tts, but

the three distal joints are distinctly more slender than in that species. The other six pairs mutilated

or lost, but as far as can be seen they are more robust than in the two preceding species, but agree

with them in the fact, that second joints of fourth and fifth pairs, when directed respectively back-

wards and forwards, do not quite reach one another.

Abdomen (fig. 3 a and 3 d) subtriangular in aspect, and on the whole somewhat similar to that

in H. angustus, especially as it has similar postero-lateral processes, but it differs in having the median

part of the posterior margin subangular, thus not broadly rounded, and the uropods arc somewhat

longer than in that species, somewhat more than twice as long as broad. The median lamella of

the operculum distally less narrow than in //. attfusttts.

Length of the specimen 4-5 mm.

Remarks. //. insignis is easily separated from the two preceding species by the large pro-

cesses on fourth thoracic segment In this character it agrees to some degree with H. tfnuisjrinis, but

in the latter species this second pair of processes are bent strongly forwards, and the abdomen is

totally different

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolP at a single deep station in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat 36: Lat 6i5or N, Long. 562i' W., 1435 fath -' tetn P- r 5*5 *
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39. Haplomesus tenuispinis n. sp.

(PI. V, figs. 4 a- 4 f).

Immature Female. The material consists of a specimen which has lost the three posterior

thoracic segments and abdomen, and of another evidently younger specimen without head and the two

anterior segments. After some hesitation I considered these two badly mutilated specimens as belonging

to the same species, especially because they show considerable similarity in the shape of fourth seg-

ment and its processes.

Antennulse (figs. 4 a and 4b) somewhat long, reaching the front end of fourth segment; second

joint half as long again as the four distal joints combined; third joint only a little longer and thicker

than second joint of the flagellum, which is longer than first joint.
-- Antennae long and somewhat

slender; third peduncular joint rather slender, and only half as long as second joint of the antennulse;

fifth joint about two and a half times as long as the third, feebly increasing in thickness from base

to end; sixth joint a little longer and distinctly more slender than the fifth; flagellum a little less

than twice as long as sixth peduncular joint, i6-jointed.

The thorax has a pair of moderately long processes on first segment (fig. 4 a) and a pair of

distinctly longer processes on fourth segment. The processes on first segment are not quite half as long

as the breadth of the segment, very slender, conical, slightly curved, acute, directed somewhat forwards,

much outwards and feebly upwards. The processes on fourth segment are in the largest specimen

(fig. 4 a) conspicuously longer, but not thicker, than first pair, directed horizontally a little outwards

and very much forwards, reaching somewhat in advance of the front margin of third segment; in the

small specimen (fig. 4 d) they are proportionately more slender and longer, reaching the front margin

of second segment Fifth segment in the small specimen -- about eight times as long as broad

somewhat before the middle; while its terminal leg-bearing part is unusually feebly widened, being

much narrower than third segment.

First pair of thoracic legs (fig. 4 c) in the main as in H. quadrispinosus, but fifth joint has only

one very long, slender spine and one rather short spine, and sixth joint has a single moderately long

spine. The other legs in the main as in H. quadrispinosus, but the distance between the ends of

second joints of fourth and fifth pairs, when directed respectively backwards and forwards, is a little

longer than in that species.

The abdomen (figs. 4 e and 4 f) differs much from that in any other species of the genus,

excepting to a certain degree H. modestus. In the three preceding species it is divided by a distinct

lateral constriction into a moderately short proximal part answering, of course, to the first segment in

hchnomesus, and a large distal part, but in H. tenuispinis the proximal part is not only elongate and

rather little shorter than the distal part, but is even divided by a distinct constriction (fig. 4 e) into

two portions, the anterior somewhat narrower and shorter than the posterior and besides, just in front

of the transverse impression between them, armed with a pair of small, spiniform, sublateral processes

(d) directed mainly backwards. The constrictions and dorsal transverse impressions show that the ab-

domen consists of two proportionately long anterior segments and the large posterior segment, all

completely fused with each other and with the three posterior thoracic segments. The posterior seg-

ment is somewhat longer than broad and broadest behind, with the lateral margins somewhat feebly
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convex; each postero-Iateral angle is produced in a small, quite low protuberance terminating in a

very short spine marked off by an articulation; the posterior part of the abdomen between the uropods

is produced into a rather large triangle much broader than long, and its terminal, Mibacute angle is

about too". The operculum (fig. 4 f) is slightly longer than broad, with the proximal margin very

convex, while its distal margin is long and very feebly convex* - The uropods, inserted between this

plate and the lateral protuberances, are more than twice as long as broad, subacute, and feebly over-

reaching the median triangle.

Length of the younger specimen without head and the two anterior segments 2-5 mm.; as the

lost parts have probably measured 06 mm., the entire animal, which has the seventh pair of legs

scarcely developed to full relative size, has consequently been about 3-1 mm. long. The specimen, of

\s liich only the anterior segments with head remain, has certainly measured about 4-3 mm.

Remarks. It seems to me very improbable, but yet not completely impossible, that some

future zoologists possessing a good material may find that the two mutilated specimens referred here

to the same species in reality belong to two different species; in that case the name //. tennis pints

ought to be applied to the form, of which the head and the anterior thoracic segments are described

here. The species is abundantly distinguished from the other forms.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at two deep stations in the warm area.

Davis Strait: StaL 24: Lat 63o6' NM Long. 56oo' W., 1199 fath., temp. 2-4; anterior part of a spec.

South of Davis Strait: Stat 22: Lat 58io' N., Long. 4825' W., 1845 fath., temp. 1-4; i spec.

without head, etc.

40. Haplornesus modestus n. >p.

(PLV, figs. 5 a- 5 b).

Female. Only an immature, extremely mutilated specimen, without head and first thoracic

segment, is to hand.

Third thoracic segment (fig. 5 a) with a pair of small, acute processes originating at the lateral

margins and directed mainly forwards; second segment shows mutilated rudiments of probably similar

processes; fourth segment with a pair of nearly similar processes placed dorsally near the lateral

margins. Fifth segment about six and a half times as long as broad somewhat before the middle; its

widened terminal part much narrower than the anterior segments.

Abdomen with the proximal part about as long as broad, considerably shorter than the posterior

part or segment, divided besides by a feeble lateral constriction into two parts or segments, and marked

off from last thoracic segment by a feeble constriction and dorsal impression, from the last abdominal

segment by a feeble constriction. The posterior segment about as long as broad, increasing distinctly

in breadth backwards, with the postero-lateral corners rectangular and each terminating in a small,

thick, articulated spine (fig. 50). The posterior margin between the sublateral uropods about semi-

circular. - The operculum slightly broader than long, but otherwise nearly as in the preceding form,

having the basal margin strongly convex and the posterior margin long and very feebly convex. -

The uropods somewhat smaller than in //. tfnuispinis^ but showing about the same shape.

Length of the fragment described 1-8 mm.; the animal has been slightly more than 2 mm. long.

TWUgotfEifUhio.. IIL (. 9
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Remarks. Though the specimen described and figured is extremely mutilated, I think that

the species is sufficiently characterized by the small processes on third and fourth segments and the

shape of abdomen.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at a single station.

Davis Strait: Stat 24: Lat. 63o6' N., Long. s6oo' W., 1199 fath., temp. 2-4; i mutilated spec.

HeteromeSUS Richardson.

Body moderately slender or proportionately robust. Antennulae with the part beyond second

joint considerably or extremely reduced, consisting of three or two very or extremely short joints.

Antennse with third joint elongate, more than two and a half times as long as the fourth and even

longer than the fifth or the sixth. Maxillipeds (PI. VI, fig. 4 o) with second joint extremely large, and

its lobe more than half as broad as the joint and much shorter than broad; the joint itself is con-

spicuously more than half as long again as the distinctly 5-jointed palp; second and third joints of

the palp very small, the second slightly broader than long.
- - The articulation between fifth and sixth

thoracic segment distinct, movable, while the two posterior segments and abdomen are immovably

fused. First pair of thoracic legs (PI. V, fig. 6d; PI. VI, fig. 4p) with fifth joint much expanded, con-

siderably deeper than the fourth, broadest considerably beyond the middle, with a long, strong spine

a little before the distal end of the lower margin, and a similar spine at the lower angle of the long,

oblique terminal margin. - - Uropods one-jointed.

Remarks. The animals belonging to this genus are generally more robust than those of the

preceding genera. They are greyish or brownish, frequently even somewhat dark. The species are

evidently numerous, and some of them so closely allied that a careful investigation is necessary in

order to separate them and make them recognizable.

Five species have been established, viz. two "Challenger" species by Beddard, one species by

Tattersall, and two species by Harriet Richardson. Our material contains four species, all new.

41. Heteromesus dentatus n. sp.

(PI. V, figs. 6 a 6 d; PI. VI, figs, i a-i c).

Female. The material comprises the four anterior thoracic segments with head and appendages

of a specimen with the marsupium rudimentary, and, besides, a much younger specimen.

Body moderately slender, densely set with minute, sharp granules, some among them a little

larger, spiniform. Antennulae about as long as the head (fig. 6b); second joint about as long as the

interval between the antennulae, and almost four and half times as long as the remaining distal portion,

which consists of three joints (fig. 6 c), the two proximal oblong and slender, the third joint an exceedingly-

small nodule. -- Antennse (fig. 6b) almost twice as long as the sum of the four anterior thoracic seg-

ments with head; third joint slightly shorter than the breadth of first thoracic segment, and this joint

has above near the distal end a conspicuous, oblong process directed upwards and forwards and ter-

minating in a minute spine, and below, somewhat from the base of the joint, another somewhat longer,
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subcylindrical process terminating in a small spine and directed downwards ami considerably forwards;

sixth joint of the peduncle is somewhat longer than the fifth; the flagellum in the largest specimen

even a little longer than the sum of the three distal peduncular joints, ai-jointed. Labrum without

any trace of processes from the antero-lateral angles.

First thoracic segment (fig. 6 b) above at the antero-lateral angles with a somewhat small, oblong,

obtuse process having a couple of minute spines at the end; second segment with subsitnilar processes

.uul, besides, with a second pair of quite small processes above the middle of the lateral margins, and

\\ith some very small protuberances in a transverse row not far from the front margin; third segment

with the antero-lateral processes short, and the second pair wanting, while some tubercles near the

.interior margin are distinct; fourth segment without lateral processes, but with the dorsal tubercles.

Fifth segment in a small specimen somewhat less than four and a half times as long as broad at the

middle, a little longer than the remaining posterior part of the body, subcylindrical to somewhat from

terminal widened part

First pair of thoracic legs (fig. 6d) robust; fifth joint about half as long again as deep; each

of the two long and strong distal spines has a minute seta somewhat from the end, and the long

terminal margin has a short spine, a low minute plate with the end trispinose, and some exceedingly

tiny spines; sixth joint is somewhat shorter than the fifth, about twice as long as broad, and its lower

margin has beyond the middle a single, short, thick spine with a seta on its middle; seventh joint with

claw somewhat robust, and longer than the lower margin of sixth joint The other six pairs of legs

have the second joint scabrous, as it is set with numerous minute, sharp granules. The second joint

of fourth pair reaches, when directed backwards, a little beyond the end of second joint of fifth pair,

when stretched forward.

The abdomen in the small specimen narrow, a little more than half as long again as broad;

the part between the uropods moderately produced, with the hind margin nearly semicircular; each

lateral margin has somewhat in front of the uropods a conspicuous process (as in the male, PI. VI,

fig. i a) directed backwards and outwards, and with the end truncate. Operculum (fig. I c) conspicuously

longer than broad, with the posterior margin considerably convex. - - Uropods short, scarcely half as

long as the breadth of the abdomen.

Length of the small female 2-5 mm., of the large specimen, judging from the length of the

preserved portion, about 3-9 nun.

Male. Two specimens, one without the first segment and head, the other without head and

the three anterior segments, were found.

The thoracic segments as to processes and sharp, more or less spiniform tubercles about as in

the female. Fifth segment (fig. 6 a) respectively four and a half and nearly five and a half times as

long as broad before the middle, a little longer than the posterior part of the body, and its major part

snbcylindricaL

Abdomen (PI. V, fig. 6 a; PL VI, figs, i a and i b) broader than in the female, a little less or a

little more than half as long again as broad; the processes on the lateral margins somewhat before

their ends well developed, directed backwards and somewhat outwards and downwards; the median

dorsal longitudinal area conspicuously broader than one of the lateral areas. Operculum (fig. i b) a
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good deal longer than broad; the median lamella tapers moderately from somewhat from the base to

a little from the end, and reaches beyond the end of the lateral, moderately broad plates. Uropods

only a little longer than in the female, scarcely half as long as the breadth of the abdomen.

Length of the male, judging from the parts preserved, 3-6 mm.

Remarks. H. dentatus is instantly distinguished by the well developed, oblique, lateral pro-

cesses on the abdomen from the six species seen by me, viz. H. spinescens Rich., H. granulatus Rich.,

H. Greeni Tatt and the three species established later on, which have no vestige of these processes.

It agrees with H. Greeni and differs from H. Schmidtii and PLfrigidus in having a terminal and a

proximal pair of processes on the third joint of the antennae; it agrees with H. spinescens in having

the terminal process on third joint of the antennae, but differs in having, besides, the proximal process

on that joint. It is somewhat allied to H. Thomsoni Bedd., but in this species the end of abdomen is

bifurcate.

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolF at a single station in the warm area.

South-West of Iceland: Stat. 78: Lat 6o37' N., Long. 2;52' W,, 799 fath., temp. 4-5; 4 muti-

lated spec.

42. Heteromesus longiremis n. sp.

(PI. VI, figs. 2 a 2 f).

Female. Only a very mutilated specimen, without head and first thoracic segment, is to hand.

Body finely granulated. Second segment (fig. 2 a) with a minute lateral tubercle and some tiny

dorsal protuberances in a transverse row; third segment with similar protuberances but without lateral

tubercles. Fifth segment somewhat long, four times as long as broad across its narrowest part, and

conspicuously longer than the posterior part of the body; consequently the end of second joint of

fourth pair of legs reaches, when directed backwards, scarcely to the end of the corresponding joint

of fifth pair, when stretched forwards. Thoracic legs somewhat long and slender, without sharp

granules on second joint, but with the usual short spines on fifth and sixth joints.

Abdomen (figs. 2 a and 2 b) about one-third as long again as broad; the part between the uropods

moderately produced, with the hind margin forming a portion of a circle. Operculum (fig. 2 c) about

as long as broad, with the posterior margin transverse, very long and slightly convex, excepting at the

roitnded lateral angles. Uropods somewhat long, not fully half as long as the abdomen, straight, acute.

Length of the preserved part of the body 3-5 mm.

Male. The single specimen is without head and the four anterior segments. Fifth thoracic

segment (fig. 2 d) long, slightly more than six times as long as broad at the middle, and almost half as

long again as the posterior part of the body. Abdomen, as usual, broader than in the female, only some-

what longer than broad (fig. 2e); the produced posterior part with the hind margin forming a portion

of a circle; the dorsal longitudinal median area, as usual, narrower than in the female, nearly as

broad as one of the lateral areas. - - Operculum (fig. 2 f) distinctly broader than long, the median

lamella with the proximal part broader, the distal part narrower than in H. dentatus, and scarcely

reaching the end of the somewhat broad lateral plates; the distance between the operculum and the
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anal doors b considerably larger than in the males of //. drntatus or H.frigidus. Uropods long,

scarcely two-thirds as long as the abdomen.

Length of the preserved part of the body 37 mm.

Remarks. //. loHgiremis is easily distinguished from the two following species, and, beside*,

from the two North-Atlantic species described by Richardson by having in both sexes the fifth seg-

ment longer both in proportion to thickness and to length of the coalesced part of the body, and by

having the female opercnlum proportionately broader with the hind margin long and slightly convex,

and finally by the long male uropods, etc.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingulf
1

at a single very deep station in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat 36: Lat. 6i5o' N., Long. 562i'W., 1435 fath., temp. 1-5; 2 very mutilated spec.

43. Heteromesus Schmidtii n. sp.

(PL VI, figs.3a- 3 e).

Female (without marsupium). Body somewhat robust, not fully five times as long as the

breadth of first thoracic segment, finely granulate, but only on the lateral part of the last abdominal

segment and the last thoracic segment can the granules be said to be real sharp minute tubercles;

the head and the thoracic segments, excepting the major portion of fifth segment, adorned on the

upper surface with irregular wavy markings or impressions.

Antennulae (fig. 3b) nearly half as long as first thoracic segment with head; second joint

distinctly shorter than the interval between the antennulx, and it has above near the distal end a small

tubercle, which on closer examination is seen to consist of three extremely short joints (fig. 3 c), the

first distinctly longer than, and more than twice as broad as, the second, while the third is somewhat

smaller than the second, and has on the end a somewhat short and a long robust seta. - The autcnmc

have the third joint conspicuously longer than the sixth, as long as first segment with head, and it

has no proximal process at the lower side and no subterminal process at the rounded end (the end of

the flagellum lost in my specimen).
- The labrum has each antero-lateral angle produced in a small

but conspicuous tooth (fig. 3 b).

First thoracic segment has each antero-lateral angle produced into a somewhat small protube-

rance; some few tiny tubercles are more or less distinct on the upper surface of the four anterior

segments, and a similar pair are found on the lateral margins of second segment Fifth segment

sybcylindrical, with the terminal part not much expanded; it is not fully twice as long as broad at

its anterior end, and considerably shorter than the posterior coalesced part of the body, but conspicu-

ously longer than the abdomen.

First pair of thoracic legs robust; the leg preserved seems to be shaped and armed nearly as

in H. /rig ulus (comp. fig. 4 p), but the fifth joint has distally below a less sharp angle, and sixth joint

is very robust with at least two strong spines. The other six pairs of legs differ from those in //

hngiremis in being distinctly shorter and less slender, and in having the second joint scabrous, act

with numerous minute, sharp teeth; second joint of fourth pair, when directed backwards, reaches

beyond the end of the corresponding joint of fifth pair stretched forwards.
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Abdomen (fig. 3 d) about one-third as long again as broad; the part between the uropods con-

siderably produced, with the median part of its posterior margin very feebly rounded, almost transverse.

- Operculum (fig. 3 e) conspicuously longer than broad, with the posterior margin moderately long

and slightly convex. Uropods nearly straight, acute, a little less than half as long as the abdomen.

Length of the single specimen 4.2 mm.

Remarks. H. Schmidtii is easily separated from the female of H. longiremis by having fifth

thoracic segment much shorter and thicker, and by a more oblong operculum; from H. frigidus it is

instantly distinguished by having the abdomen conspicuously broader and another shape of the oper-

culum. According to my own examination of three specimens of H. Grceni Tatt. kindly lent me by

Dr. Tattersall, this species differs from H. Schmidtii in several particulars: the three distal joints of

the antennulse are several times longer than in H. Schmidtii, the first thoracic segment has at least

frequently its antero-lateral angles produced into conspicuous conical processes directed mainly for-

wards, the spiniform granules on the anterior segments and on second joint of the legs are consider-

ably longer and consequently more conspicuous than in my species, finally the inner distal angle of

third antennal joint is produced into a conspicuous small process or tubercle terminating in a minute

spine
- - a feature not observed or drawn by Tattersall - - and, besides, this third joint has at the

middle of the proximal half of its lower or inner margin an oblong, spiniform process directed for-

wards and downwards, and figured by Dr. Tattersall. Besides, I have compared co-types of H. spines-

cens Rich, and H. granulatus Rich, kindly lent me by the authorities of the U. S. National Museum.

//. spinescens -- the largest specimen, a female without marsupium, was 57 mm. long -- differs from

H. Schmidtii especially in having the end of third antennal joint produced in an acute process, while

the fifth thoracic segment in the female is distinctly longer in proportion to its narrowest breadth

than in H. Schmidtii, and nearly or fully as long as the posterior part of the body. (It may be inserted

here that H. spinescens Rich, differs from H. Greeni Tatt especially in having the distal part of the

antennulae shorter and only two-jointed, in having no proximal process on third antennal joint and

the surface of the anterior segments less scabrous). The female of H. granulatus - - ovigerous

females were 3-9 and 3-3 mm. long is easily distinguished from H. Schmidtii in being more clumsy,

with fifth thoracic segment conspicuously shorter, only a little more than half as long again as broad

across its most narrow part, and only as long as the abdomen, furthermore in having the abdomen

narrower than in H. Schmidtii and shaped nearly as in H. frigidus, the uropods less than one-third

as long as the abdomen, etc.

The species is named in honour of Dr. Job. Schmidt, who, during his cruizes in the "Thor",

collected a good number of the Isopoda described or enumerated in the present report.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf". But the "Thor" has secured it at a single place

in the warm area.

South of Iceland: Lat 6257' N., Long. i958' W., 508 fath.; i spec.
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44. Heteromesus frigidus n. *p.

(PL VI, figs. 4a- 4 t).

Female. Body still a little more robust than in //. Sthmidtii, only about four and a half

times as long as the breadth of first thoracic segment The surface of the body and legs as to granu-

lation and distribution of wavy markings or impressions (fig. 40 on the thoracic segments nearly a*

in the preceding form.

Aiitcnnuhe (figs. 4 i, 4 k and 4 1) still more reduced than in //. Sflimidtii. Second joint about

half as long as head and first thoracic segment combined; at its upper distal angle is found a minute

impression, in which is seen a tiny knot frequently difficult to examine; in reality this knot consists

of two joints, the first (fig. 4 1, j) more than twice as broad as high, with a couple of fine setae on

the margin, the second joint (4) exceedingly tiny, with a fine seta and a proportionately very long

and strong seta on the upper surface. The antennee nearly reach the posterior end of fifth thoracic

segment: third joint is scabrous, closely set with minute, sharp granules, it is about as long as the

head or as sixth joint, its end is rounded without any process, and it has no proximal process at the

lower margin; flagellum about as long as the two distal peduncular joints combined, with about 14

joints.
- The labrum has each antero-lateral angle produced into a small, but conspicuous tooth.

First thoracic segment (fig. 4 i) with each autero-lateral angle produced into a more or less

conspicuous triangular tooth; sometimes a minute tubercle may also be found on the side of second

segment, but the four anterior segments have in this sex no transverse row of small tubercles. Fifth

segment is from a little more to slightly less than twice as long as broad at its most narrow point,

and somewhat shorter than the posterior part of the body, being about as long as the abdomen plus

seventh thoracic segment

First pair of thoracic legs (figs. 4 p and 4 q) robust; fifth joint only one-third as long again as

deep, with the usual long and very strong spine a little before the end of the lower margin and a

similar spine on the lower end of the long, oblique terminal margin; the last-named margin has,

besides, (fig. 4q) two short, very thick spines, each with a seta near the middle, and a low plate with

the margin serrate; sixth joint about as long as the fifth, almost twice as loug as deep, with both

margins considerably convex, and the lower margin has beyond the middle a couple of short, thick

spines, each with a seta at the middle; seventh joint with claw somewhat robust, as long as the lower

margin of sixth joint The other six pairs of legs nearly as in H. Schmidtii, with second joint scabrous;

the end of second joint of fourth pair, when directed backwards, reaches somewhat beyond the end of

the corresponding joint of fifth pair stretched forwards.

Abdomen (figs. 4 h and 4 r) narrow, half as long again as broad ; the longitudinal median area

on the surface is conspicuously broader in proportion to the lateral areas than in any other of my

species; the part between the uropods is much produced, with the terminal margin very flatly convex.

- Operculum (figs. 4 s and 4 1) somewhat longer than broad ; its major part is circular, while a broad

anterior part is produced forwards, so that the lateral margins somewhat from the base are sharply

concave or rather bent inwards. Uropods generally feebly curved, somewhat less than half as long

as the abdomen.
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Length of a female with marsupium 3-9 mm., of a large female without marsupium 4-8 mm.

Male. As usual, considerably more slender (fig. 43) than the other sex, about five and a

half times as long as the breadth of first thoracic segment. Antennulse (fig. 4b) with second joint

conspicuously shorter than in the female; third joint (fig. 4c, j) in the main as in the male, but

fourth joint (4) much longer than in the female, longer than thick. The antenna; have their second

joint somewhat longer and considerably thicker than in the female, a little longer than head and first

thoracic segment combined; flagellum with about 13 joints.

First thoracic segment has about three distinct tubercles in a transverse row (fig. 4 b), the

three following segments each with a transverse row of distinct tubercles a little from the front mar-

gin. Fifth thoracic segment far from cylindrical, as it tapers from both ends towards the rather narrow

median part; it is about five and a half times as long as broad, and nearly longer than the posterior

part of the body.

Abdomen (figs. 4 a and 4 d) broader than in the female, scarcely one-third as long again as

broad, with the posterior part distinctly less produced than in the female and evenly rounded, while

the dorsal median area is scarcely as broad as one of the lateral areas. - - Operculum (fig. 4 e) con-

spicuously longer than broad; the median lamella in its natural position tapering very moderately

from somewhat from the base to near the end, which overreaches the lateral plates; these are more

oblong (fig. 46) than in //. longiremis and coarsely granulate (fig. 4g); in comparing fig. 4 f, represent-

ing the median lamella removed from the animal, with fig. 4 e, it is perceived that its lateral parts

are overlapped by the lateral plates, second pair of pleopods. Uropods (figs. 4 a and 4d) longer than

in the female, somewhat more than half as long as the abdomen.

Length 37 mm.

Remarks. The female of H. frigidus is easily separated from H. Schmidtii by the narrow

abdomen and other minor features; it is closely allied to H. granulatus Rich., but in the latter species

both sexes have the fifth thoracic segment considerably shorter in proportion to breadth at or before

the middle, and in proportion to the remaining posterior part of the body, than is the case in H.

frigidus.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at six stations, all in the cold area.

North of the Faeroes: Stat 141 : Lat 6322' N., Long. 658' W., 679 fath., temp. -7- 0-6; ab. 20 spec.

StaL 139: Lat 6336' N., Long. 73o' W., 702 fath., temp. -7- 0-6; ab. 20 spec.

East of Iceland: Stat 105: Lat. 6534' N., Long. 7 31' W., 762 fath., temp, -r- 0-8; i spec.

Stat. 102: Lat. 6623' N., Long. io26' W., 750 fath., temp. -f- 0-9; 2 spec.

Stat. 101: Lat. 6623' N., Long. i2O5' W., 537 fath., temp. +- 07; i spec.

North of Iceland: Stat 124: Lat. 674o' N., Long. i54o' W., 495 fath., temp. -J- 0-6; n spec.

Group VI. Pseudomesini.

This group is established on a single genus (with a single species), which in general aspect

is somewhat similar to the Ischnomesini, but differs from it in some important characters, and on the
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whole differs much from all genera of the familly. It may be sufficient here to refer to the following

description of, and remarks on, the genus.

PseudomeSUS n. gen.

Description (the male unknown). Body (PI. VI, figs. 53 56) elongate, slender, round, nar-

rowed at the middle about as in Hrtfromrsiis ; the integument is somewhat weak. Head free, some-

what ovate, narrowing forwards. Eyes absent.

Antennula* short (PI. VI, figs. 58 and 50; first joint thick, second joint longer than the first;

flngelltun very short. Antenna- lost in the specimens excepting the three proximal joints, which are

somewhat slender; third joint nearly as long as the two others combined; squama not discoverable.

Mandibles (fig. 5 d) in the main as in Macrosfylis : left mandible with the few teeth on the incisive

part thick, the movable lobe short and thick; the seUe few in number, but the anterior seta* thick and

distally ramified; the molar process is short, nearly lamellar, distalh very narrow, directed much back-

wards and terminating in some seUe; palp absent Maxillipeds (fig. 5 e) nearly as in \nnnoniscits;

second joint long and moderately broad, twice as long as broad without counting the lobe, which is

of very moderate size, longer than broad and at the inner margin terminating in a triangular process;

the palp has its three proximal joints moderately broad, fourth joint well developed, about as long as

tin- third, fifth joint somewhat small; epipod long, reaching the middle of third joint of the palp, but

.iliiiust three times as long as broad.

Thoracic segments movable, without lateral protuberances. The three anterior segments some-

what short, the second a little broader than the first or the third; fourth distinctly narrower than the

third, posteriorly somewhat produced and narrowed as in Hctcromfsiis ; fifth segment elongate, much

produced and somewhat narrowed forwards; sixth segment much shorter and posteriorly slightly

broader than the fifth; seventh segment a little broader and somewhat shorter than the sixth. -

Thoracic legs slender and somewhat long, not differing much in length; first pair are a little shorter

than the second, but agreeing with them and differing from the other pairs in having the fifth joint

a little thicker than the third ifig. 5 f) and armed with a few spines on the lower margin, and their

sixth joint is a little thicker than in the following pairs; in all pairs the seventh joint is moderately

long and slender, the claw almost setiform; the posterior pairs decrease perceptibly in length from

fifth to seventh pair.

Abdomen distinctly broader than seventh thoracic segment (fig. 5 b|, nearly oval, posteriorly

broadly rounded; a first free segment rudimentary. - The female opercnlum (fig. 5g) leaves a moder-

ately broad lateral part and a rather broad posterior part of the lower surface uncovered. - - Uropod*

small but thick, two-jointed, situated on the ventral side at the antero-lateral margins of the anal

doors a little behind the opercnlum.

Remarks. Pscudomfsvs shows considerable similarity to Hrtrromenu in fourth and fifth

thoracic segments, but it differs very much from the Ischnotnesini in having the head free, not

immerged within or fused with first thoracic segment, in the structure of the mandibles, which show

much similarity to those in Meuroxtylis, S'nttnonnnu and Dfsmosoma, furthermore in having the two

TWhfriMjriMfB. in. ,. 10
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anterior pairs of legs subsimilar, in the place of the uropods, etc. Pseudomesus is perhaps more allied

to Nannoniscus than to any other genus, but yet differs in important features.

Only a single species is known.

45. Pseudomesus brevicornis n. sp.

(PI. IV, figs. 5 a 5 g).

Female. Body scarcely six times as long as broad; second segment and abdomen subequal

in breadth and broader than the other parts. Head, seen from above (fig. 5 b), a little longer than

broad; seen from the side very deep (fig. 53).
- The antennulas occupy a lateral position and consist

of five joints (fig. 5 c); second joint considerably longer than the three distal joints combined, and with

a couple of long terminal setae; third joint a little longer than the fourth, while the fifth is very small

with two long setae.

The thoracic legs show some particulars not mentioned above. First pair have three spines on

the lower margin of fifth joint, each spine with a seta somewhat from the end, and in the intervals

between the spines a long, low and thin lamella with numerous tiny hairs on the margin (fig. 5f, );

a similar lamella is also found on fourth joint; sixth joint without spines. Second pair have four

spines and the same number of lamellae on fifth joint, two spines on the sixth joint. (Third pair want-

ing). Fourth pair with a single spine on fifth joint, three spines and two lamellae on the sixth. The

three posterior pairs have a peculiar, slender, triangular process on the posterior margin of third joint

rather near the base, and a single conspicuous seta on the lower side of fifth joint a little from the end.

Abdomen somewhat longer than the two posterior thoracic segments combined, somewhat longer

than broad and rather highly vaulted. - - Operculum (fig. 5'g) somewhat longer than broad, with a

short proximal part much vaulted (fig. 53); the posterior half has the margin nearly semicircular. -

The uropods as mentioned above; first joint thicker and much longer than the second.

Length of two females with marsupium 3-2 and 2
- 8 mm.

Remarks. As only a single species is known, some of the minor features mentioned in the

description of the genus may be only of specific value. Unfortunately the male is unknown. -- P.

brevicornis differs very much from all other forms of Asellota hitherto known; it may be said to have

some similarity in general aspect to Thambema amicorum Stebb., but differs in mouth-parts, thoracic

segments, legs, etc.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at a single station in the cold area.

North of Iceland: Stat. 102: Lat. 6623' N., Long. io26' W., 750 fath., temp, -f- 0-9; z l

/ 2 spec.

Group VII. Macrostylini.

Founded on a single very peculiar genus. In order to avoid reiteration it may suffice to

refer to the following treatment of the genus.
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Macrostylis ci. o. Sars.

Sars has published a useful diagnosis of this most characteristic genus in his standard work;

he had, however, only a single species, ,!/. spinifrra G. O. Sars, but in the appendix he added a second

species, M. d'anai longirrmu Mein. A third species, M. latifrons Redd., was secured by the "Chal-

lenger" in the North Pacific. But the genus is evidently rather rich, as I have six species, four among

them new, from the "Ingolf area, and, besides, fragments of a seventh form. The new forms agree

in most of the features pointed out by Sars as being of generic value with his M s/nni/rra, but a

couple of characters, viz. his statement on the female operculum and on the uropods, must be dropped,

while some other features can be pointed out An examination of the structure with special reference

to generic characters may be of some interest

The body is somewhat or considerably elongate, to some extent similar in all species. Heail

movable. Eyes wanting. Antennula* short, at most 5-jointed, in the males with more sensory filaments

and, besides, sometimes thicker than in the female. Antennae with 5 free joints in the peduncle, while

the basal joint is very short and frequently scarcely distinguishable; squama seems to be wanting.

The mouth-parts are well figured by Sars; the mandibles have the incisive part, the movable lacinia,

and the sete well developed, the molar process strongly tapering to the narrow, obtuse, setiferous end

and directed considerably backwards; palp wanting. Maxillipeds (PI. VII, fig. 4C, and Sars, PI. 51) with

second joint long and more than twice as long as broad, with its lobe oblong; palp with second joint

broad and long, third joint broad and short the two distal joints short or nearly rudimentary; epipod

very long.

The three anterior thoracic segments constitute together a separate subquadrangular section,

with each lateral margin forming a nearly uninterrupted, distinctly convex line; these segments arc

dorsally well marked off, but yet scarcely, or at most slightly, movable; the four posterior segments

are quite different each very movable, but the articulation between seventh segment and abdomen

seems to be slightly movable in some forms.

The legs have been well figured and described by Sars; the basal joint of most pair* i- distinct

but without any process; the three anterior pairs increase somewhat in length and very conspicuously

in thickness and number of spines from first to third pair, the last-named pair having third and fourth

joints somewhat or considerably expanded and seeming to be "fossorial in character"; fourth pair are con-

siderably shorter and thinner than third or second pair, and adapted for walking; from fourth to sixth

or seventh pair the legs increase much in length; second joint of seventh pair has a row of probably

natatory setae along a part of the posterior margin of both margins (PI. VII, fig. 3 e(.

The abdomen is more or less oblong-quadrangular, with the posterior margin convex and the

uropods inserted on the outer angles; a tergite of a basal segment was not found, but its sternite is

distinct in some species. When the abdomen is examined from above, and is not too opaque, a pecu-

liar organ is seen shining through the integument (PI. VII, figs, i c, 3 f and 4 f; PI. VI, fig. 6c) near

the lateral margin somewhat before its end; each organ is a cavity narrowing backwards as a duct,

which seems to open at the inward angle of the uropod; the central part of the cavity is filled with

a lump of minute rounded or angular crystals.
-- On the lower side of the abdomen the operculum
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terminates at least a little, and frequently far, from its end, but the excavation containing the pleopods

is continued behind these to the end as a channel (PI. VI, fig. 6 a; PI. VII, figs. 2 g, ah, 6g), and on

its bottom the two doors closing the anal aperture are generally seen. The female operculum is ob-

long (though never so narrow as figured by Sars; its shape affords specific characters).
- - Uropods

uniramous, long to extremely long, with two or many joints.

Remarks. In the shape of the mouth-parts Macrostylis is allied to Nannoniscus G. O. S.,

but in other features, especially the thoracic segments and their legs, it occupies an isolated position.

The above-mentioned organs in the abdomen are unknown in other Asellota; they are evidently a

kind of statocysts to a certain extent analogous with the organs, or unpaired organ (see later on), in

the telson of at least some forms of the family Anthuridse, and with the organs in the uropods of

the family Mysidae.

46. Macrostylis spinifera G. O. Sars.

(PI. VI, figs. 6 a 6 c; PI. VII, figs, i a i c).

1864. Macrostylis spinifera G. O. Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania f. 1863, p. 219.

! 1897. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 121; PI. 51.

The specimen from the "Ingolf" Stat. 32 is normal and agrees with a number of specimens from

Skager Rak, but the specimen from Stat. 80 differs in a couple of features. We may begin with re-

marks on the typical form, thus a kind of supplement to the description and figures of Sars.

The antenmtlse are 5-jointed, in the female slender with the fifth joint minute (fig. i a). Sars

says that they are 4-jointed, which is incorrect; according to two of his figures the antennulae in the

male are similar to those in the female excepting that they have three sensory filaments, while the

female has two. But in a male from Skager Rak the antennulae are considerably longer and

thicker than in the female, and fourth joint has four sensory filaments, while on the fifth, which is

about as long as fourth and third joints combined, five such filaments were found; in another male

from the last-named locality the antennulae are intermediate between those in the male mentioned and

a normal female. The antennae vary somewhat in length, in two ovigerous females the antenna; do

not respectively reach to the posterior margin of third thoracic segment and to the middle of fourth

segment, in both cases the penultimate joint of the peduncle is only a little longer than the terminal;

the long antennae have 7, the others only 5, joints in the flagellum.

Fourth thoracic segment has each postero-lateral angle a little produced as a foot for a some-

what small, robust spine; the three posterior segments have the postero-lateral parts somewhat pro-

duced backwards and a little outwards, each bearing the leg below at the end, and on the angle a

somewhat small spine; Sars' figures of male and female show the spines too thick and the majority

not marked off, so that they afford the erroneous impression
-- not contradicted in his text -- of

being strong processes.
-- In the full-grown female without marsupium each thoracic segment has a

ventral, spiniform process, which is long or very long on the two posterior segments, while the pro-

cess on first sternite is moderately large, originating from the middle of the sternite and directed

downwards and somewhat forwards; in females with marsupium the processes on the two posterior
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segments, are as large it in females without marsupium, but the process on first steniite is small, and

those on the four other sternites wanting. The sternitcs in the male armed about as in females with-

out ntarsnpium.
- The dorsal spine on third joint of third pair of leg* is, as figured by Sars, strong

and very curved.

Abdomen conspicuously more than half as long again as broad, in the male slightly or not

longer than the two preceding segments combined, in the female us long as these two segments and

half of fifth segment combined. The operctiltim reaches in the female (fig. 6 b) to rather near the

end of the abdomen, thus overlapping the anal doors; it is slightly more than twice as long as broad

- thtis conspicuously broader than drawn by Sars - and its distal end is broadly rounded. In the

male the operculum (fig. 6 a) terminates far from the end, and even before a line between the insertion

of the uropods, thus leaving a long ventral channel uncovered, and in the anterior half nf this channel

the large anal doom are Men.

Length of adult females from Skager Rak 2-2 mm., of males 2 mm.

The somewhat aberrant specimen from Stat 80 is a scarcely full-grown female, 2 mm. long.

The antenna: reach nearly the middle of fourth thoracic segment; the penultimate joint (fig. i a) of

the peduncle is one-third as long again as the terminal, thus proportionately longer than in the typical

form; flagellnm 7-jointed. The dorsal spine on third joint of third pair of legs is quite straight (fig. i bj,

and scarcely as strong as in the typical form. The abdomen (fig. i c) is distinctly less than half as

long again as broad, its lateral margins being more convex than in the typical form. But being un-

able to find any further difference between this specimen and the Danish specimens I consider it to

be an individual or local variety.

Remarks. M. spinifera differs sharply from the other species, excepting M. nbyssicola and M.

floHgaia, in having the posterior part of the abdomen strongly produced as a long and distally broadly

rounded lobe between the uropods. From M. abyssitola it differs in having the antennula* twice M
long, the produced end of the abdomen much broader, the female operculum long, etc. M. tlongata

differs from M. spinifcra in the extremely long, many jointed uropods, the antenna: only as long as

the head, with the distal peduncular joints short, etc.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at two stations.

Davis Strait: Stat 32: Lat 66*35' Ni Long. s638' W., 318 fath., temp. 39; i spec. (cf).

South-West of Iceland: Stat 80: Lat 6ioa' N, Long. 2932'W., 935 fath., temp. 40; i spec (?).

Distribution. In Christiania Fjord, 1520 fath., and in places at the west coast of Norway

northwards to Lofoten (G. O. Sars); besides off the Skaw in Skager Rak, 125 fath. (H. J. Hansenl

Finally fifty miles south-east of Fair Island (Shetland), 65 fath. (T. Scott).

47. Macrostylis abyssicola n. sp.

(PI. VII, figs.aa-2h).

Description. Body of the female somewhat more than three and a half times, that of the male

four and a half times, as long as broad; in general aspect similar to M. spinifera. The autennuhc

are very short, 3-jointed, with first joint nearly longer than the two other joints combined; in the
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female (fig. 2 b) the first joint is somewhat thick, the third minute, with a long sensory filament (j);

in the male (fig. 2 d) the antennulae are much thicker than in the other sex, the first joint very thick,

the two others with about six sensory filaments (s).
- - The antennae are somewhat short (figs. 2 a and

2 c), reaching scarcely or about to the antero-lateral angles of third thoracic segment ; penultimate joint

of the peduncle conspicuously longer than the terminal; flagellum in the female (fig. 2 b) 4 or 5-jointed

and conspicuously less than half as long as the peduncle, in the male 5-jointed and about half as long

as the peduncle.
- - Distal joints of the maxillipeds nearly as in M. spinifcra (comp. Sars, PI. 51).

The thoracic segments decrease nearly gradually in breadth from the third to the seventh
;

the

latter is about twice as broad as long; fourth about as long as or a little longer than the fifth, in the

female twice, in the male somewhat less than twice, as broad as long. The postero-lateral angles of

fourth to sixth segments subrectaugular or feebly produced; the posterior angles of these and of seventh

segment bear a minute spine. The ventral side of the three anterior segments is strongly carinate in

the median line; the keel of first segment is produced forwards as a long, almost horizontal process

projecting beyond the base of the maxillipeds; the keel of second and third segments without any

process. The four posterior segments with a median ventral keel, which is somewhat feeble on fourth

and fifth segments, but more developed on sixth and seventh
;

the keel of each of these four segments

terminates at both ends without any process.

The thoracic legs in the main as in M. spinifera. Third pair (fig. 2 e) have the dorsal spine on

third joint somewhat short and straight, the setae on the upper margin of fourth and fifth joints un-

usually long, not bifid at the end. Sixth pair (fig. 2 f) slightly longer than the seventh
;

sixth joint

about two-thirds as long as the fifth and scarcely longer than the fourth; seventh joint considerably

less than half as long as the sixth and scarcely as long as the claw.

Abdomen in both sexes only a little shorter than the sum of the three posterior thoracic seg-

ments, in the female (fig. 2 a) not fully half as long again as broad, somewhat broader before the

middle than at the insertions of the uropods, in the male distinctly more than half as long again as

broad, with the lateral margins nearly parallel (fig. 2 c); in both sexes the posterior part between the

uropods is considerably produced backwards, with each half of the margin slightly concave and the

end narrowly rounded. In both sexes the ventral excavation (figs. 2 g and 2 h) is uncommonly narrow,

leaving a comparatively broad area between itself and the lateral margin. - The female operculum

(fig. 2 g) is unusually small and short, terminating somewhat before the insertion of the uropods, oblong-

ovate, a little more than half as long again as broad, while the anal doors are situated midway between

the operculum and the end of abdomen. In the male (fig. 2 h) the operculum terminates considerably

before the insertion of the uropods, occupying only three-fifths of the length of the excavation; the

anal doors are nearer to the end of abdomen than to the operculum. - The uropods are two-jointed;

in both sexes the first joint is about as long as the sum of the abdomen and last thoracic segment,

straight, robust and tapering to the obliquely produced end (fig. 2 h); in a single male the second

joint has been preserved, and this joint, which is scarcely one-fourth as long as the first, is inserted

behind the oblique process and terminates in a few setae.

Length of a female without marsupium 3-1 mm., of a female with marsupium 3 mm., of a male

2-4 mm.
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Remarks. .I/, abyssicola is easily separated from M. sfitii/fra by 3-juinted .mic-umihc, consider-

ably shorter antenna-, the long snbhorizontal ventral process from first thoracic segment, while the

other segments have only a carina but no processes, by the shape of the terminal part of the abdomen,

the small and short female opercnlum, etc.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf
1

at three very deep stations in the warm area.

Davis Strait: StaL 37: Lat 6oi7' N., Long. 54o5' W., 1715 fath., temp. 1-4; 3 spec.

South of Davis Strait: Stat 38: J,at 59ia' N., Long. 51 Vs' W., 1870 fath., temp. 1-3; ab. 10 spec.

Stat aa: Lat s8io' N., Ix>ng. 48 as' \V., 1845 '*"> temp. 1-4; 6 spec.

48. Macrostylis elongata n. sp.

(PI. VII, figs.3a-3g).

Female (without marsupinm). Slender, not fully five times as long as broad. Head distinctly

larger and especially longer in proportion to the anterior thoracic segments than in the preceding

forms. - Antennula? moderately short, slender, 3-jointed (fig. 3 b) ; all three joints subequal in length,

and the terminal joint with a somewhat broad sensory filament (s).
-- Antenna: very short, shorter

than the length of the head (fig. 3!)). penultimate joint of the peduncle distinctly shorter than the

terminal joint; flagellum of the left antennula in my single specimen 4-jointed, that of the right

a-jointed.
- Distal joints of the maxillipeds nearly as in M. spinifera.

The thorax differs in outline (fig. 3 a) considerably from that in any of the other species, because

its fourth segment is much narrower than the third, the fifth segment somewhat elongate, longer and

broader than the fourth, and the sixth segment a little longer than in the two preceding species; the

three posterior segments are a little produced at the postero-lateral angles, and each protuberance is

somewhat broadly rounded (fig. 3 f), with a small spine. First thoracic sternite at the middle with a

median long and strong process directed forwards and downwards ; each of the two following sternites

with a much smaller process; fifth and sixth sternites each with a small process directed downwards

and backwards, but on fourth and seventh sternites no process was found in the specimen.

The thoracic legs (figs. 3 c 3 e), especially the posterior pairs more slender than in the preced-

ing forms. Third pair (fig. 3 c) with third joint more than twice as long as broad, and its dorsal spine

somewhat short, but strong and a little curved; the upper setae on fourth and fifth joints, excepting

the most proximal setae on fourth joint, very strong, spiniform, moderately long and conspicuously

bifid at the end. The two posterior pairs (figs. 3d and 3 e) subequal in length, very slender; sixth

pair has the sixth joint more than half as long again as the fourth, seventh joint very long, about M
long as fourth joint and a little longer than the thin claw; seventh pair has sets, probably natatory,

along both margins of second joint (fig. 3 e).

Abdomen seen from above (figs. 3 a and 3 f) slightly longer than the sum of the posterior seg-

ments, a little narrower than in M. sjuni/fra, but otherwise nearly of the same shape, having the

posterior part produced as a long, moderately broad lobe, and each half of the posterior margin inside

the base of the uropod rather concave, while the end is moderately broadly rounded. -- Seen from

below (fig. 3g), the operculum is large, occupying the major part of the lower surface, almost twice
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as long as broad, tapering much from before the middle to the moderately narrow, rounded end placed

between the anterior ends of the insertions of the nropods, thus leaving a moderate part of-the ventral

excavation uncovered; the anal doors placed near the end of the abdomen. - Both uropods are

mutilated; of the right uropod only the basal joint, which is slightly longer than the breadth of ab-

domen and moderately strong, has been preserved; the left uropod (fig. 33) is extremely long, not

much less than three-fourths as long as the animal, though its terminal part has been lost; the portion

beyond the basal joint is many-jointed and extremely thin, excepting its first joint, which is a little

thicker and much longer than the others, and each of these joints has at the end a fine, but distinct hair.

Length of the specimen 2-5 mm.

Remarks. M. elongata differs from the forms described above in the shape of the body, very

short antennae, some features in the legs, and the extremely long nropods. From the three following

species it is instantly distinguished in having the abdomen much produced backwards behind the

nropods, and by various other features.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single station.

South of Iceland: Stat. 40: Lat. 62oo' N., Long. 21 "36' W., 845 fath., temp. 3-3; i spec.

49. Macrostylis subinermis n. sp.

(PI. VII, figs. 4 3-4 h).

Female. Body about four times as long as broad, and, as to general aspect, in the main as

in M. longiremis Mein. - Head somewhat long (fig. 43).
- - Antennulae moderately short, 5-jointed

(fig. 4 b); first joint longer than the two following joints combined and more than twice as long as

thick; fifth joint small and thin, with a single sensory filament. Antennae not fully reaching the

posterior angles of third thoracic segment; penultimate joint of the peduncle (fig. 4b) long, and consider-

ably longer than the terminal joint; flagellum about as long as the peduncle, 8-jointed. Maxillipeds

(fig. 4c) with the two distal joints considerably larger than in M. spinifera.

Thoracic segments (fig. 4 a) of the usual shape; fourth segment only a little narrower than the

third, somewhat broader than the fifth, and nearly more than two and a half times as broad as long;

seventh segment nearly as broad as the sixth and twice as broad as long; each of the three posterior

segments have their postero-lateral parts a little produced, with a small spine on the angle (figs. 4 a

and 4f). The first sternite has a small or minute process; the three following sternites are unarmed

in specimens without marsupium, while the three --in ovigerous females only the two --
posterior

sternites have a small process, which sometimes has disappeared.

The thoracic legs somewhat similar to those in M. longiremis Mein., but more slender. Third

pair (fig. 4d) with the upper spine on third joint straight; most of the setae on the two following

joints somewhat long, robust, partly spiniform, but the branch near the end feeble or wanting. Sixth

pair (fig. 46) with fourth joint only half as long as the fifth, but almost as long as the sixth; seventh

joint considerably less than half as long as the sixth, about as long as the claw. Seventh pair about

as long as the sixth; second joint with a close row of setae along the posterior margin and a smaller

number of setse along the opposite margin.
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Abdomen slightly longer thau the two posterior thoracic segments combined, somewhat or

broftflfc is,..- tin- I..IM tli. in lu-t Hi n-.nt ,,| th, ui, .p,..l, i,.; ;i ERM DOMUemU; ll

to a little more than half as long again as broad (fig. 4 g), with the major part of the lateral margin*

distinctly convex; posteriorly the abdomen is very moderately prodnced and broadly rounded, with

each half of the posterior margin slightly or scarcely concave towards the uropods. The operculutn

<& 4 g) >* moderately large, twice or slightly more than twice as long as broad, posteriorly moderately

narrow and rounded, and reaching scarcely to the insertion of the uropods; the anal doors unusually

short, yet occupying most of the rather short part of the ventral excavation behind the operculurn.

The uropods (fig. 4 1) a little more than half as long as the abdomen, somewhat slender, two-jointed,

with first joint from twice as long as the second to only somewhat longer.

Length of two females with marsupium 32 mm. and 2-9 mm.

Remarks. M. subinrrmis is sharply distinguished from the three preceding species by having

the abdomen rather feebly produced posteriorly, and by the uropods, etc. It is allied and similar to

M. longiremis Mein., but its uropods are shorter, the ventral armature on the thorax is feebly devel-

oped, while in M. longirrmis the ventral processes on first segment and especially those on the posterior

segments are long and slender; the posterior end of the female operculum is conspicuously narrower

than in M. loHgiremis, and appreciable differences are also found iu third pair of legs and their seta.

In a young female with seventh pair of legs only half developed, the uropods, especially their

iirst joint, are shorter (fig. 4 h) than in the adults. The single male found (from StaL 139) is scarcely

adult and has the operculum very mutilated; it differs from the females in having the ventral thoracic

processes conspicuously longer, the abdomen about half as long again as the uropods, and these uropods,

which consequently are proportionately longer than in the females, have the first joint slightly more

than twice as long as the second; in other respects this male does not show any differences worth

mentioning from the female.

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolF at five stations, all in the cold area.

North of the Fseroes: Stat 139: LaL 63^36' N., Long. j"yo' W., 702 fath., temp. -5-0-6; 2 spec

East of Iceland: StaL 103: LaL 6623' N
-.

l -*> n K- 85a' W, 579 fath., temp. +06; i spec.

StaL loa : LaL 6623' N., Long. 10 26' W., 750 fath., temp. -j-otj ; 10 spec

North-East of Iceland: StaL 119: LaL 67*53' N., Long. ioi9' W., 1010 fath.; temp, -f- ix>; a spec.

North of Iceland: StaL 125: LaL 68o8' N., Long. i6o2' W., 729 fath.; temp. -7- 0-8; 2 spec

Besides, it has been taken by the "Thor" at the following place in the cold area.

East of Iceland: LaL 66i9' N., io45' W., 765 fath., temp. -=-0-92; i spec, (young ?).

50. Macrostylis longiremis MeinerL

(PL VII, fig. 5 a).

1890. Vana longiremis MeinerL "Hauchs" Togter, p. 195; PI. II, figs. 6373.
! 1899. Macrostylis longiremis G. O. San, Account, II, p. 250; SuppL PL II, fig. i.

Sars has published good figures of the animal from above, of antennulte, antenme, maxillipeds

and several legs. As already stated in my remarks on M. subinrrmis, the processes on fat stemitr

TWl^ilTF.f.fcl... IM. t . II
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and especially on the posterior sternites are long and slender in M. longiremis; the female opercnlnm,

which is from somewhat less than to fully twice as long as broad, reaches to the insertion of the

nropods, thus to rather near the end of the abdomen, and its posterior end (fig. 5 a) is somewhat broader

than in allied forms. The setae and spines on the upper side of fourth joint of third pair of legs are

characteristic as to length, and several among them are bifid at the end (comp. the figure of Sars) and

differ from those in M. subinermis.

A single mutilated female from our area agrees completely in all essential features with spec-

imens from Skager Rak.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf". But it has been gathered by the "Thor" at a

single locality.

West of Iceland: L,aL 6346' N., Long. 2256' W., 79 fath.; i spec.

Distribution. Off the Skaw in Skager Rak, 125 fath. (Meinert).

51. Macrostylis longipes n. sp.

(PI. VII, figs. 6 a 6 g).

Male. Slender, about five times as long as broad. -- Head of the usual shape.
-- Antennul&e

nearly as long as the head, somewhat robust, 5-jointed; first and second joint subcylindrical, subequal

in length, together a little longer than the remainder of the appendage (fig. 6 b), and each about twice

as long as deep; third joint short, thicker towards the end, scarcely as long as the fourth, which is

thicker and has a transverse row of long sensory filaments a little from the end; fifth joint consider-

ably longer than the fourth, somewhat clavate and with a number of long sensory filaments near the

end. -- (Antennae lost, excepting the three small and slender proximal joints). Maxillipeds with their

distal joints as in M. subinermis.

Thorax slender. The three anterior segments combined slightly longer than broad. Fourth

segment a little narrower than the third, short, two and a half times as broad as long, with the postero-

lateral angles broadly rounded. The three posterior segments subequal in length, equal in breadth,

and slightly narrower than fourth segment; their postero-lateral part at each side (fig. 6 f) produced

conspicuously backwards and a little outwards, distally rounded, and seen from above the posterior

part of the coxae is perceived at their ends, but spines seem to be wanting; seventh segment scarcely one-

third as broad again as long. First segment has a strong and somewhat long, acute ventral process

directed mainly downwards (fig. 6 a); sixth segment with a broad, low, acute process, while the process

on seventh segment is slender, somewhat long, acute and directed downwards and a little backwards.

The three anterior pairs of legs of usual length and shape. Third pair (figs. 6 c) somewhat

slender; the spine on third joint somewhat long and straight; most of the setae or spines on the two

following joints of middle length and scarcely bifid at the end. Fourth pair, as usual, shorter than

the third, not one-third as long as the animal; the four posterior pairs increase gradually in length

backwards, but so much that sixth pair are a little longer than all thoracic segments combined, and

seventh pair nearly half as long again as the entire animal, thus showing a quite anomalous devel-

opment Sixth pair (fig. 6d) slender in proportion to their length; fifth joint is almost three times,
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and sixth joint twin, .IN !,m K .is tin- i<>nrtli: seventh joint is a little more than half as long ait the

fourth and shorter than the claw. Seventh pair (fig. 6e, and especially almost their distal half, very

slender; second joint with a row of very fine and somewhat short seta: along the proximal half of

the posterior margin, while the anterior margin has only about four seta:; third joint is slightly longer

than the second; fifth joint is somewhat more than twice as long as the fourth but even slightK

shorter than the sixth, which is extremely long; seventh joint nearly as long as the fourth, extremely

slender, and a little longer than the setiform claw.

Abdomen conspicuously shorter than the two posterior segments combined (fig. 6 ft, somewhat

IMS than twice as long as broad, considerably tapering towards the base and again narrowing before

the postero-lateral parts, each of which is somewhat produced outwards as a triangle; the hind margin

is unusually long, conspicuously longer than the basal breadth of the abdomen, and only moderately

omvex, slightly concave near the insertions of the uropods. The operculum (fig. 6 g) occupies about

three-fourths of the length of the ventral excavation ; its parts differ considerably from those in '/

\f>tntt?rn or A/, afassicola, but as they seem to be somewhat deranged in the specimen, I have figured

them as well as possible without removing them from the animal, and omit a description. The anal

doors are short, and situated considerably behind the operculum close at the end of abdomen. (The

uropods are lost).

Length 2-9 mm.

Remarks. M. longipss is distinguished from the other species by the enormous length of

sf\eiith pair of legs, as I suppose that the unknown female agrees with the male in this feature. In

tlu- anu muiki and the shape of the three posterior thoracic segments this male differs considerably

in. m the same sex of the preceding forms.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single station in the cold area.

Bast of Iceland: Stat 102: Lat 6623' N., Long. io26' W., 750 fath., temp. -5- erg"; i spec

Group VIII. Nannoniscini.

Body oblong, considerably depressed, with the sides expanded. Head free; eyes wanting. An-

tennnla- dorsal, short, with very few joints in the flagellum. Antennae well developed; squama distinct

Mandibles with the incisive part, the movable lacinia, and the seta: well developed; the molar

process tapers strongly to the narrow, obtuse, setiferous end, and is directed somewhat backwards;

palp 3-jointed. Palp of the maxillipeds with second joint much expanded and the two distal joints

small; epipod very long.
- Thoracic segments movable, excepting that sixth and seventh segments

are generally fused at the middle. The thoracic legs inserted on the ventral side; first pair rarely

really prehensile, generally simple; the six other pairs without processes from first joint, adapted for

walking, and sometimes the three posterior pairs have, besides, natatory setse on fifth and sixth joints,

furthermore they are moderately slender and not differing much in length; an accessory claw frequently

<listinct - Abdomen at most with a vestige of a basal segment; uropods ventral, somewhat small

biramous, with unjoin ted rami.

ii*
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Remarks. This group comprises three genera from our area, two among them established

as new (see the foot-note to Nannoniscella}. The animals are in general aspect somewhat similar to

species of lanira, but the)' differ from all lanirini in several important features, above all in the man-

dibles. The antennulse are inserted on the upper surface of the head somewhat from the lateral margins

and considerably or far behind the anterior margin of the. head; between the antennulae the surface

of the head shows a median broad area narrowing forwards, and both on the sides end in front con-

spicuously marked off, on the sides generally by keels or sharp margins, while its anterior end generally

is free, seen from above limited by a line; the shape of this part, which I name the front area,

affords excellent characters.

Nannoniscella n. gen.

Description. Body considerably flattened. Head anteriorly irregularly rounded, with the

front area well developed and reaching nearly beyond the anterior margin (PI. VIII, figs. I a i b); the

head is laterally expanded, with each lateral part produced forwards as a somewhat large triangular

plate outside the proximal part of antennula and antenna. - - Antennulae moderately short (figs,

i a i b); first joint large and thick; second joint slender and shorter than the first; flagellum with

few joints. Antennae intermediate in shape and length between those in lanira and A'annoniscus; squama

well developed, triangular; fifth and sixth peduncular joints rather long. Mouths-parts (PI. VII, figs.

7 a 7 d) in the main as in Nannoniscus; left mandible (fig. 73) has the incisive part somewhat long

and slender, the movable lacinia thin, the setae moderately numerous, the molar process directed some-

what backwards and very slenderly conical, with some short setae on the end. Maxillae (fig. 7 c) with

the inner lobe somewhat narrow. Maxillipeds (fig. 7 d) long; second joint moderately large, somewhat

less than twice as long as broad, its lobe long, not quite twice as long as broad; third to fifth joints

very broad, and the fourth a little broader than long; sixth joint small with an oblong lobe, seventh

quite small; epipod very long and proportionately narrow, nearly four times as long as broad.

Thoracic segments (fig. i a) rather crowded together and rather expanded; fifth and sixth seg-

ments with more than half of their posterior margins very concave, while seventh segment has the

major part of its anterior margin very convex, and the segment itself is more than twice as long at

the middle than at the sides; the dorsal limit between sixth and seventh segment is distinct in its

entire length, but whether the articulation is movable is somewhat dubious. In front of the lateral

part of first segment is seen a somewhat small narrow plate (fig. i b, ep] projecting outwards and for-

wards, and this plate must be considered an epimeral process from the base of first pair of legs.
-

All legs of middle length, rather slender and adapted for walking (figs, i d i e); but first pair are yet

somewhat shorter, and distally more robust than the other pairs; seventh joint with its short claw is

on first pair (fig. i d) of very moderate length, on the other pairs (fig. i e) somewhat longer and

slightly thinner; an accessory claw not developed.

Abdomen broad, laterally much expanded (figs, i a and i
f), posteriorly rounded. Operculum in

the female oblong, and it occupies a very small part of the ventral surface (fig. i
f). Uropods ventral,

moderately small, biramous, with the rami unjointed.
-- (Male unknown).
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Remarks. This genus 1 is on the whole allied to .Vanmmiscws, but differs in the following

particulars: the antennuhe are normal, not terminating in a vesicle; a pair of epitneral plates are found

at first segment, sixth and seventh segments dursalh marked off from one another, and the female

operculuin is very small.

Only a single species is known.

52. Nannoniscella groenlandica n. sp.

(PL VII, figs. 7 a 7 d; PI. VIII, figs, i a-i
f.)

Female (with marsupiumj. Body about two and a half times as long as broad; lateral mar-

gins of the major anterior part, viz. head and the four thoracic segments, are, taken as a whole,

somewhat convex, while the remaining thoracic segments and the anterior part of the abdomen have

the lateral margins nearly parallel, and this posterior section is conspicuously narrower than second

>r third segment

The front area on the head is subtriangular, with the anterior end broadly obtuse and rounded;

its lateral margins without keels. The protruding lateral plates reach about to the base of the anten-

nal squama (fig. i b) and have the end acute. -- Antennula: a little shorter than the head; flagellum

3-jointed, scarcely as long as the two distal peduncular joints combined. Anteninc with the peduncles

almost half as long as the animal; sixth joint considerably longer than the fifth and almost as long

* the flagellum, which is 8-jointed, with first joint about as long as the sum of the five following

joints; squama nearly as long as third peduncular joint, much longer than broad, acute.

The four anterior thoracic segments have their antero-lateral angles acute, but scarcely pro-

duced and without any tenninal spine. The epimeral plates with the end very obliquely cut off, acute.

Abdomen almost half as broad again as long; the major part of the lateral margins and the

terminal margin constitute a semicircular outline. Operculuin (fig. i
f) very small, longer than broad,

increasing in breadth from the base to far beyond the middle, somewhat ovate, but the median half

of the posterior margin is a little concave, and the whole posterior margin has a number of long

Mfei Uropods with the peduncle narrow at the base and widening much to the very oblique end;

endopod slightly longer than the peduncle, somewhat longer and thicker than the exopod.

Length of the ovigerous female 2-2 mm.

Remarks. The female is easily distinguished from even- other form of northern Asellota by

a number of features; unfortunately the male is not known.

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolF at a single place.

West Greenland: Lat O4O3' N., mouth of Ameralik Fjord, 570 fath., shells: i spec,

' After 11*. VII VIII had been finUhcd. I discovered that Vanhfiffen in 1914 had established the gnu Auttrvutnu,
with three antarctic specie*. It is not improbable that a more thorough examination of various feature* in Ua anlwial* may
how that one or two - but scarcely the third of hi* specie* are congeneric with my Kammanatrlla gnnlamtitm. and if

that be the case, the generic name given by me most be cancelled. But at our present state of knowledge I prefer to kc*p
the name \a*Monueella until the male of my new species ha* been found and some point* in the structure of tbr thoracic

at*, etc. of Vanboffrn animals have been investigated.
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Nannoniscoides n. gen.

Description (based on a mutilated male). Body considerably depressed. Head peculiarly

shaped; the front area is limited by a pair of exceedingly high and thick keels, and at each side the

head is produced into a very large, thick, oblong, subtriangular process directed somewhat outwards

and then curved forwards, so that the proximal parts of the antennulae and antennae are situated in

a hollowing between the process and the keel. -- Antennulae inserted considerably from the lateral

margins, short; first joint thick and somewhat short; second joint slender and rather short; flagellum

with few joints. Antennae lost excepting the four proximal joints; squama very short. Mouth-parts

nearly as in Nannoniscus; right mandible (fig. 2 c) has the incisive part somewhat long, several setae,

and the molar process moderately short, tapering to the moderately narrow, setiferous end, and directed

considerably backwards; maxillipeds (fig. 2 e) long, second joint a little more than twice as long as

broad, and its long lobe twice as long as broad; third and fourth joints very broad, and the fourth

about as broad as long; fifth joint considerably narrower than the fourth; sixth joint short and some-

what broad, without any real lobe; seventh joint small; epipod triangular, long, acute, slightly more

than three times as long as broad.

First thoracic segment considerably narrower than the head, with the sides rounded and no

epimeral processes; second segment much broader than the first, at each side produced forwards into

a large, triangular process directed forwards and a little outwards, while the other segments have no

processes. Third segment is narrower than the second and broader than the fourth, and from the

fourth the segments increase in breadth to abdomen. Seventh segment is short, and the median part

of its dorsal surface so completely fused with sixth segment that no limit is seen. -
(Legs mutilated).

Abdomen broad, much broader than long. Male operculum somewhat large (fig. 2 d), with

the median lamella very broad and near the end produced much outwards. Uropods ventral, very

small, biramons.

Remarks. This genus is easily separated by the shape of the head and the anterior thoracic

segments from all other forms. It is intermediate between Nannoniscella and Nannoniscus, agreeing

with the former and differing from the latter of these genera in having the antennulse normal, while

it agrees with the latter and differs from the former in having the median dorsal part of sixth and

seventh thoracic segments completely fused.

Only a single species is known.

53. Nannoniscoides angulatus n. sp.

(PI. VIII, figs. 2 a 2 e.)

Male (mutilated). Body not fully three times as long as broad, with the lateral parts some-

what expanded. Head (fig. 2 b) almost twice as broad as long; the thick and high upper keels con-

verge somewhat forwards and protrude considerably beyond the anterior transverse and straight mar-

gin of the front area. The lateral processes are deep, being triangularly keeled above, considerably

longer than broad, with the end obtuse. - Antennulae somewhat shorter than the head; flagellum
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3-joiuted, not much shorter than the peduncle, and its terminal joint considerably longer than the

second. - The antenna! squama very small, much broader than long.

Lateral processes of second thoracic segment reach as far forwards as the front margin of fir-t

segment; each process terminates in a small spine inserted on the obtuse end. The peculiar furrows

on the four anterior segments are shown on fig. 2 a.

Abdomen distinctly broader than the posterior thoracic segments, about one-third as broad

(Bin as long. The lateral margins proximally somewhat convex and then slightly converging to the

postero-lateral angles which protrude as somewhat small triangular corners; the posterior margin is

very long and considerably convex, excepting a somewhat short concave part towards the lateral

angles. The median part of the ventral side of the two posterior thoracic segments is vaulted, with

a moderately large, oblong, obtuse process (fig. 2d) somewhat in front of the operculum, which is

much vaulted; the very- broad median lamella of the operculum is posteriorly cmarginate, and each

postero-lateral part produced into a long, somewhat curved and narrow, acute pn>cess directed out-

wards. The uropods are very small, with the endopod a little longer than the exopod.

Length of the single specimen 2-3 mm.

Remarks. The male of this species is abundantly distinguished from other Asellota by the

keels and processes on the head, the two anterior thoracic- segments and the shape of the abdomen.

I'lifortunately the female is unknown.

Occurrence. Takeu by the "Ingolf
1

in the cold area.

North of the Faeroes: Stat. 139: Lat 6336' N., Long. 73o' W., 702 fath., temp. -5- 06; i spec.

Nannoniscus G. o. Sars.

This genus was established in 1869 on females of a single species taken off the Ix>foten Is-

lands. Several years later Sars described another species, N. bicusf>is G. O. S., but in 1908 Harriet

Richardson with good reason removed it from Nannoni.tcns and made it the type for a new genus,

llaploniscus Rich. In 1897 Sars established N. caspius on a male from the Caspian Sea. Such was

the state when Sars in his "Account" published description and figures of the type N. oblongus G. O. S.,

thereby giving the first detailed account of a species of this genus. He described and figured not

only the female but, besides, an animal which he believed to be the male of the same species. His

two specimens supposed to be males had the testes visible through the integuments icomp. the figure

of this male from above on his PL 501, while the operculum is an undivided round plate, thus

-haped as in a female. According to his figure his male is in reality the female of a very different

species, and the occurrence of testes in female specimens is certainly very interesting. But it is known

that in the Cyinothoinse and some of the Epicaridea the specimens are first males and then females;

furthermore, vestiges of hermaphroditism have been found in Sphrroma, and it is undoubtedly some-

thing of this kind which has been found by Sars in his two specimens. My statement is sore, be-

cause I have both males and females of A', oblortgus and of four other species and the first pair

of legs are always completely similar in both sexes, while in the specimen figured by Sara as the
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male of Ar
. oblongus first pair of legs are very thickened and, besides, armed with a few very strong

spines, thus differing very much from the rather slender first pair in the females of N. oblongus ;

furthermore, not only the operculum but the outline of the body and the flagella of the antennae in

the specimen figured by Sars as the male show exclusively female features. Consequently I consider

the specimens described by Sars as being the males of N. oblongus to be in reality immature females

with protandrous features in the internal sexual organs of a species with the first pair of legs very-

thickened; I propose the name N. crassipes for this peculiar form.

Until 1914 G. O. Sars was the only author who had published anything based on personal

observation on the genus Nannoniscus. In 1914 E. Vanhoffen established (in: Die Isopoden der Deut-

schen Siidpolar-Exped. 1901 1903) two new species from the Antarctic Ocean, but descriptions and

figures are rather poor. My material from the "Ingolf" area is extremely rich, comprising 13 species,

12 of which are new; of five species both males and females, of eight species only females, are to hand.

Sars' figures of the female of A', oblongus and of the male of N. caspius convey together an excellent

idea of the genus, but the rich material enables me to add some remarks to his description of the

genus, and to point out some sexual differences.

The outline of the body differs somewhat in the two sexes. In the females at least the three

anterior thoracic segments are somewhat or considerably broader than the three posterior segments

and abdomen, while in the males the anterior segments are a little narrower, but the posterior seg-

ments and abdomen broader, than in the other sex, with the result that in the males the posterior

half of the body is almost or completely as broad as the anterior portion (PL VIII, fig. 33; PL IX,

fig. 2 a). The front area on the head is marked off laterally, and in most species by keels, each ter-

minating anteriorly in an acute angle; the anterior margin of the front area is straight, concave or

convex, and the length of this margin differs always in the sexes, being longer in the females than

in the males, and it affords excellent specific characters.

The antennulse are extremely characteristic (many figures on Pis. VIII X), differing materially

from those in any other Isopod, but the representations published by Sars are not quite correct. They

are always rather short and consist of five joints. First joint is large, thick and more or less oblong;

second joint is more or less slender at the base and increases in thickness to the end, which is cut

off and, besides, produced in probably always three short protuberances or somewhat long processes;

third joint is extremely short and thin, and not unfrequently difficult to perceive, while the fourth

joint, which is short, is at the inner side of the end produced into a very conspicuous, oblong, oblique

process. Fifth joint is always a vesicle, ovate (for inst. figs. 2 d and 7 c on PL IX) or, rarely, very

oblong (PL IX, fig. 4 b), at least frequently with a couple of fine hairs on the distal part of the lower

side; it is attached to the end of fourth joint by an extremely narrow articulation.

The antenna; have the squama distinct, sometimes quite small, in N. oblongus and especially

in A f

. caspius long; it is most frequently, but not always (as in N. oblongus, PL VIII, fig. 4f) marked

off by a suture from third joint Fifth and sixth joints moderately long. The flagellum is slender

and normal in the females; while in the males a considerable part (PL VIII, fig. 6d) or almost the

whole flagellum (PL IX, fig. 6 a) is thickened, and in the thickened part the joints are fused and not

discernible. The mouth-parts have been well described by Sars.
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All thoracic segments movable excepting sixth and seventh segments, a> these are immovably
(used both above and below, the median half of the articulation between them having completely

vanished, while a suture or articulation is distinct towards the lateral margin (PI. VIII, figs. 3 a and

6 a; PI. IX, figs, a a, 3 a, and 7 a), a structure overlooked by Sars, who has drawn this articulation as

if it were complete; the figures cited show, besides, that the articulation between fifth and sixth seg-

ments is not straight, but peculiarly bent The absence or presence of a high tubercle or process, or

of two processes, on the posterior part of the ventral surface of the thorax affords excellent specific,

but scarcely sexual, characters. First pair of legs are always a little and sometimes considerably or

much thicker than the following pairs; in most species this pair have few spines of very moderate

length, but in N. inrrmis n. sp. and N. crasriprs n. sp. they are more or less prehensile organs with

long, strong spines on fifth joint An accessory claw is frequently discernible and is sometimes strong.

In the males known to me of three species and in the females of A', inrrmis n. sp., the three posterior

pairs of legs have a number of very or extremely long natatory seta' along the upper margin of fifth

and sixth joints (PI. VIII. fig. 3(1; PI. IX, figs i a and 4 el, while in the males of .V rcticiilatus n. sp.

and A', pltbrjus n. sp. and in females of all species excepting A", inermis no such seta: were found.

The shape of the posterior part of abdomen differs sometimes in the two sexes (PI. VIII, figs.

31 and 3k). In both sexes a considerable or large part of the ventral surface of the abdomen is not

covered by the operculum, which is nearly circular or oblong; in the male the median lamella is some-

what broad, and its distal part affords specific characters. The uropods are ventral, moderately small,

biramous; the endopod considerably or, rarely, slightly longer than the exopod.

Remarks. The best generic character is the very curious structure of the distal part of the

antennulse; their terminal vesicle is, as far as I know, without parallel in any other Crustacean. None

of the species excepting A', casfins O. O. S. -- is found in low water, and most of them are real

deep-sea forms. The males seem generally to be much more rare than the females, but that may be

explained by the supposition that most of them, at least to some degree, have natatory habits. I think

that future and really thorough deep-sea investigations will lead to the discovery of a great number

of species in all oceans.

The females of the thirteen species described here, together with A7
! crassifts n. sp., may be

pivided into two sections, and determined by the aid of the following keys.

Sect I. Abdominal operculum with an acute process on the lower surface (sometimes this process

may be partly broken off, but the irregular shape of the remaining protuberance reveals

that it has existed).

Sect II. Abdominal operculum without any tubercle or process on the lower surface.

Section I.

A. Antero-lateral angles of first thoracic segment terminating in a spine; the angles of second seg-

ment with a short, fine seta I. A'', simplex u. sp.

R Antero-lateral angles of first segment without any terminal spine, but with or without a fine seta;

angles of second segment with a real spine,

a. Surface of the body without reticulation.

TWUfolfcK.prdhw. Ill ( |J
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a. First or second segment not half as broad again as sixth segment.

. Abdomen with the margin just outside the base of each nropod convex or straight.

f. Antennal squama long at least about as long as the diameter of third peduncular

joint Head at least six times as broad as the distance between the anterior ends of

the keels limiting the front area 2. N. oblongus G. O. Sars.

ff. Antennal squama conspicuously shorter than the diameter of third peduncular joint.

Head about four and a half times as broad as the distance between the anterior ends

of the keels limiting the front area
3. N. arcticus n. sp.

. Abdomen with the lateral margin just outside the base of each uropod considerably con-

cave, as the posterior median part of the abdomen is produced backwards. 4. N. analis

n. sp.

/?.
First and second segments conspicuously more than half as broad again as sixth segment.

5. N. laticeps n. sp.

b. Surface of the body with a reticulate network 6. N. reticulatus n. sp.

Section II.

A. Second joint of the antennulse terminates in short or moderately long processes leaving nearly

the entire fourth joint uncovered. Abdominal operculum posteriorly rounded or straight

a. Posterior ventral area of the thorax without any process.

a. Antennular vesicle very long and narrow, between two and a half and three times as long

as broad. Uropods with the endopod much longer than the exopod ...
7. N. inermis n. sp.

y9.
Antennular vesicle pyriform, not half as long again as broad. Uropods with the endopod

slightly longer than the exopod 8. N. ceqiiiremis n. sp.

b. Posterior ventral area of the thorax with a large, curved, acute process, but without any se-

cond process.

a. Postero-lateral margin of the abdomen without any incision or tooth.

. First pair of legs moderately slender, without strong spines on the lower margin of fifth

joint 9. N. plebejus n. sp.

. First pair of legs extremely thick, with two very long and robust spines on the lower

margin of fifth joint 10. N. crassipes n. sp.
1

/9.
Postero-lateral margin of the abdomen at each side with an incision and a very conspicuous

triangular angle or tooth n. N, minutus n. sp.

c. Posterior ventral area of the thorax with an extremely large, curved, acute process, and in front

of this in the median line a long, slender and straight process 12. N. armatus n. sp.

B. Second joint of the antennulae terminating in long, oblong-triangular processes overlapping the

fourth joint. Operculum posteriorly angular or even produced in an acute process.

a. Anterior margin of the front area nearly half as long as the breadth of the head. Fourth joint

of the six posterior pairs of legs terminating in a short seta 13. N. spinicornis n. sp.

1 This species, which has been briefly mentioned on p. 87 88, is established on the so-called male of N. otlongus

figured by Sars on PI. 50. His figures and description are quite sufficient for recognizing this fine species, which has not

been taken out of Norway.
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b. Anterior margin of the front area considerably less than half as long as the breadth of the

head. Fourth joint of the six posterior pairs of legs terminating in a long and very strong,

spiniform seta..
I4 . A/ aj finis gp

54. Nannoniscus simplex n. sp.

(PI. VIII, figs. 3. -
3 1).

Female. Body as to general outline nearly as in A', obbngtts G. O. S. (comp. the figure of

from a little less to somewhat more than three times as long as broad, with second and third

thoracic segments not much broader than the posterior segments, and the lateral margins of fourth

segment converging only moderately backwards.

Head between four times and four and a half times as broad as the distance between the

anterior ends of the keels limiting the front area (fig. ^c\ and the anterior margin of this area is

straight
- Antennulae (fig. 3 d) with first joint somewhat longer than broad ; second joint slightly

longer than the first and moderately slender, with the distal outer angle somewhat, the inner angle

slightly, produced; the process from fourth joint reaches at most the middle of the pyriforra vesicle;

the foot of each of the long setae on second joint transverse. Antennal squama well marked off, very

oblong, acute, shorter than the diameter of third peduncular joint (fig. 3 d).

First thoracic segment with a well developed spine on each antero-latcral angle as in

the male, fig. 3b. -- angles of second and third segments with a short stiff seta. The two posterior

segments with a high, broad, rounded ventral protuberance (figs. 3 k and 3 1) lying close at the front

margin of the abdominal operculum, and without any process.
- First pair of thoracic legs (fig. 3 e)

not much thicker than second pair; fifth joint on the lower margin with a seta beyond the middle,

and at the end a long seta and a somewhat small spine; sixth joint with a spine before the middle

and one at the end; accessory claw thin. Second pair with about four short spines on the lower mar-

gin of fifth joint, and four on the sixth joint Seventh pair (fig. 3 f) has on the lower margin of fifth

joint two moderately strong and two distal, long spines, three spines on sixth joint, but no natatory

setae on these joints; accessory claw strong.

Abdomen (fig. 3 k) with the lateral margins distinctly, but yet rather feebly, convex, converging

to the somewhat narrowly rounded or subacute end. - - Operculum a little longer than broad, poster-

iorly rounded, on the ventral surface with a high protuberance terminating in an acute process directed

backwards (figs. 3 k and 3 1). Uropods with the peduncle somewhat longer than broad ; endopod

distally thicker than at the base, and not fully twice as long as the exopod.

Length of the largest adult specimen 2-6 mm.

Male. Body a little more than three times as long as broad, with the lateral margins sub-

parallel (fig. 3 a|. The head is about six and a half times as broad as the distance between the anterior

ends of the keels limiting the front area (fig. 3 b), consequently the keels converge considerably mow
than in the females, and besides they are higher, more protruding with their ends free; the anterior

margin between the keels is straight Antennulae and proximal part of the antennae as in the female

(the flagella of the antennae lost).
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The thorax, as already mentioned, differs somewhat from that of the female in outline, as first

and second segments are only slightly broader than the sixth segment; the antero-lateral angles of

first segment with spines, of second and third segments with setae as in the female; the rounded ven-

tral posterior protuberance (fig. 3 i) as in the other sex. First pair of legs (fig. 3 g) nearly as in the

female; seventh pair (fig. 3 h) differs from those in the female in having the most distal spine on fifth

joint short, while a long, stiff seta has replaced the long spine in the female
;

furthermore the three

posterior pairs have some long setae on a part of the upper margin of fifth joint, and many extremely

long setae on the upper margin of sixth joint.

Abdomen (figs. 3 a and 3 i) differs in outline conspicuously from that in the female, as the

lateral margins are scarcely or slightly convex, converge to a point somewhat beyond the insertions

of the uropods, and then each margin bends abruptly much more inwards, thus constituting half of

the posterior margin and being slightly concave; the end of abdomen is angular, but not acute. -

Operculum slightly longer than broad; the median lamella is widened near the end, and each outer

angle produced into a very conspicuous, slender process directed somewhat backwards and much out-

wards; consequently the posterior margin of each pleopod is convex. Uropods about as in

the female.

Length 1-9 mm.

Remarks. As shown in the key (p. 89) N. simplex is easily separated from the other forms

of this section, and in reality from most of the other species of the genus seen by me, in having well

developed spines on the lateral angles of first segment, and only stiff setae on the angles of second

and third segments. In general appearance it is nearly similar to N. oblongus G. O. S., but the outline

of the male abdomen is different, and the postero-lateral processes of the median opercular lamella

afford a good character.

In the marsupium of a female (from Stat. 90) a species of Spharonella with ovisacs (family

Choniostomatidae) was found.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at two stations in the warm area.

West of Iceland: Stat 90: Lat 64^' N., Long. 29o6' W., 568 fath., temp. 4-4; 2 spec. (?).

South-West of Iceland: Stat 78: Lat. 6o37' N., Long. 2752' W., 799 fath., temp. 4-5; 10 spec.

(6?, 4c ?).

55. Nannoniscus oblongus G. O. Sars.

(PI. VIII, figs. 4 a 4 f).

1870. Nannoniscus oblongus G. O. Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania for 1869, p. 164.

! 1897. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 119; PI. 50. (partim; the animal described and

figured as the male is the female of N. crassipes n. sp.).

Female. Body from somewhat less to somewhat more than three times as long as broad,

with second and third segments only one-fifth or one-sixth as broad again as the sixth segment,

while the margins of fourth segment converge only moderately backwards.

Head from six to eight, frequently about seven, times as broad as the distance between the
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anterior ends of the keels limiting tin irnt area (fig. 4 a>, and the short anterior margin of thin area

is conc.i Anu-imul.i- ifig. 4 c) in the main as in Ar
. simplfx\ first joint somewhat longer than

brood; seconl joint sK-uder, a little longer than the first, with its terminal processes nearly as long as

broad; the process of fourth joint reaches beyond the middle of the pyrifonn vesicle; the foot of each

<>f the long setae on second joint oblong. Antenna! squama not marked off at its base, longer than

in am other species, excepting A', ampins G. O. S., from a little (fig. 401 to considerably or much (fig. 40

longer tli. in the diameter of third joint.

Second thoracic segment (fig. 4 a) with a moderately short spine on the antero-lateral angles,

while the corresponding angles of first and third segments have a fine or stiff, short seta. The posterior

ventral median part of the thorax raised as a high and broad, rounded protuberance, which lies close

to the front end of the abdominal operculum, and has no process. The legs nearly as in A*, simplex.

Abdomen with the lateral margins somewhat convex and converging (fig. 4 r i. and the post-

erior margin moderately broadly rounded at the end. Operculum about as long as broad, with the

posterior margin nearly straight or even slightly concave, while the median proximal part of the lower

surface i.s much vaulted and armed with a recurved, acute process. Uropods with the peduncle

oblong, the endopod thicker and very considerably longer than the exopod.

Length of full-grown specimens a 2-6 mm.

Male. Body about three and a half times as long as broad, with the anterior part of the

thorax a little broader than the posterior. The head is nearly nine times as broad as the distance

between the anterior angles of the keels limiting the front area (fig. 4 b), as the keels converge strongly,

and protrude conspicuously with their acute ends. Autennulae and proximal joints of the antenna.*

as in the female (the antennal flagella lost). Thoracic legs as in the female, excepting that the

three posterior pairs have natatory setae on fifth and sixth joints as in the male of A . simplex. (In a

very young male, ri mm. long, the natatory setae were wanting).

Abdomen differs in outline from that of the female, as its median posterior part is produced

backwards (fig. 41!) with the end somewhat narrowly rounded, and the margins somewhat before this

end are distinctly concave. Operculum a little longer than broad; the median lamella a little widened

towards the end, with each outer angle produced into a triangular tooth directed backwards and a

little outwards, while the major terminal part of the lamella constitutes a kind of lobe with the hind

margin semicircular. Uropods with the peduncle distally somewhat produced, otherwise nearly as

in the female.

Length of the largest male 2*2 mm.

Remarks. N.oblottgtis is easily separated from \.arclicus and N. ana/is in having consider-

ably shorter distance between the anterior ends of the keels on the head, and the squama considerably

longer; from A", simplex it is instantly distinguished in having spines on the antero-lateral angles of

second instead of first segment

As mentioned above, there is in the females some variation in the distance between the end

of the keels of the front area and in the length of the squama. In most females from Slat 78 the

distance mentioned (fig. 4 a) is shorter than in specimens from Stat 32, and it is still longer in some

specimens from Norway. As I was not quite sure that my reference of the "Ingolf specimens to N.
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was correct, because Sars has figured the female with the distance between the keels still shorter than

in any of my specimens, and the operculum less cut off posteriorly, Prof. Sars, on my request, kindly

sent me some fine females, but these have the frontal emargination as broad as, or even a little broader

than, in my specimens from Stat. 32, thus differing in this feature much from his figure, and the

squama is in these Norwegian specimens much longer (fig. 4 f) than the diameter of third peduncular

joint, longer than in any of the "Ingolf" specimens. After careful examination of the females to hand

from various places I think that they all belong to N. oblongus G. O. S. That the animal described

and figured by Sars as the male is in reality a not adult female of a very different form, AT
. crassipcs

n. sp., is proved on p. 87 88.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at three stations in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat. 32: LaL 6635' N., Long. 5638' W., 318 fath., temp. 3-9; 8 spec. ().

West of Iceland: Stat 98: Lat 6538' N., Long. 26 2;' W., 138 fath., temp. 5-9; i spec, (young <?).

Sou th-West of Iceland: Stat. 78: Lat. 6o37' N., Long. 2752' W., 799 fath., temp. 4-5; 14 spec.

(3 <?, Si-

Distribution. Sars established N. oblongus on specimens captured "off the Lofoten Islands,

at Skraaven, in depths ranging from 120 to 250 fathoms". The specimens he sent to me have been

taken after the publication of his work quoted at Korshavn, near Cape Lindesnaes (south end of Norway).

56. Nannoniscus arcticus n. sp.

(PL VIII, figs. 5 a- 5 d).

Female. So closely allied to N. oblongus, that it may be sufficient to deal with features deviat-

ing from what is found in that species. The head (fig. 5 a) about four and a half times as broad as

the distance between the anterior ends of the keels limiting the front area; the anterior margin between

these keels is deeply concave. - - The antennulse a little longer than in N. oblongus; first joint distinctly

shorter than the second (fig. 5 b); the process from fourth joint reaches considerably beyond the middle

of the pyriform vesicle. Antennal squama marked off and considerably shorter than the diameter

of third peduncular joint

The two posterior thoracic segments with the median part of the ventral side strongly vaulted

(fig. 5 c).
- The operculum, which is a little longer than broad, has the posterior margin considerably

convex, and the ventral process is short and placed somewhat near the base. - The uropods have

the peduncles short and broad, the endopod considerably thicker, but only somewhat shorter, than the

exopod, which is longer than in the two preceding species.

Length of the best specimen, a female without marsupium, 2-8 mm.

Remarks. N. arcticus is distinctly larger than A^ oblongus, and among the differences men-

tioned those drawn from the distance between the front end of the cephalic keels and the length of

the squama are easily observed and are certainly valid specific characters. While N. oblongus is known

only from the warm area, A', arcticus is a cold water form.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at a single station in the cold area.
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.tl of Jan Mayen: Stat 116: Lat. TO
O

O$' N, Long. 8a6' W., 371 fath., temp. 4- oV, i spec. (poor).

Besides, it has been taken by the Ilnd Atndrup Kxped. at East Greenland in Forsblad Fjord,

Lat ja'i/' N., 9040 fatlu, i fine spec

57. Nannoniscus analis n. sp.

(PL VIII, figs. 6a-6k; PL IX, figs, i a-i b).

Female. Body (fig. 6 a) from three to nearly three and a half times as long as broad, with

second and third thoracic segments considerably broader than, viz. even a little more than one-third

as broad again as, the two posterior segments, while the lateral margins of fourth segment converge

only moderately backwards, and the fifth segment is conspicuously broader than the sixth.

Head (fig. 6 a) four times, or a little more than four times, as broad as the distance between the

.interior ends of the cephalic keels, and the anterior margin between these keels is feebly concave. -

Antennulx (fig. 6c) nearly as in N. obhngus. -- Antenna- nearly half as long as the body; flagellmn

inure than half as long again as fifth or sixth peduncular joint, 13-jointed, with first joint about as

long as the three following joints; squama marked off, conical and considerably shorter than the

diameter of third joint

Second thoracic segment with a distinct, or even somewhat long, spine on the antero-lateral

angles, while the angles of first and third segments have no spines, but frequently a short, fine seta.

The median ventral part of seventh segment raised as a high protuberance (figs. 6 i and 6k) lying

close to the front margin of the abdominal operculum, and anteriorly stretching forward on the post-

erior part of sixth segment, which, besides, has a tubercle of its own. Legs somewhat similar to

those in JV. simplex^ but the accessory claw is more or less feeble on all pairs; the first pair (as in the

male, fig. 6 e) are distinctly thicker than the second or third pair (fig. 6 f), with two small spines on

the lower margin of fifth joint, while fifth joint of third pair has five spines; the three posterior pairs

(fig. i b) with still fewer spines than in A', simplfx and no natatory seta.

Abdomen (figs. 6 a and 6i) almost as long as broad, with the outline very characteristic, as the

lateral margins outside the base of the uropods are conspicuously concave with an angular bend,

because they turn somewhat suddenly inwards and then nearly abruptly backwards, as the median

posterior part of abdomen is produced almost as a lobe rather broadly rounded at the end. -- Oper-

culum (figs. 6 i and 6k) slightly longer than broad, posteriorly rounded; its proximal median part is

highly raised and produced into a long, strong, acute process directed backwards and considerably

downwards. Uropods (fig. 6 i) with the peduncle short, the endopod somewhat slender and not quite

twice as long as the very slender exopod.

Length of large specimens 27 nun.

Male. Body not quite three and a half times as long as broad; the anterior third of the

thorax only a little broader than the two posterior segments. - - Head (fig. 6 b) between five and four

and a half times as broad as the distance between the ends of the cephalic keels, and the anterior

margin of the front area is a little concave. Antennulae as in the female. Antennae (fig. 6 d) nearly

as in the female excepting the flagellum, which is extremely different; the flagellum has its proximal
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part extremely thickened, oblong-oval and as long as the four following slender joints combined (the

end of flagellum lost).

Thoracic segments, excepting as to the breadth mentioned, nearly as in the female; the ventral

posterior protuberances scarcely as high as in that sex. - - The three posterior pairs of legs (fig. i a)

with about four long setae on the upper margin of fifth joint, and a good number of very or extremely

long setae on sixth joint.

Abdomen posteriorly nearly as produced as in the female, but rather gradually (fig. 6 h), so

that the distal third of the lateral margins is flatly and feebly concave, while the end is more narrowly

rounded than in the female. Operculum conspicuously longer than broad; the median lamella a

little widened near the end, with the distal outer angle a little produced, triangular, while most of

the terminal part of the lamella constitutes a kind of rounded lobe, divided of course in the median

line. Uropods about as in the female, excepting that their peduncles are a little longer.

Length 2-1 mm.

Remarks. The female is instantly separated from all other species by the shape of the post-

erior part of abdomen, while the male may be distinguished by some features taken together: the

breadth of the frontal emargination, the somewhat short antennal squama, the shape of the abdomen

and of the median lamella of the operculum.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single deep station in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat. 24: Lat. 63o6' N., Long. 56oo' W., 1199 fath., temp. 3-4; numerous spec.

(16 # and at least 50 $).

58. Nannoniscus laticeps n. sp.

(PI. IX, figs. 3 a- 3 d).

Young Female (with seventh pair of legs not fully developed).
-- Body (fig. 3 a) about three

and a half times as long as broad. Head and the two anterior segments about two-thirds as broad

again as sixth segment and abdomen; third segment not much narrower than the second, and some-

what broader than the fourth, which has its lateral margins converging extremely backwards.

Head (fig. 3 b) fives times as broad as the distance between the anterior ends of the cephalic

keels, and the anterior margin of the front area slightly concave. Antennulae (fig. 3 c) with first

joint a little longer than broad; second joint distinctly longer than the first, somewhat thick, with the

terminal protuberances rather short; the process from fourth joint reaches conspicuously beyond the

middle of the uncommonly small, oblong vesicle. Antennal squama marked off, short, much shorter

than the diameter of third peduncular joint.

Antero-lateral angles of second segment terminate in distinct spines (fig. 3 b), while the angles

of first and third segments terminate in fine setae. The posterior median part of the ventral side

considerably vaulted.

Abdomen (figs. 3 a and 3 d) conspicuously longer than broad, posteriorly very broadly rounded,

and the lateral margins nearly parallel.
-- Operculum somewhat longer than broad, with the posterior

margin considerably convex and, besides, almost angular, as a small median part is feebly produced;

a spiniform, moderately small process projects on the ventral surface somewhat near the base, and at
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least in m\ single specimen it is directed nearh horizontally backwards. - Uropods with the exopod
ili-iiiK-th iii-.n- tii.in half as long as the endopod; that the raini are uncommonly robust may probably,

at least to some degree, be due to the young stage of the animal.

I.i -iiKth of the young specimen 1-4 mm.

Remarks. The extreme breadth of the head and two anterior segments as compared with the

posterior segments renders it impossible to refer this specimen to any of the other species of tin-

section (viz. forms with a ventral process on the female operculum), even if we suppose that a part

of the difference may be due to age. Furthermore it differs materially in the shape of the operculum.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at a single station in the cold area.

North of Iceland: StaL 126: Lat 67
e

i9' N., Long, is'ja' W., 293 fath., temp. -$-0-5; i spec.

59. Narmoniscus reticulatus n. sp.

(PI. IX, figs.aa-al|.

Female (without marsupium). The body has the upper surface nearly everywhere adorned

with a most conspicuous reticulated network (fig. ac); it is from somewhat less to somewhat more

than three and a half times as long as broad, and the two anterior thoracic segments are somewhat,

though not much, broader than the sixth or the seventh segment

Head (fig. 2 c) about four times as broad as the distance between the anterior ends of the

cephalic keels, and the anterior margin of the front area is rather deeply concave. -- The antcnnula-

(fig. 2 d) differ from those in A', oblongus in having second joint somewhat thicker, and the process

i- '.in fourth joint shorter, scarcely reaching the middle of the pyrifonn vesicle. Antenna: lost, except-

ing the proximal joints; squama oblong-triangular, much shorter than the diameter of third joint

Second thoracic segment (fig. 2 c) with the lateral parts produced considerably forwards, the

end cut off and armed with a proportionately long spine, while first and third segments have their

lateral parts much less produced, and on their angles at most short seta. Median ventral part of the

three posterior segments very characteristic, especially when seen from the side (fig. 2 i); fifth segment

raised in a thick, high, distally rounded protuberance; seventh segment vaulted as a very high pro-

tuberance having a kind of incision in the posterior half, which is lower than the anterior half, and

the latter is cut off and angular, with its posterior angle even sometimes produced a little backwards;

the protuberance of sixth segment is somewhat lower than that of the seventh, subconical, with tin-

end obtuse. - Legs normal
;

first pair (fig. 2 e) distinctly thicker than the following pairs, with two

well developed spines on fifth and on sixth joints, and the accessory ciaw slender; the six other pairs

have only some few spines, and the three posterior pairs no natatory seUc.

Abdomen (figs, ah and ai) as long as, or a little shorter than broad, posteriorly feebly or

scarcely produced, with the margins outside the uropods straight or slightly convex, and the posterior

end rounded. -- Operculum slightly longer than broad (fig. ah), posteriorly at the middle feebly, but

distinctly, produced in a broad angle; its proximal part, seen from the side (fig. ail much vaulted and

produced in a process of a very moderate size, curved horizontally backwards, acute. Uropods normal;

exopod distinctly more than half as long as the endopod.
Tto tffM.H*ftm>lm. IIL (. M
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Length of a specimen without niarsupium 2 mm.

Male. Surface reticulate as in the female. Body scarcely three and a half times as long as

broad
;

the difference in breadth between the anterior and the posterior segments (fig. 2 a) is smaller

than in the female, and fourth segment is not only narrower than the first, but even a little narrower

than the seventh. - - Head between six and a half and six times as broad as the distance between

the ends of the cephalic keels; the distal half of these keels is much more convex than in the female,

and the anterior margin of the front area is extremely concave (fig. 2 b).
-- Antennulse and proximal

joint of antennae as in the female.

The thoracic segments, excepting as to the breadth already mentioned, nearly as in the female;

even the ventral protuberances of the two posterior segments scarcely differ from those in the female,

but the protuberance on fifth segment (fig. 2 k) is distinctly lower. - Legs as in the female; no

natatory setae on the three posterior pairs.

Abdomen (figs. 2 a and 2 1) distinctly broader than long and posteriorly scarcely produced.

Operculum a little longer than broad; the median lamella much broader before the middle than towards

the end, with the outer distal corner angular, and the terminal margin of each pleopod oblique.
-

Uropods nearly as in the female.

Length 1-8 mm.

Remarks. ,V. reticulatus is instantly distinguished from all other species hitherto known by

the very conspicuous network on nearly the whole dorsal surface. The frontal emargination is un-

commonly deep, especially in the male.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single station in the cold area.

North of Iceland: Stat. 126: Lat. f>7i<)' N., Long. i532' W., 293 fath., temp, -r- 0-5; 6 spec. (3 d*, 3 .).

60. Nannoniscus inermis n. sp.

(PL IX, figs. 4 a 4 f).

Female. Body about three and one-third times as long again as broad. Second and third

thoracic segments nearly one-third as broad again as sixth or seventh segment, and the lateral margins

of fourth segment converge only moderately backwards.

Head a little more than four and a half times as broad as the distance between the anterior

ends of the cephalic keels (fig. 4 a), and the anterior margin of the front area is slightly convex. -

Antennulse (fig. 4 b) very characteristic; first joint longer than broad; second joint a little longer than

the first, rather slender and slightly thicker towards the end, which has the angles, at most, feebly

protruding; third joint is unusually long and totally visible; fourth joint with the process somewhat

long, but reaching slightly beyond the middle of the vesicle, which is uncommonly narrow and long,

between two and a half and three times as long as broad. -- Antennae slightly more than half as

long as the body; fifth and sixth peduncular joints about equal in length, slender and somewhat

thickened at the end
; flagellum somewhat longer than sixth joint, with more than its proximal half

unjointed, while the distal part is divided into 8 joints; squama small, triangular, slightly longer than

broad, acute (fig. 4 b).

Second thoracic segment with a rather slender spine on the antero-lateral angles, and a nearly
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similar spine is found on each angle of third segment, while no spine or seta exists on the angles of

first seRini-m. Mi.li.in \i-ntral part of the posterior segments (fig. 4 f) considerably vaulted, but without

am protuberance or process.
- Legs of first pair (fig. 40) very considerably thicker and shorter than

second pair (fig. 4d); especially fifth joint is thickened with six strong spines, the third and the fourth

IOUK: sixth joint somewhat thick with two spines of moderate size; accessory claw slender. Second

iii-
j

.1 :<. t. muli pairs are slender; fifth joint with six or seven spines; sixth joint with about four

spines; seventh joint with claw slender, and the accessory claw very small. The three posterior pairs,

(fig. 4e) with some spines on fifth joint; seventh joint with claw very slender, and the accessory claw

short and thin; furthermore the fifth joint has along the half of the upper margin about seven

long seta;, and above on the sixth joint a row of extremely long natatory setse.

Abdomen (fig. 4 f) nearly as long as broad; the lateral margins converge feebly from before the

middle to the posterior margin, which consequently is long; each half of this margin is scarcely or

feebly concave, as the median part of abdomen is posteriorly slightly produced backwards with the

terminal margin somewhat convex. Operculum about as broad as long, without any ventral process

or protuberance; the posterior margin is straight - Uropods with the rami slender and somewhat

long; the endopod almost twice as long as the exopod.

length of a large female with marsupium 3-3 mm.

Remarks. .V. im-rmis, which is the largest species known, is in general aspect, excepting as

to the posterior part of abdomen, somewhat similar to .V. analis, but it is easily separated from this

species by the shape of the posterior part of abdomen, and by having no process on the opercultini.

Besides, it is distinguished from all species of the genus by the elongate vesicle of the antennulte, by

the spines on first pair of legs, and finally by the fact that the female has natatory set* on fifth and

-ivth joints of the three posterior pairs of legs, a feature otherwise only found in males.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single deep station in the warm area.

Davis Strait: StaL 24: Lat 63o6' N., Long. 56oo' W., 1199 fath., temp. 2-4; 3 spec. (?).

61. Nannoniscus aequiremis n. sp.

(PL IX, figs. 5 a 5 h).

Female. Body about three and a half times as long as broad; second, third and fourth seg-

ments are rather a little broader than the posterior segments, consequently the animal is a little more

slender than N. obfongus, but otherwise similar in aspect

Head (fig. 5 a) nearly more than eight times as broad as the distance between the anterior end*

of the cephalic keels, and the anterior margin of the front area is considerably concave. Antennuhe

(fig. 50) somewhat thick; first joint somewhat longer than broad; second joint scarcely longer than

the first, with the distal pan rather thick, the process at the outer side somewhat large, nearly longer

than thick and somewhat longer than the inner process; third joint scarcely discernible; fourth joint

thick, with the process short and thick, reaching about to middle of the vesicle, which is pyrifbmi

and only a little longer than broad. -- Antennal squama somewhat small, triangular, slightly longer

than broad, acute.
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Second thoracic segment with small spines on the antero-lateral angles; the angles of first

segment with a small seta, and somewhat similar setse on the angles of third segment. Median ventral

part of the two posterior segments (fig. 5 f) considerably vaulted; on seventh segment is found a some-

what long and broad protuberance with a transverse impression (fig. 5 g) but without any acute process,

and it is separated by a rather deep impression from the rounded and distinctly lower protuberance

on sixth segment Legs moderately slender; first pair (fig. 5c) only a little thicker than second

pair, without any spine on fifth joint and with the accessory claw very distinct; the other pairs have

few and nearly setiform spines, and the accessory claw strong (figs. 5d and 56); the three posterior

pairs without natatory setae.

Abdomen (figs. 5f and 5 g) a little broader than long, posteriorly broadly rounded; the posterior

half of the lateral margin and the entire hind margin everywhere convex, without any concave or

straight portion.
-- Operculum a little longer than broad, with the proximal half highly vaulted, but

without any tubercle or process; the posterior margin straight. Uropods with peduncle short and

broad, the endopod considerably thicker, but only a little or slightly longer, than the exopod.

Length of a female with marsupium 1-9 mm.

Remarks. N. aequiremis is distinguished in having the exopod of the nropods conspicuously

longer in proportion to the endopod than in any other species of the genus.

Occurrence. It has not been taken by the "Ingolf", but by the Ryder Expedition at a

single place.

South of Jan Mayen : Lat. 7O32' N., Long. 8io' W., 470 fath., clay with many small stones. 2 spec. (.).

62. Nannoniscus plebejus n. sp.

(PI. IX, figs.6a-6g).

Female (without marsupium). Body a little more than three and a half times as long as broad;

second thoracic segment a little more than half as broad again as the seventh, and the lateral margins

of the fourth segment converge somewhat backwards.

Head (fig. 6 b) a little more than four times as broad as the distance between the anterior ends

of the cephalic keels, and the anterior margin of the front area scarcely concave. Antennulae (fig. 6 c)

with first joint considerably longer than thick; second joint about as long as the first, rather thick,

with the outer terminal process moderately large, about as long as broad and scarcely larger than the

inner process; third joint distinct; the fourth moderately thick, with its process reaching beyond the

middle of the oblong-pyriform vesicle, which is somewhat or slightly less than twice as long as broad.

Antennae, judging from the length of the moderately thick fifth joint
-- the sixth joint with flagellum

lost --
probably somewhat short; squama small, triangular, acute (fig. 6c).

Antero-lateral margins of the three anterior segments (fig. 6 b) without spines, each terminating

in a somewhat small, stiff seta. The median ventral part of seventh segment (fig. 6
f)

is highly vaulted,

forming an oblong, large protuberance, which posteriorly embraces the base of the operculum, is rounded

anteriorly, and a little from the front end is produced into a strong, long, curved, acute process with

its terminal part directed backwards. -- Thoracic legs simple; first pair (fig. 6d), though moderately
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.in MI decidedly stronger than the other pairs (fig. 6e); all pairs with very few pine*, while the

accessor) claw is moderately developed on first pair, but somewhat robust on the other pairs; natatory

c wanting.

Abdomen (fig. 6f) as long as broad and posteriorly a little produced, with the result that- the

tiul iv somewhat narrowly rounded, and the parts of the margins a little before the end are straight

lightly concave. - Operculum a little longer than broad, with the proximal half of the ventral

surface much vaulted, but without any tubercle or process; the posterior margin is convex. - ;

pods somewhat large; peduncle oblong; endopod somewhat robust and twice, or more than twice, as

long as the slender exopod.

Length of a female without marsupiuiii, but having the ovaries swollen with eggs, 1-6 mm.

Male. Body about four times as long as broad; first thoracic segment (fig. 6 a) at least as

broad as the second, and almost or fully half as broad again as seventh segment, which is conspi-

cuously broader than the front end of fifth segment

Head five to five and a half times as broad as the distance between the anterior ends of the

cephalic keels,. and the anterior margin of the front area is a little concave. - Antennuhe as in the

- Antemue (fig. 6 a) not reaching the posterior angle of fourth thoracic segment; fifth pedun-

cular joint proportionately longer and conspicuously thicker than in the female, sixth joint slightly

longer than the fifth and gradually thicker towards the end; flagellum nearly as long as sixth joint,

somewhat fusiform and thickest at the end of the proximal third, unjointed excepting the terminal

slender part, which is marked off as a joint; squama as in the female.

Antero-lateral angles of the three anterior segments with setae as in the female; the ventral

protuberance of seventh segment nearly as in the female, excepting that the process is still longer. -

Legs as in the female; no natatory setae on the posterior pairs.

Abdomen (fig. 6g) shaped as in the female. Operculum a little longer than broad; the median

lamella broad, moderately tapering and slightly widened at the end; the posterior margin of each

pleopod somewhat sinuate, and the postero-lateral margin not produced. -- Uropods as in the female.

Length 1-2 mm.

Remarks. According to the specimens to hand S.plebtjtu must be a small species. It differs

from all preceding forms and agrees with A', crassipes n. sp., A', minutus n. sp. and A', armatu* n. sp.

in possessing a large, curved, acute process on Uie vaulted ventral part of seventh thoracic segment,

but from these three species it is easily separated by the characters in the key (p. 90). The shape of

the body, no spines on the antero-lateral angles of any of the three anterior thoracic segments, and

the uropods, afford other good characters.

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolF at a single station in the warm area.

South-West of Iceland: Stat 78: LaL oo'j-' N.. Long. 27*52' Wn 799 fath^ temp. 4-5*; 7 spec

(46", 3?)-
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63. Nannoniscus minutus n. sp.

(PL IX, figs. 7 a- 7 h).

Female. Body (fig. 7 a) about four times as long as broad
;

first segment slightly broader

than the second and half as broad again as seventh segment, which is at least as broad as the front

end of fifth segment; the major part of the lateral margins of fourth segment converge moderately

backwards.

Head (fig. 7 b) about three times as broad as the distance between the anterior ends of the

cephalic keels, and the anterior margin of the front area a little convex. Antennulse (fig. 7 c) with

first and second joints nearly as in N.plebcjus; fourth joint with the process long, reaching conspicu-

ously beyond the middle of the pyriform vesicle, which is about half as long again as broad. An-

tennae in a female with young in the marsupium reaching about the anterior angle of third thoracic

segment; the two distal peduncular joints proportionately short and moderately thick; flagellum much

longer than sixth peduncular joint, 8-jointed, but its first joint is nearly as long as the three following

joints combined, and somewhat thickened; squama small, triangular, acute.

First thoracic segment (fig. 7b) with an uncommonly long and moderately strong spine on

each antero-lateral angle; second segment with minute spines, and third segment with short, stiff setae

on the angles. Median ventral part of seventh segment vaulted and produced into a strong, long,

very curved, acute, almost hook-shaped process (figs. 7g and 7111. First pair of legs (fig. 7 d) some-

what robust, while the other pairs (fig. 7 e) are slender; fifth joint of first pair with a feeble spine at

the middle of its lower margin, and a more developed spine at the end
;

the accessory claw somewhat

slender on all pairs; the three posterior pairs without natatory setae.

Abdomen (figs. 7 f
, 7 g and 7 h) somewhat longer than broad; the second third parts of the

lateral margins converge a little to a point outside and slightly before the base of the uropods, where

each margin suddenly is incised, forming a very conspicuous, sharp angle or even a low, triangular

tooth; the posterior margin, which is moderately broadly rounded at the end, runs to the bottom of

each incision. - Operculum (figs. 7 g and 7 h) a little longer than broad, posteriorly very broadly

rounded, with the proximal half moderately vaulted and without any tubercle or process.
- Uropods

somewhat slender; endopod not quite twice as long as the exopod.

Length of a female with young in the marsupium 1-5 mm.

Remarks. N. minutus is a small species easily separated from all northern forms by the

incisions in the margin of the abdomen. In this respect it agrees with the antarctic form N. bidens

Vanh., which has been insufficiently described and figured, but so much can be seen, that this species

is much larger than N. minutus, and its antennae proportionately much longer than in our form.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single station in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat 25: Lat 633o' N., Long. 5425' W., 582 fath., temp. 3-3; 3 spec. (?).

64. Nannoniscus armatus n. sp.

(PI. X, figs, i a i f|.

Young Female (last pair of legs only half developed).
-- Body (fig. i a) somewhat less than

four times as long as broad, with the anterior half and especially first and second thoracic segments
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1'io.id uhil< tin tn.ijiM ]..
sti-tKir half is narrow, as second segment is even slightly more than half

as broad again as sixth segment, \\hich is somewhat broader than the front end of fifth segment and

.1 little broader than fourth segment; the major portion of the lateral margins of third segment con-

\ erge exceeding 1> , those of fourth segment very considerably backwards, while the margins of fiftli

segment converge a little forwards.

Head (fig. I b) nearly four times as broad as the distance between the anterior ends of the

ieplialic keels, and the anterior margin of the front area is nearly straight Antcnnukv, as far as

could be ascertained, have the second joint longer than the first and rather thickened towards the

Mid. which has the inner process well developed and the outer small; the process of fourth joint is

loiitf, the vesicle somewhat small, pyriform.
- Anteunal squama small, triangular.

Second thoracic segment seems to have only a stiff seta on the antero-lateral angles; on the

;les of first and third segments no seta- or spines could be discovered. The ventral median part

i-M-ntli and the posterior part of sixth segment much vaulted and produced into a ver\ stnm^

and extremely long process (figs, i e and i f, which is directed downwards and somewhat backwards,

\\hile its most distal, acute part is curved much backwards; in front of this process projects from the

.interior part of sixth segment a long, slender, acute process (fig. I e) directed vertically downwards.

First pair of legs (fig. i c) very moderately robust and slightly thicker than second pair; fifth joint

\\itli two setae on the lower margin, sixth joint conspicuously longer than the fifth; accessory claw

well developed. Second (fig. i d) to fourth pair very characteristic, as the fifth joint has on the lower

margin a moderately long spine at the middle, a very long, slender spine near the end, and a little

before the latter a long third spine; sixth joint has the distal half somewhat thick. The posterior

pairs distinctly more slender than the others, without natatory sds&

Abdomen (figs, i a and i f) a little longer than broad, subtriangular, with the end somewhat

narrowly rounded and the lateral margins rather feebly convex. Operculum distinctly broader than

long, with the posterior margin semicircular, and without any tubercle or process on the ventral sur-

face. I'ropods with the exopod small, considerably less than half as long as the eudopod, which

in the young specimen is somewhat thick.

Length of the specimen, which has seventh pair of legs only half-grown, 1-6 mm.

Remarks. N. armalus is easily distinguished from all other species of the genus in having

a long, slender, straight process on sixth segment in front of the very long, strong and curved pro-

cess of seventh segment The four anterior pairs of legs afford further valuable characters. Though

the shape of the body in the adult female may differ somewhat from that of the young specimen

described probably the posterior half as the body is proportionately somewhat less narrow in the

adult - the features pointed out will certainly prove to be sufficient for determination.

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolF at its deepest station in the warm area.

South of Davis Strait: Stat 38: Lat 59ia' N, Long. SI'QS' W., 1870 fath., temp. 1-3*; i spec
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65. Nannoniscus spinicornis n. sp.

(PI. X, figs. 2 a-2 g).

Female (not quite full-grown). Body even a little more than four times as long as broad,

with the anterior segments more arched and more deeply telescoped (fig. 2 a) than in any of the pre-

ceding species; second segment about one-third as broad again as the seventh, which is distinctly

broader than the front end of the fifth.

Head conspicuously longer than usual in proportion to its breadth
;

the cephalic keels very low,

scarcely converging anteriorly (fig. 2 a), without real anterior angles, but the distance between their

anterior parts is only a little less than half of the breadth of the head
;

the anterior margin of the

front area is a little convex. - - Antennulse (figs. 2 b and 2 c) very peculiar ;
first joint uncommonly

narrow, more than half as long again as broad
;

second joint longer than the first, gradually increasing

considerably in thickness from the base to the end, which is produced into three long, oblong-triangular,

acute or subacute processes; the right antennula (fig. 2 b) drawn in its natural position shows only

two of these processes, as the third process is covered by the vesicle, furthermore only the outer part

of third joint is visible to the left, and the fourth joint itself is covered by the left process of second

joint, while the process of fourth joint is uncovered and is long, more than half as long as the ovate

vesicle. The left antennula had been turned in a different direction and, seen from above (fig. 2 c),

the three terminal processes of second joint are visible from above, the fourth joint lies between two

of these processes, and its major part is uncovered, but its process is completely covered. Antennse

lost, excepting its proximal joints; squama (fig. 2 a) small, broader than long, with the lateral margins

subparallel, and the terminal margin long, transverse.

Antero-lateral angles of the three anterior segments scarcely or slightly produced, acute, but

spines or setse were not discoverable. Median ventral part of seventh segment (figs. 2 f and 2 g) some-

what vaulted, and a little before its posterior margin produced into a small, acute process directed

backwards. - Thoracic legs partly mutilated; judging from the second joint of first pair of legs these

are at most a little thicker than second pair; the six posterior pairs (fig. 2 d) are rather slender, and

the outer angle of fourth joint has a short seta.

Abdomen (figs. 2 e and 2 g) a little longer than broad, with the end rounded but yet subangular,

and most of the margins regularly convex. Operculum considerably longer than broad, subpentagonal,

as the basal margin is long and very moderately convex, the lateral margins feebly convex and distally

suddenly curved much inwards, the posterior part of the plate produced backwards, with the tip forming

an angle of about 100, and each half of the posterior margin a little concave. - - Uropods (fig. 2 g)

somewhat long; the peduncle very broad, the endopod rather robust and about twice as long as the

slender exopod.

Length of the specimen 1.5 mm.

Remarks. N. spinicornis is abundantly distinguished from all species described on the pre-

ceding pages by the antennulse, the very long anterior margin of the front area and the shape of the

operculum; besides, the strong telescoping of the anterior segments is very characteristic. The differ-

ences between N. spinicornis and the following species are pointed out below.
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mrroiut Captured bv tin- "IiiRoir at a single station in the cold area.

South of Jan Mayen: Stat 113: Lat 69
e

3i' N., Long. 7o6' W-, 1309 fath.. temp. -4- it>; i pec.

66. Nannoniscus affinis a sp.

(PI. X, figs. 3 a 3 c).

Female (without marMipiuim. Closely allied to .V. sptnicornis and agreeing with it in most

features, above all in the antennulce, the shape of the antennal squama, and the anterior thoracic seg-

ments, thus in ini|H>rUiit character* separating JV. spinicornis and N. affinis from all other northern

species. It i* in reality sufficient to point out the three or four differences between N. affinis and

N. spinitornis.

The keels on the head as in N. spinicornis without anteriorly protruding ends, and continued

in the convex anterior margin of the front area (fig. 3 a), but the keels converge considerably forwards.

so that the anterior margin of the area is much shorter than in .V. tpinic&rnu, being between one-

third and one-fourth of the breadth of the head. -- The ventral process on seventh thoracic segment
i

fin- }o i.s much longer and stronger than in A', spinicornis. Thoracic legs -- first pair lost in the

main as in .V. r///<-0rj>, but the angle of fourth joint (fig. 3 b) terminates in a long, very strong, spini-

torm seta almost as long as the joint Operculum (fig. 3c) almost half as long again as broad, post-

eriorly conspicuously more produced than in Mspinicornis, and terminating in a somewhat small, nearly

spiniform median process.

Length of the largest specimen scarcely 1-3 mm.

Remarks. It was only after some hesitation that I established N. a/finis as a species. I think,

however, that the differences pointed out between it and the preceding form will prove to be valid

specific characters; furthermore JV. affinis was secured at a pronounced warm-water station, while M
spinicornis was gathered at one of the deepest and most typical cold-water stations.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at a single station in the warm area.

South-West of Iceland: StaL 78: Lat 6o37' N., Long. 2jS2' W., 799 fath.; temp. 4-5*; a'/, spec

(mutilated).

Group IX. Desmosomatini.

Body very oblong, moderately depressed. Head free; eyes wanting. Antennulsc dorsal, short,

with very few joints in the flagellum. Antennae moderately long, thicker in the males than in the

females; squama not perceptible. Mandibles with the incisive part, the movable lacinia, and the seUe

well or very moderately developed; the molar process reduced, rather short or short, tapering to the

narrow, setiferous end, and directed somewhat backwards; palp 3-jointed or wanting. Palp of the

maxillipeds nearly as in Nannoniscini ; epipod somewhat long.
- Thoracic segments movable, divided

into two very different sections. The four anterior pain of thoracic legs inserted on the sides of the

segments, and at least second to fourth pairs with well developed epimera; first pur very different

TW l^ITE.fiili. III. . 14
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from the following pairs, and frequently strongly prehensile; the three following pairs of moderate

length, adapted for walking and more or less fossorial, especially second pair. The three posterior

pairs without epimera, decreasing conspicuously in length from fourth to seventh pair, and fourth pair

longer than any other pair; these three pairs conspicuously natatory, having fifth and sixth joints

flattened and somewhat or feebly expanded, with a moderate or low number of natatory setae, and

seventh joint well developed. Abdomen at most with a rudimentary basal segment; uropods ventral,

the endopod unjointed, frequently moderately long, the exopod short or wanting.

Remarks. This group comprises three genera hitherto established, viz. Desmosoma G. O. Sars,

Eugerda Meinert and Echinopleura G. O. Sars, but for reasons given later on I cancel Eugerda and

refer its species to the large genus Desmosoma. The group occupies in certain features a position

between the Nannouiscini and the Ilyrachnini, but differs materially from both in several characters,

especially in the legs. The head has a more or less developed "front area" as described in the

Nannoniscini.

Desmosoma G. o. Sars.

This genus has, on the whole, been well characterized by Sars, but I must cancel the genus

Eugerda Meinert adopted by Sars. On Desmosoma, as limited in the present paper, some points may
be mentioned.

The antennulEe have in the flagellum 2 joints, in the male of a single species 3 joints, when

the peduncle is considered as 3-jointed. At the lateral margins of the four anterior thoracic segments

epimera are always visible, and at least on second to fourth segment always marked off by a suture,

while such a suture is sometimes distinct, sometimes not discernible, between first segment and the

epimera; the shape of the epimera, especially of first and second pairs, affords excellent characters, but

it must be added, that in some species (f.
inst. D. longispinum : PI. X, figs. 6 a and 6 e) the epimera

are somewhat or considerably more produced in the male than in the female. At the margins of the

three posterior segments no epimera are found; these segments are frequently proportionately broader

or sometimes narrower in the male than in the female; besides, the shape of fourth segment may

differ according to sex (PI. XI, figs. 5 b and 5 c). In D. laterale G. O. S. the four anterior segments

have on the ventral surface a long, spiniform process in the median line; in D. longispinum a small

process protrudes obliquely forwards on first segment, and in some forms no ventral armature is found,

but the feature has not been examined in several species.

First and second pairs of thoracic legs differ so much in shape and adornment with setae or

spines from species to species, that they afford some of the best characters, and must always be care-

fully studied. First pair are in some species considerably or extremely slender, and their use seems

to be somewhat uncertain, while in other forms they are thick and, sometimes, even very strong pre-

hensile organs. Second to fourth pairs are to some degree similar in structure, but second pair are

stronger and more peculiar than the third, and especially than the fourth pair. To the brief descrip-

tion above of the three posterior pairs of legs may be added that in the male of D. natator (PI. XI,

fig. 2 d) these legs are on the whole rather similar to the same legs in males of some species of Nan-
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umisctts. The ab<K>men is generally broader in the male than in the female, and in some species it

shows further sexual differences. The female operculum seems to be rather uniformly shaped; the

median lamella in the male operculum shows specific differences, but they are sometime?, difficult to

investigate without dissection.

The single character between fifsmosotna and FMgfrJa is drawn from the number of rami in

tlu- uropods. But this character cannot be of generic value, as, for instance, A. armahiih G. O. Sars,

which has no exopod on the uropods, is in the structure of the legs, etc, very closely allied to //

grrJat coarctatvm G. O. Sars or D. (Eug<rda> polihtm n. sp., which both have biramous uropod*;

/' ,irmatum is in reality more closely allied to these two species than to such forms with single-branched

uropods as D. lintarr G. O. Sars or A. insignf n. sp. Therefore the genus Kttgrrda must be suppressed

as not only valueless but misleading.

From the North Atlantic with ramifications like Skager Rak, Kattegat, and the Mediterranean,

9 species were known, described by Sars, Meinert, Bonnier, and Stephensen. Of these only 3 are repre-

sented in the material from the "Ingolf area, but I here establish 8 new species. Thus no less than

1 7 species are known from the North Atlantic, including the cold area. I have, however, mutilated

specimens of still 5, or more, new species, but, as the specimens have lost the main part of the two

anterior pairs of legs, I do not think it advisable to describe them.

These seventeen species may be divided into two sections, and determined by the aid of the

following keys. The species not found in the "Ingolf area are put in brackets and without number.

Sect I. First pair of legs with fifth and sixth joints slender; fifth joint has the lower margin either

glabrous or with some few hairs or stiff setae.

Sect II. First pair of legs with fifth and sixth joints much thickened; especially fifth joint is very

thick, with a very long and strong spine on the lower distal angle and in several species, besides,

with a single spine or a few strong spines along the lower margin.

Section I.

A. Uropods biramous. Fifth joint of first pair of legs with the lower margin either naked or bearing

a couple of hairs. (First thoracic segment only about half, or less than half, as long as the second (.

a. Fifth and sixth joints of first pair of legs extremely thin and elongate; fifth joint many times

longer than thick (D. tmuimanum G. O. S.)

b. Fifth and sixth joints of first pair of legs slender; fifth joint at most nearly five times as

long as deep.

a. Epimera of second thoracic segment triangular, with the anterior half acute or obtuse. Fifth

joint of second pair of legs distinctly more than twice as long as deep, with 911, rarely

7 or 8, spines and setse along the lower margin I. D. glebuffi Mein.

ft. Epimera of second thoracic segment with the anterior half rounded in front Fifth joint of

second pair of legs scarcely twice as long as deep, with 7 extremely strong, thick spines

along the lower margin . 2. D. latifies n. sp.

B. Uropods without exopod. Fifth joint of first pair of legs with some setc on the lower margin, the

most distal seta at least half as long as sixth joint
4'
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a. Abdomen posteriorly rounded, without postero-lateial angles. First thoracic segment consider-

ably shorter than, or almost only half as long as, the second.

a. Fifth joint of first pair of legs at the distal lower angle with a single seta, which is only

half as long as sixth joint (D. lineare G. O. S.)

/9.
Fifth joint of first pair of legs at the distal lower angle with two setae, which are almost

as long as sixth joint (D. clongatum Bonnier)

b. Abdomen with produced and acute postero-lateral angles. First thoracic segment about as long

as the second.

a. Basal joint of the uropods much thickened, and these joints nearly touching one another at

the median line of the animal, and covering the anal doors. Epimera at first and second

segments in both sexes produced into very long processes 3. U. longispinum n. sp.

/?.
Basal joint of the uropods not much thicker than the endopod, and very remote from the

median line. Epimera at first and second segments produced into moderately long or

short processes.

. Lower margin of fifth joint of first pair of legs with four setae, of fifth joint of second

pair with five setae. Somewhat small species 4. D. simile n. sp.

. Lower margin of fifth joint of first pair of legs with five setae, of fifth joint of second

pair with about eight setae. Moderately large species 5. D. gracilipes n. sp.

Section II.

A. Uropods biramous. (Abdomen with produced and acute postero-lateral angles).

a. Outer angle of the head at the insertion of the antennula not produced into a free, outwards

projecting process. Fifth joint of first pair of legs with three to five strong spines along the

lower margin and at the end.

. Fifth joint of first pair of legs with four spines along the lower margin, and a fifth some-

what short spine just above the very long spine projecting from the distal angle. Lateral

margins of fifth segment scarcely concave, a little converging backwards. 6. D. politum n. sp.

Fifth joint of first pair of legs with three spines along the lower margin, and a fourth rather

long spine just above the long spine projecting from the distal angle. Lateral margins of

fifth segment (in the male) deeply concave, and each antero-lateral angle produced and ter-

minating in a spine 7- D. natator n. sp.

f.
Fifth joint of first pair of legs with three spines along the lower margin, and no spine above

the long spine projecting from the distal angle. Lateral margins of fifth segment in both

sexes deeply concave, and the antero-lateral angles broadly rounded, without any spine.

(D. coarctatum (Hansen, MS.) G. O. S.)

b. Outer angle of the head at the insertion of the antennula produced into an oblong-triangular,

acute process directed freely somewhat outwards. Fifth joint of first pair of legs with only

two spines and an intermediate seta on the lower margin, and no spine above the very long

spine projecting from the distal angle 8. D. laterale (Hansen, MS.) G. O. S.

B. Uropods without exopod.
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a. Abdomen with produced and acute postero-lateral angles. Fifth joint of first pair of leg* with

four spines along the lower margin, and a minute spine close above the very long itpiuc from

the distal angle 9. /). armatum G. O. S.

b. Abdomen posteriorly rounded, without produced postero-lateral angle*. Fifth joint of first pair

of legs with three spines or a single spine on the lower margin, and no spine above the very

long spine projecting from the distal angle.

a. Fifth joint of first pair of legs with three spines on the lower margin, the terminal spiiu-

included (D. angustum (Hansen, MS.) G. O. Sars)

j. Fifth joint of first pair of legs with a single spine, the terminal, on the lower margin.

& Lower margin of fifth joint of first pair of legs more than twice as long as the depth of

the joint and slightly shorter than sixth joint, which is about four times as long as deep.

Fifth thoracic segment in the female much broader at the anterior than at the posterior

margin and more than twice as broad as the length of the median line, with the lateral

margins convex, and the surface strongly reticulate. Very large species. (// chflattim

Stcphenseii).

8. Lower margin of fifth joint of first pair of legs a little less than twice as long as the

depth of the joint, and slightly shorter than sixth joint, which is almost three times as

long as deep. Fifth thoracic segment in the female much broader at the anterior than

at the posterior margin, a little more than twice as broad as the length of its median

line, with the lateral margins a little concave near the middle, and the surface strongly

reticulate. Moderately large species. ia D. insignc n. sp.

888- Lower margin of fifth joint of first pair of legs scarcely half as long again as the depth

of Uie joint, and considerably shorter than sixth joint, which is conspicuously less than

three times as long as deep. Fifth thoracic segment in the female narrower at the anterior

than at the posterior margin, not one-third as broad again as the length of its median

line, with the lateral margins scarcely concave at the middle, and the upper surface

scarcely reticulate. Small species 1 1. D. f>Ubrjum n. sp.

67. Desmosoma globiceps Mi-inert.

(PI. X, figs. 4 a 4!)).

1890. Eugcrda globitrps Meinert, "HauclTs Togter, p. 194; PI. II, figs. 5361
! 1899. G- O. Sars, Account, II, p. 252; Suppl. PI. Ill, fig. i.

The figures and description published by Sars may be sufficient for the recognition of this

species, but a few points may be mentioned here.

First thoracic segment (fig. 4 a) is very short, only about half as long as the second, with the

cpimera somewhat produced and terminating in a spine The anterior part of the epimera of second

segment is distinctly produced, triangular, with the end acute or obtuse, terminating in a short seta.

As figured by Sars, the legs of first pair are slender, and fifth joint without seta: on the lower

margin. Second pair of legs with fifth joint (fig. 4 b) very characteristic, compressed, somewhat
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expanded below aiid almost oblong-triangular, distinctly more than twice as long as deep, but scarcely

ever more than two and a half times as long as deep (in the figure of Sars it is somewhat too narrow),

with 9 ii - -
rarely, and perhaps anomalously, with 7 or 8 spines and setae along the lower margin,

the three or four distal ones being very long and rather thick, spiniform with their terminal part setiform,

the others gradually much shorter and thinner, so that the three or four proximal ones are real setae;

besides, 6 or 7 long setse are found in a row on the outer side of the joint below the upper margin;

sixth joint is conspicuously more than twice as long as deep, with 2 setae on the lower and 7 to 9 setae

on the upper margin, most of them long, and about the 3 distal ones very strong, nearly spiniform.
-

The abdomen, which has been well figured by Sars, is characteristic, a little longer than broad, ovate; the

uropods are proportionately long, a little more than half as long as the abdomen, with the rami slender,

and the exopod almost or not fully half as long as the endopod.

Length of the largest specimen (from East Greenland) 2-6 mm.

Remarks. D. globiceps is easily distinguished from D. tcmiimanum G. O. S. in having the first

pair of legs much stronger and shorter, a considerably lower number of spines and setae on fifth and

sixth joints of second pair of legs, etc. The differences between D. globiceps and D. latipcs are pointed

out later on.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf".

The Ilnd Amdrup Exped. captured 2 large females with marsupium at East Greenland near

Cape Dalton, Lat. 693O
r

N., 911 fath. At East Iceland Dr. A. C. Johansen secured i spec, in Breiddals

Vik, 6 fath., mud and black sand; at the Faeroes 4 spec, have been gathered by Dr. Th. Mortensen in

Klaksvig, 1015 fath.

Distribution. It has been taken at 10 places in the eastern and southern Kattegat, i2Yz 44

fath. (H. J. Hansen), in the northern part of the Sound, 12 22 fath. (W. Bjork), and at 3 places in the

Skager Rak, 6 to 15 miles from Jutland, 70 to 125 fath. (Meinert). It has not yet been discovered

at Norway or Great Britain.

68. Desmosoma latipes n. sp.

(PI. X, figs. 5 a 5 f).

Female. Allied to D. globiceps.
-- First thoracic segment (fig. 53) not half as long as the

second; the epimera scarcely produced, blunt or rounded. Second segment large; the epimera anteriorly-

rounded. Fourth segment a little longer than the first, but only a little more than half as long as

the second. Fifth segment in the adult female somewhat narrower in front than behind, with the

lateral margins gradually somewhat diverging backwards; in the younger female (fig. 53) the anterior

part of the lateral margins converges extremely forwards.

First pair of legs (fig. 5 b) with the distal half nearly more slender than in D. globiceps; fifth

joint with two thin and somewhat short setae on the lower margin. - - Second pair (figs. 5 c and 5 d)

extremely robust and conspicuously stronger than in E. globiceps; their fifth joint not quite twice as

long as deep, with seven spines along the lower margin; the five distal spines are extremely thick

excepting their short setiform terminal part; furthermore, the two distal spines are extremely long,

and the spines gradually decrease much in length from the penultimate to the most proximal ; finally
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the basal spine is moderately slender and somewhat short, with the end setiform; on the outer side

( the joint somewhat below the upper margin eight strong, stiff setae arranged in a row. The sixth

joint is t\\ice as long as deep, with four setae on the lower and nine along the upper margin; seventh

joint not marked off from the short claw. -- (Seventh pair of legs lost)

The abdomen (fig. 5 e) seems to be proportionately a little longer than in D. globifffis and.

besides, less ovate. Uropods a little more than half as long as the abdomen; the exopod slightly

n:. 'i< than half a.s loug as the endopod (fig. 51).

Length of the single female with marsupimn 2-2 mm.

Remarks. As already stated, /). latif>cs is allied to D. glohm-fa but it is easily distinguished

the second pair of legs, especially by its proportionately broader fifth joint with the very thick

spines, and by the broader sixth joint with four setae along the lower margin.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingulf at a single station.

Davis Strait: Stat. 25: Long. 633<>' N., Lat 54 as' W., 582 fath., temp. 3-3*; 5 spec, (mutilated).

69. Desmosoma longispinum n. sp.

(PL X, figs. 6 a 6 \\

Female and Male. The whole upper surface of the body peculiarly sculptured, as each seg-

ment is adorned with numerous longitudinal, though somewhat irregular and partly interrupted, fine

keels. - First thoracic segment large, a little longer than the second, which is as long as, or a little

longer than, the fourth: in the male (fig. 6e) the epimera at all four segments are produced into

extremely long processes, a little or somewhat longer than their segment and differing little in length,

while in the female (fig. 6 a) the processes of the two first pairs are not mucrfshorter than in the male,

but the third pair are considerably and fourth pair much shorter than in that sex; the first pair of

processes are in both sexes directed forwards, the following pairs, besides, gradually somewhat outwards.

Fifth segment a little broader near the anterior than at the posterior margin, with the lateral margins

slightly concave, and the antero-lateral angles broadly rounded; the segment is in the female some-

what, in the male only a little, broader than long.

First pair of legs (figs. 6b and 6g) slender; fifth joint about five times as long as deep, at the

lower distal angle with two stiff seta; somewhat shorter than sixth joint, and two somewhat shorter

seta; on the lower margin, the most proximal near its middle; sixth joint slender with a single seta

at the lower distal end. -- Second pair (fig. 6c) somewhat longer than, but almost as slender as. first

pair; fifth joint more than five times as long as deep, increasing slightly in depth from base to end.

with five stiff setae along the lower margin, and the distal seta inserted at the distal angle and almost

as long as sixth joint; the last-named joint has two long setae at the distal part of its upper margin,

and a single short seta at the middle of the lower margin; seventh joint is uncommonly long. Seventh

pair of legs (fig. 6d) slender; fifth joint with about seven thin setae on the distal part of the lower

margin, and some of them (probably five) extremely long; sixth joint very slender, with about four

long seta: and one shorter seta on the lower margin.

Abdomen in the female (fig. 6 a) considerably longer than broad, subrecungular, with the antero-
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lateral angles rounded, and the postero-lateral angles produced into oblong processes directed some-

what outwards, much backwards and considerably downwards; the posterior margin between the base

of these processes a little convex, and the lateral margins slightly converging from rather near the

base to somewhat from the end. - - In the male the abdomen (fig. 6 e) is proportionately broader than

in the female, with the major proximal part of the lateral margins somewhat convex, and the posterior

margin more convex than in the female. - - The operculum in the female posteriorly broadly rounded
;

in the male (fig. 6 i) each of the pleopods of first pair tapers conspicuously in breadth from somewhat

from the base to considerably beyond the middle, and then the outer margin suddenly turns consider-

ably outwards, so that the distal part of the pleopod is a rather large triangle, with the posterior

margin a little convex. - - Uropods (fig. 6
i) very peculiar, considerably less than half as long as the

abdomen; basal joint very large, with the inner margin straight and lying close at the median line

of the animal, so that the peduncles of the uropods completely overlap the anal doors when seen from

below; endopod more than half as long again as the peduncle, slender; exopod wanting.

Length of a female without marsupium 2-1 mm., of the male 1-8 mm.

Remarks. D. longispinum has the epimera at the four anterior thoracic segments produced

into longer processes than in any other species hitherto known, though in this character it shows affinity

to D. simile and the male of D. gracilipes. The sculpture on the surface of the animal is very char-

acteristic of D. longispinum. The two anterior pairs of legs are somewhat similar to those in D. simile,

though a little more slender and elongate. But in the very broad peduncles of the uropods and in their

inner margins lying close at the median line D. longispinum differs sharply from all other species.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at its deepest station in the warm area.

South of Davis Strait: Stat. 38: Lat. 59i2' N., Long. 5io5' W., 1870 fath., temp. 1-3; 4 spec.

70. Desmosoma simile n. sp.

(PI. X, figs. 7 e 7 e).

Female. First thoracic segment about as long as the second or the third, and a little shorter

than the fourth (fig. 7 a). The epimera at these segments anteriorly produced into very oblong-triangular,

moderately long processes, each terminating in a distinct, small and short spine; the processes decrease

a little in length from first to fourth pair, and the first pair are considerably shorter than their seg-

ment. Fifth segment more than half as broad again as long; the anterior margin is straight, the

antero-lateral angles produced into very conspicuous, triangular, acute processes directed outwards,

and the anterior part of each lateral margin is somewhat concave.

First pair of legs (fig. 7 b) rather slender; fifth joint about three and a half times as long as

deep, at the lower distal angle with two very strong, stiff setae somewhat shorter than sixth joint,

while two somewhat shorter, stiff setae are found respectively before and beyond the middle of the

lower margin; sixth joint with about three setae on the lower margin. -- Second pair of legs (fig. 7 c)

rather slender; fifth joint nearly three and a half times as long as deep, increasing slightly in depth

from the base outwards; its lower margin has five stiff setse, the two distal, placed at the angle, are

thick and very long, the longest even considerably longer than the sixth joint; furthermore the outer
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sick of tin- joint has about five long seta- placed in a row below the upper margin; sixth joint ha*

three lonji setae on the distal half of the upper margin, and on the lower margin a small seta at the

middle uml a couple at the end. - - Seventh pair of legs (fig. 7 d) long and very slender; fifth joint

with oiilv three seUe, two of which very long, on the distal part of the lower margin; sixth joint with

four setae on the lower margin, and at least two of them very long.

AUlomen (fig. 7 a) slightly longer than broad, but otherwise somewhat resembling that in

/). /<>Hft*/<tnHm, excepting that the posterior margin between the postero-lateral acute processes is some-

\\luit more convex than in the female of that species.
-- Uropods half as long as the abdomen, and

in^-iti-d moderately far from one another (fig. 76); the peduncle only somewhat thicker than the endopod;
><1 wanting.

Length of an ovigerous female 2-2 mm.

Remarks. The female of this species (the male is unknown) is separated from D. longisf>itniHi

in having especially the two anterior pairs of epimeral processes much shorter, the anterior angles of

fifth segment produced into processes, setae above on the outer side of fifth joint of second pair of

legs, the uropods much removed from the median line, and their peduncles of normal size. The dif-

ferences between D. simile and D. gracilipes are pointed out in the "remarks" on the last-named species.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at a single deep station in the warm area.

Davis Strait: StaL 24: LaL 63o6' N., Long. 56oo' W., 1199 fath., temp. 2-4; 5 spec.

71. Desmosoma gracilipes n. sp.

(PI. XI, figs, i a- if)-

Female and Male. First thoracic segment slightly longer than the second, which is about

as long as the third or the fourth. In the female (fig. i a) the epimera at first segment are anteriorly

produced into a subtriangular process, about as long as broad and terminate in a minute spine; the

epimera at the three following segments are similarly shaped, but from first to fourth pair gradually

a little shorter. In the male (fig. i f) the epimera are anteriorly produced in processes more than twice

as long as in the female, and even longer than in the female of D. simile
; each process terminates in

a small spine. Fifth segment in the female more than half as broad again as long, with all angles

rounded, and the lateral margins subparallel, though slightly concave; in the male (fig. i f) this seg-

ment is half as broad again as long, and differs especially from that in the female in having the

anterior angles acute and a little produced outwards.

First pair of legs (fig. i b) rather slender; fifth joint somewhat more than three times as long

as deep, with five very strong setse along the lower margin, the two distal of these seta placed clo

together at the angle and only somewhat shorter than sixth joint Second pair (fig. I c) moderately

slender; fifth joint about three and a half times as long as deep and somewhat increasing in breadth

from base to the end, its lower margin with eight strong seUe, the two most distal even very robust

and somewhat longer than sixth joint, and, besides, a row with eight setse is seen on the outer side

I the joint below the upper margin; sixth joint has seven sete on the upper and three on the lower

margin. -- Seventh pair (fig. i d) slender; fifth joint with four long setae and one shorter seta on the

lower margin; sixth joint very slender, with about six seta; on the lower margin.
TWUtotf E. f Jhio. III. f. 15
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Abdomen in the female (fig. i a) somewhat longer than broad, decreasing distinctly in breadth

from a little from the base to near the produced acute angles, which are somewhat small processes

directed mainly backwards; the posterior margin between these two teeth very convex. The male

abdomen (fig. i
f)

is larger and especially distinctly broader than in the other sex, has the postero-

lateral angles a little more produced, and the posterior margin between them a little less convex.

Uropods (fig. i e) not quite half as long as the abdomen, rather distant from one another; the basal

joint only a little thicker than the endopod; exopod wanting. -- Each pleopod of first pair in the male

operculum has its lateral margins parallel from rather near the base to the suddenly rounded end.

Length of a female with marsupium 3-2 mm.-, of a male 27 mm.

Remarks. D. gracilipes is allied to D. simile, but it is considerably larger; fifth joint of first

pair of legs has five setse, that of second pair eight setae along the lower margin, and the female

differs, besides, from that of D. simile in having the epimera much less produced, and the anterior

angles of fifth thoracic segment rounded. - In the male specimen the antennulse are 6-jointed, con-

sequently the flagellum 3-jointed.

Occurrence. Taken by the "lugolf" at two deep stations in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat. 24: Lat 63o6' N., Long. 56oo' W., 1199 fath., temp. 2-4; 5 spec, (i d*).

Stat 36: Lat 6i5o' N., Long. 562i' W., 1435 fath., temp. 1-5; i spec.

72. Desmosoma politum n. sp.

(PI. X, figs. 8 a 8 e).

Female. First thoracic segment conspicuously broader and a little longer than the second,

and as long as the fourth. Epimera at first segment constitute a pair of low, obtuse triangles; the

three following pairs have the outer margin distinctly incised near the middle, and the front half a

little protruding and rounded. Fifth segment a little more than half as broad again as long, with all

angles broadly rounded, and the lateral margins a little converging backwards.

First pair of legs (fig. 8b) very robxist; fifth joint scarcely twice as long as deep, with four

moderately strong spines on the lower margin, the most distal placed on the angle and much shorter

than sixth joint, while a moderately short spine thus the fifth - - is placed above the longest spine

on the terminal margin of the joint; sixth joint a little shorter than the fifth, very oblong-oval, some-

what less than three times as long as deep.
-- Second pair of legs (fig. 8c) moderately strong; fifth

joint long, between four and three and a half times as long as deep, increasing conspicuously in depth

from the base to beyond the middle; its lower margin and end with seven spines, the five proximal

of very moderate length, the sixth spine long and placed on the distal angle, while the seventh, inserted

above the sixth on the terminal margin, is still longer, not much shorter than sixth joint; the upper

margin with three strong setae. Sixth joint with three strong setae on the upper and a fine seta at

the middle of the lower margin. -- Seventh pair of legs (fig. 8 d) somewhat strong; fifth joint with a

very long seta at the lower distal angle, and before this two much shorter sette; sixth joint longer

and especially more robust than in the preceding forms, with two somewhat short setae on the lower

margin, and three setae, one among them long and stiff, on the upper margin; seventh joint unusually

short, terminating in a well developed claw somewhat shorter than the joint
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At>domen (fig*. 8 a and 8e) a little longer than broad; the lateral margins converge somewhat
backwards to the postero-lateral teeth, which are small, directed mainly backwards and placed consider-

ably before the end of abdomen, as the posterior margin is very convex Uropods somewhat less

tli in half as long as abdomen, rather distant from the median line; peduncle somewhat thicker than

tin endopod; exopod minute, very thin and only about as long as the diameter of the endopod.

length of a large female without marsupium 2-2 mm.

Remarks. D. poliium is allied to D. coarctatum (Hanseu, MS.) G. O. Sars, but the latter is

separated from it by a very different shape of fifth thoracic segment, and in having only three spines
on the lower margin and no spine on the terminal margin of fifth joint of first pair of legs. D. poli-

htm is, besides, closely allied to D. armatum G. O. Sars, which, however, differs from it especially in

having the first pair of epimera produced into somewhat long, oblong-triangular, acute processes, in

having no exopod on the uropods, and in some further particulars.

A very small specimen (from StaL 90) with seventh pair of legs still wanting shows the curious

feature that fifth joint of first pair of legs possesses only the long spine on the distal lower angle and

n. > further spine at the lower margin, thereby being rather similar to the same joint in D. intigtif

ii. sp. and D. pltbtjum n. sp. But it is instantly separated from these species in having the distal lower

angle of the joint mentioned broadly rounded, while in the two species named this angle is produced
as a kind of foot for the very long spine.

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolP at two stations in the warm area.

West of Iceland: StaL 90: LaL o445' N, Long. 29o6' W, 568 fath., temp. 4-4; 9 spec
South-West of Iceland: StaL 78: UL 6o3/ N., Long. 27

e

52' W., 799 fatli., temp. 4-5; 3 spec, (i

very young).

73. Desmosoma natator n. sp.

i PI. XI, figs. 2 a a e).

Male. The upper surface of the body reticulate, nearly looking as if covered with very small,

more or less rounded scales set close together but never overlapping each other. Head large, long

and broad. First thoracic segment broader and a little longer than the second, but scarcely as long

as the fourth. All epimera have their anterior section produced forwards and outwards into very con-

>I>icuous, though moderately short, triangular processes, decreasing a little in length from first to fourth

pair; the two anterior pairs are nearly as long as broad, and all pairs have the narrow end terminating

in a small but very distinct spine. Fifth segment anteriorly considerably broader than long, with the

front margin straight and long, the lateral margins considerably concave, the anterior angles produced

outwards, and their narrow end terminating in an outstanding spine.

First pair of legs (fig. a b) very robust; fourth joint on the upper distal angle with two very

-tiff setae or thin spines, and one of them nearly as long as the next joinL Fifth joint not fully twice

as long as deep; its lower margin and end with four spines in all; the spine on the distal angle long,

though a good deal shorter than sixth joint; the spine just above the angle and the two other more

proximal spines moderately long. Sixth joint scarcely shorter than the fifth, not quite two and a half

times as long as deep.
-- Second pair of legs robust (fig. ac); fifth joint three times as long as deep,

r
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increasing conspicuously in depth from the base to the end, with three spines along the upper and six

spines on the lower margin and the end; the first of these latter spines is very short, while the two distal

spines, and especially the most distal, are long and moderately thick. Sixth joint with three spines

along the distal half of the lower margin. - - Seventh pair (fig. 2 d) have the distal half peculiarly

developed; fifth joint is somewhat long and rather strong, with about three stiff setse on the lower

margin, while the median part of the upper margin has about six long, fine hairs; sixth joint is un-

commonly strong and even a little longer than the fifth, with about four long, fine setae on the lower

margin, and about thirteen extremely long, fine setae or hairs along the upper margin; seventh joint

moderately long, slender, a little curved and terminating in a slender, somewhat long claw. - - Fifth

and sixth pairs rather similar to seventh pair, and especially their sixth joint possesses the same setse

along both margins.

Abdomen somewhat broad (as generally in males of this genus), a little longer than broad

(fig. 2 a), tapering a little in breadth from somewhat from the base to near the postero-lateral processes

(fig. 2 e), which are moderately large, triangular, acute, directed backwards and somewhat outwards;

the posterior margin moderately convex. - - The median lamella of the operculum tapers conspicuously

from rather near the base to a little from the end, where each outer margin turns suddenly consider-

ably outwards, so that the short terminal part is a little expanded, and the posterior margin of each

pleopod is oblique.
- - Uropods (fig. 2 e) rather distant from the median line, somewhat less than half

as long as the abdomen; basal joint somewhat triangular and moderately small; the exopod tiny, very

slender, about as long as the diameter of the endopod.

Length of the single male 1-85 mm.

Remarks. This animal is easily distinguished by the shape of the epimera and the fifth

segment, and by the legs. First and second pairs of legs are stronger than in D. polituw and some-

what similar to those of D. coarctatum (Hansen MS.) G. O. S., but fifth joint of first pair has four spines

in D. natator, only three in D. coarctatum. The development of the three posterior pairs of legs, above

all the equipment of the upper margin of fifth and especially of sixth joint with very long, thin setse,

is hitherto unique in the genus Desmosoma, and these legs show a close resemblance to the corres-

ponding legs in the males of Nannoniscus simplex n. sp., N. oblongus G. O. S., N. analis n. sp. or the

female of N. inermis, I think that this equipment makes the legs adapted for swimming hence the

name D. natator but it is of course impossible to know at present whether these setae also occur

in the female.

Occurrence. Taken by the Ingolf at a deep station in the warm area

Davis Strait: StaL 36: Lat 6i5o' N., Long. 562i' W., 1435 fath., temp. 1-5; i spec.

74. Desmosoma laterale G. O. Sars.

(PI. XI, figs. 3 a-3 e).

1899. Eugerda lateralis (Hansen MS.) G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 254; Suppl. PI. IV, fig. i.

Female. Head (fig. 33 3 b) somewhat small; each lateral corner before the insertion of the

antennula produced into a very conspicuous, oblong-triangular, acute process directed forwards and
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considerably outwards. First thoracic segment narrower and somewhat longer than the second,

which is scarcely as long as the fourth. Epiraera well developed but not produced, having the margin
of their anterior section evenly convex. Fifth segment considerably broader than long, siibrectangular,

with the lateral margins nearly parallel and all angles rounded.

First pair of legs (fig. 3c) very robust Fifth joint only half as long again as deep, with a

single very strong spine beyond the middle of the lower margin, a strong seta near the distal end,

and on the angle a very robust spine, which is as long as the joint Sixth joint very large, consider-

ably longer than the fifth, somewhat less than three times as long as deep.
-- Second pair of legx

(fig. 3d) uncommonly robust; fourth joint on the distal lower angle with a very thick spine slightly

longer than the joint; fifth joint about twice as long as deep, with five or four spines alon^ the lower

margin and the end; the spines increase gradually and strongly in length from the first to the last,

and if five are present the first is small, the others very strong; the two distal are distinctly curved,

and the most distal, which is placed just above the angle, is as long as the sixth joint; the up|>cr

margin with three strong setae. Sixth joint with three strong seta- on the upper and two on the lower

margin - Seventh pair (fig. 3 e) rather slender; fifth joint with five seUe on the lower margin and

three of them extremely long; sixth joint with two setae below.

Abdomen somewhat longer than broad, decreasing conspicuously in breadth from somewhat

from the base to near the postero-lateral teeth, which are somewhat slender and situated rather far

in front of the end of abdomen, as the posterior margin is extremely convex. - - Uropods considerably

less than half as long as the abdomen, rather remote from the median line; exopod between one-third

and half as long as the endopod.

Length of the largest specimen, a female without marsupium, 2 mm.; a female with marsupiuin

from Skager Rak is i-S mm.

Remarks. Specimens of this species had been separated by me among the "Ingolf material

and among material from Skager Rak, and I named them D. latcralc. The three specimens from the

last-named place were later handed over to G. O. Sars, who described and figured the specie* as Eu-

gcrda latrralt's. But as Sars has overlooked the processes from the sides of the head, and as his figure

of the entire animal is not as correct in some few particulars as usually is the case, I have drawn

five figures and redescribed the species.

It may be pointed out that D. latcralc is instantly distinguished from all other species of Dfs-

mosoma by the outstanding processes on the sides of the head, and by the armature of first pair of

legs. In females without marsupium each of the four anterior segments has a long, subvertical spine

in the median line of the ventral surface.

Occurrence, Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single station in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat 25: Lat 633o' N., Long. 54 25' W., 582 fath., temp. 3-3; 6 spec ().

Distribution. The only earlier known locality is in Skager Rak, 15 sea-miles from the

lighthouse of the Skaw, 125 fatk, ooze.
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75. Desmosoma armatum G. O. Sars.

(PI. XI, fig. 4 a).

1864. Desmosoma armatum G. O. Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania for 1863, p. 216.

! 1897. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 126; PI. 54, fig. 2.

The representation published by Sars is on the whole good, and quite sufficient for the recog-

nition of the species. The shape of fifth and sixth joints in first and second pairs of legs and their

equipment with spines and setae afford good characters. Only a few features may be mentioned as

additions or corrections.

The epimera of first thoracic segment are somewhat produced anteriorly, with the free inner

or rather anterior margin concave, and the narrow end terminating in a robust, somewhat short spine.

The epimera of second and third segments are slightly or scarcely produced forwards, but anteriorly

angular with a minute hair. In my specimen and in a co-type of Sars I have found the seventh pair

of legs (fig. 4 a) less slender than figured by that author; fifth joint has five setae on the lower margin,

three or four of them very long, and this joint has, besides, near the upper margin, five long hairs;

sixth joint has four setae on the lower margin, three of them long, and some setae at or near the

upper margin.

Length of the specimen from Greenland, a female with marsupium, 175 mm.

Remarks. In having no exopod on the uropods D. armatum agrees with the two following

species, but differs strongly from both in the shape and spines of fifth joint of first pair of legs. As

to spines and setae on fifth and sixth joints of first and second pairs of legs, D. armatum is inter-

mediate between D. politum and D. coarctatum, but it differs from both these forms and from D. natator

in having no exopod on the uropods.

Occurrence. It has not been taken by the "Ingolf"; but in 1891 by the Ryder Expedition at

the following place.

East Greenland: Danmark 0, Lat 7O27' N.; i spec. (? with marsupium).

76. Desmosoma insigne u. sp.

(PI. XI, figs. 5 a- 5 g).

Female and Male. In the female the major part of the upper surface of the body seems to

be reticulated, in reality set with a large number of partly long, extremely fine, sharp keels; these

keels are mainly transverse on the middle of the head, on second to fourth segments, and on the

posterior median part of the other segments, longitudinal on the head and on the more lateral parts

of fifth (fig. 5 b) to seventh segment. In the male this adornment is much less developed, has vanished

on large areas (fig. 5 c).

The head is somewhat narrow (fig. 53); the antennae in the female rather short, in the male

proportionately longer and much thickened. - - First thoracic segment longer and a little narrower

than the second, but about as long as the fourth. Fifth segment in the female (figs. 53 and 5 b)

broader than the preceding segments, slightly more than twice as broad as long in the median line,

with the anterior margin somewhat concave, the lateral margins anteriorly convex, and near the middle
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a little concave, taken as a whole considerably converging backwards, with the keels on most of the

surface very conspicuous; in the male this segment (fig. 50) is distinctly narrower than second or

third segment, scarcely twice as broad as long in the median line, with the anterior part of the lateral

margins feebly convex, their median part slightly concave, and the keels on the surface developed

only towards the lateral margins. -- Epimera subsimilar in both sexes; first to third pairs have their

anterior section produced as triangles as long as or a little longer than broad, and terminating in

.pines, which are robust on first pair, thin on the two following pairs; fourth pair of epimera with

the produced part quite small.

First pair of legs (fig. $d) with second to fourth joints robust, while the fifth joint is very

thick; this joint has the lower distal part somewhat produced as a foot for the very long and robust

spine, and its lower margin, which is a little less than twice as long as the depth of the joint, is

slightly concave and without any spine, but with only a couple of short seta: and a moderately long
seta just behind the base of the terminal spine. Sixth joint is slightly longer than the lower margin
of fifth joint, and about three times as long as deep.

-- Second pair of legs (fig. 56) rather slender;

fifth joint somewhat more than three times as long as deep, increasing a little in depth to beyond
the middle, with about nine slender spines, gradually increasing in length, along the lower margin,

and nine stiff seta in an oblique row on the outer side; sixth joint with slender spines, the two distal

long, on the lower margin, and about four seta on the outer side towards the upper margin.
-

Seventh pair (fig. 51) somewhat slender or moderately strong; fifth joint with four long setae on the

lower margin near its end; sixth joint with five or six long setae along the distal half of the

lower margin.

Abdomen (fig. 53) a little longer than broad, tapering considerably from near the base to the

end, without postero-lateral teeth, and the posterior margin only a little convex. -- Operculum in the

female a little emarginate behind; in the male the pleopods of first pair have the lateral margins

nearly parallel to the rounded end. Uropods (fig. 5g) inserted only a little from the lateral margins;

they are more than half as long as the abdomen, with the peduncle twice as long as broad, consider-

ably broader than, and a little more than half as long as, the slender endopod; exopod wanting.

Length of a female with marsupium 3-1 mm., of a male 1-85 mm.

Remarks. D. insigne, D. plfbfjitm n. sp., and D. chclatum Stephensen constitute a group
within the genus Desmosoma, as the distal joints of the first pair of legs form a kind of chela, the

fifth joint being the hand, the strong spine answering to the immovable finger, while the sixth joint

is the movable finger, and the hand has no spines on the lower margin. (A fourth species of this tribe

is the antarctic Eugerda longimana Van h off en, as its first pair of legs have similar chelae, but it dif-

fers from the three other species in possessing an exopod on the uropods, an additional proof that

the presence or absence of the exopod is less than valueless as a generic difference between Dts*iosoma

and Eugerda). It may be added that D. cktlattim Stephensen, from off Elba in the Mediterranean, is

considerably larger than D. insignf, as the type, a female with marsupium, is 4-4 mm. long; some

characters between the two species are pointed out in the key (p. 109), and, besides, the second pair of

legs in /). chtlatum have fourteen spines on the lower margin and end of the fifth joint, and twelve
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spines on the corresponding margin of sixth joint. The most important differences between D. insignc

and D.plebejum are pointed out in the key.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a deep station in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat. 36: Lat 6i5o' N., Long. 562i' W., 1435 fatn
-t temp. 1-5; 6 spec. (3?, 3 c?).

77. Desmosoma plebejum n. sp.

(PI. XI, figs. 6 a-6 d).

Female. The upper surface of the body without distinct lineal reticulation. - Head moder-

ately small. - First thoracic segment shorter than the second, which is distinctly shorter than the

fourth. Fifth segment conspicuously narrower at the anterior than at the posterior end, with the

lateral margins somewhat diverging backwards and scarcely concave; the segment is not one-third

as broad again as the length of its median line. Epimera of first segment (fig. 6 a) anteriorly pro-

duced as a small, subtriangular process terminating in a distinct spine; the three other pairs of epimera

have their anterior halves rounded in front.

First pair of legs (fig. 6 b) very robust. Second to fourth joints thicker than in D. insigne.

Fifth joint very thick, with the distal lower part produced as a foot for the very long and robust

spine, while its lower margin, which is scarcely half as long again as the depth of the joint, is straight

and without spines, but with a seta at the terminal spine. Sixth joint proportionately considerably

larger than in D. insignc, considerably longer than the lower margin of fifth joint, and conspicuously

less than three times as long as deep.
- - (Second pair lost in my animals). Seventh pair (fig. 6c)

somewhat strong; fifth joint rather broad, with five setae on the lower margin.

Abdomen (fig. 6 a) somewhat longer than broad, ovate, without postero-lateral teeth. - -
Oper-

culum small, scarcely half as long as the abdomen, about as broad as long, with the posterior margin

rounded. - - Uropods (fig. 6 d) inserted far from the median line, small, not one-third as long as the

abdomen; peduncle oblong, about half as long as, and little broader than, the endopod; exopod wanting.

Length of a female with marsupium 1-65 mm.

Remarks. This small species is allied to D. insignc, but easily distinguished by several cha-

racters, some of them pointed out in the key (p. 109). It is in all probability confined to the cold area.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at two stations in the cold area.

East of Iceland: Stat. 102: Lat. 6623' N., Long. io26' W., 750 fath., temp.
-=-

0-9; 2 spec.

North-East of Iceland: Stat. 120: Lat 6729' N., Long. n32
f

W., 885 fath., temp, -f- ro; i spec.

Group X. Ilyarachnini.

Body moderately oblong or somewhat broad and thick. Head free and broad in proportion

to length, without front area. Eyes wanting. Antennulae terminal; first joint plate-shaped; flagellum

frequently with several joints. Antennae longer than the body, .as the two distal joints of the pe-

duncle are very elongate, and the flagellum has numerous joints; squama feebly developed or indi-
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stinct Mandibles very thick and peculiarly .shaped ; the incisive part short and obtuse, movable lacinia

small or wanting, seta short or wanting, molar process either rather slender, tapering tu the obtuse,

setiferous end, or very reduced, being a very thin and somewhat or very short process with terminal

Mte. Palp of the maxillipeds with second joint long and broad, third joint short and broad, the two

distal joints well developed; epipod broad, moderately long.
- Thoracic segments movable, divided

into two sections, and the three posterior segments very different from the four anterior ones. The two

anterior pairs of legs somewhat prehensile, with second joint very long, considerably or much longer

tli.iu the third; third and fourth pairs moderately or very long, with second joint short, while the third

is extremely long. The three posterior pairs, at least fifth and sixth pairs, natatory; fifth joint com-

pressed and expanded especially on fifth pair, sixth joint somewhat or scarcely expanded, and both

these joints most frequently, and at least on fifth pair, equipped with natatory seta: along the upper

margin or at both margins; seventh joint long.
-- Abdomen triangular, with the narrow end obtuse

or acute. Uropods ventral, somewhat small; peduncle flattened, oblong-oval, with numerous marginal

seta:; endopod much shorter than the peduncle, exopod minute or wanting.

Remarks. The family Muunopsidae as limited by Sars in his Account can be divided into

three very natural groups. All agree in having the antenna: elongate, at least third and fourth pairs

<>t legs moderately to extremely long, and at least fifth and sixth pairs, generally also seventh pair,

natatory, but they differ from each other in several characters, such as the position of the antennnUc, the

shape and structure of the mandibles, the relative length of second and third joints iti third and fourth

pairs of legs, the posterior thoracic segments and the uropods. One feature is remarkable, viz. that

while in the Ilyarachnini the third and fourth pairs of legs have the second joint short and the third

extremely long, more than twice as long as the fourth, we find in the Eurycopini the second joint

long, about as long as or much longer than the third, which is longer or shorter than the fourth, and

in the Munnopsini both second, third and fourth joints in the same two pairs of legs short

The group comprises four genera established by Sars, viz. llyarachna, Echinozonf, Aspidarachna

and foeudarathna, but only the two first-named genera are represented in the material from the "In-

golT arcs.

llyarachna G. o. Sars.

The generic characters have been well pointed out by Sars, excepting as to the antennukr.

He wrote in the Account (p. 134135): "Superior antenna: originating close together from the front,

basal joint large, sub-quadrangular in form, inner corner somewhat more projecting than the outer . . ."

Sars figured his /. drnticulata (PL 61) as having the inner distal comer of the basal joint of the anten-

nula- slightly produced and the outer corner strongly produced, which is correct, but opposed to his

statement quoted. In /. longicornis G. O. S. and /. hirtifffs G. O. S. he figured the outer corner of

the same joint as slightly, the inner as strongly, produced, which is in accord with his generic diag-

nosis, but is in reality wrong; in all species of llyarachna the antennular basal joint has the portion out-

side the articulation of second joint produced into a very conspicuous, more or less triangular plate,

while the distal inner comer is slightly or scarcely produced,

TWUtoMByifcloi. IIL f .
I*
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The antennal squama is feebly developed (PI. XI, fig. 7 a, sq. ; figs. 8 b and 9 b) or indistinct,

it being a low protuberance on the outer side of third joint, and sometimes not marked off.

Sars paid no attention to the existence of epimeral plates or processes at the four anterior

thoracic segments. For instance, his figure of the female /. longicornis, seen from above, shows the

antero-lateral corners of the four segments a little produced and triangular, but according to my exa-

mination of specimens from Skager Rak the structure is in reality rather different, agreeing more with

Tattersall's figure of his Plunketti Tatt. (Isopoda, PI. VII). The first segment is at each side produced

into a somewhat small, conical protuberance directed outwards, and with a single spine or two to four

spines on the end
;

below and a little in front of this protuberance is seen a process, which originates

from the basal joint of the leg, is directed obliquely outwards and more or less forwards, and termi-

nates in a spine or in two to four spines. The epimera of second segment are broad, bilobed, the

posterior lobe rounded, the anterior conical, directed obliquely forwards and terminating in a spine;

the antero-lateral corner of the segment itself is produced into a kind of lobe which, seen from above,

is narrow, directed forwards and outwards and, at least generally, without any spine. Third and fourth

segments have their antero-lateral corners produced and shaped as in second segment, but not marked

off by any suture as figured by Tattersall, while the epimera are rounded, without any spine. As 7.

longicornis G. O. S. is not known from the "Ingolf" area, it may perhaps be inserted here, that by the

remarks on the anterior segments the two best characters between /. longicornis G. O. S. and /. Plun-

ketti Tatt. have disappeared ; the third character (Tattersall, op. cit. p. 29), derived from the apparently

strong difference in the shape of first joint of the antennula, must be cancelled, as the figure of Sars

(see above) is quite wrong as to this feature; the fourth character, derived from the shape of the fe-

male operculum, also disappears, as the upper (the basal) half of Sars' figure of the operculum is incor-

rect Consequently /. Plunketti Tatt must be cancelled as a synonym for /. longicornis G. O. S.

Of llyarachna as defined by Sars in the Account I have four species from our area, and three

of them are new; a fifth species not seen by me, but described by Ohlin from East Greenland (and

Spitsbergen), is mentioned later on. But it is with considerable hesitation that I follow Sars in adopt-

ing his genus Echinozone, which is so closely allied to llyarachna and based on two characters of so

slight value (see later on) that it ought perhaps to have been withdrawn. My report here on llyarachna

and Echinozone is unsatisfactory as to several points, because most of the specimens are mutilated, and

of some species the material is very scanty. The single species, of which a rich material is to hand,

showed furthermore much variation according to age, locality and, apparently, also variation of purely

individual nature. Perhaps the first pair of male pleopods may afford reliable specific characters,

when a good material of several species is studied.

78. Dyarachna hirticeps G. O. Sars.

(PI. XI, fig. 7 a).

1870. llyarachna hirticeps G. O. Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania for 1869, p. 167.

! 1897. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 137; PI. 60.

! 1897. denticulata G. O. Sars, op. cit p. 138; PI. 61, fig. i.
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According to Sars' figures of the animals from above, /. hirtictps and /. it< ntnulatu differ ex-

tu inch in the armature with spines on the anterior margins of the four anterior thoracic segment*,

and must therefore be easy to separate. But the examination of a large material from numerous

places showed that /. drnticulata must be cancelled, as already stated by Ohlin (1901); I found spe-

cimens agreeing with /. hirticeps and others agreeing tolerably well with /. J>-nticut<it<t, but many

specimens showed intermediate features, and neither depth nor temperature at the bottom seems to be

! real influence on the development and character of the spines mentioned. Some particulars on the

variation may be of interest

The largest specimen, a female from the cold area ("Ingolf" Stat 126, 293 fath.) is 10-5 mm.

Ion);; it has nearly thirty spines, many among than moderately large, along the front margin of second

segment A large specimen from Stat 103 (579 fath., temp, -j- 0-6) has about twenty-two .-.pirns <>u

the same margin, and in a small specimen, 3-4 mm. long, from the same station the marginal spines are

in nch less numerous, though very conspicuous. In a specimen 6-2 mm. long from Stat 139 (702 fath.,

temp. -4- 0-6) the spines on the margin of second segment are somewhat small and only twelve or fourteen,

while the head is almost smooth; in a smaller specimen 4*5 mm. long, from the same station, the head is

i|iiite smooth and the marginal thoracic spines few and feebly developed. My largest specimen from tin

warm area, a female from Stat 24 (1199 fath., temp. 2-4 i, is 8 mm. long, has nearly thirty well developed

spines on the anterior margin of second segment, and is completely similar to large specimens from

the cold area; another female, 7 mm. long, from Stat 24 has only sixteen or eighteen spines along

the same margin and several among them large; a third specimen, 4 mm. long, from the same station

has six large spines on the same margin. In specimens 67 mm. long from south of Iceland I. .it

63i5' N.) I find the anterior margin of the four segments extremely finely crenulate, the microscopic

teeth being more numerous than according to Sars figure of /. hirticcps, and, besides, set with a small

number of irregularly distributed, moderately strong spines, but probably some other spines have lu-cn

broken off; in specimens 4-55 mm. long from the same place the fine crenulation is well developed,

but no real spines are found, while the head has as usual numerous spines. In specimens 67 mm.

long from another place in the warm area, viz. south-west of the Faroes in Iat 6ii5* N., the fine

crenulation is very distinct, but scarcely any spine could be detected on the margins. In very juve-

nile specimens, from 2-5 to 3 mm. or rarely nearly 4 mm., the spines on the head and spines or crenu-

lation on the margins of the four anterior segments are sometimes partly or totally undeveloped.

All specimens, excepting the most juvenile, are distinguished from /. dubia n. sp. in having

the head conspicuously broader than first segment about as broad as, or frequently broader than, se-

cond thoracic segment /. hirticeps is separated from /. longicomis G. O. S. (-- /. /Y nkttti Tatt) in

having the basal joint of the antennulae (fig. 7 a) armed with a few or several spines on the outer

margin, and, besides, this joint is proportionately longer than in /. bngtcornis. (Above, on p. lai, it has

been mentioned that in Sars' main figure of /. dfttticulata the basal joint of the antennulae is correct,

while it is wrong in his figures of /. longicornis and /. hirticeps.} Of /. longicornis one of the largest

specimens is 4-7 mm., thus considerably larger than according to Sars, who said -about 3 mm.";

adult specimens oi this species are rather similar to specimens of the same size of /. hirticrps. but can

be distinguished by first antennular joint and by having no spines on the head and no vestige of

16-
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spines or crenulation on the front margins of the four anterior segments; small differences in the

appendages may be derived from Sars' figures of both species. The shape of the proximal joints of

the antennae is also of some significance ;
their shape can be seen on fig. 7 a.

Occurrence. Captured by the "Ingolf" at four stations in the warm area, ten stations in the

cold area and one station with lesser depth.

Davis Strait: Stat 35: LaL 65i6' N., Long. 55O5' W., 362 fath., temp. 3-6; 3 spec.

Stat. 27: Lat. 64 54' N., Long. 55 io' W., 393 fath., temp. 3-8; 5 spec.

Stat. 25: Lat. 63 3o' N., Long. 5425' W., 582 fath., temp. 3-3; 4 spec.

Stat. 24: Lat 63o6' N., Long. 56oo' W., 1199 fath., temp. 2-4; ab. 16 spec.

North of the Faeroes: Stat. 138: Lat 6326'N., Long, ftfi W., 471 fath., temp. -^ 0-6
; 26spec. (young).

Stat 139: Lat. 6336' N., Long. 73o' W., 702 fath., temp.
-=- 0-6; 2 spec.

East of Iceland: Stat 103: Lat 6623' N
-> Long. 852' W., 579 fath., temp. -4- 0-6; 6'/ 2 spec.

Stat. 102: Lat 6623' N., Long. io26' W., 750 fath., temp, -f- 0-9; 7 spec.

Stat. 101: Lat. 6623' N., Long. i2O5' W., 537 fath., temp. -r- 07; i spec.

North of Iceland: Stat. 126: Lat. 67i9' N., Long. i552' W., 293 fath., temp. -f- 0-5; 3 spec.

Stat 128: Lat. 665o' N., Long. 2OO2' W., 194 fath., temp. 0-6; i spec.

North-East of Iceland: Stat 120: Lat 6729' N., Long. n32' W., 885 fath., temp.
-=- ro; i spec.

Stat. 119: Lat 6753' N., Long, ioig' W., 1010 fath., temp.
-=- 1-0; 4 spec.

South of Jan Mayen: Stat 117: Lat. 69i3' N., Long. 823' W., 1003 fath., temp.
-=- 1-0; i spec.

Stat 113: Lat 693i' N., Long. 7o6' W., 1309 fath., temp. -f- 1-0; i spec.

Besides, I. hirticcps has been taken at nine places in our area. From Baffin Bay and Davis

Strait it was recorded (by H. J. Hansen) from three localities, viz: Lat 724i' N., Long. 595o' W., 227

fath.; Lat -jiio' N., Long. s856' W., 199 fath., and Lat 6632' N., Long. 5534' W., 100 fath. -- North

of Iceland it was secured by Admiral Wandel in the Skagestrand Bay, 119 fath., temp. 2-9. The "Thor'

has captured it at the following five places.

South of Iceland: Lat. 63i5' N., Long. 2223' W., 114172 fath.; many spec.

Lat. 635' N., Long. 2O7' W., 290 fath.
;

i spec.

Lat. 62n' N., Long. i936' W., 1010 1142 fath.; 2 spec.

South-West of the Faeroes: Lat 6ii5' N., Long. 935' W., 463-515 fath.; 8 spec.

Lat 6i7' N., Long. 93o' W., 443 fath.; 9 spec.

Distribution. The "Thor" captured some specimens west of most southern Norway: Lat.

5832' N., Long. 4i8' E., 148 fath. It has been taken along the coast of Norway from Stavanger

Fjord to Vads0 in Varanger Fjord, 100 to 400 fath. (G. O. Sars). The Norwegian North-Atlantic Ex-

pedition has gathered it at three stations off the coast of Norway in the cold area in depths from

417 to 649 fath.; furthermore north-east of the Faeroes in 1215 fath., temp. -i- 1-2; between Norway and

Beeren Eiland, 191 fath., temp. 3-5; west of Beeren Eiland, 658 fath., temp. -4- i'2; finally at three

stations near Spitzbergen, one with 1333 fath. and temp, -f- 1-4, another only 146 fath. and temp. ri,

while the third, with 260 fath., lies even so far northwards as in Lat 8o3' N. Ohlin also recorded it

from Spitzbergen; two of his stations are off King Charles Island, one of them even so far eastward

as Long. 2939' E., and the depths of only 3237 fath. and 10 fath.
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From these enumerations it is seen that this species goes down to 1199 &" the warm
area, to 1333 lath, in the cold area, and that in high latitudes it has been taken in depths of 10 and
of about 35 fath.

79. Uyarachna bicornis n. sp.

(PI. XI, figs.8a-8c).

Female (without marsupium). Closely allied to /. hirticffa but distinguished by a few fea-

tures. The head, which is about as broad as first thoracic segment (fig. 8 a), has its upper surface

-mouth, excepting that it possesses a single pair of conspicuous, robust, somewhat conical, acute pro-

tuberances or teeth, placed at some distance from the hind margin and considerably apart from one another.

The basal joint of the antennulae (fig. 8 b) about as broad as the length of its inner margin, while

the distal part outside the articulation of next joint is produced into a good-sized triangle terminating
in a spine; the outer margin of the joint has no spines, but at most some short setae. The basal

joint of the antennae (fig. 8b) is broad, with the outer corner considerably produced and terminating

in a thick spine.

Second thoracic segment broader than the head and considerably broader than fifth segment

(fig. 8 a). The four anterior segments with partly moderately small, partly very small spines along their

anterior margins, about ten spines on the second and only a few on fourth segment; the shape of the

sides of the four anterior segments and the epimera may be sufficiently seen on the figure. The

abdominal operculum has a high keel with many spines; the uropods without exopod.

Length of the largest specimen 87 mm.

Remarks. This species is certainly valid, not a variety of /. hirticeps; the curious armature

of the head and the absence of spines on the outer margin of the basal autennnlar joint must be

good characters.

Occurrence. Gathered by the "IngolF at a very deep station in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat 36: Lat. 6i5o' N., Long. 562i' W., 1435 fath., temp. 1-5; ^ spec.

80. Uyarachna dubia n. sp.

(PI. XI, figs. 93-9 c).

Female (without marsupium) and Male. Closely allied to I.hirttccps. Head distinctly nar-

rower than the first and somewhat narrower than second segment; its surface is completely smooth,

without any trace of spines. Basal joint of the antennulae (fig. gb) scarcely as broad as the length

of its inner margin, while the distal outer pan is produced into a considerable or even rather long

triangle terminating in a small spine and a feathered seta; the outer margin with at most a few thin,

nearly setiform spines; in the female (fig. gb) the flagellnm consists of five joints, the four distal very

slender and moderately long, while in the male the flagellum is considerably thicker and longer, with

about nineteen short joints. The anterior margin of the four anterior thoracic segments without

spines or distinct crenulation. The shape of the epimera may be seen on fig. 9 a. The female oper-

culum has a high keel with strong seta:; the uropods without cxopod.
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Length of the largest specimen, a female without marsupium, 3^8 mm., of a male 3 mm.

Remarks. It is after prolonged hesitation that I establish this species on the rather small

specimens to hand. I was inclined to think that they were only less than half-grown specimens of /.

hirticeps with the spines on the head and the spines or crenulation on the anterior thoracic segments

still undeveloped. But the smooth and narrow head seems most probably to be a specific character,

as most of my young specimens of /. hirticeps of the same size, or even a little smaller, have the head

broad as in the adults, and in small specimens of /. hirticeps measuring 2-33 mm- from Stat. 138,

and with the head nearly as narrow as in /. dubia, both the head itself and the thoracic segments have

long spines. Furthermore, the fact that the male has the flagellum multiarticulate with well developed

sensory filaments, seems to indicate that, though only 3 mm. long, it cannot be far from adult. But

being, nevertheless, not quite sure, I choose to name the form /. dubia and must let the future decide

its value.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at two stations in the cold area.

North-East of Iceland: Stat. 120: Lat 6f2<j N., Long. u32' W., 885 fath., temp, -f- ro; i spec. (.)

Stat. 119: Lat 6753' N., Long. ioi9' W., 1010 fath., temp. -^- 1-0; 2 spec.

(<? and ?).

81. Ilyarachna Bergendali Ohlin.

1901. Ilyarachna Bergendali Ohlin, Bihang till K. Sv. Vet Akad. Handl. Vol. 26, IV, No. 12, p. 37, figs.

8 a 8d.

Of this species I have not seen any specimen. It has been established on three specimens,

and wishing to examine some features I wrote to the Director of the department in question of the

Riksmuseum in Stockholm, Dr. Hj. Theel, but he answered that the specimens could not be found,

and after the death of Ohlin they were probably lost in one way or another. Consequently I can only

make some remarks based on Ohlin's description and figures.

7. Bergendali is certainly a valid and even an interesting species, as the antennae are much

longer than in any other form from the North Atlantic; the penultimate joint of the peduncle is, ac-

cording to Ohlin's fig 8 a, even a good deal longer than the whole body, and nearly half as long again

as the following joint; if these joints are lost the species can be separated by having the proximal

four-jointed part of the antennae considerably larger than in the other forms of this genus. According

to Ohlin's fig. 8c the basal joint of the antennula has a somewhat aberrant shape; his fig. 8d, repres-

enting the fifth thoracic leg, shows that the third joint is considerably thicker, the fifth joint narrower

in proportion to length, and the seventh joint longer in proportion to the sixth than in /. hirticeps.

The anterior margins of the four anterior segments are said to be crenulate, and the fifth segment

"not at all emarginated behind", but the latter statement is somewhat astonishing.

Ohlin wrote: "Oral parts in no respect differing from those in /. hirticeps^ but unfortunately

he did not say plainly whether a mandibular palp was found or not. His text contains nothing on the

uropods, and I am not sure that they do not possess an exopod. For these and other reasons /. Ber-

gnidali is mentioned later on in the remarks on Echinozone arctica.
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Occnrrence. Ohlin has mentioned a single specimen from East Greenland; it had been taken

at L*t 7i33' N., Long, ai'ynf W, 106 tath.

Distribution. East Spitzbergen: King Charles Island, I .at 785o' N., Long. 2739' K., n fath.;

2 spec. (Ohlin).

82. Lyarachna spinosissima n. sp.

(PI. XI, figs. 10 a 10 e; PL XII, figs, i a-i c).

Male and Female (without marsupium). - Head nearly as broad as second thoracic segment;

in the male (fig. loa) above with several subcylindrical processes and minute tubercles, each terminat-

ing in an articulated spine; four of the largest processes are placed in a row towards the posterior margin,

and the third large pair a little from the antero-lateral margins; in the larger female the processes and

tubercles are somewhat more numerous. First joint of the antennula: (fig. loa and lob) somewhat

oblong, with a few strong spines on the outer margin; the outer distal part is produced somewhat

forwards and terminates in a thick spine.
- The body formed by the four proximal anteunal joints

taken together is considerably larger than in /. hirticeps, and has a few tubercles of very different

size. The mandibles have the palp well developed ; the left mandible (fig. 10 c) possesses a some-

what small movable lacinia and some five short setae, while the moderately small molar process tapers

from near the base to the narrow, setiferous end. The maxillipeds (fig. i a) with second joint propor-

tionately longer and the epipod larger than in /. hirtictps.

In the male (fig. loa) each of the four anterior thoracic segments has a pair of somewhat high

processes a little from the front margin, one pair or two pairs of lateral processes, and the fourth seg-

ment, besides, a pair of processes near the submedian part of the hind margin ; each of these processes

is truncate with a terminal spine; fifth and sixth segments each with a larger number of processes

and small tubercles on the surface and the lateral margins; the small seventh segment (fig. loa and

i b) has two dorsal processes and a spine on each lateral angle. In the female, which is much larger

than the male specimen, the same processes and tubercles are found on the segments and, besides, a

good number of tubercles. Fifth pair of legs (fig. loe) differ much from those in /. hirticcps; fifth

joint is very moderately expanded, about two and a half times as long as broad, and with natatory

setae only on the upper margin, while the opposite margin has some spines, three of which, on tin

proximal third, long and strong; sixth joint is not expanded and without real natatory setae.

Abdomen (fig. i b) oblong-triangular as in the preceding forms, but the proximal half of its

lateral margins has some protuberances, all probably terminating in spines; the upper surface has

several moderately small or quite small tubercles almost regularly arranged on its median area and

towards the lateral margins. Operculum in the female without any conspicuous keel. -- Uropods

(fig. i c) with the endopod somewhat long and no exopod.

Length of the female without marsupium 6 mm., of the male 3*8 mm.

Remarks. I. spinosissima is instantly separated from all other species of the genus by the

numerous processes and tubercles on the surface of the body. The mandibnlar palps and the absence

of the exopod on the uropods shows it to belong to this genus.
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Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at two of its deepest stations in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat. 36: Lat 6i5o' N., Long. 562i' W., 1435 fath
->

tem P- r 5; 2 s Pec - (o*, ?)

South of Davis Strait: Stat 38: Lat 59i2' N., Long. 5i os' W., 1870 fath., temp. 1-3; i spec.

Echinozone G. o. Sars.

Among the generic characters pointed out by Sars two would at first sight seem to be of some

importance, viz. that the mandibles have no palp and that the uropods are biramous. Sars established the

genus on a single species previously described by him as Ilyaraclma coronata, which is conspicuously

thicker than the other forms of Ilyarachna and adorned with larger spiniform processes on the front

margin of the four anterior segments. But characters drawn from the relative breadth of the body

and the armature cannot be used in the diagnosis of the genus Echinozone, as I have a new species,

which has the body as slender as Ilyarachna and no armature on the anterior segments, but agrees

with E. coronata and differs from Ilyarachna in the two features especially pointed out by Sars, viz.

no mandibular palps and biramous uropods. Under these circumstances the genus Echinozone seems

to me to be of very slight value, ought perhaps to be cancelled, and the same is the case with the

genus Aspidarachna G. O. S. But I have not withdrawn these two genera, because, still, we certainly

know too few of the species belonging to or allied to Ilyarachna.

83. Echinozone coronata G. O. Sars.

1870. Ilyarachna coronata G. O. Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiauia for 1869, p. 168.

! 1897. Echinozone G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 139; PI. 61, fig. 2.

The specimens to hand agree, on the whole, well with Sars' figure as to the length and arrange-

ment of the thoracic dorsal processes. Only two fine and large specimens, both from the "Ingolf

Stat. 35, show a marked difference. In normal specimens short denticles alternate with long and robust

spiniform processes on the front margins of the four anterior segments, but in the two specimens

mentioned most of the denticles are spiniform and much longer than usual, being half or conspicuously

more than half of the long processes. The largest of these specimens is 5 mm. long, thus agreeing

with the length stated by Sars.

Occurrence. Captured by the "Ingolf at four stations in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat 32: Lat 6635' N., Long. 5638' W., 318 fath., temp. 3-9; i spec.

Stat 35: Lat. 65 16' N., Long. 55O5' W., 362 fath., temp. 3-6; 3 spec.

Stat 25: Lat 63030' N., Long. 5^25' W., 582 fath., temp. 3-3; 6'/ 2 spec.

South- West of Iceland: Stat. 78: Lat 6o37' N., Loug. 2752' W., 799 fath., temp. 4-5; 3 spec.

Furthermore, it has been secured by the "Thor" at a single place.

South of Iceland: Lat 63i5' N., Long. 2223' W., 114172 fath.; i spec.

Distribution. A specimen was taken by Cand. mag. Ad. Jensen (in "Michael Sars") between

Shetland and Norway : Lat 6o57' N., Long. 342' E., 190 fath. Otherwise it is known only from places

at the west coast of Norway and at Vadso in the Varanger Fjord, 100300 fath. (G. O. Sars).
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s 4. Echinozone arctica n. sp.

(PL XII, figs. 2 a a c).

Male (probably not full-grown).
-- Body nearly as slender as in llyarachna. Head broader than

the first but narrower than the second thoracic segment, with the surface smooth. - - Basal joint of

the antcnnulie (fig. 2 b) very oblong, with the inner margin only a little less than twice as long as

the breadth of the joint; the outer margin somewhat convex without spines; the outer distal part

produced into an oblong process, which has a feathered seta but no spine on the obtuse end. The

four proximal -joints of the antennal peduncle constitute together a large body, much larger than in

any species of llyarachna or Echinozone seen by me, and as long as the sum of the head and the two

anterior thoracic segments; in all probability the two distal joints of the peduncle have been strong

and extremely long.
-- Mandibular palps seem to be entirely wanting; left mandible without movable

laciuia or setae.

The four anterior thoracic segments without spines or crenulatiou on their front margin. Tin-

specimen to hand shows the third segment conspicuously broader than the second, but whether this

may be quite normal is impossible to decide. Fifth segment considerably narrower and a good deal

shorter than the fourth; the posterior margin of both fifth and sixth segments very concave. The

three posterior segments with a conspicuous, rounded tubercle in the median line. (All pairs of

thoracic legs have been well developed, but are lost, excepting their two proximal joints).

Abdomen with a rounded tubercle in the median line somewhat from the base. - - Uropods

(fig. a c) biramous; the endopod is somewhat robust; the exopod (ex) small but distinct

Length of the single male 2-2 mm.

Remarks. In the large size of the proximal 4-jointed part of the antenna: and to a lesser

degree in the shape of the basal joint of the antennulae E. arctica shows more affinity to llyarachna

Bergtndali Ohlin than to any other species of the two genera in question. And therefore I think it

not improbable that /. Brrgcndali in reality ought to be referred to Echinozone. But as the differences

in the thoracic segments between /. Bergendali and E. arctica are so strong both as to shape -

especially of the fifth segment -- and to armature, both must be valid species.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf". The Ilnd Amdrup Expedition captured the single

male described at Jan Mayen, 55 fath.

Group XI. Eurycopini.

Body much varying in shape, rarely slender, generally moderately oblong or rather broad.

Head free, of moderate or very considerable breadth. Eyes wanting. Antennulae dorsal with first joint

plate-shaped, excepting in Syncnrycof>e\ flagellum with several to numerous joints. Antenna: somewhat

to very much longer than the body (in Syncurycope only the proximal part known), as the two distal

joints of the peduncle are considerably or extremely elongate, and the flagellnm has numerous joints;

squama wanting or well developed. Mandibles most frequently mainly as in the lanirini, but the molar

TW l^oM.Er*lkm. III. { . 17
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process distinctly shorter with the end more obliquely cut off; in Munnopsurus their distal parts are

extremely reduced or wanting, and the molar process is a broad, large, rounded tubercle (see later on) ;

palp well developed. Maxillipeds in the main as in the lanirini; epipod moderately or very large.

Thoracic segments divided into two sections; the four anterior segments movable; the three posterior

segments very different from the four anterior, and frequently either only fifth and sixth or all three

immovably coalesced. First pair of legs distinctly prehensile or very slender and then at most feebly

prehensile ;
second pair more similar to third than to first pair, and generally very similar to third pair,

though always distinctly shorter; third and fourth pairs moderately to extremely long, with second

joint long, about as long as or much longer than the third. The three posterior pairs natatory; fifth

and sixth joints more or less expanded with marginal setae; seventh joint always distinct, frequently

long. Uropods ventral, biramous; peduncle oblong or thick, but not lamellar and without any row

of setae on the lateral margin.

Remarks. This group comprises four northern genera: Syneurycope n. gen., Storthyngura

Vanhoffen, Munnopsurus Richardson and Eurycope G. O. Sars, while a fifth genus, Munneurycope

Stephensen, is cancelled and its species referred to Eurycope. The most interesting differences between

this group, the Ilyarachnini and the Munnopsini are found in the second to fourth pair of legs. Other

differences are found in the antennulae, the mandibles, the uropods, etc.

Syneurycope n. gen.

Description. Body very slender. -- Head without any front area marked off by keels. -

Antennulae (figs. 4 34 c) placed at the front end of the head only a little from one another and very

peculiar; first joint snbcylindrical; second joint much longer than the first and attached to its end;

third joint very much longer than the second and longer than the flagellum.
-- Antennae lost except-

ing the four proximal joints (fig. 4d); third joint a little longer than broad or deep, without squama;

fourth joint cylindrical and as long as the third. - - Left mandible (fig. 4 e) about as in the lanirini,

having the incisive part, the movable lacinia, some setae and the cylindrical, strong, at the end obliquely-

cut molar process well developed; third joint of the palp only feebly expanded at the middle. -

Maxillipeds (fig. 4f) with fourth and fifth joints much expanded, but yet narrower than second joint;

sixth joint without any produced lobe; epipod extremely large.

The four anterior thoracic segments movable, while the three posterior segments are immov-

ably fused. Epimera not developed, as the first joint of each leg is rounded, not plate-shaped or pro-

duced in any process.
-- First pair of legs (figs. 4 h and 4!) moderately slender, prehensile; second

joint long, much longer than the third, which is as long as the fifth and slightly longer than the

sixth; fifth joint with a few spines on the lower margin. Second pair (fig. 4k) as to length intermediate

between first and third pairs; second joint about as long as in first pair, a little longer than fifth joint,

which is a little longer than the sixth; third joint somewhat shorter than the second and slightly

longer than the fourth; seventh joint nearly longer than the fourth, and the claw is distinct though

very small. - Third and fourth pairs considerably longer than the body, with fifth and especially

sixth joint very elongate; second joint long, longer than the third, which is much shorter than the
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fourth. - The three posterior natatory pairs uncommonly narrow (figs. 4 a, 4! and 4 n\ decreasing a

little in length and considerably in breadth from fifth to seventh pair; fifth pair ha.s the fifth joint

nearly three times as long as broad and a little broader than the sixth, and both these joints have a

moderate number of nataton' sete along both margins, while in the two posterior pairs these two

joints are IUOTOHI with fewer seta; sixth joint in all three pairs with a long, stiff, nearly spiniform

Mia just below the insertion of seventh joint (fig. 4 in), which is long, more or less compressed, with

the minute claw at the end.

Abdomen (figs. 48 and 4 b) has a very short basal segment, and the articulations in front of

and behind this segment are probably slightly movable. Abdomen posteriorly much produced, with a

somewhat long, narrow portion; the uropods small, biramotis (fig. 40).

Remarks. This genus is more allied to Storthytigura than to the other genera, agreeing with

it in having the three posterior segments coalesced. As in Enrycof>c and Storthyiigitra the mandibles

have all parts well developed. But in Syncuryco/>r the body and the three posterior pairs of legs arc

much more slender than in the other genera, and fourth joint in third and fourth pairs of legs is much

longer than third joint The peduncle of the antenna: differs especially in length and shape of fourth

joint, while the antenuular peduncles differ greatly from those in all other genera of this group or of

the two other allied groups.

Only a single species is known.

85. Syneurycope parallela n. sp.

(PL XII, figs. 4 a-4o).

Male. Very slender, more than five times as long as the breadth of fourth thoracic segment,

very moderately depressed. Each of the four anterior segments and especially the head with the median

dorsal area raised and irregularly sculptured.
-- Antennukc (fig. 4 c) not fully half as long as the body;

first joint considerably longer than deep; second joint more slender than the first and about half as

long again as that joint; third joint slightly shorter than the sum of the two preceding joints, and a

little longer than the flagellum, which consists of about 16 joints. Maxillipeds (fig. 4 f) have the inner

margin of fifth joint armed with a number of irregular, spiniform teeth (fig. 4 g).

First pair of thoracic legs (figs. 4 h and 4 i) with three vertical spines on the lower margin of

fifth joint Second pair (fig. 4 k) with many very short spines on the lower margin of fifth, sixth and

tlic distal part of fourth joint Third and fourth pairs without spines along the margin of fourth to

sixth joint; fourth pair a little more than half as long again as the body.

Abdomen a little shorter than the three posterior thoracic segments combined (fig. 4 b>, consider-

ably more than half as long again as broad, being much produced backwards, with the posterior half

narrow and terminating in an acute angle. The operculum could not be examined; it is very far

from reaching the end of the abdomen. - - The uropods (fig. 4 b and 4 o| small ; the exopod (rx) minute,

while the endopod is about as long as the very oblong peduncle.

I^ength 37 mm.

Remarks. This species is distinguished by many features from all other forms of natatory

Asellota hitherto known. It may, however, be possible that later, if more forms of the genus are

7*
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discovered, some of the characters in the description of the genus will have to be considered only of

specific value.

Occurrence. Taken at a very deep station in the warm area.

South-West of Cape Farewell: Stat 22: L,at. 58io' N., Long. 4825' W., 1845 fath., temp. 1-4; i spec.

As the specimen is unusually well preserved it has perhaps been taken from the meshes of the

trawl, and may possibly be pelagic not too far from the bottom.

Storthyngura Vauhoffen.

Vanhoffen wrote (1914) that he established this new genus for the forms of Eurycope "mit za-

ckigem Abdomen, welche auf dem Korper mehr or weniger bedornt sind", while he left in the old

genus all the species with the abdomen rounded. He enumerated eight species as belonging to Stor-

thyngura, viz. S. intermedia Bedd., S. fragilis Bedd., S. atlantica Bedd., S. nova-zealandice Bedd., S. ca-

ribbca Benedict, i! tnincata Richardson, S. magnispinis Richardson and S. clegans Vanhoffen. He over-

looked my description and figures of Eurycope pulchra H. J. H. (1897), as this species is well armed

with processes and must be referred to Storthyngura.

The existence of processes on thorax and abdomen is a very practical character, but if no other

features could be found, the genus would seem to be of slight value. I have seen only two of the

species enumerated, viz. 5". pulchra H. J. H. and -5". magnispinis Rich., but these species show some

characters which can be considered of generic value if they also are found in the other forms, which

probably is the case. In both species the antennal squama is not set off by an articulation. The three

posterior thoracic segments, though well marked off in 6". pulchra, are immovably coalesced, while the

articulation between thorax and abdomen allows in S. magnispinis a quite feeble and in S. pulchra

no movement The natatory legs have the fifth joint at least almost twice as long as broad, thus less

expanded than in Eurycope, and the median lamella of the male operculum has its central part con-

spicuously narrower than the more distal portion.

Only a single species is known from our area.

86. Storthyngura magnispinis Richardson.

(PI. XII, figs. 3 a- 3 u).

1908. Eurycope magnispinis Richardson, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. Vol. XXXV, p. 84, fig. 21.

Description. Body rather oblong, moderately convex. Head (fig. 3 b) without dorsal keels

or any limited front area; somewhat before the posterior margin a pair of broad and low, circular pro-

tuberances. -- Antennulse considerably less than half as long as the body, in the main as in Eurycope,

inserted on the dorsal surface of the head not far from one another; first joint depressed, about half

as long again as broad, with the antero-interior angle produced into a conspicuous subconical process,

while the distal outer, somewhat broad part is considerably produced and broadly rounded, so that

the second joint, which is rather small and about as long as broad, is placed on the distal upper sur-

face of first joint; third joint slender and about as long as the second; the flagellum with numerous
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joints. The antenna- somewhat more than twice as long as the body. Third joint of the peduncle

(fig. 3 I)) large, with the inner distal comer produced into a rather long and robust proocM directed

forwards and inwards; the squama is not marked off by any suture and is shaped as a subconical tubercle;

fourth joint about as long as broad. -- Left mandible (fig. 30) with the incisive part, the movable

lacinia and the setae well developed; the molar process is of moderate length, very thick at the base

and tapering much to the end, which is cut off obliquely. Maxillipeds (fig. 3d) moderately broad;

fifth joint very broad and slightly broader than the fourth; sixth joint with a somewhat small lobe;

epipod more than twice as long as broad, with the distal half of the outer margin cuncave, and a

protruding obtuse angle at the middle of that margin.

First thoracic segment (fig. 3 a) has a small median process at the front margin, while each

antcro-lateral corner is produced in a robust and moderately long process directed outwards and much

forwards. The three following segments each with a median process directed upwards and forwards;

each antero-lateral corner is produced into a slender, moderately small process, and l>ehind this pro-

cess is seen the epimeron, which is bifid, with its anterior part produced into a long and a little curved

process directed forwards and outwards, and its posterior part produced into a tooth. - The three

posterior segments are, as already stated, dorsally fused, so that no suture but only an impression is

seen on the broad median part; each segment has a pair of short dorsal processes, and the side is

produced into a long, on fifth and sixth segments even very long, process. The dorsal processes on

all thoracic segments are conspicuously longer in the male than in the female, while sexual difference

is on the whole less developed in the lateral processes.
- The articulation between thorax and abdo-

men allows a feeble movement

The four anterior pairs of legs (figs. 3 e, 3 f and 3 g) in the main as in some smaller species of

Eurycope ; third (fig. 3 g) and fourth pairs subsimilar in length and scarcely as long as the body. Se-

cond to fourth pair yet more robust than in Eurycope, with sixth joint increasing considerably in

depth from base to end, and armed on the lower margin with a moderate number of strong spines;

seventh joint uncommonly long, about two-thirds or more as long as the sixth. The three posterior

pairs (figs. 3 h and 3 i) have the fifth joint about three times as long as broad, and almost the proxi-

mal half of the lower margin without setae; sixth joint nearly as long as the fifth, but conspicuously

more narrow and closely set with seta along most of both margins; seventh joint
-- with the claw

not marked off about three-fourths as long as sixth joint

Abdomen without any short basal segment; on the surface it has a median vertical tubercle

near the base and a pair of submedian minute tubercles behind the middle, on each side a long basal

process and a similar process behind the middle; the posterior part is a little produced but broad,

with the hind margin straight or slightly concave, and each lateral margin of the produced part u

convex and serrate (fig. 3k). The female operculum (fig. 3 k) nearly as long as broad, with the po-

sterior half of the margin semicircular. In the male the operculum (fig. 3 1) is somewhat longer than

broad; the median lamella with the major part of the lateral margins considerably concave, as each

pleopod tapers from the moderately broad basal part to near the middle, then is gradually widened to

somewhat from the end and finally tapers to the end, which has the outer corner produced as a tri-

angular protuberance, and the hind margin of the lamella is consequently somewhat incised (fig. 3 in);
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the second pair of pleopods (fig. 3 n) have the distal part somewhat produced, moderately broad and

rounded; the copnlatory organ is somewhat slender, with the distal fourth filiform and reaching a little

beyond the end of the pleopod.
- The outer branch of the penultimate pair of pleopods is narrow.

- Uropods (fig. 3 k) in both sexes of very moderate size; the peduncle is slender and about as long

as the endopod, which is somewhat longer than the thinner exopod.

Length of a female with marsupium 4-2 mm., of a large male 37 mm.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at two deep stations in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat. 24: Lat. 63o6' N., Long. 56oo' W., 1199 fath., temp. 2-4; 6 spec.

Stat 36: Lat. 6i5o' N., Long. 562i' W., 1435 fath., temp. 1-5; 7 spec.

Distribution. The type, hitherto the only specimen recorded, was taken by the "Albatross"

at Lat. 3949'N., Long. oS^S'/z' W., 1467 fath., temp. 3-15 (Richardson).

MunnOpSUrUS Richardson.

In 1912 Harriet Richardson published a small paper containing only the description of

nopsurus arcticus, n. gen., n. sp., from Novaya Zemlya. This form is Eurycopc gigantca G. O. Sars, but

while Richardson's name for the species consequently must be cancelled, the genus may be accepted.

To the same genus Eurycopc longipes Tatt. must be referred; that Eurycopc gigantca G. O. S. forma

australis Vauhoffen from the antarctic deep-sea is a third species can be considered as certain, but

Vanhoffen's statements and figures (1914) are too imperfect for closer comparison.

In Etirycopc the mandibles have the incisive part and the movable lacinia (on the left man-

dible) well developed, and generally a row of setae, rarely a single seta; the molar process is consider-

ably protruding, rather well defined and its end cut off (comp. figures in Sars' Account). In the two

northern species of Munnopsurus the incisive part is simple with a single tooth or none, the movable

lacinia and the row of setae completely wanting, while the molar process is shaped as a broad, large

tubercle with the end rounded and bearing a small bundle of stiff setae (PI. XII, fig. 6 a, and, besides,

figs. 3 c and 3 d on PI. XX in "Dijmphna-Togtets zool.-bot. Udbytte", 1887). In no form hitherto stu-

died mandibles intermediate between those in Eurycopc and Munnopsurus have been found, and there-

fore the genus Munnopsurus must at least provisionally be considered as valid, though in all other

characters it is closely allied to Eurycope, in that the antenna have a distinct squama well marked off,

that all thoracic segments are movable, that second joint of second to fourth pair of legs are long,

longer than the third joint, and that second pair is very similar to third pair.

The name Munnopsurus is unfortunately badly chosen, as its species are related to Eurycopc

and not to Jlfunnopst's, from which they differ much, not only in general aspect but in having second

pair of legs nearly similar to third pair (in Muimopsis second pair is prehensile, similar to first and

very different from third pair), in having second joint of third and fourth pairs of legs long, in the

posterior thoracic segments, uropods, etc.

The two above-named northern species are represented in the material.
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s; Munnopsurus giganteus G. O. Sara.

tl'l. XII. fig. 5 a).

1877. Ktirycopr gigontfa G. O. Sara, Arch. f. Math, og Naturv. Vol. II, p. 353.

! 1885. G. O. Sars, North-Atl Exp. p. 130; PI. XI, figs. 1-35.
'

;
"" H. J. Hanson, Dijniphna-Togtets zool.-bot. Udbytte, p. 198; PI. XX, figs. 3-3 m.

i>M2. A/tiHnof>s*rus arch'cus Richardson, Bull. 1'InsL Ocean. Monaco, No. 227.

The differences between this species and M. longiprs are pointed out in the notes on the

latter form.

There is scarcely more than a single point to add to the accounts given by Sars and myself.

Hut that point is a morphological observation of interest Fig. 53 represents the proximal parts of

the left maxilliped seen from below and attached to its stemite (j/). The small transverse plate, frx,

!> the hitherto undiscovered pnecoxa of the maxillipeds, placed between the sternite (*/) and the coxal

joint, ex, generally considered as the first joint The piece marked Aor is the proximal part of the

"basis", generally described as the second, long joint of the maxillipeds. So much may be said here;

the whole morphological question has been dealt with on p. 9,
- - It may be noted here that the exo-

pod of fourth pair of pleopods is rather broad, lamellar, with the end obtuse.

Among the large material seen by me I have found only a single female with the niarsujmiin

fully developed; this female, from the Kara Sea, is 33 mm. long; the general size of the male is 24

25 mm.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf
1

at seven stations, all in the cold area.

North of the Faeroes: Stat 140: Lat6329' N., Long. 6$f W., 780 fath., temp. + 0-9; 2 spec.

Stat 138: Lat 6326' N., Long. 756' W., 471 fath., temp. -5-06; 4 spec.

But of Iceland: Stat. 103: Lat 6623' N., Long. 852' W., 579 fath., temp. *- 06; i spec.

Stat 101: Lat 6623'N., Long. i2os' W., 537 fath., temp. -7-07; 10 spec.

North of Iceland: Stat 126: Lat 67i9' N., Long. 15*52' W., 293 fath., temp. ^ 0-5"; 4 spec

Stat 124: Lat 674o' N., Long. i54o' W., 495 fath., temp, -f- 0-6; 2 spec.

South of Jan Mayen: Stat 116: Lat To'os'N., Long. 826' W., 371 fath., temp. -4- 0-4; i spec
It has been taken in Denmark Strait off East Greenland at Lat 664a' N., Long. 2o4o' W., 292

fath., temp. +0-11 (Grieg), and east of Iceland: Lat 64S3' Ni L n io"oo'W. (Grieg).

Distribution. Taken by Admiral Wandel a little south-east of the Faeroes: Lat 6i23'N.,

Ixmg. 42i' W., 505 fath., temp. -i- 0-4, i spec It was recorded from the Faroe Channel, 540 fath. (Nor-

man) and from a place north-east of the Faeroes: Lat 63o6' N., Long. 2*46' W., 483 fath^ temp, -h 1-07

(Grieg). Sars recorded it from three stations in the cold area west of Norway, 350 to 634 fath., from

two places in the cold area west and south-west of Beeren Eiland, 447 and 658 fath., finally from two

places north-west of Spitsbergen, respectively 459 fath., temp,
-*- it>, and Lat 8o3' N., 260 fath., temp.

-f 1-1. Furthermore recorded from King Charles Island, East Spitzbergen, 3237 fath. (Ohliu), from

near Beeren Eiland, 40 fath. (Hoek), from Novaya Zemlya (Richardson), and it is very common in the

Kara Sea, 20100 fath. (several authors).

That I consider M. gigantcus forma aus/ra/ts Yanhoffen from the antarctic deep-sea ax a dif-

ferent species is already mentioned.
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88. Munnopsurus longipes Tattersall.

(PI. XII, figs. 6 a 6 b).

1905. Eurycope longipes Tattersall, Isopoda, p. 30 and 75; PI. X, figs, r 8.

Tattersall has published an elaborate decription with figures of this species. He also pointed

out differences between it and M. giganteus, but some points may be added, and a view of the main

differences may be useful. Of M. longipes I have only a single adult specimen, a male, but there is

probably no sexual difference worth mentioning in an}' organ excepting the abdominal operculum.

In M. giganteus the antennulse are less than half, in M. longipes considerably more than half,

as long as the body. In M. giganteus the first pair of legs, when stretched backwards, do not reach

the middle of the abdominal operculum; their second joint is about as long as the sum of fifth and

sixth thoracic segments and somewhat shorter than fifth joint, which is conspicuously thicker towards

the base than at the end, and at least twice as long as the sixth; in M. longipes this pair are con-

spicuously more slender and reach to the posterior end of the abdomen, while their second joint is

very conspicuously longer than the sum of fifth and sixth thoracic segments, and only a little shorter

than, or as long as, fifth joint, which is scarcely thicker at the base than near the distal end, and

considerably less than twice as long as the sixth. -- In M. giganteus the abdomen is broader than

long, and as long as the three posterior thoracic segments combined; in M. longipes it is produced back-

wards, somewhat longer than broad, and conspicuously longer than the three posterior thoracic seg-

ments combined. --In M. giganteus the median lamella of the male operculum tapers feebly near the

end, and the end of each half is divided by a deep incision into two lobes, the outer almost as large

and nearly as long as the inner; in M. longipes the median lamella tapers posteriorly much (fig. 6b)

to a little from the end; each half terminates in a short and broad, rounded lobe, and at the outer

base of this lobe a somewhat small, triangular and acute tooth is seen. Finally it may be mentioned

that in M. giganteus the molar tubercle on the mandibles is low, in M, longipes much higher (fig. 6 a);

in M. giganteiis the maxillipeds have second and third joints of the palp considerably broader in propor-

tion to length than in M. longipes (comp. my fig. in "Dijmphna-Togtet" with Tattersall's fig. 5),
while

the difference in the shape of sixth joint mentioned by Tattersall must be merely accidental.

As my specimens of M. longipes have lost most of the antennae and thoracic legs excepting

first pair, there may exist unknown differences between M. giganteus and M. longipes in these appendages.

Length of the best male 18-2 mm. -- The other specimen is only 4-3 mm. long, and differs from

the large specimen especially in the shape of the end of the median opercular lamella, but supposing

that this difference and the somewhat more clumsiness of the preserved second joint of first legs are

due to age, I venture to refer it to the present species.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a deep station in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat. 36: Lat. 6i5O
;

N., Long. 562i' W., 1435 fath., temp. 1-5; i spec, (large J
1

).

The "Thor" captured the above-mentioned small male in the warm area.

South-West of the Faeroes: Lat 6ii5' N., Long. 935' W., 463 515 fath.; i spec.

Distribution. Some specimens taken in tow-net on trawl or dredge at two places west of

Ireland, 350 and 454 fath. (Tattersall).
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Eurycope o. o. Sars.

In his Account San has given a good description of the genus with eight Norwegian pedk
in Eurycoff as limited by Sars a number of species not known at Norway have now been removed

to MortkyMguro Vanh. and Afunnofsurus Rich. After their removal the remaining forms agree with

each other in the following features.

The body is oval and more or less oblong, without processes. Head generally with the front area

-h.irply limited, at least on the sides. The antenmike are dorsal; first joint large, depressed, rather

plate-shaped; second joint somewhat small and short, inserted on the upper surface of first joint before

its front margin. Antennae with a distinct exopod marked off by a suture or articulation. Mandibles

with the cutting edge divided into teeth, the movable lacinia on left mandible well developed, some

setae or at least a single seta behind the lacinia, the molar process well developed, moderately to

thick with the end cut off. The articulation between thorax and abdomen and that between sixth

and seventh segments well developed. The legs are mentioned in the diagnosis of the group; in this

genus fifth joint of the natatory legs is very broad, considerably or much less than twice as long as

broad. Median lamella of the male operculum at most very moderately narrowed at the middle.

The material from our area comprises thirteen species, six among them described from Nor-

way, four have been established on species from various other seas and three are new. As some of

the forms unknown to Sars are more or less allied to one or another of his species, I found it useful

to pay attention to some features not valued or totally omitted in his descriptions, and to correct a

ic\v points. Nearly all my specimens have lost most or all thoracic legs, but fortunately their shape
or length are not necessary for the determination, as the peduncles of antennulie and antenna*, the

surface of the head, the maxillipeds, the uropods, and the abdominal operculum in both sexes afford a

number of excellent characters.

The thirteen species may be divided into two sections in the following way.

Sect A. Species with all thoracic segments freely movable Species 89 to 97.

Sect B. Species with fifth and sixth thoracic segments completely fused, without any dorsal suture

between them excepting near the lateral margins Spec 98 to 101.

89. Eurycope Murrayi Walker.

(PL XII, figs. 7 a-7b).

1903. Mtinttofisis? Afurrayi Walker, Ann. Mag. Nat Hist Ser. 7, Vol. XII, p. 227; PL XVIII, figs.

1-6.

1905. Munnof>sis Afurrayi Tattersall, Isopoda, p. 24 and 73; PL V, fig. 8.

1911- Tattersall, Nord. Plankton. VI. Die nord. Isopoden, p. 190, figs. 814.

1913. MuttHdirycopc Tjaljientis Stephensen, Vid. Medd. fra den naturh. Forening i Kjobenhavn, VoL

64, p. 99, figs. 6 &
! 1915- Stephensen, in Rep. Danish Oceanogr. Exped. 1908-10, VoL II, No.

3- p. 23. fi R- * 3-

Tttt Up*F, f iilt>i. Ill j.
I*
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The species has suffered from a peculiar fate. It is difficult to understand why Walker referred

it, with a query, to Munnopsis, as a glance at his figure of the male shows that the animal stands

far apart from that genus. Tattersall not only followed Walker, but even dropped the query; it is a

new, interesting case that a wrong opinion not infrequently acts as a suggestion, so that a successor

accepts it without critical consideration. Stephensen, who believed that the species established by him

as Munneurycope Tjalfiensis was closely allied to but differing from M. Murrayi Walk., saw correctly

that it could not remain in Munnopsis, and therefore he established a new genus for its reception, but

neither in 1913 nor in 1915 was he aware that it would be difficult to point out any character worthy

to be considered of generic value between his new genus and Eurycope. In his first-named paper

Stephensen referred the forms Munnopsis longicornis H.J.H. and M. oceanica Tatt. to his new genus

Munneurycope, but in 1915 he removed these two species, so that Munneurycope should only comprise

M. Murrayi Walk, and M. Tjalfiensis Steph.

Before entering on the question whether M, Tjalfiensis is a synonym to M. Murrayi or a sepa-

rate species, we may examine some features in order to judge of the validity of the genus Munneu-

rycope. In 1915 Stephensen published a good number of new figures of his M. Tjalfiensis. The first

antennular joint is somewhat longer than broad, while in most, but not in all, species of Eurycope it

is broader than long; furthermore, and what is of more interest, the joint in M. Tjalfiensis has no

produced antero-lateral part, but in this respect it agrees with the joint in E. nodifrons n. sp. Conse-

quently the outline of first antennular joint does not afford any generic character. As to the shape

of the body, the anteunulse, antennae, mandibles, maxillipeds, thoracic segments and legs as far as

these are known M. Tjalfiensis agrees in every point worth mentioning with Eurycope. The uropods

have the exopod extremely small as compared with the endopod, but in several species of Eurycope

the exopod is somewhat or considerably shorter than the exopod. The lateral plates of the male oper-

culum show a difference, as the big coupling hook in M. Tjalfiensis (fig. 7 b) originates at the trun-

cate, nearly transverse end of the plate, while, f. inst, in E. inermis (PI. XIII, fig. 2 h) the postero-

interior angle of the plate is cut off in a way so that the margin where the hook is seen in reality

is the somewhat oblique terminal part of the inner margin of the plate. Finally, the penultimate pair

of pleopods have the exopod narrow with the end acute in several species of Eurycope, while it is

broader, obtuse, lamellar in M. Tjalfiensis, but unfortunately it is unknown in some species of Eury-

cope. All differences observed have been enumerated here, and I suppose that Carciuologists may

agree that Munneurycope cannot be maintained. But still one particular may be mentioned. Stephensen

pointed out an antennal scale in his species and added: "This last feature has not, as far as I am aware,

hitherto been found in any Munnopsid" ; the antennal squama, however, had been figured and men-

tioned by me in 1887 ("Dijmphna-Togtet") as found in Eurycope gigantca.

Then the question on the validity of E. Tjalfiensis as separate from E. Murrayi. In 1915

Stephensen enumerated four differences between his own animals and the descriptions and figures of

Walker and Tattersall. His animals had "a blackish brown or dark colour", which he thinks is a

specific character, because this unusual colour was not mentioned by the two English authors. It is

true that Walker said nothing on the colour, but the description had been published more than four

and a half years after the capture of the specimens, and I suppose that they had been preserved al-
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most four years before his description was written, and that therefore the colour had faded consider-

ably; Tattersall said in 1911: "Faroe schwarx". Stephensen wrote : -The exopodite is evenly rounded,

not indented; Exopodite" is decidedly an error instead of "epipodite", and when Walker figured the

<li>tal part of the inner margin of the epipod of the maxillipeds as deeply and irregularly serrate it is

certainly erroneous; such serration is not found in any species of the group Eiirycopini. \ do not

quite understand Stephensen's statement on the palp of the maxillipeds: "the median edge of the 4.

joint being somewhat concave" in M. Tjalfimsis ; judging from his figure he ought to have said

third joint", as this joint has on his figure the inner margin somewhat concave; unfortunately his

figure is as to this point either incorrect or shows an individual variation, as I have examined the

maxillipeds of some specimens, two among them of his material, and found the inner margin of third

joint convex, as shown on my drawing (fig. 7 a), consequently as to this point agreeing with Walker's

figure of K. Murrayi. That, as Stephensen pointed out, there is a difference in the small terminal joint

of the maxillipeds between his species and Walker's figure is true, but it is easily seen that Walker's

figures m to such minor points are not accurate, and his text contains nothing on that feature.

Finally Stepheusen wrote: "Furthermore, the metasome of M. Murrayi is stated as having a blunt carina;

no trace of any such is visible in the specimens here concerned." The upper surface of the abdomen

is so thin-skinned that it generally is irregularly impressed or somewhat folded, and no keel is visible,

but on a well preserved abdomen I observed a feeble, rounded median keel For the rest, Stephensen
and Walker use the term "metasome" for very different sections of the body, as Walker wrote (p. 228) ;

"The first of the last three segments (metasome) with a large oval tubercle on each side of a central

cleft" On well preserved specimens I find a longitudinal median cleft not only on the first segment

but on the anterior part of the two other segments of the so-called "metasome" on sixth and seventh

thoracic segments the cleft widens posteriorly to be a triangular depressed area - - and the surface

at each side of the cleft is raised like a badly defined blunt keel or oblong tubercle. It is seen that

Walker wrongly applies the name "metasome" used by Sars in his Account and Stephensen has followed

Sars. - - I have now analyzed all the differences pointed out by Stephensen as distinctive characters

for his Munnntrycopc Tjalfiensis, and it is absolutely certain that it must be cancelled as only a sy-

nonym. But it may be added that most of Stephensen's figures in 1915 are fairly accurate, and quite

sufficient not only for recognizing the species, but for judging of its peculiarities and affinities.

Occurrence, E, Afnrrayt has not been gathered by the "Ingolf". but at a single locality by

the "Tjalfe" and at five places by the "Thor".

West of Cape Farewell: Lat 6oO7' N., Long. 4826' W. 2000 in. wire out, i spec. (Stephensen).

South of Iceland: Lat 6i34' N., Long. H)o$' W., Young-fish trawl, iHoo m. wire out; 4 spec

Lat 6i3o' N., Long. I7o8' W., 1800 in. 14 spec

Lat 6_47' N-* Long. isO3' W., 1500 m. a spec

South-West of the Faeroes: Lat6ooo'N., Long. io35' W., Young-fish trawl, looom. wire out; 3 spec

Lat 5952'N., Long. 953'W., 150001.
-

5' /.spec

Distribution. Taken at several places west of Ireland in townet or young-fish trawl in

depths between 350 and 1710 fath. (Walker and Tattersall.). Stephensen recorded it in 1915 from seven
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places in the East Atlantic between Lat 5O25' N. and Lat. 3553' N., in every case taken in the young-

fish trawl, with the length of the wire out varying from 1500 to 2800 m.

According to all gatherings E. Murrayi is pelagic in the deeper layers of the North-Atlantic.

90. Eurycope nodifrons n. sp.

(PL XIII, figs, i a i d).

Male. Body (fig. i a) a little more than two and a half times as long as broad. - The head

(fig. i b) has no sharply defined front area, and consequently no rostral projection from the vertex be-

tween the first joints of the antennulae, but the area in question is raised longitudinally, with its

posterior half forming a broad, rounded keel marked off by a transverse impression from the anterior

half, which is a much broader, considerably vaulted and rounded protuberance.

Of the antennulse only the left is present. Basal joint rather plate-shaped, slightly broader than

long; the lateral margins converge much forwards to the anterior margin which is transverse, and

consequently the joint has no antero-interior lobe; second joint, which is inserted considerably behind

the front margin of the first, is medium-sized and slightly longer than the third. Antennae (fig. i a)

with the squama well set off, moderately small and somewhat broad at the base, triangular, scarcely

one-third as long as the breadth of the third joint
-- Mandibles nearly as in E. cornuta. Maxillipeds

(fig. i c) in the main as in E. Murrayi, but a little more narrow, and the epipod is about three and a

half times as long as broad, with the end obtuse and the outer margin not concave.

First thoracic segment (fig. i a) uncommonly long, much longer than the second, while the

fourth is very short at the middle; the epimera considerably produced, seen from above triangular and

acute. The three posterior segments with their anterior margins extremely convex, and the segments

have a longitudinal median impression.

Abdomen longer than in the following forms, nearly as long as broad. The pleopods of first

pair in the male (fig. i d) have the proximal two-thirds of their outer margin somewhat concave; at

the beginning of the distal third they are as broad as at the base, and then each tapers posteriorly;

the terminal part of each pleopod is divided by a rounded incision into two lobes, the inner a little

longer than broad, distally broadly rounded and much longer than the outer, which is much narrower

and shorter and directed more outwards; the broad end of the inner lobe has several setae, while the

narrow end of the outer is naked. The lateral plates of the operculum rather broad, with the terminal

part feebly produced, and the thick coupling hook originating before the rounded end. (Uropods lost).

Length 5 mm.

Remarks. At first sight E. nodifrons is somewhat similar to E. inermis n. sp. or E. cor-

nuta G. O. S., but on a closer examination it is seen to be intermediate between E. Murrayi and E.

inermis in having no front area marked off by keels and no rostral projection, in the shape of the

anterior half of first antennular joint, the shape of the three posterior segments and the abdomen, as

the segments have the anterior margin very convex, and the abdomen is somewhat long. One of the

most interesting differences between E. Murrayi and E. nodifrons is, that in the former species the

basal joint of the anterior pairs of legs is not produced as an epimeral triangular plate, while in E.

nodifrons epimeral plates are well developed as in E. cornuta and several other species.
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Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single deep station in the warni are*.

Davis Strait: StaL 36: L,at 6i5o' N., Long. t,6n' W., 1435 fatlu, 1-5; i spec.

91. Eurycope cornuta G. O. Sars.

(PI. XII, figs.8a-8k).

1864. Eurycofif cornuta G. O. Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania for 1863, p. aoo,

i88a robusta Harger, Rep. U. S. Comrn. Fish and Fisheries for 1878, PL VI, p. 332; PI. Ill,

fig. 15.
i
^ comuta G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 145; PL 64.

The richly illustrated account of this species published by Sars is good as to most particulars,

but in order to distinguish E. cornuta easily from the two or three next species it is found necessary

to redescribe several features.

Sars wrote: "... front produced to an acute, rostriform projection", but this is not correct The

projection or rather the anteriorly protruding part of the front area (fig. 8 a) is not acute; even in co-

t\(>es of Sars the end of the projection is emarginate and its upper surface somewhat concave long-

itudinally, as the lateral margins of the front area are raised; furthermore the projection, when seen

essentially from the side, has its upper margin horizontal, with the anterior part not curved down-

wards, and the end of the projection free -- The basal joint of the antennula: (figs. 8 b, 8c and 8d)

varies somewhat in shape in individuals even from the same haul; the inner margin is straight, some-

what or considerably shorter than the breadth of the joint, and from a little to a good deal shorter

than the distance between the antero-exterior point of the front margin and an obtuse or rounded

angle on the hind margin; the anterior margin is irregularly but considerably concave, as the antero-

interior part of the joint is produced into a somewhat short lobe; second joint, which originates on

the surface of the first considerably behind its front margin, is middle-sized, conspicuously thicker in

the male (figs. 8c and 8d) than in the female (fig. 8b); the third joint is much more slender, as long

as or somewhat longer than the second. - - Antennal squama (fig. 8 e, sq) well set off, oblong-triangular,

conspicuously less than half as long as the breadth of third antennal joint, and armed at the end and

laterally with a few small spines.

Abdominal operculum in the female seen from below (fig. 8 g) much broader than long, in the

main transversely oval, with somewhat more than the posterior half of its whole margin almost semi-

circular; on the lower surface it has a median keel, which is rather far from reaching the anterior or

the posterior margin. Seen from the side (fig. 8f) the female operculum is highly vaulted, with it*

lower margin angular at the middle, and the posterior angle is rounded. The median lamella (fig.

8 h) of the male operculum about two and a half times as long as broad, at the middle feebly narrowed,

and the distal half of each outer margin flatly convex excepting at the end, as the terminal part of

each pleopod is produced backwards as a small plate (fig. 8 i), which is broader than long, with its

hind margin somewhat convex and the postero-lateral corner produced into a small, triangular tooth

directed outwards. The lateral plates (fig. 8 k) of the male operculum are very- broad, though consider-

ably longer than broad, without any broad, hairy lobe on the outer side near the base; the outer
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margin is slightly concave somewhat before the end, which is feebly produced as a short and moder-

ately broad lobe; the copulatory organ has its second joint long, a good deal longer than the plate,

especially because the part containing vesicle and dnct is two and a half times as long as the distance

from base to vesicle; the thick hook is placed somewhat before the end of the plate, and the distal

part of the inner margin of the plate inside the articulation of the hook is a little concave. - The

uropods have the basal joint thick and the rami are, as stated by Sars, subequal in length, but the

outer ramus is more slender than the inner.

Remarks. The differences between E. cornuta and the two next species are mentioned with

these forms.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single station.

North of Iceland: Stat. 128: Lat 665o' N., Long. 2OO2' W., 194 fath., temp. 0-6; i spec.

Furthermore it is known from three places in Baffin Bay, viz. Lat. 7iio' N., Long. 5856' W.,

199 fath. (H. J. Hansen); Umanak Fjord, ab. Lat 71 N. (H. J. Hansen) and Lille Karajak Fjord, ab.

Lat. 7O3o' N. (Vanhoffen).
-- But when Grieg (1907) recorded it as having been captured by the Duke

of Orleans off East Greenland at Lat. 7558'/ 2
'

N., Long. I4o8' W., 300 m., temp. 0-4, and, besides, in

Denmark Strait at Lat. 6642' N., Long. 264o' W., 550 m., temp. -|-o
- ii

,
I consider these statements

as possible but not certain, because I do not feel convinced that in the one or in both cases the

animals in question have not belonged to E. inermis n. sp., formerly mixed up with E. cornuta by

Sars (see below).

Distribution. It occurs "along the whole coast of Norway, from the Christiania Fjord to

Vadso, in depths ranging from 50 to 400 fathoms" (G. O. Sars). In Skager Rak it has been taken 15

sea-miles from the lighthouse of the Skaw, 125 fath. (Meinert), and at a number of places between Jutland

and Norway, in 130 to 340 fath. (H. J. Hansen); the "Thor" has taken it in the North Sea off southern

Norway: Lat 5832' N., Long. 4i8' E., 148 fath. As E. robtisfa Harger is synonymous with E. cornula,

this species is known from the Gulf of St. Lawrence, 220 fath. (Harger), but when Harriet Richardson

(1905) said: "Atlantic coast of North America" I do not know any observation on which this too loose

statement has been based, and the authoress had evidently not seen any specimen in the U. S. National

Museum, as she only reprinted the text of Sars.

In 1886 Sars wrote that the Norwegian North-Atlantic Exp. had taken E. cornuta at nine

stations in the cold area between Norway Spitzbergen and Iceland the Faeroes in depths from 350

to 1215 fath., and that the animals were in part unusually large. I am sure that all these animals in

reality belong to E. inermis n. sp. and E. Hanseni Ohlin, both larger than E. cornuta, similar in aspect

and inhabiting the cold area. Stuxberg's statement, copied by Sars and Stephensen, that E. cornuta

has been taken in the Kara Sea, is also certainly wrong.

92. Eurycope inermis n. sp.

(PL XIII, figs. 2 a-2 1).

Description. Similar to E. cornuta, but larger and a little more slender (fig. 2 a), as a rule

a little more than two and a half times as long as broad.
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Tin- front area between the basal joints of the antennuUc is rather narrow, longitudinally con-

e with the lateral margins raised (fig. a b) and it tapers strongly forwards, but instead of being

horizontal as in E. contttta or . HansrMi its anterior part, seen somewhat from the side, slope* down-

wards and terminates below without being well marked off from the front just above the vaulted

clyjM First joint of the antennulae (fig. 2 c) shaped as in E. rornu/a, especially as the antero-iuterior

lobe is somewhat short, considerably broader than long; second joint inserted and shaped as in E. cor-

MH/a, considerably thicker in the male than in the female, a little or somewhat shorter than the more

slender third joint
- Antennal squama (fig. a d) oblong-triangular, terminating in a spine, and slightly

more than half as long as the breadth of third joint
--

Maxillipeds (fig. a e) have the second joint,

counted to the articulation of third joint, half as long again as broad (in this respect it agrees with

. corHuta, as Sars has figured the second joint too short); the distal terminal corner of the epipod

more rounded than in E, cornuta.

Thoracic segments (fig. a a) nearly as in E. cornuta, the epimera a little more produced than

in that specfafc

The female abdominal operculum very different from that in E. cornttta. Seen from be-low (fig.

a k) it is broadest much before the middle, and then the most lateral part at each side constitutes a

rounded rather short lobe directed outwards; the great portion of the operculum behind these lobes

is triangular with each lateral margin a little sinuate and the end narrowly rounded; the surface has

a high keel from somewhat from the base to near the posterior end. Seen from the side (fig. a i) the

operculum is highly vaulted ; its lower margin is bent, forming an angle of about 100, which is placed so

far backwards as the insertions of the uropods; the lower margin in front of that angle is long and

straight, and behind the angle it is somewhat short and almost vertical on the lower surface of the

abdomen. - The male abdominal operculum also differs much from that in E. cornuta. Its median

lamella (fig. a f) is narrower, about three times as long as broad and more constricted near the middle;

the terminal part of each pleopod forms a lobe (fig. a g), which is conspicuously longer than broad,

with setse along its somewhat convex outer margin and the rather narrowly rounded end; at the

outer base of the lobe the pleopod is suddenly a little broader, so that a small and low, rectangular

and protruding part is observed. Each lateral plate (fig. 2 h) has a kind of low but very broad, rounded

lobe on the basal part at the outer margin, and this lobe has some marginal hairs; the distal half of

the outer margin is considerably concave, and the terminal part of the plate is produced into a lobe

as long as broad, with both margins concave and the end narrow with a few setae; the copulatory

organ has its second joint rather short, only a little more than half as long as the plate, and the part

containing vesicle and duct is only somewhat longer than the part from base to vesicle; the distal part of

the inner margin, which runs across the coupling hook, is more concave than in E. cornuta. - - Uropods

(fig. a 1) with the peduncle thick, the endopod considerably longer and much thicker than the endopod.

Length of large males from the cold area 99-3 mm., of females 911-5 mm., but the two

largest females, both from the "Ingolf" Stat 103, have no marsupium and are ii-a and 11-5 mm. long.

The length of adult specimens from the warm area 5-5 to 7 mm.

Remarks. E. inermis is abundantly distinguished from E. cornufa by having the anterior

part of the front area curved downwards and without any freely protruding end, by the unequal length
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of the rami of the uropods, and by the totally different shape of the abdominal operculum both in

male and female. But I have been unable to find any difference excepting in size between specimens

from the warm and from the cold area. - The differences between E. inermis and E. Hanseni are

pointed out later on.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at five stations in the warm and nine in the cold area.

Davis Strait: Stat 35: Lat 65i6' N., Long. 55O5' W., 362 fath., temp. 3-6; 9 spec.

Stat 28: Lat 65
c

i4' N., Long. 5542' W., 420 fath., temp. 3-5; 5 spec.

Stat. 27: Lat 6454' N., Long. 55io' W., 393 fath., temp. 3-8; 4 spec.

West of Iceland: Stat 96: Lat 6524' N., Long. 29oo' W., 735 fath., temp. 1-2; i spec.

South-West of Iceland: Stat 76: Lat 6o5o' N., Long. 265o' W., 806 fath., temp. 4-1; i spec.

North of the Faeroes: Stat 139: Lat. 6336' N., Long. 73o' W., 702 fath., temp. -7-0-6; 2 spec.

East of Iceland: Stat 103: Lat. 6623' N., Long. 852' W., 579 fath., temp. -f-o-6; 12 spec.

Stat 102: Lat. 6623' N., Long. io26' W., 750 fath., temp, -4-0-9; 3 spec.

North of Iceland: Stat 126: Lat 6^!^' N., Long. i552
r

W., 293 fath., temp. -4-0-5; 5 spec.

Stat. 124: Lat 674o' N., Long. i54o' W., 495 fath., temp. -4-0-6; i l

/ 2 spec.

North-East of Iceland: Stat 120: Lat 6729' N., Long. u32' W., 885 fath., temp. -4- ro; 8 spec.

Stat. 119: Lat. 6753' N., Long. ioi9' W.. 1010 fath., temp. -4- ro; 2 spec.

South of Jan Mayen: Stat. 117: Lat og ^' N., Long. 823' W., 1003 fath., temp, -i- ro; ab. 18 spec.

Stat 116: Lat. 7OO5' N., Long. 826' W., 371 fath., temp. -1-0-4; 10 spec.

Besides, this species has been taken by the "Thor" at two places in the warm area.

South-West of the Faeroes: Lat 6ii7' N., Long. 93o' W., 443 fath.; 5 spec.

Lat 6ii5' N., Long. 935' W., 463 515 fath.; ab. 15 spec.

Distribution. E. inermis has not been separated from E. cornuta by Sars, and I am sure

that his animals from at least several of the nine stations in the cold area enumerated by him in 1886

as belonging to E. cornuta in reality are E. inermis] some of his specimens from the deepest stations

may belong to E. Hanseni. It is probable that the specimens from the Kara Sea referred by Stux-

berg to E. cornuta belong to E. inermis; whether some or all of the above-mentioned specimens referred

by Grieg to E. cornuta belong to this species or to E. inermis cannot be guessed.

E. inermis certainly lives at the bottom, as, in spite of its considerable size, it has not been

taken by the "Thor" in the young-fish trawl when this instrument did not touch the bottom. The

list shows it to have been found from 293 to 1010 fathoms and to be widely distributed both in the

warm and the cold area.

93. Eurycope Hanseni Ohlin.

(PI. XI II, figs. 3 a-3e).

1901. Eurycope Hanseni Ohlin, Bihang till K. Sv. Vet Akad. Handl. Vol. 26, IV, No. 12, p. 34, figs. 73 7f.

Description. Similar and closely allied to E. inermis in size, general appearance, and most

features. The front area (fig. 3 a) between the basal joints of the antennulee is, seen somewhat from

the side, horizontal to the end as in E. cornuta, but longer than in this species, consequently very
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ilitfi-rent from that in /'. inermis; the anterior end is emarginate and protrudes freely and considerablv

above the base of the clypens. The basal joint of the antenuulsc (fig- 3b) differs much in shape

.1 that in E. comttia or E. inermu; the inner margin is even slightly longer than the breadth of

the joint, as the anterior inner part is produced into a large, triangular lobe which is a little longer

than broad and twice as long as in the last-named species; second and third joints mainly as in /

tnrrmis. - - The antennal squama (fig. 3 c) is longer and more narrow than in / in, nun. being some-

what more than half as long as the breadth of third joint

The thoracic epimera, the uropods (fig. 3 e), the female operculum and the lateral plates of the

male operculum do not afford any valuable specific difference from /:. tin rnn\. Judging from my single

male the median lamella of its operculum has the terminal lol>es shorter than broad (fig. $A\ thus

considerably shorter than in /-.'. inermis.

Length of the largest female, without marsupium (from StaL 113), 10 mm., of the single male

nin.

Remarks. E. Hanseni is easily distinguished from E. inrrmis by the shape of the anterior

part of the front area, from both /:'. cornula and /:". incrmis by the very long lobe from first antennular

joint, from E. tornuta besides by the widely different shape of the abdominal operculum in both sexes.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf
1

at four stations of the deeper part of the cold area.

But of Iceland: StaL 105: Lat 65=34' NM Long. j $i' W., 762 fath., temp. -j-o-8"; 3 spec, (small).

StaL 102: LaL 66 23' N., Long. io26' W., 750 fath.; temp. -^0-9; i spec.

South of Jan Mayen: StaL 118: LaL 6827
/

N., Long. 82o' W., 1060 fath., temp. ^ ix>; i spec.

StaL 113: LaL 6o.3i' N., Long. 7o6' W., 1309 fath., temp. -5- 1-0; 4 spec

(large).

Distribution. Uhlin recorded it from a place nearly midway between Kast Greenland and

southern Spitsbergen, viz. at Lat. 7752* N., Long. 3s' Wn 1460 fath., temp.
~

1-4, and from west of

Horn Sound, West Spitzbergen, LaL /636' N., Long. I2io' E., 929 fath. -
Certainly some of the deep-

sea specimens of Sars' specimens of E. cornuta from the Norw. North-Atlantic Hxped. (comp. p. 142)

belong to E. Hansrni, which evidently is a cold water form inhabiting from considerable to very

great depths.

94. Eurycope complanata Bonnier

(PL XIII, figs. 4 8-4 e).

1896. Eurycopf complanata Bonnier, Campagne du "Caudan": Ann. de 1'Univ. Lyon, Vol. XXVI, p. 601;

PL XXXIV, fig*, r a -i r.

The species has been elaborately described and on the whole sufficiently figured by Bonnier;

some features may yet be mentioned and a few figures added.

The front area (fig. 4 a and 4 b) differs from that in /:. cornula in being distinctly broader with

the end very deeply incised; the incision is rounded at the bottom and the processes limiting it are

about as long as broad, triangular, very acute. - The first joint of the antenuula: at least frequently

broader than long, and it differs from that in /:'. cornula especially in having the inner margin distinctly

convex (fig. 43) and the inner distal lobe not triangular but obtuse and somewhat broadly rounded,

TWUtoU-RtpniilM III. t . >9
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conspicuously broader than long. The antennal squama (fig. 4 a) oblong-triangular, large or moderately

large, conspicuously or even considerably more than half as long as the diameter of third joint.
-

The maxillipeds have the second joint uncommonly narrow (figured by Bonnier) towards the base,

while the outer corner of the epipod is very broadly rounded, and the terminal corner acute, as shown

by Bonnier.

The abdominal operculum in the female (fig. 4 e) somewhat reminds one of that in E. inermis
;

its greatest breadth is somewhat before its middle, the most lateral part broadly rounded and setiferous,

and from these setae the lateral margins converge strongly backwards to the median line, but the

distal part of each margin is distinctly concave, with the result that the terminal part of the operculum

is somewhat produced, and the end is narrowly rounded; the lower surface of the operculum is vaulted

and has a median, obtuse keel, which is low at the base and gradually higher backwards to near the

end of the plate.
- In the male operculum the median lamella (fig. 4 c) is rather similar to that in

E. cornuta, but the terminal, produced, transverse part of each pleopod is shorter, without any real

outer tooth. But the lateral plates are very characteristic (fig. 4d); each plate is considerably narrower

than in E. cornuta, with the distal part of the inner margin deeply concave, with the result that the

produced distal part of [the plate is very narrow, much narrower than in any other species; second

joint of the copulatory organ is not much shorter than the plate, and the part from its base to the

vesicle is uncommonly long, only a little shorter than the portion containing vesicle and duct, and

the distal part is unusually thick and terminates in a tiny spine.
- The uropods, which have been

well figured by Bonnier, are peculiar, as the peduncle is transverse, being widened obliquely towards

the median line of the animal; the endopod projects from the middle of the posterior margin, and the

exopod, which is much shorter and thinner, at the outer end of that margin.

Length of the largest specimen, a female without marsupium (from Stat. 24), is 6 mm.; the

male (from Stat 36) is only 3 mm., but Bonnier had a male 5 mm. long.

Remarks. Especially Bonnier's figures of the uropods and of the lateral plates of the male

operculum make the determination of my specimens sure.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at two deep stations in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat. 24: Lat 63o6' N., Long. 56oo' W., 1199 fath., temp. 2-4; 4 spec, (and 4 frag-

ments).

Stat 36: Lat. 6i5o' N., Long. 562i' W., 1435 fath., temp. 1-5; 2 spec.

Distribution. Hitherto known only from the Bay of Biscay: Lat 44i7' N., Long. 438' W.,

504 fath. (Bonnier).

95. Eurycope brevirostris u. sp.

(PI. XIII, figs. 5 a- 5 i).

Descrip tion. Somewhat more than twice as long as broad, and in general aspect (fig. 5 a) some-

what similar to E. cornuta, but very much smaller, and the middle portion of the body, especially fifth

thoracic segment, is broader as compared with head or abdomen than in E. cornuta, inermis, Hanscm,

or complanata.
-- The epimera considerably produced, with a minute spine on the subacute end.
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Tlic front area (figs. 5 b and 50) is well developed but somewhat short; it* end is flatly rounded

<>i straight, but at each angle a spiniforni acute tooth projects forwards. First joint <>f the antennuUe

I. 5 b) in the main as in E. complanata, a little broader than long, with the inner margin somewhat

convex, the inner distal lobe broad and shorter than broad; second joint inserted somewhat behind the

concave front margin of the first, middle-sized, and shorter than third joint - Antennal squama (fig.

5d, t-x) small, only about one-third as long as the diameter of third antennal joint; its end is cut off

and bears a spine.
- -

Maxillipeds (fig. 5 e) differ from those in /:". incrmis or E. cornnta in having the

epipod broader with the distal subtriangular part less produced.

Abdominal operculum of the female (fig. 5 lii somewhat similar to that in E. corttuln in the

feature that the median keel terminates considerably before both margins, but this highly vaulted

operculum has the carinate part of the lower margin, when seen from the side, nearly straight; seen

from below the operculum differs considerably from that of /.. cormt/a, as it is only somewhat broader

than long, broadest far before the middle, and from the narrowly rounded lateral angles the margins

converge backwards as partly moderately convex lines to the rather broadly rounded end. - In the

male opercnlum the median lamella (fig. 5 f) differs mainly from that in /.'. corniita in having the pro-

duced terminal part shorter and broader, without any outer tooth
;

the lateral plates (fig. 5 g) are about

half as long again as broad, thus conspicuously longer than in E. corntito, and somewhat triangular in

outline, with the inner basal angle and the outer angle very broadly rounded, while its distal part is

shaped nearly as in E. cornuta, and the distal part of the inner margin crossing the coupling hook is

a little concave; second joint of the copulatory organ is a little shorter than the plate, with the pro-

portion between the distance to the base of the vesicle and the distance between this point and the

end nearly as in E. cornuta, but the distal fourth of the organ is much thicker than in this s|>ecies.

- Uropods (fig. 5 i) short and thick
;

the peduncle without any lateral expansion ; the endopod at most

a little longer than the peduncle, not three times as long as thick, nearly twice as thick as, but only

a little longer than, the exopod.

Length of the largest female with marsupium (from Stat 138) 27 mm., of the largest male

only 2*1 mm.

Remarks. E. brcvirostris is easily separated from the preceding forms by a number of features;

especially the outline of the small body, the female operculum and the uropods afford good characters.

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolF at two stations in the cold and one station in the

warm area.

South- West of Iceland: Stat 78: Lat. 6o37' Nn Long. 2752' W, 799 fath., temp. 4-5; 2 spec (poor).

North-West of the Faeroes: Stat 138: Lat 632o' N., Long. 756' W., 471 fath, temp. -5- 06"; 18 spec

East of Iceland: Stat 103: Lat 6633' N, Long. 8*52' W., 579 fath., temp. * 06; i spec

96. Eurycope producta G. O. Sars.

(PL XIII, fig. 6 a).

1866. Eurycofic producta G. O. Sars, Nyt Magazin for Naturvid. VoL 15, I, p. 113. (The whole volume

dated 1868).

! 1898. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 147; PL 65.
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This species, which is instantly distinguished from all other forms of this section (comp. p. 137)

by the extremely conspicuous, long and rather broad, linguiform front area slightly bilobed at the end,

has been well described and figured by Sars. Only some remarks may be made.

As to outline E. producta differs from E. brevirostris in having the head and the abdomen

broader in proportion to fifth thoracic segment than in that species, and thus is more similar to E. cornuta.

Sars said that the front area, the "linguiform projection", is "narrow", but this term is misleading, as the

"projection", according to his figures and in co-types presented by him, is long and somewhat broad

to the laterally rounded, at the middle emarginate end; furthermore it is longitudinally very concave and,

as stated by Sars, the most anterior part of its outer margins is conspicuously denticulate. - - The

epipod of the maxillipeds varies considerably in shape; sometimes the distal half of its outer margin

is, as figured by Sars, scarcely or slightly concave, sometimes distinctly more concave, as the outer

angle is a little produced, and in a specimen from the "Ingolf" Stat. 78 the shape shown in fig. 6 a

was found, where the margin in question is rather concave, the outer corner being considerably produced.

E. producta is allied to E. brevirostris in most features excepting the front area. The antennal

squama is scarcely or at most a little larger than in E. brevirostris. The female opercuhim is carinate

as in this species, but yet, as figured by Sars, somewhat broader and posteriorly more broadly rounded.

The male opercuhim differs mainly in having the most distal part of each pleopod of first pair pro-

duced and triangular (figured by Sars). Uropods with the exopod very much thinner but slightly shorter

than the endopod.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at three stations, two in the warm and the third in the

cold area.

Davis Strait: Stat 25: Lat 633o' N., Long. 5425' W., 582 fath., temp. 3-3; 2 spec.

South- West of Iceland: Stat 78: Lat. 6o37' N., Long. 2752 W., 799 fath., temp. 4-5; 3 spec.

North-West of the Fseroes: Stat 138: Lat 6326' N., Long. j^>' W., 471 fath., temp. -=-o-6; i spec.

Furthermore it has been taken by Admiral Wandel in Davis Strait: Lat 6549' N., Long.

5628' W., 235 fath., temp. 4-4, i spec.; further south it has been taken by Cand. mag. Stephensen at

West Greenland in Brede Fjord, ab. Lat 61 N., 164 fath., 2 spec. The Ryder Exped. secured it off

East Greenland: Lat. 6928' N., Long. 20 i' W., 167 fath., i spec.

Finally it has been taken twice by the "Thor" at the following places:

South of Iceland: Lat 62io' N., Long. i936' W., 10101142 fath.; 2 spec.

South-West of the Faeroes: Lat 6ii5' N., Long. 935' W., 463515 fath.; 4 spec.

Distribution. Taken at several places along the coast of Norway from Christiania Fjord to

Vadso, in 60 to 400 fath. (G. O. Sars). Later recorded from a locality west of Ireland, 382 fath. (Tattersall).

97. Eurycope megalura G. O. Sars.

1872. Eurycope megalura G. O. Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania for 1871, p. 274.

! 1898. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 151 ;
PI. 69.

A couple of damaged specimens are referred to this species, as they agree with Sars' figures

in the size of the posterior thoracic segments, in the shape of the maxillipeds and the uropods, while
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the abdomen is shaped as in Sars' figure, but seems to be still a little broader and longer in propor-
tion to the three posterior thoracic segments. The front cephalic area seems to differ from the figure

of Sara in having no angles at the sides of the terminal emargination, but according to experience in

other forms no stress can be laid on this difference.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single station in the warm area.

South-West of Iceland: Stat 78: LaL 6o37' N., Long. 27*52' Wn 799 fath., temp. 4-5; 2 spec
Distribution. Hitherto known from Stavanger Fjord and Hardangcr Fjord, South-West

Norway, 150 to aoo fath. (G. O. Sars) and from a locality west of Ireland, 199 fath. (Tattersall).

98. Eurycope parva Bonnier.

(PL XIII, figs. 73-76).

1896. Eurycopt f>arva Bonnier, Campagne du "Caudan", Ann. 1'Univ. Lyon, Vol. XXVI, p. 600; I'L XXXIII,

figs. 4 a 4 e.

The male of this fine species has been figured and described by Bonnier, but the- female is

unknown. The following description is based on the female, but excepting the operculuni it may hold

good for both sexes.

Description. Body uncommonly oblong, from slightly less to considerably more than two

and a half times as long as broad. - - The front cephalic area is extremely large, only a little longer

than broad, as its lateral margins converge feebly forwards (comp. fig. 4 a of Bonnier), while the long

anterior margin is a little convex, and the surface is feebly arched without keels at the lateral margins.

The first joint of the antenmilae (figs. 7 a and 7 b) is a little longer than broad, with the lateral

margins somewhat convex, the outer margin longer than the inner, and the front margin a little

oblique; second joint originates somewhat before the front margin of the first, is longer than thick

and longer than third joint Antennae with third and fourth peduncular joints (fig. 7 a) somewhat

slender and subcylindrical ; fourth joint with the outer margin at least as long as the diameter of the

joint; squama very small, about one-third as long as the diameter of the joint, rather slender, sub-

conical, with the obtuse end terminating in a small seta. --
Maxillipeds (fig. 7 c) moderately slender;

fifth joint produced forwards and inwards, so that the distal inner angle is acute, and the inner margin

straight excepting towards the base; sixth joint with the lobe short; epipod almost three times as

long as broad, with the end obtuse, and the outer margin conspicuously concave somewhat beyond

the middle, but without any trace of an outer corner.

The four anterior thoracic segments in the median line together extremely short (figs. 4 a and

4b in Bonnier) as compared with the sum of the three posterior segments; the epimera at first seg-

ment are considerably produced, while those at the three other segments are mainly or totally invisible

from above, as they are overlapped by the rather produced corners of the segment.*. Fifth segment

is at the lateral margins as long as the sum of the two posterior segments, and its anterior margin

is extremely convex; this segment is dorsally fused with sixth segment, so that a suture between them

is seen only near the lateral margins.

Abdomen somewhat small, not much broader than long. The female opercultira (figs. 7 d and
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7 e) is extremely vaulted and the central part of its median line strongly keeled
;

seen from the side

(fig. 7 d) the operculum is raised so much that it is shaped like a broad triangle, with the angle on the

lower margin rounded and situated a little behind the middle; seen from below (fig. 7 e) the operculum

is considerably broader than long, with the broadest part rather near the base, the anterior margin

with each lateral third considerably concave, the lateral angles broadly rounded, and the margins

behind these angles a little convex and strongly converging to the posterior margin, which is trans-

verse, with the median part somewhat convex. -- As to the male operculum the reader is referred to

Bonnier. - - Uropods with the peduncle rather small and short, considerably or much shorter than the

endopod, while the slender exopod is scarcely one-third as long as the endopod (fig. 4 d in Bonnier).

Length of an ovigerous female 27 mm.; the male according to Bonnier 3 mm.

Remarks. E. parva differs strongly in general shape and in several characters from the other

forms in this section, in which fifth and sixth thoracic segments are dorsally fused; the female oper-

culum is very peculiar.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a deep station in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat 36: Lat. 6i5o' N., Long. 562i' W., 1435 fath., temp. 1-5; 2 spec.

Besides, it has been taken by the "Thor" at the following place.

South-West of the Faeroes: Lat 6ii5' N., Long. g35' W., 463515 fath.; i spec. ($ ovig.).

Distribution. Known from the Bay of Biscay: Lat. 44i7' N., Long. 438' W., 504 fath. (Bonnier).

99. Eurycope phallangium G. O. Sars.

(PI. XIII, fig. 8 a).

1864. Eurycope Plialangium G. O. Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania for 1863, p. 210.

! 1898. phallangium G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 147; PI. 66.

This species has been well represented by Sars as to most particulars, so that a few notes are

sufficient -- Sars' figure of the front area of the head, his "frontal projection", agrees badly with that

found in co-types presented by him, while this area in his co-types is similar to those in my "Ingolf

specimens. The area (fig. 8 a) tapers anteriorly less than figured by Sars; its lateral margins are raised

like keels, each of which projects as a minute, triangular tooth at the end, while the anterior margin

of the area between these teeth is transverse, straight, moderately short and generally showing two

or three tiny teeth. - The antennal squama (fig. 8 a) is small, much less than half as long as the

diameter of third joint, slender, and tapering feebly to the truncate end, which has a single seta.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at two stations.

Davis Strita: Stat. 32: Lat 6635
;

N., Long. 5638' W., 318 fath., temp. 3-9; i spec.

Stat. 25: Lat 633o' N., Long. 5425' W., 582 fath., temp. 3-3; 6 spec.

Distribution. Commonat the south and west coasts of Norway, going northwards to Hasvig

in Finmark, occurring in depths from 50 to 300 fath. (G. O. Sars, 1898), in Christiania Fjord taken in

4060 and even in 30 fath. (Sars 1864). A specimen was taken in Skager Rak, 15 sea-miles from the

lighthouse of the Skaw, 125 fath. (H. J. Hansen). Finally gathered on the "Porcupine Bank", west of

Ireland, 293 fath. (Tattersall), and recorded with a query from two places respectively east and west

at Southern Scotland (T. Scott).
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ioa Eurycope furcata G. O. San.

(PI. XIII, figs. 9 a-9b).

1870. Ritrycopf fttrcata G. O. Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania for 1869, p. 165.

! iSga G. O. Sara, Account, II, p. 148; PI. 67, fig. 2.

To the elaborate representation published by Sars only a couple of remarks may be made. -

'"> 9'> exhibits the outline of the front cephalic area in a co-type presented by Sars; it shows the

area broader in proportion to length with the end more broadly incised than in Sars' fig. 2; the spec-

imens presented by him agree with each other in the shape of the area. Fig. 93, which represent*

the head of an "Ingolf specimen (from Stat 78), shows a somewhat different shape of the area; it has

the lateral margins straight and converging to near the end, which is broadly emarginatc with the

lateral corners rounded. The antennal squama (fig. 93) is very peculiar in this species; it is moder-

ately slender, long, a little to much more than half as long as the diameter of the third joint, and it

reaches considerably beyond the end of fourth joint, and terminates in a couple of seUe on the obtuse

or truncate end. It may be emphasized that, excepting the difference mentioned in the shape of

the front cephalic area, my specimens agree well with the figures drawn by Sars.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at two somewhat deep stations in the warm area.

Davis Strait: StaL 24: Lat 63o6' N., Long. s6oo' W., 1199 fath., temp. 2-4; i spec.

South-West of Iceland: StaL 78: LaL 6o37' N., Long. 2752' W., 799 fath., temp. 4-5; 2 spec.

Distribution. Sars has recorded E. furcata from off Lofoten, 100120 fath., and from Sta-

\ anger Fjord. -- I have not found it mentioned by any other author.

101. Eurycope mutica G. O. Sars.

(PL XIII, figs. 10 a ice).

1864. Eurycofir muHca G. O. Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania for 1863, p. 210.

' 1898- G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 149; PL 68, fig. i.

To the representation of Sars three new figures are added, and a few remarks must be made.

The antennal squama (fig. ioa, rx) is very characteristic; it is shaped as a small tubercle

scarcely as long as broad, but distinctly marked off, and it terminates in a very conspicuous, thick,

generally straight, stick-shaped seta terminating in a hair. - The abdominal operculum in the male

has been incorrectly figured by Sars; the more distal part of both the median lamella and the lateral

plates are curved upwards seen from below (fig. lob) downwards but the lateral plates reach

scarcely to the end of the lamella, while in Sars' figure they reach considerably beyond the lamella;

furthermore each pleopod of the lamella terminates in two lobes (fig. 10 ci, the inner broader and obliquely

rounded, the outer somewhat or very narrow. As to other features E. mutica, which i* a very char-

acteristic species, has been well figured and described by Sars.

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolP at a single station.

West of Iceland: StaL 87: LaL 65O2'3' Nn Long. 2356-2' W, no tath.; i spec

In the Waigat Strait, ab. LaL 70 N., at West Greenland Mag. Transtcdt secured a single *pec-
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imen; Mag. R. Herring gathered 5 spec, in Faskruds Fjord, East Iceland, 5020 fath., and Dr. Th. Mor-

tensen captured 3 spec, off Nolso, the Faeroes, in ab. 100 fath.

Distribution. According to Sars E. mntica has been taken in the inner part of the Christiania

Fjord and at many places along the coast of Norway, as far north as Bodo (about Lat. 6^
l

/ 2 N.). Sars

wrote: "It is not strictly a deep-water species, being often found in only a few fathoms' depth among

algae." At Denmark it has been taken in the northern part of the Sound, 14 fath., in the southern

Kattegat, 15 fath., and in Skager Rak off the Skaw, 70 fath. (H. J. Hansen). Finally recorded from

the North Sea off Northumberland, 59 fath. (Norman) and from the Irish Sea near Isle of Man, 40

fath. (Tattersall).
- The species is so small that it has probably been overlooked very frequently.

Group XII. Munnopsini.

Body rather oblong; anterior section of the thoracic segments, and especially third and fourth

segments, somewhat or most frequently very much broader than the posterior segments and abdomen.

- Head free; eyes wanting. Antenuulae dorsal with first joint plate-shaped; the flagellum with many

joints. Antennae some or several times longer than the body, as the two distal joints of the peduncle

are extremely elongate; squama somewhat small, more or less distinct. Mandibles somewhat slender,

with the distal parts well developed or much reduced, the molar process either slender conical or

wanting; palp well developed or wanting. Maxillipeds normal; epipod rather oblong. Thoracic seg-

ments divided into two sections; the four anterior segments movable, the three posterior either mov-

able or fused with each other and with the abdomen. First pair of legs very slender or moderately

strong, more or less prehensile, with second joint long; second pair differ from first pair only in being

thicker, much longer and with seventh joint long. Third and fourth pairs differ extremely from second

pair in having second and third joints short, and the enormous length of these legs is due to fifth

and sixth joints, which are extremely elongate. The three posterior pairs natatory, fifth and sixth

joints a little or much expanded with marginal setae
;

seventh joint wanting. - - Uropods terminal or

a little ventral, uniramous, slender.

Remarks. This group differs from the Eurycopini in having nniramous uropods, no seventh

joint on the three pairs of natatory legs, and above all iu second to fourth pairs of legs, as the second

pair are similar to the first and very different from third pair, which have not only the third but

above all the second joint short

Our knowledge of most of the forms of this group has hitherto been very poor, and it may-

be useful to give a brief review. The only fully known species is Munnopsis typica M. Sars. Munnop-

sis Murrayi Walk. (= Munneurycope Tjalfiensis Steph.) has been wrongly referred by Walker and

Tattersall to Munnopsis, but it is, as shown above, a species of Eurycope. In 1895 I described Mun-

nopsis longicornis H. J. H. on a single mutilated male captured by the German Plankton-Expedition.

Stephensen (1913) quoted the following statement from Walker: "As G. O. Sars has pointed out, Mun-

nopsis longicornis Hansen differs in the structure of the mandibles from the generic description, as
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does the present species." (M. A/urrayi); but this quotation shows that at least neither Walker nor

Stepheusen had read my text, as I wrote (1895) on Af. longicornis: "in detn Ban der SchwitmnifiMe

mid Uropoden (so weit sie vorhanden sind) stiinint es mehr mil Miinnopsis tvpifa M. Sars als mil

BHty*0* /&***** G. O. Sars uberein, aber es weicht in dem Ban der Mandibcln grundlich von t>eiden

ah". These words may prove sufficiently that it was very easy for Sars to point out that difference.

.!/. longicornis H. J. H. is allied to M. occanica TatL and At. spiniftr Vanhoffeii (1914). Of the remaining

species referred to Munnopsis, Af. auslralis Bedd. will be mentioned presently; .*/. lati/rons Be<ld. and

.)/ longircmu Richardson are closely allied but, like M. gracilis Bedd., too imperfectly known for di.scus-

:i on affinities.

The material from our area comprises four species, viz. Munnopsis typica M. Sars, M. occanica

TatL, a new species closely allied to Af. auslralis Bedd., and the form described by Tattersall as A/MU-

nopsoidi-s lieddardi TatL But a study of these forms showed that it was necessary to divide the genu.s

Munnopsis into three genera. Af. typica has the anterior thoracic segments and especially third segment
much broader than the rather narrow three posterior segments, and these three are immovably coalesced

with each other and with the abdomen; the mandibles have no molar process, well developed palp,

and on the left mandible only rudiments of setaz near the lacinia; the natatory legs have the two

<li>tal joints moderately broad; in the male the second pair of pleopods are free to the base with their

copulatory organ extremely elongate, and the uropods are moderately long; this species must of course

remain as the type for the genus Munnopsis M. Sars. But M. occanica TatL must be removed
;

it agrees

with Af. typica in having well developed maudibular palps, but the mandibles have a number of well

developed setae before the incisive dentate part and a slender conical molar process; the difference in

breadth between the anterior and the posterior thoracic segments is moderate; the three posterior seg-

ments and the abdomen are movable, the fifth joint of the natatory legs is much broader than the sixth
;

the male pleopods of second pair have their proximal part completely fused in the median line, and

the copulatory organs moderately elongate; the uropods are long. For the reception of M. occanica

TatL the generic name Paramunnopsis is proposed.

Munnopsis nustralis Beddard has by Tattersall been taken as type for his genus Munimfsoidct,

to which he also referred his new species M. lieddardi TatL Supposing that Af. auslralis in the main

features agrees with my M. eximius n. sp. (described later on) these three species show the following

features. They agree with Afunnopsis lypica and differ from I'aramunnopsis n. gen. in having no molar

process and the setae rudimentary on the mandibles, and, besides, in the fact that the three posterior

thoracic segments and the abdomen are immovably fused ; they differ from both in some features, viz,

the mandibles have no palp, the anterior thoracic segments are very broad and the posterior very narrow,

the fifth segment even extremely narrow, the natatory legs have the two distal joints very- narrow,

and the uropods are very short But in one most interesting feature the two species M. Bfddardi TatL

and M. eximius n. sp. are very different In M. eximius and therefore, according to the above-named

supposition, in Af. australis Bedd., the male pleopods of second pair are quite independent, and the free

part of their copulatory organ more than twice as long as the pleopod (PL XIV, fig. an); in the male

<>f .I/. Bfddardi TatL the same pleopods are fused to such a degree that they constitute a single large

plate (PI. XIV, fig. 3k) with a posterior oblong incision, in which are found the two copulatory organs,
TWUfotf&pWitM. in. |.
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which are small and quite short This structure, which has been mentioned on p. 10 as being of great

morphological significance, I am not prepared to consider as being only of specific value. It seems to

me, that this feature makes it necessary to establish a new genus; as Tattersall has taken Munnopsis

australis Bedd. as the type for his genus Munnopsoides, I keep this generic name, and, according to

the above-named supposition, refer my new species, eximius, to it, but the result is that I must estab-

lish a new genus for the reception of Munnopsoides Beddardi Tatt, and the name Pseudomunnopsis

n. gen. is proposed.

Paramunnopsis n. gen.

Description. Body rather oblong; third and fourth thoracic segments somewhat broader

than the fifth segment, which is conspicuously broader than the seventh. - First antennular joint is

an oblong plate without any protruding distal angle. Antennae extremely long; the squama (PI. XIII,

fig. nb, ex) somewhat small but protruding. Mandibles (figs, n c n e) with the incisive part produ-

ced and its edge divided into some triangular teeth, the movable lacinia on left mandible somewhat

long with teeth on its terminal margin, the setae numerous and well developed, the molar process

slender and tapering to the acute or subacute end; palp long and robust. Maxillipeds (fig. n
f) nearly

as in Munnopsis.

The three posterior thoracic segments and abdomen movable; fifth segment produced much

forwards, overlapping a more or less considerable part of the fourth (PI. XIV, fig. i a). First pair of

legs moderately slender, prehensile (second pair in P. spinifer Vanh. $ considerably longer and thinner

than first pair, in the main as in Munnopsis}. Third and fourth pairs extremely long, nearly as in

Munnopsis. The three posterior pairs differ from those in Munnopsis in having the fifth joint not only

much broader than the sixth but differently shaped, as the anterior margin is nearly straight, the

major part of the posterior margin extremely convex.

The two anterior pairs of male pleopods in P. oceanica (they are unknoWh in the two other

species) show characters probably of generic value. First pair (fig. n g) increase much in breadth

from somewhat from the base to beyond the middle, and then tapers to the rather narrow end, which

has two pairs of small lobes. Second pair (fig. n i) have about their proximal third fused, so that no

vestige of a suture is seen in the median line; first joint of the copulatory organ long and directed

forwards, while the second joint is produced in a long, nearly filiform part reaching considerably beyond

the pleopods, and the vesicle is rather far removed from the base of the joint Uropods uniramous,

two-jointed, long or extremely long.

Remarks. As the type I take Munnopsis oceanica Tatt, but M. longicornis H.J.H. (1895) and

M. spinifer Vauh. (1914) belong to the same genus. In the description of the genus features in all

three species have been taken into account; excepting the male pleopods most characters can be seen

in the text or in the descriptions of the two last-named species.
- It may be observed that all three

species are really pelagic animals, but only one is represented in our material.
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Paramunnopsis oceanica Tattersall.

(PI. XIII, fig*, n a ii i; PI. XIV, figs, i a-i b).

! 1905. Afunnofisis otranica Tattersall, Isopoda, p. 23 and 72; PI. V, figs. 1-7.

'9 11 - Tattersall, Die nordischen Isopoden, in Nordisches Plankton, VI, p. 187, with

figures.

'9'4- Vanhoffen, Deutsche Sudpolar-Exp. 19011903. Vol. XV, Zool. VII, p. 581,

figs. 1 1 a b (? and 1 1 c d).

Description. Body of a female with marsnpinni abont three times, of the males (fig. i a)

three and half times as long as broad, without processes or teeth on the dorsal surface or on the lateral

margins of thorax and abdomen. -- Antennal peduncles nearly twice as long as the body. Molar

process on left mandible (figs, uc and ue) slender, tapering from the base to the acute end, with

five or six oblong acute teeth on the distal half of the posterior margin. Maxillipeds (fig. n f) with

fourth and fifth joints conspicuously broader than second joint, which tapers towards the base; sixth

joint produced in a lobe, which is much longer than broad and much longer than the joint; distal

part of the epipod somewhat produced, but the narrow end obtuse.

Fifth joint of the natatory legs (Tattersall: Isopoda, fig. 6) twice or a little less than twice as

long as broad. -- Abdomen large, about as long as the sum of the three posterior thoracic segments,

oblong-ovate. The median lamella of the male operculum (fig. 1 1 g) about three times as long as broad ;

the inner pair of terminal lobes (fig. n h) much longer but much narrower than the outer pair. Se-

cond pair of pleopods described in the diagnosis of the genus. -- Female operculum (PI. XIV, fig. i b)

conspicuously broader than long, much shorter than the abdomen, somewhat convex but not carinate,

and posteriorly emarginate at the middle. Uropods in the female as long as, in the male somewhat

shorter than, the abdomen (fig. i a), and second joint nearly two and a half times as long as the first

Length of a male 6 mm. (Tattersall recorded 7 mm.), of a female with marsupitim 5 mm., of a

female without marsupium 6 mm.

Remarks.' In this description the differences between P.ocranica and the two other less well-

known species are indirectly taken into account The first thoracic leg was figured by Tattersall.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf
1

at a station in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat 36: Lat 6iso' N, Long. 562i' W., 1435 fath i t"P- ''5; * Pc. (mutilated j\

Besides, it has been taken by the "Thor" in young-fish trawl far south of Iceland, at Lat 6i3o*

N, Long. ^"offW., 1800 m. wire out, 3 spec.

Distribution. Tattersall recorded it as taken twice west of Ireland, respectively in townet

from 730 to o fath. and in young-fish trawl, 1150 fath. Vanhoffen recorded it from the South Atlantic,

kat 35io
/

S^ Long. 233' E., vertical net from 3000 m. to surface. A badly preserved specimen from

the Sub-Antarctic Ocean: Lat 6i$9 S., Long. 95 i' E., vertical net from 2000 m. to surface, referred by
Vanhoffen to this species seems to me a little less certain, as he described and figured the molar

process of its mandibles as l>eing somewhat different from the usual shape.
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MunnOpSJS M. Sars.

Diagnosis. Body with the anterior section of thoracic segments and especially third segment

much broader than the three posterior segments and abdomen. First antennular joint with the distal

inner part considerably protruding beyond the insertion of next joint as a broad triangle with the end

obtuse. Antennae mainly as in Paramunnopsis ; squama low, moderately distinct. Mandibles reduced;

the incisive part terminates in a couple of obtuse teeth, the setae are few and quite short, the molar

process wanting, the palp well developed.
- - The three posterior thoracic segments immovably fused

with each other and with abdomen; fifth segment not overlapping the fourth. Natatory legs with fifth

joint about three times as long as broad, not broader than the sixth, and the posterior margin very

moderately convex. - The median lamella of the male pleopods moderately broad, feebly broader beyond

the middle and then tapering considerably to the end, which terminates in two pairs of small lobes;

second pair of pleopods free to the base, and each copulatory organ has first joint rather short and

thick, second joint produced in a filament of excessive length.
- - Uropods moderately long.

Remarks. In this diagnosis some characters not found in earlier descriptions are pointed out

mainly in order to separate Munnopsis from the other genera of the group. Of the species hitherto

referred to Munnopsis only M. typica seems to remain in it.

103. Munnopsis typica M. Sars.

1861. Munnopsis typica M. Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania for 1860, p. 84.

! 1868. M. Sars, Bidrag til Kundskab oin Christianiafjordens Fauna, in Nyt Magaz.

for Naturv. Vol. XV, p. 310; Pis. VI VII.

1887. H. J. Hansen, Dijtnphna-Togtets zool.-bot. Udbytte, p. 196 ;
PI. XX, figs. 22 e.

11897. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 133; Pis. 5758.

1905. Richardson, Monograph, p. 486; figs. 544546.

To the fine paper of M. Sars (1868) I added in 1887 (1886) some particulars, chiefly of morpho-

logical significance, and these two treatises together with the representation of G. O. Sars and the

diagnosis above of the genus give a full account of this interesting form. As to size it may be said

that according to G. O. Sars the length of the adult male is u mm.; H. Richardson recorded 13 mm.,

but Ohlin had from East Greenland a female 15-5 mm. and a male measuring 18 mm., while one of

my largest specimens, a female without marsupium from the "Ingolf" Stat. 138, is 177 mm. long.

Females from the Kara Sea I found infested with Sph&ronella Munnopsidis HJ.H. (1897), and

on a couple of females taken by the Ilnd Amdrup-Exped. at East Greenland I found in the marsupium

a Sp/ia-ronclla, probably the same species, but not yet investigated.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at eight stations.

Davis Strait: StaL 32: Lat 6635' N., Long. 5638' W., 318 fath., temp. 3-9; ab. 20 spec.

Stat 31: Lat 6654' N., Long. 5534' W., 88 fath., temp. 1-6; i spec.

Stat. 35: Lat 65i6' N., Long. 5505' W., 362 fath., temp. 3-6; ab. 10 spec.

Stat. 28: Lat 65 14' N., Long. 5542' W., 420 fath., temp. 3-5; i spec.

Stat. 27: Lat. 6454' N., Long. 55io' W., 393 fath., temp. 3-8; 5 spec.
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Between Iceland and the Faeroes: Stat 4: LaL ffjcfj' N, Long. nia' W, 237 fath.; temp. 2-5;

i spec
Stat a: Ut 63 o4' N, Ung. 9aa' W, a6a fath.; temp. 5-3-;

'

;"
'

North of the Faeroes: Stat 138: LaL 63'a6'N, Long. 7s6' W, 471 fath., temp. -- 1*6; ia spec

It has been recorded from two places at Grinnell Land, the most northern locality being at

LaL 7944' N. (Miers), and was taken at several places off West Greenland and in the eastern part of

the Baffin Bay between LaL jViX N. and LaL oo^i' N. (several authors); in all six places north of

LaL 77 N. the depths were from 15-30 to 50 fath., but in Baffin Bay they were from 100 to 199 fath.

Furthermore it has been secured by the "Thor" south of Iceland: LaL 63i5' N, Long. aa23' W., 119-

172 fath., i spec; and by Admiral Wandel at four places viz.: North of Iceland in the Skagestrand

Bay, 119 fath, temp. 3-9, i spec; East of Iceland: LaL 63i5'N., Long. 935' W., 270 fath., 6 spec.;

nearer to Iceland off Seydis Fjord, 135 fath, 2 spec.; finally East of the Faeroes: LaL 6i23'N, Long.

5Q4' W, 255 fath, temp. o, 3 spec Mag. R. Honing gathered it in Nord Fjord, East Iceland, 35-55
fath, i spec

At East Greenland M. tyfica has been taken by Danish and foreign expeditions at ten places

between LaL O925' N. and LaL 773i'N.; at two of these places it was secured by the Ilnd Amdrup-

Exped, viz. in Turner Sound, LaL 6944' N, about 3 fath., and in Hurry Inlet, LaL 7O5o' N-, 7 o fath.

in a net for catching eels; the eight other localities have been put together by Stephensen (1913), and

their depths were from 525 fath. down to 167 fath.

Distribution. Recorded from the Fseroe Channel, 540 fath. (Norman), from Skager Rak be-

tween Jutland and Norway in depths from no to 340 fath. (Meinert, H.J.H.), along the whole coast

of Norway from Christiania Fjord to Vadso, 60 to 400 fath. (G. O. Sars), besides in the sea west of

Norway at three stations in the cold area, 350 to 417 fath. and one station in the warm area, 220 fath,

temp. 6t> (G. O. Sars). Furthermore taken between Beeren Eiland and Norway, 217 fath, temp. 2

(Ohlin); north-west of Beeren Eiland, 658 fath, temp, -j- 1-2 (G. O. Sars); in several places at Spitzber-

gen, northwards to LaL 8ii4' N, from 58 and down to 175 fath. (Sars. Ohlin); in the Barents Sea,

62 to 180 fath. (Hoek, Weber); at Franz Joseph Land, 230 fath. (T.Scott) and somewhat more south-

wards (Heller), near the south coast of Novaya Zemlya, about 50 fath. (Steppers), in the Kara Sea,

30 loo fath. (Stuxberg, H.J.H.) and eastwards to Long. 784o' E. (Stuxbergi.
- Furthermore it has

been gathered in Arctic America, viz. at LaL 76^ N, Long. 8839' W. (G. O. Sars), and at two places

on the west coast of Baffin Bay, between 5 and 28 fath. (Ohliu); finally in the Gulf of SL Iawrence,

in the Bay of Fundy, 60 fath, and off New England (various authors).

This species lives certainly on or near the bottom; in cold places it has frequently been taken

in depths from a few and down to about 50 fath, but in warm water it occurs scarcely in lesser

depths than 60 to 120 fath, in the wanu area it has been taken in depths down to 420 fnth.. while

in the cold area it occurred even in 698 fath.
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MunnOpSOJdeSTattersall.

Description. Body with the anterior thoracic segments and especially third segment very

much broader than the three posterior segments, which are very slender. - First joint of the anten-

nulae (PL XIV, fig. 2 f) very broad, with the insertion of second joint lateral, and the first joint pro-

duced considerably beyond that insertion. Antennae about as in Mtmnopsis. - Mandibles reduced;

without molar process or palp ;
the incisive part of left mandible (fig. 2 c) showing a terminal feeble

emargination as a rudiment of a division into teeth; the lacinia mobilis is somewhat slender with the

end subacute, the setae rudimentary. Maxillae (fig. 2 d) with the two branches of the outer lobe extremely

slender. Maxillipeds (fig. 2 e) about as in Munnopsis, but the two distal joints are shorter.

The three posterior thoracic segments immovably fused with each other and with the abdomen;

the feeble linear impressions between the segments show by their extreme curvature that almost half

of the dorsal part of fifth segment has the sixth tergite as its upper wall, while the lateral parts of

fifth segment are seen running far backwards when the animal is inspected from above (fig. 2 a), and

a similar structure is found as to seventh segment in proportion to the sixth
;

fifth segment is narrow

at the base and not overlapping any part of the fourth. - - First pair of legs (fig. 2 g) very slender

and similar in both sexes, with fifth joint conspicuously longer than the sixth. Second pair of legs

(fig. 2 h) more than two-thirds as long again as first pair, moderately slender, distinctly thicker and

in proportion to the body somewhat longer in the male than in the female. Third and fourth pairs

nearly as in Munnopsis. Natatory legs very slender; the two distal flattened joints very narrow; fifth

joint without setae on the distal part of the hind margin, and the anterior margin of sixth joint naked

excepting towards the end.

Abdomen very slender. -- The median lamella of the male operculum navicular (figs, 2k and

2 m), much compressed, somewhat broad beyond the middle and then considerably tapering to the end,

where each half terminates in a triangular lobe; second pair of pleopods quite independent to the base

as in Munnopsis; the copulatory organ has its basal part very thick (fig. 2 n) and the part beyond

the minute vesicle produced into an extremely long thread (/, t).
Female operculum navicular, much

compressed with a median keel, posteriorly scarcely emarginate. Uropods short, very slender,

two-jointed.

Remarks. In 1905 Tattersall established the genus Munnopsoides, took Munnopsis australis

Beddard as its type, and referred his new species M. Beddardi to the same genus. Now M. australis

Bedd. seems to be at least very closely allied to Munnopsoides eximius n. sp., so that the generic

characters pointed out in this species are in all probability to be found in M. australis. But as said

already on p. 153, M. eximius differs extremely from M. Beddardi Tatt. in the structure of second

pair of male pleopods, and, besides, considerably in the shape of first pair, so that I create the genus

Pseudomunnopsts for the reception of M. Beddardi. Another difference of probably generic value be-

tween P. Beddardi and Munnopsoides is found in the first pair of legs, which are very slender in

M. australis and M. eximius, but robust in Pseudoni. Beddardi.
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104. Munnopsoides eximius n. sp.

(PI. XIV, figs, aa an).

Description. First joint of the antennulte (fig. af) even slightly broader than the length

the base to the insertion of second joint; the protuberance beyond that incision considerably bro-

ader than long, subtriangnlar, obtuse. -- Antenna: with the very long fifth joint feebly thickened to-

wards the end. -
Maxillipeds (fig. a e) have the fifth joint somewhat produced at the inner distal

corner, and armed with two slender spines near the distal end of the outer (anterior) margin and

two spines at the inner margin; the two distal joints are small, the terminal reaching the inner angle

iifth joint

Seen from the side (fig. a b) the dorsal line of the head and of the anterior half of the thorax

i- in both sexes very convex; in the male the second segment has the dorsal line long with a strong

curvature of its own. First segment in both sexes well developed (fig. a a), and at the median line as

long as third segment; in the female second segment is only a little longer than the first, while in

the male it is very much longer and strongly vaulted, wherefore its upper margin is, seen from the

Mile, very convex, and besides its surface has a pair of submediau longitudinal excavations, so that it

shows three dorsal, rather broad but moderately low tubercular protuberances. The three posterior

segments were described above. First pair of legs (fig. ag) very slender; fifth joint scarcely as thick

as the third and longer than the sixth, with some setae on the lower margin, and two of these are

robust Second pair (fig. ah) in the female moderately slender; fifth joint scarcely as thick as the fourth

and not much longer than the sixth; the lower margin of fifth and sixth joints armed with numerous,

somewhat short spines; in the male these legs are distinctly thicker and somewhat longer than in the

other sex. Fourth pair in the female a little less than three and a half times as long as the body.

Abdomen between twice and two and a half times as long as broad, a little longer than the three

[x.sterior segments combined (fig. 2 a). To the description of the operculum in both sexes given in the

diagnosis of the genus may only be added that the copulatory organ measured from the base of the

vesicle to the end is more than three times as long as the pleopod.

Length of a large female without marsupium 8-5 mm. and of its fourth leg 29 mm.; length of

the males 5 and 57 mm.

Remarks. It is after prolonged hesitation that I establish this species as new instead of re-

ferring the animals to M.australis Bedd., taken in Lat 46i6' S., Long. 4827' E., off Marion Island. But

Beddard's figures, though evidently far from correct, differ so much from my specimens, that I do not

venture to refer them to his species. Beddard has described the first thoracic segment as quite different

from anything found in my animals. His figure and description of the antennae must be wrong, as

the .shorter joint between the two very long joints of the peduncle cannot exist, and the joint in ques-

tion can only be the distal part of the very long fifth joint, which has been bent or broken somewhat

from its end, but when he figured this part as much thickened such thickening must exist, and it

far exceeds what was found in the distal part of that joint in the single antenna seen by me. Further-

more according to Beddard, and especially to a sketch benevolently drawn for me by Dr. Caiman, the

fifth joint of the maxillipeds has more spines on its outer margin than found by me. Beddard's figure
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of the second pair of thoracic legs differs widely in several particulars from my fig. 2 h. The result

was, that I found it necessary to establish my species as new. - - It may still be pointed out that on

Beddard's figure of the animal the limits between the three posterior thoracic segments are evidently

extremely wrong.

It is easy to separate even very mutilated specimens of M. eximius from Pseudomunnopsis Bcd-

dardi Tatt by the fact that the latter has a transverse row of stiff setae on the head at the base of

the clypeus, but such setae are absent in M. eximius.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at two stations in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat 24: Lat 63o6' N., Long. 56oo' W., 1199 fath., temp. 2-4; i spec.

Stat 36: Lat. 6i50
r

N., Long. 562i' W., 1435 fath., temp. 1-5; 6'/ 2 spec.

Besides it has been captured by the "Thor" at the two following places.

South of Iceland: Lat. 62 57' N., Long. ig^S' W., 508 fath.; i spec.

South-West of the Faeroes: Lat 6ii5' N., Long. 935' W., 463515 fath.; i spec.

The species is in all probability pelagic, but occurs only at considerably distance from the

surface of the sea, as it has never been taken in the numerous vertical hauls from 100 to o fath.

Pseudomunnopsis n. gen.

Description. Allied and similar to Munnopsoidcs, but differing in the following characters.

Maxillae (PI. XIV, fig. 3d) with the two rami somewhat less slender. First pair of thoracic legs

(fig. 3g) robust; fifth joint only as long as the sixth, thick and with some slender spines on the lower

margin; sixth joint slender. (The three following pairs lost). Natatory legs with no, or at most very

few, setae on the posterior margin of fifth joint, otherwise as in Munnopsoidcs. The median lamella

of the male operculum (fig. 3 h) very narrow, broadest at the base and not far from the end, where

each pleopod terminates in a short setiferous lobe (fig. 3 i). Second pair of male pleopods (figs. 3k

and 3!) fused, forming a large suboval plate with a somewhat deep posterior incision, one-fourth or

somewhat more of its total length, and in this very oblong incision, which is narrowed at the distal

end, the quite small copulatory organs are found, and these organs reach scarcely to the hind margin

of the plate.

Remarks. The genus is established on Munnopsoidcs Beddardi Tatt.

105. Pseudomunnopsis Beddardi Tattersall.

(PI. XIV, figs. 3a- 3 ni).

1905. Munnopsoides Beddardi Tattersall, Isopoda, p. 26 and 73; PI. VI, figs, i 8.

Description. Outline of the body nearly as in M. eximius. -- The head has a transverse

row of stiff setae (figs. 3 33 b) along the anterior margin at the base of the clypeus. Antennulae

and the four proximal joints of the antennas nearly as in Al. eximius. - - Maxillipeds (fig. 3 e) a little

broader than in the last-named form; fifth joint with about five spines at the outer (anterior) margin
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between the somewhat produced angle and the insertion of sixth joint (Kg. 3 fi, while two spine* are

t'Hiinl near the inner margin.

In the female the four anterior thoracic tergites (fig. 3 hi are much shorter at the middle than

towards the sides, with the result that broad and proportionately long membranous areas are seen on

the dorsal surface between the well chitinized tergites; the first tergite is at the middle much shorter

(narrower) than the second, which is scarcely or slightly longer than the third. In the male (fig. 3 a) the

t tergite is still narrower at the middle, while the second tergite is long, longer than the third and the

fourth combined, and, besides, much vaulted, with three dorsal longitudinal impressions (an al>erraut

male is mentioned later on). Seen from the side, the dorsal line of the head with the four anterior

segments is almost as convex as in .I/, rximius, and second segment in the male has a curvature of

its own. The three posterior segments slightly to conspicuously less slender than in M. fxiitiim. but

otherwise as in this species.

First pair of thoracic legs (fig. 3 g) have fifth joint about twice as long as deep, with four

slender spines on the lower margin; three similar spines are found on the distal part of the lower

margin of fourth joint

Abdomen conspicuously longer than the three posterior thoracic segments combined, less nar-

row than in M. eximius. - - The female operculum navicular and keeled nearly as in the last-named

form, posteriorly feebly emarginate. The posterior incision in the plate formed by the male uropods

of second pair only one-fourth as long as the plate.
- - Uropods (fig. 3 m) small, slender, with second

joint about twice as long as the first

Length of the largest female (without marsupium) 7 nun., of the male 5-3 mm.

Variation? A single male specimen taken in Davis Strait differs from the typical males in

being 6-3 mm. long, in having the posterior section of the body, viz. the three thoracic segments and

abdomen, distinctly narrower in proportion to length and distinctly longer in proportion to the whole

body; furthermore the second thoracic segment is much shorter, being scarcely longer than the fourth

segment, and without the four dorsal tubercles, while the incision in the opercular plate, second pleo-

pods, seems to be a little deeper. I am unable to decide with certainty, whether the specimen belongs

to another species or the differences observed are due to variation.

Remarks. The frontal row of seta: and other features prove that in referring the typical

specimens to Tattersall's species I am correct His description and figure of the three posterior thoracic

segments are certainly wrong, as no transverse articulations are found between them, but extremely

curved impressions; when he said "pleopods normal in structure" it shows that he had not examined

them in the male. The only difference difficult to explain between his representation and mine w

that he figured the fifth joint of first thoracic legs as considerably more slender in proportion to depth

than I found it in the same sex ; according to his text that joint should, for the rest, be still longer

in proportion to sixth joint than his figure shows it to be.

Occurrence. The male specimen mentioned above under variation? was taken by the

"IngolF at the following station.

Davis Strait: Stat 36: Lat 6i5o' N., Long. 56ai' W, 1435 fath., temp. 1-5; i spec.

The typical specimens have been gathered by the "Thor" at a single place.

TW'-t-tfir-TilMra IIL (.
"
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South-West of the Fseroes: Lat. 6ii5' N., Long. 935' W., 463515 fath.; $
l

/ 2 spec. (3?, 2'/ 2 d
1

)-

Distribution. Taken twice west of Ireland in townet attached to trawl or dredge, 199 and

382 fath. (Tattersall). The species is certainly pelagic in the deeper layers of the sea.

Sub-Order Flabellifera.

As already said on p. 4, I have with some reluctance let the family Anthuridse remain in this

sub-order, but remove the family Gnathiidae, establishing it as a seventh sub-order after the Epicaridea.

Family Cymothoidae.
This very rich family comprises eight sub-families, but only two, viz. Cirolaninse and

are represented in the material. Before the account of the forms some morphological points may
be treated.

In 1903 I pointed out six movable joints in the peduncle of the antennae in Bathynomus and

some large species of Cirolana; in 1905 I mentioned the same fact as to Conilera Leach; in 1912 Ra-

covitza (in Biospeologica, XXVII, Cirolanides: Arch. Zool. Experim. 5. Ser. Vol. X) found the same

number in two genera of his subterranean Cirolaninae, viz. Sphceromides Dollf. and Typhlocirolana Ra-

cov. Thus several genera of the Cirolauiuse possess the same number of joints in the antennal peduncles

as is well known in the Asellota, but while in this sub-order an exopod (squama) is most frequently

distinct, it has hitherto been impossible to find an exopod on the peduncles in any species of Cirola-

ninse. In the .5ginae not more than five movable joints could be detected in the antennal peduncles.

The structure of the maxillipeds in the male and the ovigerous female of Cirolana borealis

Lilljeborg I studied in 1890 (Cirolanidse . .
.,

the paper is quoted later on at the species), and it has been

investigated again, because Racovitza has attempted a new interpretation of the proximal elements of

these appendages in an ovigerous female of an allied form, Spharomides Raymondi Dollf., believing

to be able to point out the pracoxa, the joint now found by me in a couple of large forms of Asellota

(see above, p. 9).
In the male of C. borealis I found no vestige of a praecoxa, but saw that the figures

of the maxillipeds in both sexes published by me in 1890 are correct in every particular. I am not

prepared to think that the prsecoxa, which does not exist in the male, can be pointed out in the female

maxilliped, which has obtained peculiar expansions of the proximal parts, viz. first joint or coxa, epipod,

and second joint or basis, in order to create a current of fresh water to the ova or young. The joints

existing in the male have been much altered in the ovigerous female, and according to my opinion

the epipod, which in the male is a large undivided plate, has in the female been expanded and mem-

branous, with two oblong, smaller plates as remnants of the single large plate in the male. The small

plate marked / by Racovitza on his fig. V (p. 291) is also seen on fig. i 1 in my paper quoted, to the

right of the first joint, the coxa (/), and I must consider this plate as being a part of the epipod, not,
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tat Racoviua thinks, a separate joint, the pnecoxa. My interpretation in 1890 of the three lamellar

expansions in the female tnaxilliped is certainly correct And my opinion is corroborated by the .true-

turf of the maxillipeds in the male and the ovigerous female of Mrsidotkea Sabini Kr. and AtlatMa

granuiata G. O. Sars, both studied later on and figured on PI. XV.

In 1893 I wrote (in "ZooL Anz." No. 430): Es folgt aus . . . . dass man drei (Mieder im Summ
vm alien gespaltenen Gliedmassen als ein primares Verhaltniss anseheu nuiss"; on p. 9 in the present

paper are briefly summed up most of the cases, where three joints, consequently also a pnecoxa, are

still extant Therefore Racovitza's interpretation of the proximal elements in the female muxilliped

of Sphrromidts would have been most welcome, if I had been able to find it correct. Fortunately

I can adopt another proof given by him of my theory on three joints in the sympod of the appen-

dages in Crustacea.

In 1902 Bouvier pointed out the existence of three joints in the peduncles or sympods of the

pleopods in the genus Bathynomus. In 1903 I confirmed Bouvier's discover, and said: "The gigantic

animal is an excellent object for the study of the joints in the sympods of pleopoda, while such joints

in animals of normal size are difficult to discover and especially difficult to judge of with certainty".

In 1912 Racovitza described and figured (op. cit. p. 29495, figs. VII and VIII) three joints in the

-\inpod of first pair of pleopods in the moderately large animal Sphtrromidat Haytnondi Dollf. (length

^\ mm.), but his statement: "Hansen ne trouva cepcndant qu'un seul article chez routes les cspeces

qu'il etudia", is extremely misleading, which is easily seen from the quotation just given, together

with the fact that in my earlier main paper on Cirolana etc. I said nothing on the morphology of the

pleopods. I have never said that I had only found a single joint in the sympod of the pleopods in

Cm'l.uiiii.i- or any other animal of malacostracous Crustacea; at least in many and probably in most

Malacostraca exceeding a few millimeters in length two joints can be seen without much difficulty,

but according to my theory the sympod shall be composed of three joints and for various reasons

it will generally be either difficult or impossible to point out their elements; besides, I had never made

a closer investigation of the sympods of the pleopods in selected types of Cirolana or other Isopoda

or in various types of Malacostraca. Now I have examined first pair of pleopods in Cirolana borralu

and a few species of Alga, and have been able to find chitinized elements of the three joints in question.

Fig. 6 a on PI. XIV represents the left half of the first abdominal sternite (st) with the sympod
and the proximal part of endopod (en) and exopod (ex) of first pleopod, seen from below, of sEga
irctica Lutk. The third joint (j.) of the sympod is firmly chitinized, while first and second joints are

thin-skinned with chitinous plates as remnants of the joints. Second joint shows a long transverse

plate (jo) reaching the outer margin and divided into two pieces, and a small plate (ji) at the inner

margin. First joint has a somewhat large transverse plate (/ o) reaching the sternite, while at its inner

angle a very firm subquadrangular plate (//) is seen, which is deeply cleft in the median line and,

according to my opinion, consists of the inner part of first joint of both pleopods of first pair, and

these two parts are fused at the base. As the pleopods of same pair are moved simultaneously, this

fusion of their inner basal part must give strength and uniformity to their movement - The struc-

ture of the sympods of first pair of pleopods in Cirolana oorcalis Lilljeb. (PI XIV, fig. 4 a) i some-

what similar to that in -ga arctica, but the plates of first and especially of second joint are more
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reduced. The lettering on fig. 4 a is the same as in ^fcga, but it is seen that the outer plate of second

joint (20) is very small and the inner plate found in ^*Ega is missing; the outer plate of first joint

(/ o) is smaller than in sEga, while the inner plate (/ / is broader, very much shorter and fused, without

any posterior incision, with the corresponding plate of the opposite pleopod.

Sub-Family Cirolaninae.

Two genera are represented in the "Ingolf" area, viz. Cirolana Leach and Eurydice Leach.

Cirolana Leach.

The material comprises only three well-known species.

106. Cirolana borealis Lilljeborg.

(PI. XIV, fig. 4 a).

1852. Cirolana borealis Lilljeborg, Ofvers. K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Forhandl. 18. Arg., 1851, p. 23.

! 1890. H. J. Hansen, Vid. Selsk. Skr. 6. Raekke, naturv.-math. Afd., V. 3, p. 321; PI. I,

figs, i iv.

! 1897. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 70; PI. 29.

! 1905. H J. Hansen, Journ. Linn. Soc. London, Zool., Vol. XXIX, p. 342.

To the descriptions, figures, remarks on synonymy and habits given in my two papers quoted

I have next to nothing to add. The structure of the sympods of first pair of pleopods is described

above. Some additional observations on the habits of this interesting animal have been published by

Tattersall (Isopoda, 1905).

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf, but Cand. mag. Ad. Jensen (in "Michael Sars") cap-

tured it at a single place.

South-West of the Faeroes: Lat 6i6' N., Long. 92i' W., 210 fath., temp. 7-8; 9 specimens on bait

on long-lines.

In the list on distribution of British Isopoda Tattersall (Isopoda, p. 85) indicated it as known

from Iceland, but that must be erroneous.

Distribution. The summary given by me in 1905 may be reprinted with some additions.

This species has been taken in various places in the Kattegat, 6 and 13 to 29 fath., and the most

northern end of the Sound; along the southern and western coasts of Norway at least to Throndhjem

Fjord (G. O. Sars); in Lat 6448' N., Long. 632
(

E. (G. O. Sars); south-east of the Faeroes in Lat 6i3i' N.,

Long. o39' W., 104 fath. (by the "Thor"); Shetland Isles (Norman); some places in the North Sea (Zir-

was); several places on the coasts of Scotland and Ireland (various authors); west of Ireland in depths

from 74 to 220 fath., besides on the shore, and even two specimens dug out of sand (Tattersall), and

south-west of Ireland in 808 fath. (Norman); in the Channel at Devon and Guernsey (Norman); various
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places at or off the west coasts of France (H. J. Hanseu; Norman); off Cadi?, 386 fath. (Norman); in

tin Mediterranean at Naples, 25 fath., at Villafranche (H. J. Han>cni, in various places in the western

hall of that sea down to 648 fath. and in the Adriatic (Dollfus, Norman). Also found off the eastern coast

..i North America between Lat. 32 and 33 N., Long, jj'/f and 78*,W., 233 and 229 fath. (Harger);

finally, according to Miss Richardson "off Cape Florida", but this statement is, in my opinion, rather

doubtful and needs confirmation.

107. Cirolana Schmidtii H. J. Hansen.

1905. Cirolana Schmidtii H. J. Hanseu, Journ. Linn. Soc. London, Xool. Vol. XXIX, p. 347; PL 33, figs.

a a 2c
Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolF at a single station.

Davis Strait: Stat 25: Lat. 633o' N., Long. 5425' Wn 582 fath., temp. 3-3; 3 spec

Besides captured by the "Thor" at a place south-west of the Ficrocs: LaL 6ii5' N., Long.

935'W., 463 51 5 fath, i spec.

Distribution. Hitherto known only from the two localities mentioned.

108. Cirolana Hanseni Bonnier.

1896. firolami Hansfni Bonnier, Campagne du "Caudan", in Ann. 1'Univ. Lyon, Vol. XXVI, p. 574;

PI. XXXII, figs, i a- 10.

95- H. J. Hansen, Journ. Linn. Soc. Lond., ZooL VoL XXIX, p. 353; PI. 34, figs.

i a i k.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "IngolF, but by the "Thor" at a single place.

South-West of the Fzeroes: Lat 6ii5' N, Ix>ug. 93s' W., 463515 fath.; i spec.

Distribution. This small but peculiar form has been recorded from several places, viz.

three or four localities between LaL y?$S N. and 5934' N., Long. 7i8' W. and 7*22' W. (Norman, H.

J. Hanseni, furthermore west of Ireland, 199 and 382 fath. (Tattersall), finally the Bay of Biscay, Lat.

4436' Nn Long. 425' W., 345 fath. (Bonnier).

Eurydice Leach.

Of the seven species hitherto known from the European seas only one has been found in our

area '. But a new and very interesting deep-sea form can be added.

109. Eurydice Grimaldii Dollfus.

1888. Eurydice Grimaldii Dollfus, Bull. Soc Zool. France, Vol. XIII, p. 6.

! 18901 eUgantula H. J. Hansen, Vid. Selslc. Skr. 6. Rsekke, naturv.-math. Afd. Y',3, p. 364;

PL V, Bgs. a a L

! 1905. Grimaldii H. J. Hansen, Jour. Linn. Soc I.ond, ZooL Vol. XXIX, p. 361.

< It MOMto be poawble that B. nrrmu H. J. H. my in the future be found pelagic in the Mwtlieni part ol the

re*. M it ha* been taken u far north a* off Dennis Head, in Lat. .vJS' N-. Long. i"u \V
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Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolP at two stations.

South-West of Iceland: Stat 85: LaL 6$2i' N., Long. 25*21' W., 170 fath.; 5 spec.

Stat 73: Lat. 6258' N., Long. 2^28' W., 486 fath., temp. 5-5; i specimen

in the trawl, but numerous specimens in the Apstein net, consequently

near the surface.

Off Iceland it has been taken five times by the "Thor" in the following localities.

West of Iceland: LaL 655o' N., Long. 26 53' W., young-fish trawl; i spec.

Lat 65oo' N., Long. 28io' W., i spec.

South - Lat 63 1 1' N., Long. 2i3o' W., 400 m. wire out; i spec.

Lat 63o8' N., Long. 2i3o' W., 2 spec.

Lat 63o5' N., Long. 2OO7' W.; i spec.

Around the Faeroes it has been gathered several times (various collectors).

Distribution. Taken in Lat 59 N., Long. i75o'W. (by Mag. W. Lundbeck), furthermore

in the area between this locality, the Faeroes and the northern Scotland, and, besides, west of Scotland

(Copenhagen Museum). It is not uncommon west, south-west and south of Ireland (Walker, Tattersall,

Stephensen), and has been recorded from off Cadiz (H. J. Hansenl, south-west of Portugal (Stephensen),

and at the Azores (Dollfus).

This species has been taken many times either near the surface or in young-fish trawl, and

is probably always pelagic in the upper strata of the sea. For this reason some records on the depths

of the stations have been omitted.

no. Eurydice caeca n. sp.

(PI. XIV, figs. 5 a- 5 k).

Male. Body somewhat less than three times as long as broad, and in general outline (fig. 53)

somewhat resembling that of E. truncata, but the last abdominal segment is proportionately larger.

The frontal plate (fig. 5b,/) is very conspicuous, uncommonly large, almost as broad as long,

subquadrangular, with the greatest breadth distinctly in front of the middle; the anterior end is angular,

and the anterior part of the plate covers the inner proximal part of first joint of the antennulae.

Eyes completely wanting. -- Antenuulae short, reaching about to the end of the penultimate joint of

the antennal peduncles. First joint somewhat thick, oblong, directed forwards; second joint moderately

thick and directed outwards; third joint long and very slender; flagellum shorter than third joint of

the peduncle, 4-jointed, but the first and the fourth joint extremely short -- Antennae proportionately

short, reaching about the hind margin of third thoracic segment. Last joint of the peduncle only a

little longer but conspicuously more slender than the penultimate joint (fig. 5 b). Flagellum with 9 or

10 joints.

Mandibles (fig. 5 c) normal; the pars molaris (fig. 5d) differs from that in R. Grimaldii (comp.

my paper in 1890) in having a much smaller number of marginal teeth; these teeth are triangular

and much .broader than in the last-named form, the proximal teeth being considerably broader than

long, while the most distal teeth are a little longer than broad. --
Maxillipeds (fig. 5 e) have the joints

of the palp distinctly more narrow than in E. Grimaldii or E.pulchra; the lobe from second joint (I
2

)
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i- somewhat long, rather narrow, as in the other forms of the genus without coupling hooks, and

tci initiates in two extremely long, stiff, plumose setae.

Epimera in the main similar to those in K. inermu\ the outer (lower) margin of the three post-

erior pairs is unusually convex, and their posterior angle is produced into a quite minute, acute tooth.

Thoracic legs (figs. 5 f, 5 g, 5 h) with very few setae and a smaller number of spines than in any
otlu-r Huropean species. Seventh pair (fig. sh) slender excepting second joint; fourth joint only a little

less than twice as long as broad and about as long as the fifth, while sixth joint is about half as long

again as the fifth.

Last abdominal segment (fig. 5 i) without any distinct dorsal impression ;
the lateral margins

are curved a little upwards with the result that the surface along them is a little excavated. Posterior

margin long and on the whole moderately convex, with a very obtuse and feeble angle at the middle,

\\hile each half of this margin has some irregular, somewhat to very small teeth and a few quite

short seta, but no articulated spines.

The appendix masculina (fig. sk) attached nearer the base of the endopod than in any other

I. -nil of this genus; the appendix reaches somewhat beyond the ramus, and its distal part is peculiarly

shaped, as may be seen in the figure.

Uropods (fig. 51) small; both rami considerably narrower than in any other European species

and shaped nearly as in some forms of Cirolana, slightly more than three times as long as broad and

tapering from the middle to the narrow end, which has a small incision; the endopod is considerably

longer than the exopod, with the distal half of its outer margin coarsely serrate and that of the inner

margin very finely serrate; the margins of the exopod with a couple of saw-teeth.

Colour of the specimen while in formaline a few months after capture deeply high-red.

Length 7-1 mm.

Remarks. E. caeca is a most interesting species, differing from other forms of the genus in

having no eyes, in the size and shape of the frontal plate, in the antennulae, the proximal insertion

of the appendix masculina, the shape of the uropods, and finally in colour. But as it agrees with

other North-Atlantic forms in the peduncles of the antennae, the mouth-parts, the essential features of

the thoracic legs, etc., it was deemed incorrect to establish a new genus for its reception.

Occurrence. Taken only by the Thor", July n, 1904, at the following place.

South of Iceland: LaL 6i3o' N., Long. ijoS W, young-fish trawl, 1800 in. wire out; i spec.

Judging from the absence of eyes, the colour and the length of wire out A, caeca belong* to

the pelagic deep-sea fauna.

Sub-Family ^Egidae.

The main paper on the forms is still that published by Schiodte & Meinert in Naturh. Tidsskr.

3. R.-ekkc. Vol. XII, 1879, The authors, who had studied a vast material from nearly all large museums

in the world, pronounced that females with marsupial lamella: had never been taken on fishes, but

had. if known, always been taken by the dredge. Of the North-Atlantic and arctic forms of the genus
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they had seen a very large number of specimens, but excepting jE. venfrosa, not one female

with marsupium, and consequently they maintained that females with marsupium of these forms must

be found on the bottom of the sea. The "Ingolf" has proved the correctness of this view, as it has

taken with trawl or dredge two females with marsupium of <&ga psora L,. in depths of about 300 fath.,

and five similar specimens of sga arctica Liitk. at three stations with depths from 568 to 799 fath.

These facts are pointed out here because they are of special interest

As to morphology a few points may be briefly mentioned. As already said, the antennae have

only five joints in the peduncle; it was even impossible to find any vestige of a praecoxa.
-- In the

above-named paper on Cirolanidae etc. (1890) a detailed description with figures of the mouth-parts in

both sexes of two genera of the ^ginse is found; I showed the extreme expansions of the proximal

parts of the maxillipeds in ovigerous females of Rocinela, and stated that in ^Zga a similar structure

was found. I refer to these facts, as authors -- f. inst G. O. Sars in his standard work generally

examined the mouth-parts of females without marsupium or of males, overlooking the extreme differ-

ences between the maxillipeds in such specimens and in females with marsupium.

The material comprises representatives for three genera.

Leach.

Of this rich genus eight species have been collected within our area. No new species was

found, and seven of the forms have been described and figured not only by Schiodte & Meiuert (op.

ciL) but by G. O. Sars, so that they are very well known.

in. jEga psora L.

1761. Oniscus Psora Linne, Fauna Suec. Ed. II. p. 499.

! 1879. jEga Psora Schiodte & Meinert, op. cit. p. 357; PI. VIII, figs. 5-6.

! 1897. psora G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 59; PL 24.

1905. Richardson, Monograph, p. 168, fig. 148.

Two females with marsupium have been taken by the "Ingolf", and the largest specimen is

36-2 mm. long and 18-5 mm. broad. Schiodte & Meinert stated their largest female without marsupium

to be 48 mm., and the largest specimen measured by me is 49-5 mm., but in this and other species of

j&ga the animals taken on fishes are frequently much distended, due to an enormous quantity of food,

and consequently the thoracic segments are removed from each other.

Schiedte & Meinert recorded ^E. psora as taken on Gadus morrhua and Somniosus microcepha-

lus. Our Museum possesses specimens taken on the same fishes and, besides, on Gadus ogac, Hippo-

glossus pinguis, Hippoglossns vnlgaris and Anarrhichas latifrons. Sars has, besides, recorded it from Gad-its

teglefinns and Molva vulgaris, Richardson from Cottus scorpius and Raja batis.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at two stations.
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West of Iceland: Sut. 89: LaL 6445' N., Long, tftcf W, 310 fath., temp. 8-4*; i spec (ovig. j.

Stat 9: LaL 64i8' N., Long. a7oo' W., 295 (atli., temp. 5-8; 11 pc (i with

marsup.).

Besides it has been gathered numerous times and by many collectors within the "IngolP area.

Along the west coast of Greenland or more distant from the coast it has been captured from Umanak,

ab. LaL 7o4o' N., southwards to Nanortalik, in LaL oo'oy' N., at fourteen localities, all -- excepting

Jakubshavu -- enumerated in Stephensen's Conspectus. At Hast Greenland it has only been found at

Angmagsalik, LaL 653O* N, by Mr. Seren Nielsen. It is common at Iceland, having been secured in

c Fjord, Onundar Fjord and Hofn Bugt on the north-western coast, in Ofjord and Skjalfandi on

the north coast, in Seydis Fjord on the east coast; around the Faeroes it has been taken numerous

times. The deepest station was in LaL 6ii5' N., Long. 935' W., 463 515 fath., and it has also been

taken in 340, 250, 190 and 60 fath.

Distribution. Several specimens have been taken at the north coast and the most northern

part of the east coast of Jutland. It "occurs rather frequently along the whole coast of Norway, from

the Christiania Fjord to Vadso" (G. O. Sars). Besides it is known from "Lappoiria Russica" (Schiodtc

& Mein.); Barents Sea in LaL 7236' N., Long. 2457' E^, 140 fath., temp. 1-7 (Max Weber); Spitzbergen

(Miers, Ohlin); Scotland, north-eastern England and Ireland (various authors).
- Richardson recorded

it from Hudson Bay, Labrador, New Foundland, Nova Scotia, a number of places along the more

northern part of the east coast of the UniL States, finally from the Gulf of Mexico between the

i and Florida, but this last-named locality seems to need confirmation.

112. jEga tridens Leach.

1815. sEga tridens Leach, Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond. Vol. XI, p. 370.

! 1879, Schiodte & Meinert, op. ciL p. 340; PI. VII, figs, i 2.

! 1897. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 60; PI. 25, fig. i.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingoir or any other of the Danish expeditions. But a spec-

imen taken on Gat/us morrhua has been recorded from Thorshavu, the Faroes (Sell. & Mein.), and

later another specimen has been procured at the same islands by the Physician Jorgcnscn (Copenhagen

Museum).

Distribution. sE. tridens seems to be rare. G. O. Sars recorded it from Bergen and Chri-

stianssund on the south-west coast of Norway and from the Christiania Fjord. Besides it has been

taken north of the Shetland Islands in LaL 6ii5' N., Long. i3o' W., no fath. (Zirwas), at both sides

of Scotland and at Belfast (various authors).

113. .Ega Stroemii Lutken.

1859, ^ff a Stroemii Lutken, Vid. Medd. Naturh. Foreti. Kjobenhavn for 1858, p. 68, PL I. A, figs. 68.

! 1879. Schiedte & Meinert, op. ciL p. 349, PL VII, figs. 1015.
! 1897. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 60; PI. 25, fig. 2.

Tto Ujntf.E.fiJMo.. IIL f.
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This species has been taken most frequently on Gadus morrhua, but also on Gadus aglefinus

and Acanthias -vulgaris (G. O. Sars); Dr. J. Schmidt and Cand. mag. Ad. Jensen have found it on Cen-

trophorus squamosus. - - The largest specimen seen by me is 42-5 mm., but Schiodte & Meinert recorded

49 mm. as the greatest length.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf".
-- The Copenhagen Museum possesses nine spec-

imens from the "Ingolf area. It has been collected at Iceland (A. Feddersen); south of Iceland in Lat

63i5' N., Long. 222T
>

'

W., 114 142 fath., and at some distance from the last-named locality on Cen-

trophorus squamosus (,,Thor"). It has been recorded from the Faeroes (Schi0dte & Mein.) and later taken

at Thorshavn, the Faeroes; finally secured by Cand. mag. Ad. Jensen on Centr. squamosus from Lat.

6i6' N., Long. 92i' W., 210 fath.

Distribution. Northern end of Jutland and Skager Rak (Sch. & Mein.); south and west coast

of Norway, northwards at least to the Lofoten Islands (G. O. Sars). Besides, taken in the North Sea at

Lat 572o' N., Long. 29' E. (Zirwas). east of Durham (Norman), west of the Shetland Isles, 203 fath.

(Norman), and by the "Thor" south-west of Ireland: Lat. 5i29' N., Long. n45' W., 478 fath.

114. Jga crenulata Lutken.

1859. sga crenulata Liitken, Vid. Medd. Naturh. Foren. Kj0benhavn for 1858, p. 70; PL I. A, figs. 45.
! 1879. Schi0dte & Meinert, op. cit p. 343 ;

PI. VII, figs. 69.
! 1897. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 61; PL 25, fig. 3.

The greatest length recorded for a female without marsupium is 65 mm. (Sch. & Mein.); a fine

specimen taken by the "Thor" is 57 mm. -- According to the literature taken only on Somniosus mi-

crocephalus; in 1902 Cand. mag. Ad. Jensen found it at the Faeroes on Molva byrkelange.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at a single station.

South-West of Iceland: Stat 81 : Lat 6i44' N., Long. 27oo' W., 485 fath., temp. 6-1; i spec.

At West Greenland it has been taken at some places, thus Umanak in Lat 7O4o' N., Riten-

benk in Lat 6944' N. (Sch. & Mein.), and Julianehaab in Lat 6o43' N. (captured by Rev. Sorensen).
-

At Iceland it has been gathered several times, but of special localities only 0fjord on the north coast

has been indicated (Sch. & Mein.); later it was taken in Dyre Fjord, north-west coast of Iceland, by

A. Feddersen. The "Thor" captured the above-named fine specimen south of Iceland in Lat 6257' N.,

Long. I958' W., 508 fath. - - From the Faeroes it was recorded by Schi0dte & Meinert, and taken by

Cand. mag. Ad. Jensen in Lat 623o' N., Long. 5i6' W., 250 fath., on Molva byrkelange.

Distribution. A specimen has been taken in Skager Rak at the north coast of Jutland

(Meinert). At Norway it has been taken in the Christiania Fjord and at some places on the south and

west coasts of Norway, northwards to Komag Fjord, West Finmark (Sch. & Mein.; G. O. Sars). A spec-

imen has been procured off Shetland, Lat 6i3o' N., Long. oio' E., 101 fath. (Zirwas); another off Aber-

deen (Matthews), and a third off the west coast of Ireland, 242 fath. (Tattersall).
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monophthalma Johnston.

1834. sEfa monophthalma Johnston, London's Mag. Nat Hist Vol. VII, p. 232, fig. 43, a, b. (test Norman).

1879. Schiodte & Meinert, op. cit p. 365.

! 1897. G. O. Sara, Account, II, p. 62; PI. 26, fig. i.

The greatest size recorded of the female without uiarsupium is 56-5 mm. According to the

literature it lives on GaJus morrhua and Somniosus microcfphalus\ Dr. Joh. Schmidt took a fine male,

45 mm. long, on Cfntrophorus squamosus.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "IngolP. But it was recorded from Iceland (Sch. & Mcin.),

and the above-named specimen from Cenlrophorus was secured south-west of the Faroes in I^at G^oS* N.,

Long. 9 28' W., 377 fath.

Distribution. A couple of specimens secured at the north coast, and a third specimen at

the west coast of Jutland (Meinert, H. J. Hauscni. At Norway taken in the Christiania Fjord and at

a few places on the south and west coasts, northwards to Trondhjem Fjord (G. O. Sars). At Great

Britain found at Shetland, in Moray Firth, finally at Northumberland and Durham (Bate & Westwood;

Norman).

IDga arctica Lutken.

(PL XIV, fig. 6 a).

1859, sEga arctica Lutken, Vid. Medd. Nat Foren. Kjobenhavn for 1858, p. 71; PL I. A., figs. 13.
1879. Schiodte & Meinert, op. cit p. 374.

! 1897. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 63; PL 26, fig. 2.

The greatest female without marsupium recorded in the literature was 43 mm. long, the greatest

male 36 mm. But at Egedesminde, West Greenland, the Rev. Sorensen has secured a distended female

without marsupium measuring 47 mm. Females with marsupium were hitherto unknown, but as al-

ready stated, the "IngolF has captured five such females at three stations; one among them is only

32-3 mm. long, but the two largest specimens are 40 mm. long.
-- It has been taken several times on

Xomniosus microcepkalus.

Fig. 6 a, representing the proximal half of first left pleopod, has been described above on p. 163.

Occurrence. &. arctica has been taken in trawl or dredge by the "InpolF at five stations.

Davis Strait: Stat 25: Lat 633o' N., Long. 5425' W., 582 fath., temp. 3-3; 3 spec (i ovigerous ?).

West of Iceland: Stat 90: Lat 6445' N
-> Iwg. 29o6' Wn 568 fath., temp. 4-4; 7 spec (2 ? with

marsupium).

Stat 89: Lat 6445' N., Long. 272o' W., 310 fath., temp. 8-4; 7 spec

South- West of Iceland: Stat 81: Lat 6i44' N., Long. 27*00' W., 485 fatk, temp. 6-1; 5 spec

Stat 78: Lat 6o37
l

N., Long. 2752' W, 799 fath., temp. 4-5; n ipec

(a ? with marsupium).

According to Schiodte & Meinert it has been taken frequently at West Greenland, but only

two special localities were recorded, viz, Umanak, in Lat 7O4o' N., and Hundcoerne near Egedesminde,

Lat 68*42' N. Later it has been recorded from Lille Karajok Fjord, Lat 7o2o' N. (Vanhoffen), and the

*
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Rev. S0rensen captured it at Egedesrainde, and at Julianehaab, Lat. 6o43' N. Mr. Soren Nielsen secured

two specimens at Angmagsalik, Lat. 653o' N., in East Greenland. It was recorded from the north-

western and the southern coast of Iceland (Sch. & Mein.). The "Thor" has taken it west of Iceland

in LaL 64i3' N., Long. z-j^o' W., long-lines, 440 fath., and south-west of the Fseroes, Lat. 6ii5' N.,

Long. 935' W., 463 515 fath.

Distribution. At Norway a single specimen has been procured in Finmark (G. O. Sars). A

specimen was dredged off the west coast of Ireland, 388 fath. (Tattersall).

The localities enumerated show that ^E. arctica is not uncommon at West Greenland and off

West and South-West Iceland, that it has been taken in trawl or dredge eight times in depths from

310 to 799 fath., but that all these places belong to the warm area.

117. Jga ventrosa M. Sars.

1859. sga ventrosa M. Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania for 1858, p. 156.

! 1879. Schiodte & Meinert, op. cit., p. 375; PI. IX, figs. 710.
! 1897. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 64; PI. 26, fig. 3.

1913. K. Stephensen, Conspectus, p. 234 (containing full synonymy).

As to the structure a few remarks may be made. - The frontal plate is compressed and con-

stitutes a somewhat high, transverse keel; in most specimens its lower sharp margin is straight, but

in the ovigerous female from the "Ingolf" Stat 81 and in a female from Hardanger Fjord (Norway)

the lower margin is considerably concave. - The last abdominal segment has the end a little or

slightly produced, acute or subacute, and the terminal part of the rami of the uropods is triangular

with the end acute or subacute. But in a not adult specimen from the "Ingolf Stat. 95 the end of

abdomen is completely rounded, and the end of each ramus of the uropods is also rounded, but the

right outer ramus is considerably more broadly rounded than the left, and as the animal in other

features agrees with normal specimens taken at the same station, I must consider the specimen as

a variety.

The complicated and curious synonymy pointed out by me (in 1887) and corroborated by Sars

(1897) has been put together by Stephensen, 1. c. The length recorded of the female without mar-

supium is 27 mm., of the ovigerous female 22 mm., but the "Ingolf captured a female with marsupium

measuring 33 mm. in length, and a female without marsupium 32 mm. long.

It may be noted that the specimen from the "Ingolf Stat. 85 is only 14-5 mm., shows the

features of moulting, and therefore agrees with sEgiochus Nordenskioldii Bovallius.

It is interesting that the great majority of the specimens of this species hitherto collected have

been taken in dredge or trawl. Sars had taken all his specimens at various places in the dredge, but

supposes, that "it at times infests fishes of one kind or another"; Schiodte & Meinert, Norman and

Tattersall have no records of its occurrence on fishes. But in 1902 Cand. mag. Ad. Jensen (in "Michael

Sars") found near the Fseroes a specimen on Gadus morrhua, a second specimen on Brosmius brosme,

a third on Molva byrkelange, and several specimens on Hippoglossus vulgaris.

Occurrence. ^. ventrosa has been captured by the "Ingolf at several stations.
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West of Iceland: Stat 98: Ut 65
8

38' Nn Long. a6a7' W., 138 fath., temp. 5-9*; a spec (if. with

young).

Stat 95: Lat 65-14' N., Long. 3o
e

39' W., 753 fath., temp, a-i'; 4 spec

Stat 9: Lat 64-18' Nn Long. 27-00' W., 395 fath., temp. 5-8; 4 spec

StaL 85: LaL 63-31' N, Long, 35-31' W., 170 fath., temp. ?
;

i spec

South-West of Iceland: Stat 81: Lat 6i44' N., Long. 37oo' W., 485 fath., temp, fri*; a spec (i

ovig. ?).

Stat 78: Lat 6o37' N, Long. 37-52' W., 799 fath., temp. 4-5; 6 spec (i ?

with marsupium).

Furthermore it was taken in Davis Strait, Lat 6643' N., Long. $6*12' W., 130 fath. (Stephcnsen),

and off Cape Farewell, Lat 5933' N., Long. 4325' W., 130 fath. (Bovallius). Caiid. mag. Ad. Jensen capt-

ured it at five places near to or a little east of the Faeroes, about half of the specimens on the fishes

enumerated above.

Distribution. A specimen was taken at Rohuslan, west coast of Sweden (Bovallius). "The

species would seem to occur not infrequently along the whole Norwegian coast, from the Christiania

Fjord to Komag Fjord in West Fimnurk", in "rather considerable depths descending to 300 fathoms"

(G. O. Sars). Sars has also (1886) recorded it from Lat 71-35' N., Long. I54i' E., 630 fath., temp.
-=-

ix>,

a station situated not very far from the limit between cold and warm temperatures at the bottom;

Max Weber recorded it from another station between Norway and Spitzbergen, viz. Lat 7i55* N.,

Long. 18-30' K., 177 fath., temp. 3*4, but Stephensen's statements on its occurrence at Spitzbergen and

in the Kara Sea must be due to some mistake. Finally it has been gathered three times west of Shet-

land, 303 to 313 fath. (Norman), and twice west of Ireland, 337 and 350 fath. (Tattersall).

118. g& gracilipes H. J. Hanseu.

! 1895. sga gracilipcs H. J. Hansen, Ergebn. der Plankton-Exped. Vol. II, G. c, p. 15; PI. I, figs. 6- 6c

1905. Richardson, Monograph, p. 183.

The single specimen, a female without marsupium with the thorax distended, is 39 mm. long

and 13-4 mm. broad, thus conspicuously more than twice as long as broad, considerably larger and

much less telescoped than the specimen figured by me in 1895; the thorax is therefore proportion-

ately longer, half as long again as the abdomen, and the outline of the animal is similar to that of a

normal specimen of s. vcntrosa. In all important features, viz^ the large size of the eyes, the shape

of lamina frontalis and of the last abdominal segment and the uropods, the slender legs with very few

spines, especially the slendeniess and length of the distal half of the three anterior pairs, etc, the spec-

imen agrees completely with my description and figures.

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolP at a single station.

South-West of Iceland: Stat 83: Lat 63-35' N- Lon S- a8 3' w-> 9" fath -' tein P- 3'5; * *Pec

Distribution. Only two specimens have been recorded in the literature. The type was pro-

cured north-west of Scotland: Lat 59*0' N, Long. 8-5 W., 801 fath. (H. J. Hansen); the second specimen

is from the Gulf of Mexico, 730 fath. (Richardson). The species has thus been taken in depths from

730 to 912 fath., and seems to be a real deep-sea form.
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Rocinela Leach.

Of this genus only a single species is known with certainty from our area,- but a second species

of somewhat doubtful origin must also be mentioned.

119. Rocinela danmoniensis Leach.

? Rocinela Danmoniensis Leach, Diet. sc. nat. XII, p. 346 (test Sch. & Mein.).

! 1879. Schiodte & Meinert, op. cit p. 383; PI. XI, figs, i 16.

! 1897. danmoniensis G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 65; PI. 27.

Schiodte & Meinert recorded the length of females with marsupium to be 2427 mm., but an

ovigerous female from the "Ingolf" Stat 44 is 30 mm. long, the same length as recorded by the authors

named as the greatest for females without marsupium. -- According to Sars it has been taken on "the

skin of fishes of various kinds, for instance the common cod, the haddock, the ling, etc."

Occurrence. Captured by the "Ingolf at two stations.

West of Iceland: Stat 98: Lat 6538' N., Long. 2627' W., 138 fath., temp. 5-9; i spec.

South of Iceland: Stat 54: Lat 63o8' N., Long. i54o' W., 691 fath., temp. 3-9; 5 spec.

According to Schiodte & Meinert, and specimens later received by the Copenhagen Museum,

this species has been gathered some times at or rather near the Faeroes by various collectors, thus at

Thorshavn and off Akraleite, ab. 150 fath. The "Thor" captured it at two places south-west of the

Faeroes, viz., in Lat 6ii5' N., Long. 935' W., 463515 fath., and Lat. 6io8' N., Long. 928' W., 435 fath.

Distribution. Taken at some places in Kattegat and the northern part of the Sound in

depths from 4 to 16 fath. (H. J. Hansen); north of Kattegat in Lat s654' N., 26 fath. (Zirwas); at Va-

deroerne, west coast of Sweden, 80 fath. (Sch. & Mein.), and along the coast of Norway from the Chri-

stiania Fjord northwards at least to Trondhjem Fjord (G. O. Sars). Furthermore taken by the "Thor"

north-east of Shetland, Lat 6i3i' N., Long. o39' W., 104 fath., and west of the Shetland Isles, 203 and

250 fath. (Norman); at Polperro and Plymouth in the Channel (Bate; Norman); west part of the Chan-

nel, west of Britany, and the inner, most southern part of the Bay of Biscay (K. Stephensen). In the

three last-named localities it has been taken pelagic, with 25, 65 and 60 m. wire out But when

Stephensen, on the authority of Carus, mentions that it has been taken in the Mediterranean, it seems

to me somewhat doubtful (on the authority of Marion, Carus recorded it from Marseille); several car-

cinological statements in Carus' book ought, until further evidence, to be discarded as based on a

mere compilation of earlier and not infrequently erroneous determinations.

Rocinela maculata Sch. & Mein.

! 1879. Rocinela maculata Schiodte & Meinert, op. cit p. 393; PI. XII, figs. 10 12.

! 1885. Bovallius, Bih. K. Sv. Vet Handl. Vol. X, No. u, p. 10; PI. II, figs. 1823.

1905. Richardson, Monograph, p. 198.

This characteristic species was established on a male from Vladivostock. Bovallius described

the ovigerous female; he had purchased two specimens "of the naturalist-merchant Wessel in Hamburg",
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and the locality was stated to be Greenland. The localities for specimens bought in such shops are

IK -t always trustworthy, but it is, on the other hand, not impossible that a species found at Vladivo-

-toi-k also belongs to the fauna of Arctic America and may live at West Greenland. This is the reason

why the species it inserted here, but yet without number; I cannot follow Harriet Richardson, who

without any reservation or doubt accepted it on the authority of Bovallius as belonging to the fauna

of Greenland, and therefore to that of North America.

Syscenus Harger.

Only one species is known from the Atlantic

lacx Syscenus infelix Harger.

i88a Syscfnus infelix Harger, Rep. U. S. Comm. Fish and Fisheries, PL VI, p. 387.

51883. Harger, Bull Mus.Corap.Zool. VoL IX, No. 4, p. 100; PL III, figs. 55^ PL

IV, figs. 33 h.

11897 1900. G. O. Sara, Account, II, p. 67; PI. 28, and p. 247, Suppl. PI. I.

1913. Stephensen, Rep. Dan. Ocean. Exped. No. 3, p. 10, fig. 3 (With synonymy).

Occurrence. Not taken by the "IngolF. But in 1904 the "Thor" captured a larval specimen

south-west of the Faeroes in Lat 6ii5'N., Long. 9*35' W^ 463515 fath.

Distribution. It has been taken in the northern Kattegat, 2328 fath., several times in

Skager Rak more or less distant from the north coast of Jutland in depths from 3745 to 106 fath.,

and off Cape Lindesnaes, 112 fath. (H. J. Hansen); besides off Bohuslan, on Gadus mrrlangits (Bovallius).

Sars recorded it from the south coast of Norway, and the larvae from two places, Hvitingso and Bck-

kervig, on the west coast of the same country. Zirwas recorded it from LaL 573i'N n Long. 727' R,

114 fath.; Norman from Lat 594o' N., Long. 7*2 x'W., 516 fath., and La Bianco from Capri. Quite

small specimens, measuring from 6 to 10 mnL, have been captured pelagically in young-fish trawl five

times in the western half of the Mediterranean (Stephensen).
- Besides, it has been gathered several

times at the east coast of North America or rather far from that country- between Lat 4i
8

34'/i' N- *" d

Lat 385o' N., 80 to 640 fath. (Richardson). But when Richardson (1909) records it from the Sea of

Japan : Lat 35o6'o5" N., Long. i384o'2o
M

E., I entertain strong doubt as to the correctness of the

determination, and the authoress had, for the rest, "only one imperfect specimen".

Family Sphaeromidae.
Since, in 1905, my treatise: On the Propagation, Structure and Classification of the family Sphaero-

midae (Quart Journ. Micr. Sc Vol. 49) was published, numerous papers dealing exclusively or partly

with this family have been issued by various authors. Among these contributions several are impor-
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tant, some among them even voluminous, containing numerous descriptions of new or imperfectly

known forms. All authors have adopted my classification, excepting Harriet Richardson as to a single

genus to be mentioned presently. But I may perhaps insert here some remarks on the very few facts

pointed out since 1905 as being of some significance for the classification, for the diagnoses of the

family, of the sub-families, or of two of the sections of the group Sphaerominse platybranchiatse.

One of the most important of the papers mentioned is E. G. Racovitza : Spheromieus (Premiere

Serie) et Revision des Monolistrini, in Arch. Zool. Experim. 5. Ser. Vol. IV, 1910, p. 625758, Pis.

XVIII XXXI. It is mentioned because the author has discovered four plates of marsupial lamellae

in the section Monolistrini, the first pair originating at the base of first pair of legs. I had said that

the family possessed three pairs of these plates, and most of the forms of the family possess only this

number, but in Bathycopea Tatt (Ancinella H. J. H.) I have now found a quite small pair at the first

pair of legs, thus, four pairs in all. That some genera of Sphseromidse possess four pairs of marsupial

lamellae is really interesting and is, I think, the only correction of any importance to be made in my

diagnosis of the family, while nothing is to be altered in my diagnoses of the three subfamilies.

In the diagnosis of the group Sphaerominae platybranchiatae I said that the exopods of fourth

and fifth pairs of pleopods are unjointed, but I ought to have said that in the fourth pair the exopod

is most frequently, and in the fifth pair always, unjointed. The discovery is due to Racovitza, but

when he wrote that my diagnosis of that group "doit etre modifiee sur le point suivant pour s'appli-

quer aux Monolistrini: Exopodites des pleopodes IV toujours avec articulation tres nette, quoique

souvent incomplete", he goes much too far, as he ought to have written that in one of the four sec-

tions, the Monolistrini, of that group the exopod in question is divided as he pronounced. - -
Finally,

according to Racovitza the word "sometimes" shall be inserted in the diagnosis of the section Mono-

listrini in the sentence: "second pair [of legs] in the male terminating in a prehensile hand".

In my diagnosis of another section, the Ancinini, of the Sphaerominae platybranchiatae the

sentence "Mandibles without masticatory process" must be altered in the following way: Mandibles

with the masticatory process reduced, very slender, nearly spine-shaped (see later on in the description

of lialhycopea). Of the very interesting genus Ancinus M.-Edw. I had seen only an exsiccated speci-

men of A. depressus Say in the British Museum
;

I had examined its external features, but could not

study the pleopods. In 1909 Harriet Richardson published a paper on Ancinus depressus, basing it

on a female preserved in spirit. The authoress found that, while second pair of pleopods are biramous

- as in other Sphaeromidae - the first pair consist of "a single branch furnished with long hairs";

the figure showing "first and second pleopod" is certainly not good, but I think that the statement,

that first pleopods have only a single branch, is correct. But when the authoress thinks this character

sufficient for separating Ancinus from the Sphaeromidae and therefore establishes it as the type for a

family, the Anciniidae, certainly extremely few Zoologists will adopt this unhappy view. A footnote

in her paper (Proc. U. S. Nat Mus. Vol. XXXVI, p. 173 177) runs as follows: "I prefer to retain An-

cinus as the type and only genus of the family Anciniida', but those who desire to follow the classi-

fication of Hansen may accept the name Spharomincc colobranchtata for a fourth group to include this

form". But as Ancinus is closely allied to Bathycopea Tatt. and Tecticeps Richardson in every other

feature of any importance, all sound classification must arrange Ancinus together with these genera
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AS the section Ancinini among the SphaToininse platybranchiatar. That the first pair of pleopoda are

imiramoiis is only a vcr>- interesting generic character, which besides ought to be recorded as an

exception in the characterization of the whole family as given p. 9798 in my paper quoted

Only two species of this very rich family have hitherto been found in the "Ingulf" area, and

tlu-y belong to two sub-families, viz., the Limnoriinae and the SphxTomiuie.

Limnoria Rathke.

Only one species is known from our area.

121. Limnoria lignorum Kathke.

1799, Cymothoa lignorum Rathke, Skrivt af Naturh. Sdsk.. V, p. 100; PI. Ill, fig. 14.

! 1897. Umnoria lignorum G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 76; PL 31.

1905. Richardson, Monograph, p. 269, figs. 279281.

1914. Chilton, Ann. Mag. Nat Hist Ser. 8, Vol. XIII, p. 380-388.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf". But some specimens have been captured by Dr.

A. C Johansen at Reykjavik, west coast of Iceland; besides, I have seen a good number of specimens

secured by Cand. mag. Ssemundsen at Iceland, and probably also near Reykjavik.
- It occurs at the

Faeroes, as the Physician F. Jorgensen has presented the Zoological Museum with a piece of wood

containing many specimens and found at Trangisvaag, 13 fath.

Distribution. Taken in the Kiel Bay, at places on the east coast of Jutland, at the west

coast of Sweden near Goteborg, in Christiania Fjord and at the Lofoten Island; at Great Britain, Hol-

land and France; in the Adriatic and the Black Sea (various authors). Furthermore known from the

east coast of North America from the Gulf of St Lawrence and Halifax (Nova Scotia) to Florida, and

H. Richardson has also put together information on its occurrence at the Bering Island and at San

Diego, California. Tattersall has seen a specimen from Port Stanley, Falkland Islands, and Stebbing

recorded it from Port Elisabeth in South Africa. Chilton has seen specimens from Auckland harbour,

Lyttelton and Akaroa harbours, and he says that Whitelegge recorded it from Sidney and another

Australian locality. Chilton's opinion that it has been introduced into such harbours in the southern

hemisphere by wooden vessels is certainly correct

Bathycopea Tattersall.

Description. Body much depressed, expanded laterally and broadly oval The head some-

what small. Eyes, if present, very small, feebly developed and a little removed from the margin of

the head. Antennulse inserted on the front end of the head ; their basal joint (PI. XIV, fig*. 7 a and

7b) much produced as a large plate almost as broad as long and entirely visible from above; third

joint long and slender; flagellum with more joints in the male than in the female. Epistome (fig. 7 a)

produced into an oblong-triangular process reaching about to the middle of the inner margin of first

TWUfol* E*flKx>. IIL j. *3
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antennular joint
- Mandibles (figs. 7 c and 7 d) with the part beyond the anterior condylus much

produced, long, rather slender and forming a pronounced and not very obtuse angle with the basal

half; movable lobe of left mandible well developed, slender, and before it a single seta; molar process

of both mandibles long, somewhat compressed and very slender, with the end acute and a few incisions

forming minute teeth on the distal half of its posterior margin. - - Maxillulae (fig. 7 e) with the inner

lobe very short, reaching about to the middle of the outer lobe and feebly developed. Maxillae (fig. 7 f)

have the inner lobe small and, seen from below, covered by the inner branch of the outer lobe; the

inner lobe is subtriangular, and its narrow end has a couple of small setae; the two branches of the

outer lobe are broad, distally cut off with well developed setae on their terminal margin. Maxillipeds

(fig. 7 g) very characteristic and similar in both sexes; second joint rather large and extremely broad;

lobe on fourth joint broad and low; fifth joint broad but a real lobe not developed, and sixth joint

without lobe; an epipod could not be discovered.

Thorax with the epimera broad. First pair of legs in both sexes with a large, oval, prehensile

hand (fig. 7 i); second pair in the female like the following pairs, but in the male (fig. 7 h) with a slender

and peculiarly shaped hand much smaller than in first pair; the other legs (fig. 7 1)
are simple, slender,

with the claw somewhat short and thin and no auxiliary claw.

The abdomen shows two short proximal segments immovably coalesced but well defined, and

the anterior possessing "epimeral" plates. Last segment triangular, with the end not incised or pro-

duced, and the lateral part of the wall not bent inwards on the ventral side. Both rami of the three

anterior pairs of pleopods (PI. XV, figs, i a i c) with marginal setse, and, besides, undivided excepting

the exopod of third pair, which has a well developed, oblique articulation; both rami of fourth and

fifth pairs (figs, i d and i e) undivided, branchial, and without vestige of transverse folding; endopod

of fourth pair terminating in a seta; exopod of fifth pair with the usual marginal or submarginal

protuberances or bosses feebly developed, without spines. Appendix masculina inserted at the base of

second endopod (fig. i b), distally very slender and frequently difficult to see, as in normal position it

is nearly hidden in a very pronounced furrow on the inner, much thickened margin of the endopod.

- Uropods with the sympod directed outwards and somewhat forwards; exopod very long, flattened,

somewhat narrow.

The incubatory chamber is most peculiar; its major posterior part is formed by a single external

and exceedingly large pouch with a very broad aperture directed forwards, while the anterior part of the

chamber is formed by the marsupial lamellae, of which the three posterior pairs are well developed,

while the pair originating at first pair of legs are quite small; the whole ventral wall of the incubatory

chamber is very pellucid.

Remarks. The main points of this description have been extracted from my former paper,

but many particulars, especially on the mouth-parts, have been added, and two corrections have been

made, viz. the existence of the molar process on the mandibles and of the appendix masculina (both

mentioned by Tattersall).

Bathycopea Tatt and Ancinella H. J. H. are synonyms, and both were established in papers

published in 1905, but Tattersall had the name without description published in Rep. Brit Assoc.

Adv. Sc. 1904, and his name must be applied. He referred the genus to his new family Anciniidse, of
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which he gave a long diagnosis. But I do not believe that he would have established this family,

if he- had possessed an extended knowledge of the numerous and partly peculiar genera of the Sphscro-

tnuhi-, and now, after my paper from 1905, I think it superfluous to discuss the question on the affi-

nities of Balhycopfa and its place in the system. It can scarcely be questioned that either his family

Anciniidx must be cancelled or, what in my opinion would be very unfortunate, the Sphtcromidte as

liiintc.l l.\ me be divided not into two or three but into a good number of families.

122. Bathycopea typhlops Tattersall.

(PL XIV, figs. 7 a-; 1 ; PL XV, figs, i a-i
e).

1904. Balhycopea tyfhlops Tattersall, Rep. Brit Assoc. (nomen nudum).

11905. Tattersall, Isopoda, p. 12; PL III, figs. 113.

1905. Ancinella prof undo H. J. Hansen, Quart Jouni. Micr. Sc. Vol. 49, Pt I, p. 132.

Tattersall published a good figure and a very elaborate description of this animal. Some parti-

culars may yet be mentioned here.

Eyes generally wanting, but in a male I found an eye composed of three well developed facets

on the right side a little from the antero-lateral margin, but no left eye. Tattersall described the

untennuhe, but he did not observe that the flagellum shows sexual difference, and he evidently described

those of the female. He said that the peduncle has four and the flagellum seven joints, but this mode

of counting is incorrect, as more than three joints cannot be ascribed to the peduncle in any Isopod.

Thus we get eight joints in the flagellum, but in the female (fig. 7 b) I found nine, the eighth being

very short, seventh and eighth very slender, the ninth extremely thin. In the male (fig. 7 a) the anten-

nulse are conspicuously longer than in the female; the flagellum has eleven joints, and the three distal

shaped completely as in the female. The flagellum of the antennae is similar in both sexes; Tatter-

sall stated it to be five-jointed, but in ovigerous females and adult males (fig. 7 a) I found nine joints.

the three distal very slender and smalL

Tattersall wrote: "Labrum produced somewhat acutely into a process underlying the rostrum".

This I cannot understand. Labrum (fig. 7 a, /) is transverse, very movable and, as might be expected,

without any trace of process. What Tattersall mentioned as "a spine serrated distally on one edge"

on the mandible is in reality the peculiar molar process (fig. 7 d), and it is not articulated to the cor-

pus tnandibultr.

The prehensile hand of first pair of legs (figs. 7 i and 7 k) does not seem to show any constant

sexual difference. The hand on second pair (fig. /h) in the male is interesting; sixth joint is very

oblong and on the lower margin armed with some four processes shaped as thick spines with extremely

fine hairs at the end and a conspicuous seta inserted before the end; seventh joint is long, consider-

ably curved, of about the same breadth to the rounded end and without claw.

Last abdominal segment at the base considerably less broad than the broad but very short

anterior section of the abdomen; the upper surface of the last segment has a raised semicircular ridge

laterally rather remote from, but subparallel with, the lateral margin, and at the median line a little

longer from the posterior end than from the anterior margin; parallel with and rather near to the
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whole lateral and posterior margin is found a sublinear impression; the margin itself is finely serrate.

Exopod of uropods reaches in adduced state slightly beyond the abdomen; it is rather narrow, flat,

somewhat curved inwards, and especially on its outer margin finely serrate; its end is bifid, with the

inner process several times smaller than the outer.

Length of the male 4 4-3 mm., of the ovigerous female 47 mm.; Tattersall recorded 5 mm.

for both sexes.

Occurrence. This most interesting form has not been taken by the "Ingolf ',
but the "Thor"

gathered it at two places.

South-West of the Faeroes: Lat 6ii5' N., Long. 935' W., 463515 fath.; many spec.

Lat 6io7' N., Long, g^o' W., 443 fath.
; many spec.

Distribution. Taken at five places west of Ireland in depths from 199 to 454 fath. (Tattersall).

Family Anthuridae.

This family, which occupies a rather isolated position, comprises a somewhat small number of

forms. Our knowledge of the family is still somewhat imperfect, as several of the species seem

to be rare, and the mouth-parts are very difficult to study. My material from our area is small, com-

prising only two species belonging to two genera, while a third species (and genus) had been taken

by the "Valorous". The most important paper on the Anthuridse from the North Atlantic is by A. M.

Norman and T. R. R. Stebbing: On the Crustacea Isopoda of the 'Lightning', 'Porcupine', and

'Valorous' Expeditions. I. (Trans. Zool. Soc. London, Vol. XII, PL IV, 1886).

In the genera examined here, Cyathura and Calathura, the females have only three pairs of

marsupial lamellae belonging to third, fourth and fifth segments; no vestige of such plates could he

discovered on second segment. If this number of lamellae is found in all genera, it would afford an

interesting character for the family. Thienemann has discovered statocysts in the telson of Anthura

gracilis (according to Gurney identical with Cyathura carinata Kr.) and in another species. In Cyathura

truncata n. sp. they are easily found in the telson, lying below the dorsal wall at a short distance

from its base (PI. XV, fig. 2 q, s); each statocyst contains a single rather large statolith (fig. 2
r),

but the

duct from the statocyst to the surface was not looked for. In Calathura brachiata a single impaired

statocyst is observed near the base of the telson (fig. 33, j); it is a somewhat large, oval, transverse

vesicle with a single duct directed upwards, consequently not visible in fig. 3 a; the wall of the vesicle

is so well chitinized that it is easy to take it out, but the vesicle of the two specimens examined did

not contain any large statolith, but towards its lateral margins at each side several small or extremely

small crystals. Whether statocysts are found in other genera is unknown.

The mouth-parts are extremely difficult to study, and the descriptions and figures in the lite-

rature are frequently deficient as to various particulars, so that several statements ought to be applied

with caution.
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Cyathura Norman & Stebbing.

The type is C.carinata Kroyer. Its mouth-organs have been studied by Schiedte (1875) and

by Norman & Stebbing (1886), but a few corrections may be given for comparison with the structure

in my new species C.truncata. Norman and Stebbing described and figured the maxillipeds as three-

jointed, but they have overlooked the basal joint and the epipod; Schiodte overlooked the basal joint

;uul figured the epipod, but interpreted it wrongly. The authors have overlooked the inner lobe of

the niaxillulae, which is developed as in C.truncata to be described presently; as to the maxilla: these

must be very reduced or wanting, and the organ described by Schiodte as the maxilla: is in reality a

part of the paragnatha.

The generic characters may be pointed out The antennula: (fig. 2 a) have the flagellum reduced,

t\\ ^jointed, the terminal joint tiny. The antennae have the peduncle five-jointed, with second joint large,

but whether this joint is formed by the fusion of two joints cannot be decided
;

the flagellum in the

it-males is moderately short or very short (in C. carinata it seems in the females to consist of a single

small joint, but a closer examination under high magnifying power revealed that joint as subdivided

into four joints, the three distal extremely short). Labrum rounded. Mandibles with some rounded

teeth on the cutting edge, and behind that edge a large plate with the thin and convex inner margin

distinctly or in C.truncata (fig. ac) indistinctly serrate. Paragnatha (fig. 2 d) with the two lobes

obtuse and setiferous, the median lobe broad and distally emarginate. Maxillulae (figs. 2 e and 2 f) with

the inner lobe distinct, short, terminating in a narrow free part with an apical seta, the outer lobe

w ith the oblique end produced into several slender, spiniform processes. Maxillipeds (fig. 2 g) five- or

(in C. carinata} four-jointed ;
the basal joint with its epipod well developed. Second pair of thoracic

legs (fig. 2 k) feebly prehensile, as the sixth joint decreases a little in depth from near the base to the

end, with its lower margin a little concave. Seventh thoracic segment short -- Abdomen short, with

the five anterior segments coalesced on the median part of the upper surface (fig. 2 m\ First pair of

pleopods (fig. 2 n) have the exopod developed as a large, solid plate covering the narrow endopod and

the other pleopods; second pair (fig. 20) with both rami unjointed, but the exopod has a vestige of a

division at the outer margin. Uropods broad; the exopod (fig. 2 p, rx) is a large, oblong plate. Telson

(fig. 2 q) oblong, somewhat ovate, with a pair of statocysts beneath the dorsal wall a little from

the base.

Of the two northern species known to me only C. truncate n. sp. has been found in the "IngolF

area. When Norman & Stebbing in enumerating the geographical distribution of C. carinata wrote:

"Greenland (Kroyer)", this must certainly, as already suggested by Mcincrt, be due to some misunder-

standing; Harriet Richardson (1905) reproduced this error of the English authors. - The females of

the two species may be separated by this key.

Antennal flagellum consists of a joint (subdivided into four joints) much shorter than the ter-

minal joint of the peduncle. Mandibles with the inner margin of the incisive plate strongly serrate.

Maxillipeds four-jointed. Telson terminates in an obtuse angle. C.carmaUt Kroycr.

Antennal flagellum at least as long as the terminal joint of the peduncle, seven-jointed, but
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the five distal joints very slender and short Mandibles with the inner margin of the incisive plate

showing a few vestiges of serration. Maxillipeds five-jointed. Telson with the end truncate.

C. truncata n. sp.

123. Cyathura truncata n. sp.

(PI. XV, figs. 2 a 2 r).

Female (without marsupimn). Slender, generally more slender than C. carinata. No eyes.

Antennulae with first joint of the peduncle (fig. 2 a) as long as, but much thinner than, third joint;

terminal joint quite small and thin. Antennae (figs. 2 a and 2 b) slightly longer than the head
; flagel-

lum at least as long as last joint of the peduncle, seven-jointed, with the first joint much longer and

thicker than the second, which is much longer and thicker than the third, while the distal joints are

very short and very slender. Maxillipeds five-jointed (fig. 2g); third and fourth joints combined cor-

responding to third joint in C. carinata.

Seventh thoracic segment less than half as long as the sixth. First pair of thoracic legs (figs.

2 h and 2 i) in the main as in C. carinata; the hand has no protruding angle on the prehensile margin,

but is only somewhat convex and rounded before the middle; seventh joint has the prehensile margin

set with a row of obtuse saw-teeth, and is well marked off from the long claw. The six posterior pairs

of legs a little more slender than in C. carinata; second pair (fig. 2k) with the sixth joint feebly curved

and decreasing a little in depth from near the base to the end; seventh pair (fig. 2!) differ materially

from those in C. carinata in having the fifth joint much longer, only a little shorter than fourth joint,

while the sixth joint is considerably shorter than the two preceding joints combined, somewhat slender

and minutely crennlate on the lower margin.

Telson (fig. 2 q) distinctly more than twice as long as broad, truncate with the terminal mar-

gin straight, and a little less than half as long as the breadth of the telson a little before its middle.

- Uropods (figs. 2 m and 2 p) in the main as in C. carinata, but the exopod is longer, slightly more

than half as long again as broad.

Length of the largest specimen (perhaps not full-grown) 10 mm.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at two deep stations in the warm area.

Davis Strait: Stat 24: Lat. 63o6' N., Long. 56oo' W., 1199 fath., temp. 2-4; 5 spec.

Stat. 36: Lat 6i5o' N., Long. 562i' W., 1435 fath., temp. 1-5; 2 spec.

Anthelura Norm. & Stebb.

Of this fine genus a single species has been found in our area.

124. Anthelura abyssorum Norman & Stebbing.

1886. Anthelura abyssorum Norman & Stebbing, op. cit p. 127; PI. XXVII, fig. 2.

Occurrence. I have not seen any specimen. But it was taken by the "Valorous" in 1875

at the following place.

South of Davis Strait: Lat. 59io' N., Long. 5O2s' W., 1750 fath. (Norm. & Stebb.)
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Calathura Norm. & Stebb.

This genus has been well characterized by the English authors and by G. O. San. It may
be emphasized that in the maxillipeds the first joint has completely disappeared, as already figured

As to the statocyst in the telson see above p. 180.

125. Calathura brachiata Stimpson.

(PL XV, fig. 3 a).

1854. Anlhura brathiata Stimpson, Smiths. Contrib. to Knowl., VI, 1853, p. 43.

i8;a arctua Heller, Denksch. math, natur. Classe der Kais. Akad. Wiss. VoL XXXV, p. 38;

PI. IV, figs. 9- 1 a.

! 1886. Calathura brachiata Noruian & Stebbing, op. cit p. 131 ;
PL XXVI, fig. i.

! 1897. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 46; PL XIX, fig. a,

! 1897. norvfgica G. O. Sars, op. cit p. 45; PL XIX, fig. i.

This species varies extremely as to size, and the largest specimens are from cold localities. I

have compared a few large specimens with the somewhat small specimens from the "Ingulf" Stat 32,

with the temperature 3-9, and at first I thought I had found a difference in the shape of the telson, which

is narrower and more produced in the large specimens, but afterwards I found pronounced variation

among the specimens from Stat 32. A female with young in the marsupium from this locality is 16-8

nun. long, another female with marsupium 18 mm., and the largest of the 41 specimens is 21 mm. A

specimen from the "Ingolf" Stat 126, temp. -5- 0-5, measured 39 mm., while my largest specimen, taken

in Scoresby Sound, East Greenland, 5 25 fath., is 45-5 mm.; Ohlin had a male measuring 43 mm.

I have examined a co-type of C. noroegica G. O. S. presented by Sars, but was unable to see

the differences between this form and C. brachiata. Especially one of the dorsal impressions was well

developed, and the eyes seemed to be not more indistinct than in many specimens of C. brachiata\

probably both are blind, as no vestige of facets can be discovered. According to Sars, the adult female

of C. norregica is 12 mm. long, but in spite of the difference in size I must agree with Ohlin and

Stappers, who after a careful examination cancelled C. norvcgica. On the statocyst (fig. 3 a) see p. i8a

Some fifteen years ago I discovered in the marsupium of three specimens from Forsblad Fjord,

'. Greenland, a most interesting parasite, which I believed must bean unknown genus of Cirri pedia

Rhizocephala. Some years afterwards Dr. Geoffrey Smith worked out this material and found that

the parasite was a very aberrant type of Rhizocephala, and he established it (1906) as Duplorbis Co-

lathure G. Smith.

Occurrence. Taken by the "In golf" at thirteen stations.

Davis Strait: Stat 32: Lat 6635' N, Long. 56-38' Wn 318 fath^ temp. 3^9; 41 spec

Stat 35: Lat 65i6' N., Long. 55O5' W., 362 fath., temp. 3-6"; i spec

Denmark Strait: Stat 95: Lat 65i4' N, Long. 3o39' W, 752 fath., temp. ri; i spec

Stat 96: Lat 6s24' N., Long, vfad W., 735 fath., temp, ra*; i spec

West of Iceland: Stat 85: Lat 63ai' N, Long. 25*21' W., 170 fath.; 3 spec

South-West of Iceland: Stat 78: Lat 6o37' N, Long. 2752' W, 799 fath-, temp. 4-5; u spec
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South of Iceland: Stat. 54: Lat. 63o8' N., Long. i54o' W., 691 fath., temp. 3-9; i spec.

Stat. 55: Lat. 6333' N., Long. I5o2
r

W., 316 fath., temp. 5-9; i spec.

South-East of Iceland: Stat. 4: Lat. 6^of N., Long. ui2' W., 237 fath., temp. 2-5; 4 spec.

North of the Faeroes: Stat 144: Lat. 6249' N
-> Long. 7i2' W., 276 fath., temp. r6; 5 spec.

North of Iceland: StaL 128: Lat 665o' N., Long. 2OO2' W., 194 fath., temp. 0-6; i spec.

Stat 126: Lat. 67i9' N., Long. i552' W., 293 fath., temp. -f- 0-5; 2 spec.

South of Jan Mayen: Stat 116: Lat 7OO5' N., Long. 826' W., 371 fath., temp. -1-0-4; 2 spec.

Furthermore C. brachiata has been gathered by various collectors at a good number of places

in most parts of our area. Off West Greenland it has been taken several times from Lat. 722o' N.,

Long. 5939'W., southwards to Lat. 6622' N., Long. 57i6'W., in depths from 122 to 364 fath. (H. J.

Hansen, Stephensen), and in Brede Fjord, ab. Lat 6i I
/ 3 N., 164175 fath. (Stephensen). At East

Greenland it has been taken many times between Lat 6925' N. and Lat 7559' N., in from 5 25 to

191 fath.; most of the places are to be found in Stephensen's Conspectus, but the following localities,

where it has been secured by the Ilnd Amdrup Exped., may be added here: Near Stewart Land, ab.

Lat 703o'N., 158 fath., i spec.; Hurry Inlet, Lat 7O5o' N., 50 fath., i spec.; Forsblad Fjord, Lat. 72i7'

N., 50 fath., 2 spec; ab. Lat 74 20' N
, Long. 17 W., no fath., 3 spec.

-- Off Jan Mayen it has been

taken by G. O. Sars in 195 fath. and by Ohlin in 677 fath.

Admiral Wandel secured this species north of Iceland in the Skagestrand Bay, 119 fath., temp.

2-9, and east of Seydis Fjord, East Iceland, 135 fath.; Sars recorded it from a locality east of Iceland,

299 fath., temp. -^ 0-3. The "Thor" has taken it at two places south of Iceland, viz. Lat. 63 15' N.,

Long. 2223'W., 114172 fath., and Lat 6257' N., Long. ig^S'W., 508 fath.; and, besides, south-west

of the Faeroes in Lat 6ii5' N., Long. 935' W., 463515 fath.

Distribution. C. brachiata has a wide and most interesting distribution outside the "Ingolf"

area. Taken off Norway in Lat 5822' N. (Zirwas), and in three places at West Norway (G. O. Sars)

in 150 to 200 fath.; in Bog Fjord, Porsanger Fjord, Varanger Fjord and off Vardo, 100 to 148 fath.

(G. O. Sars, Norman); between Norway and Beeren Eiland at five places, from 186 to 244 fath. (G. O.

Sars, Ohlin); from Beeren Eiland northwards and at many places off or near Spitsbergen, in depths

from 10 to 231 fath., temp, from 2-8 to -*- 171 (G. O. Sars, Ohlin); in the Barents Sea at nine places,

65 to 177 fath. (Hoek, Weber); Murman Sea, 76 fath. (Stebbing); at Novaya Zemlya and in the Kara

Sea, from 30 to 80 fath. (Stuxberg, Hansen, Stappers), and between Novaya Zemlya and Franz Joseph

Land, 117 fath. (Heller). Besides taken north of Shetland, 263 fath. (Zirwas); between Shetland and

the Faeroes, and southwards, west of Scotland and Ireland, to far west of Britany, Lat 4838' N., in

depths from 199 to 1360 fath. (Norman & Stebbing; Tattersall). Furthermore it has been taken at the

west coast of Baffin Bay in Lat 72o8' N., 1028 fath. (Ohlin); off Nova Scotia and at other places

off the east coast of North America southwards to ab. Lat 4i2o' N. (Richardson).
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Sub-Order Valvifera.

the five families established only two, viz. Idothcidsc and Arcturidx, are represented in the

material. In large forms of both families I have in vain looked for a prsccoxa and a squama on the

antenuo.% and for a pnecoxa in the maxillipeds. But these mouth-parts differ somewhat in the two

Kxe>, a.s in ovifwoM faMla tbc ooaoi (MM ihmyi i kppel direcfc ; dcwai ridenti M la

produce a current of water to eggs and young.

When comparing the proximal parts of the maxillipeds of the males of Mtsidothfa Sabini Kr.

i PI. XV. fijj. 4 a) and Astaeilia grannlala G. O. S. (fig. 93), both chosen as representatives for the two

i.miilk-s, it is seen that in Astaeilia we find only the coxa and an undivided epipod (fig. 93), the basal

part of which is marked off a little by the shape of the margins, while in Mrsidothfa three pieces arc

found (fig. 4 a), but a comparison with Astaeilia shows that it must be the epipod, which has been

divided into a large, transverse basal part (/>) and a much larger distal part (</). Comparing the max-

illiped of the ovigerous female Mr \idoth fa (fig. 4 b| with that of the male, it is seen that the distal

part (J) of the epipod is similar in both sexes, while its basal part (b) and the coxa (/) are much altered.

In the female the coxa has its chitinous plate altered in shape, being at the outer side produced into

a somewhat short anterior and a very long and very oblique, narrrow posterior lamella; at the inner

side of the plate is seen a somewhat narrow and at its basal margin a rather large area of membranous

skin, and these membranous parts constitute together a free lappet, which has the margins set with

fine hairs. Furthermore the basal part of the epipod has been much enlarged, and its firm chitiue is

divided into a narrow strip at the coxa and two transverse much larger strips, while all intermediate

parts are membranous. Turning now to Astaeilla, we find in the female (fig. gb) a somewhat similar

structure. The coxa (/) has been produced much backwards as a somewhat long, free lappet; this

lappet is well chitinized except along its lateral margins and at the end, where a few hairs arc seen.

But the epipod (r/), which is undivided in the male, is in the female divided into a major distal part

answering to the male epipod except its most proximal part feebly marked off by the shape of the

margins; in the female the proximal part of the epipod has two transverse, chitinized areas with a

membranous strip between them, thus moderately similar to the structure in the female Mesidolhra.

In the literature I have found no statement on these differences in the maxillipeds of the two

sexes in Idotheidae and Arcturida;, excepting that Sars (Account, p. 87) has a single line on this sexual

difference in Astaeilia. Recent authors (Sars, Richardson, Stephenseu) generally selected a large spec-

imen for the dissection of the mouth-parts; as in Idotheida: adult males arc larger than the females,

they have generally figured male maxillipeds, and as in Arcturus and Astaeilia the females are generally

much larger than the males, they have, what is really misleading, figured the female maxilliped with

its well-sized proximal lappet as type for that limb in the species in question.

In Arcturus Baffini Sab. the first pair of pleopods have, seen from in front (PL XV, fig. 58),

three joints in the sympod. First joint, prttcoxa (/), is a strongly bent plate of considerable size touch-

ing the sternite and the triangular plate representing second joint (*), but it docs not touch the prox-

imal margin of third joint, while the plate representing second joint is articulated to the third firmly

chitinized joint (j) and does not reach the sternite. The intervals between the firm parts are membranous.

TWiig.tfg.Fia.in. in. |.
*4
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Family Idotheidae.

Three well-known genera are represented in the material.

Mesidothea Richardson.

The name proposed by Harriet Richardson must, I think, be preferred, as the animals differ

materially both from Chiridothea Harg. and from the antarctic Glyptonotus Eights. Two species are

known from our area.

126. Mesidothea Sabini Kroyer.

(PL XV, figs. 4 a 4 b).

? 1846. Idothea Sabini Kroyer, in Gaimard, Voy. in Scand., Crust PI. 27, fig. i.

1847. Kroyer, Naturh. Tidsskr. Ny Rsekke, Vol. II, p. 394, 401.

! 1882. Sabinei Stuxberg, Vega-Exped. Vetensk. lakttag. Vol. I, p. 716, with fig.

! 1905. Mesidotea Sabini Richardson, Monograph, p. 350, figs. 377379.

The maxillipeds of both sexes (figs. 43 and 4b) are described on p. 185. Some observations

on the moulting, etc., are found in my paper on the Crustacea from "Dijmphna-Togtet" (1887), and

Max Weber (1884) has studied the anatomy.

The largest specimen recorded is a male, 98 mm. long, from Northern Stromfjord, West Green-

land (Stephensen).

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf". Within the "Ingolf" area only known from West

Greenland, and recorded from the following localities: Lat. 76O9' N., 1725 fath. (Ohlin); Lat. 76O7' N.,

512 fath. (H. J. Hansen); some places in the inner part of Northern Stromfjord, Lat 674o' N., in

depths from about 21 down to 173 fath., temp, from slightly above zero to -;- 1-5 (Stephensen); finally

Julianehaab, Lat 6o43
( N.

Distribution. This fine species has been taken at Ellesmere Land in Gaase Fjord, 1015
fath. (G. O. Sars), and at Cape Faraday, Lat 7738' N., 510 fath. (Ohlin), furthermore at four places

along the east coast of Arctic America from Lat. 7343' N. to Lat 6633' N., 510, 6 and 1015 fath.

(Ohlin); it is known from Melville Peninsula and a couple of places on the north coast of Alaska

(Richardson), perhaps also found at the west coast of North America (Miers).
-- Sars recorded it from

a station between North-East Norway and East Spitsbergen: Lat. 7325' N., Long. 3iio' E., 197 fath.,

temp. 2-2; furthermore it has, according to Ohlin, been taken in the Storfjord, Spitzbergen. It has

been taken several times in the Barents Sea in from 54 to 175 fath. (Hoek, Weber, Stebbing), was

secured between Novaya Zemlya and Franz Joseph Land (Heller), is common in the Kara Sea, 8 to

loo fath. (Stuxberg, Hansen), and more eastward in the Siberian Polar Sea to Long. I7OI7' E., 4 to 50

fath. (Stuxberg). But as it is unknown at East Greenland and Jan Mayen, in the most eastern part

of the sea north of Siberia, and at least the western part of the Bering Sea, it can scarcely be called

circumpolar.
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M. S.ihin lias thus been taken in depths from 4 to 197 fath.; according to Stuxberg the tem-

perature at Uie bottom was generally between -*-
0-4 and -r- 17, while small specimens have been found

in so high a temperature as 2-6.

127. Mesidothea megalura G. O. Sars.

1879, Chiridothca megalura G. O. Sars, Arch. Math, og Naturv. Vol. IX, p. 432.

! 1885. Glyfitonohu megalurus G. O. Sars, North-Atl. Exp. Crust. I, p. na; PI. 10, figs. 1-23.

1901. Chiridothfa megalura Ohlin, Bill. K. Sv. Vet Akad. Handl. Vol. 26, IV, No. 12, p. 24, figs. 48 .pi.

This species is closely allied to M. Sabini, but much smaller. My largest specimens (from StaL

113) are a female with marsupium measuring 52 mm. and a male 51-3111111. long. Ohlin's largest male

was 56 mm. Ohlin has made a careful comparison between the two species and pointed out a few

differences, one among them being found in the number of abdominal segments, and perhaps the best

character being the conical process on the ventral side of seventh thoracic segment in Mmrgalura,

while in M. Sabini I find a broad and low protuberance with a longitudinal excavation.

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolP at three deep stations in the cold area.

Far south of Jan Mayen: Stat 112: Lato75/N^ Long. 644' W., 1267 fath., temp, -f- ri; 2 spec

StaL 118: LaL 6827' N., Long. 82o' W., 1060 fath., temp. -Mt>; 4 spec

StaL 113: LaL bfyC N., Long. 7o6' W., 1309 fath., temp. ^ it>; 7 spec

Distribution. Sars enumerated M. megalura from five places, all in the cold area but far

from each other, in the sea between Norway Spitzbergen in the Hast, while the western limit is a

line from a little east of the Faroes to somewhat west of Spitzbergen, and between LaL 63! 7' N. and

LaL 77*58' N.; the depths from 1081 to 1710 fath., the temperatures from -f- ix> to -* 1-4. Ohlin recorded

it from a place west of Spitzbergen, LaL 78i9' N., 1434 fath., temp, r4- The species is the

most pronounced cold water form from the deep sea known to me among the Isopoda.

Idothea J. C Fabricius. ,

In 18941895 Ad. Dollfus published a valuable treatise: Les Idoteidae des cotes de France, in

1 i-uille des Jeunes Naturalistes, III. Ser. 25' Annee, which ought to be consulted together with Sars'

work. In the following a separate copy is quoted.

Five well-known species are represented in the material

128. Idothea balthica Pallas.

1772. Oniscus Balthicus Pallas, Spic Zool. IX, p. 67? PI. IV, fig. &

! 1894. I dot fa tricuspidata Dollfus, 1. c, p. 7, figs. 19, fig. 10 B, fig. 10,

! 1897. Idothta baltica G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 80; PL 32.

1905. Richardson, Monograph p. 364, figs. 394395 (with enormous synonymy).
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The description given by Pallas leaves no doubt as to the species examined. The largest spec-

imen from our area seen by me is a male from Reykjavik, and it is 36-5 mm. long, but an old Kroyerian

specimen from Northern Norway is 41-5 mm.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" both at the northern and the southern part of the west

coast of Iceland, viz., in Dyre Fjord and at Reykjavik.

This species does not occur at Greenland. It has never been taken at the north, east and

south coasts of Iceland, but several times along the whole west coast, viz. in Horn Bay, Adelvik,

Skutils Fjord, 0nundar Fjord, Faxe Fjord and at Reykjavik, from the beach down to 10 n fath.

(various collectors). It is very common at the Faeroes, where it has been taken in Trangisvaag, Kalbak

Fjord, Kvannesund, at Thorshavn, Vestmanhavn, etc.

Distribution. This species is known from the Baltic, going to near Stockholm's skargard

and the coast of Finland, from the Sound, the Danish Belts and Kattegat, along Norway at least to

Troms0, in the North Sea on floating wood or algae (Zirwas), at Holland, Great Britain and Ireland,

Northern and Western France, the Mediterranean and the Black Sea (many authors), besides west of

El Araish, Morocco (Copenhagen Museum). In the West Atlantic it is recorded as occurring from the

Gulf of St Lawrence and Nova Scotia to North Carolina, and, besides, at Bermudas and Barbadoes

(Richardson). But when Richardson furthermore enumerated it from Desterro and Rio de Janeiro, from

New Zealand, the Red Sea and Java, I think that at least most of, and probably all, these statements

are incorrect; in Miers' monograph of the family (1883) I find all these localities enumerated for his

/. marina L,., which renders Richardson's copying them worse than valueless, as Miers under the name

/. marina had mixed up at least four and probably five or six species. The same authoress also said

the depth to be from the "surface to 119 fathoms", but the latter statement is certainly misleading,

being due to the fact that the animals, which can swim rather well and frequently live among floating

algae, have been taken in the instrument when it was hauled up.

129. Idothea granulosa Rathke.

1843. Idothea granulosa Rathke, Nova Acta Acad. Cses. Leop. Cur. XX, p. 23.

1895. Idotea marina Dollfus, 1. c. p. 7, fig. 22.

! 1897. Idothea granulosa G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 82; PI. 34, fig. i.

! neglecta G. O. Sars, 1. c. p. 84; PI. 35, fig. i.

Both Norman and Tattersall have followed Sars in keeping /. neglecta as a species separate

from /. granulosa, but after prolonged examinations of my rich material, which even comprises co-types

of both forms presented by Sars, I must consider them as varieties of the same species, which is very

variable in the shape of abdomen, in granulation, in the length of appendix masculina in large spec-

imens, in colour, etc., so that I have been quite unable to refer my specimens to two species. From

the Faeroes my largest male is 27-2 mm. long; its abdomen is shaped as in I. neglecta Sars, its surface

is smooth, but the appendix masculina is longer than according to Sars. being as long as in his figure

of /. emarginata. Another male is 24-5 mm. long, the shape of abdomen intermediate between /. gra-

nulosa and /. neglecta as figured by Sars, the surface smooth excepting on the epimera and the most
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lateral parts of the segments, where it is somewhat scabrous, the appendix inasculina about as in the

preceding specimen. A third male from the Faeroes is 22-5 mm.; its abdomen is shaped as in the

t\ pica! granuiosa Sars; nearly the whole surface is smooth, and the appendix masctilina reaches the

end of the endopod. Thus the appendix inasculina in these three very large males is intermediate

in length between those in /. granutosa and /. negUcta as figured by Sars. These remarks may be

sufficient

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at the north-west coast of Iceland in Isafjord, in shallow

water, and at the Faeroes in Trangisvaag, between algae at the beach.

It has been captured several times at the west coast of Iceland, viz. in Adelvik, in Skutils

Fjord, and several times near Reykjavik, at the shore and down to i
1

/, fath. (various collectors, and

among them G. O. Sars, who in the North-All. Exped. Crust II, p. 30 said that / pelagica had been

taken by himself at Reykjavik, but in his "Account" referred his earlier /. pelagica Leach to /. nfglfcta\

Furthermore it has been gathered by Dr. A. C Johansen south of Iceland at the Vestman-Islands on

tin- beach. From the Faeroes our Museum possesses many specimens; of special localities only Vest-

in.inli.ivn, Klaksvig and Thorshavn have been noted
^

Distribution. This species is known from Denmark (H. J. Hansen) and occurs along the

whole coast of Norway from Christiania Fjord to Vadse. It is known from various places at Scotland,

Knjjland. Ireland, Jersey and Guernsey (A. M. Norman, Tattersall). As to France Dollfus stated it to

be "tres commune sur toutes nos cotes oceaniques"; from the Mediterranean it seems to be unknown.

130. Idothea emarginata J. C Fabricius.

1793. Cymothoa emarginata J. C Fabricius, Entom. Syst. II, p. 508.

! 1895. Idotea Dollfus, 1. c. p. 6, fig. i&

! 1897. Idothea G. O. Sars, Account II, p. 85; PI. 35, fig. 2.

The largest specimen, a male from Kvalbo, one of the Faeroes, is 32 mm.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" in the Dyre Fjord, north-west coast of Iceland.

Furthermore it has been gathered at some other places on the west coast of Iceland, viz., Hofn

Bay, 10 fath., and Adelvik, 9 fath. among Laminaria (by Mag. W. Lundbeck), and in large numbers at

Reykjavik. At the Faeroes it has been found a few times, and the localities noted are Vaago, 25
fath. (by the "Thor"), and 3'/i o fath. (by Mag. A. Ditlevsen), Sando (by Dr. Th. Mortensen), and Kvalbo

(by Cand. A. Fjelstrup).

Distribution. This well-known species has been recorded from the northern part of the

Sound and several places in Kattegat, 39 fath. (H. J. Hansen). It occurs along the whole coot of

Norway, going down to about 20 fath. (G. O. Sars); was found in the North Sea, 46 fath. (Zirwas); at

many places in Great Britain and Ireland (Norman, Tattersall); at Jersey (Koehler); is rare at the west

coast of France, goes southwards to Algeria, and was taken at Marseille (Dollfus).
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131. Idothea pelagica Leach.

1815. Idotea pelagica Leach, Transact Linn. Soc. Lond. XI, p. 365.

! 1895. Dollfus, 1. c. p. 8, fig. 23.

! 1897. Idothea G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 81
;

PI. 33.

Occurrence. Not found by the "Ingolf. But it, has been taken twice at the Faeroes,

viz. in Kroyer's time, and by Cand. mag. H. Jonsson in 1897 at Thorshavn, on Laminaria hyper borea;

furthermore a specimen was captured by Commodore Caroc, i 4 miles west of Snefjeldsjokel, West Iceland.

Distribution. This clumsy species seems to be somewhat scarce. It has been taken at Lille-

sand, south coast of Norway, close to the shore among algse (G. O. Sars), and at Christianssund on the

west coast (Rathke). Furthermore it has been recorded from Aberdeen (T. Scott), St. Andrews (Collinge),

West and South-West Ireland (Tattersall, Norman), some places on the north and west coasts of

France (Dollfus).

132. Idothea metallica Bosc.

1802. Idothea metallica Bosc, Hist Nat Crust Vol. II, p. 179; PI. 15, fig. 6.

! 1846. robusta Kroyer, Naturh. Tidsskr., Ny Raekke, Vol. II, p. 108.

? Kroyer, in Gaimard Voy. en Scand., Crust. PI. 26, figs. 3 a 3 r.

1883. Idotea metallica Miers, Journ. Linn. Soc. Lond., Zool., Vol. 16, p. 35.

! 1895. Idothea H. J. Hansen, Ergebn. der Plankton-Exped., Vol. II, G, c. p. 10; PI. I, fig. 3.

Occurrence. This purely oceanic species has not been taken by the "Ingolf. But many

years ago some specimens were captured in Davis Strait in Lat 6446' N., Long. 5335' W. (H. J. Han-

sen). Kroyer's specimens of his /. robusta, which have not been preserved, had been taken between

Iceland and Greenland at about Lat 60 N.

Distribution. Recently Dr. Collinge indirectly suggested that he has from Scotland a species

allied to /. metallica. It may be possible that several among the specimens referred by some authors

to /. metallica, or to forms later considered as synonyms, in reality belong to a hitherto unrecognized

species, but as my northern specimens belong to the form figured by me as /. metallica in the paper

quoted, I did not wish to investigate here the question and the enormous literature, especially as many

points cannot be decided without the examination of specimens preserved in some large foreign

Museums. I. metallica seems frequently, or perhaps generally, to attach itself to objects floating in the

sea, as Fucus, Sargasso, objects with colonies of barnacles, etc. It is distributed in the whole Atlantic

excepting the colder northern and southern areas, and the specimens recorded above from the "Ingolf

area were certainly occasional visitors brought so far northwards on floating objects. Furthermore the

species occurs in the Indian Ocean, and in the tropical and warmer temperate parts of the Pacific.

Synidothea Harger.

Only a single species is hitherto known from our area.
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133. Synidothea nodulosa Kroyer.

! 18461 Idotkea nodulosa KrSyer, Naturh. Tidsskr. Ny Ra-kkc, VoL II, p. ioa

Kroyer, in Gaimard, Voy. en Scand., Crust PL ad, figs, a a a v.

! i88a Syttidotk* mimhsa Hargcr, Rep. U. S. Comm. Fish and Fisheries, Pt VI, p. 351 ; PL VI, fig*.

' Richardson, Monograph, p. 388, figs. 4394301

In the marsupium has been found the Kpicarid Clyfirotiiscus Mrinerti Giard & Bonn., to be

dealt with later on.

Occurrence. This fine form has not been taken by the "IngolP.

It has been captured three times at West Greenland, vit, at Godhavn, Lat 6o,
8

i4' N., 8 10

f.ith., saml: at Lat 6646' N., Long. 54io' W., 18 fath., stones with many Balani (H. J. Hansen), finally

at "Southern Greenland", 12 15 ** Mnd (Kroyer).

Distribution. West Spitzbergen, 61 fath. (G.O.San) and 48 fath. (Ohlin); some places on

the west coast of Novaya Zemlya, from 36 to 5 ao fath. (Stuxberg); in Jugor Schar, 6 fath., and

5-8 fath. (Hansen, Stuxberg), and some places in the Kara Sea, 8 to n fath. (Stuxberg). Ohlin says

that it occurs in the sea north of Siberia, but I cannot find any positive locality recorded in the lite-

rature. It is unknown from Ellesmere Land and the west coast of Baffin Bay and Davis Strait, but

has been taken more southwards at Nova Scotia and George Banks, in 16, 18 and 190 fath. (Harger).

Finally it has been recorded from a place north of Queen Charlotte Island, British Columbia, in fath.

(S. I. Smith; Harger).

S. nodulosa, which generally occurs in rather low water, has by Ohlin been considered as cir-

cumpolar. It may be so, but it is still extremely uncertain, as the statements above show that our

knowledge is still very imperfect

Family Arcturidae.

The material comprises three genera: Arcturus Latr., PUuroprion zur Strassen. and Astacilla

Cordiner. In these genera and probably in the whole family the first thoracic segment is immovably

coalesced with the head. - The maxillipeds of females with marsupium have their basal part altered

and expanded for producing a current of water; the structure of the maxillipeds in the male and the

adult female of Astacilla granulaia G. O. S. has been described above on p. 185.

The number of marsupial plates has been used as generic characters by recent writers, but in

most cases the number stated by them is quite wrong. G. O. Sam Mid in the "Account" p. 88, that

Arcturus (most probably he had examined A. Ba/ftni) has three pairs of marsupial lamellae "issuing

from the and, 3rd and 4th segments", while Astacilla has only "a single pair" of lamella;, on fourth

segment Richardson gives the same numbers in the Monograph. Before quoting further statements

on Astacilla and closely allied genera it may be said, that in Arcturus Baffini I find five pain of

lamella: belonging to the five anterior pain of thoracic legs; fint pair are considerably smaller than
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the second, though in reality not small and easily seen when second pair are lifted; fifth pair are

even rather large. The genus Pleuroprion is closely allied to Arcturus
;

in P. Murdochi Ben. I have

without difficulty found five pairs, the fifth being somewhat smaller than in Arcturus; in P. hystrix

G. O. S. the same number is found, but P.frigidum n. sp. differs in having only four pairs, as it is

easily seen that the pair of fifth legs are wanting.

Then Astacilla. The first correct statement on the marsupial plates is due to Bonnier, who in

1896 described and figured four pairs in Astacilla Giardi Bonn., in 1911 established by Koehler as a

new genus, Arcturopsis. The last-named author examined Astacilla longicornis Sow., A. granulata G. O. S.,

A. Deshayesii Luc., Arcturella danmoniensis Stebb. and a number of new species belonging to the same

genera and to two new genera; he found everywhere three pairs of lamellae belonging to second to

fourth pairs of legs. Stephensen (1915) found four pairs of lamellae in his AstacillaQ] Bonnieri Steph.,

but only three pairs in A. longicornis Sow. In A. longicornis, A. granulata and in Danish specimens

of Arctitrella dilatata G. O. S. I have found four pairs, and the first pair, belonging to first pair of

legs, are somewhat small but always distinct; I am sure that the same number exists in all European

species of Astacilla and allied genera.

ArcturUS Latreille.

The material comprises only a single species, but according to Norman a second form has been

found near the Faeroes.

134. Arcturus Baffin! Sabine.

(PI. XV, fig. 5 a).

1824. Idothea Baffini Sabine, Snppl. to the App. to Capt Parry's Voyage, p. 228; PI. I, figs. 46.
! 1885. Arcturus Baffini G. O. Sars, North-Atl. Exp., Crust I, p. 97; PL IX, figs. 121.

! tuberosus G. O. Sars, ibid. p. 102 ;
PI. IX, fig. 22.

1895. Baffini Ohlin, Bidrag til Kami, omMalakostrakfaunan i Baffin Bay och Smith Sound, p. 15.

Ohlin's book contains much information on variation among specimens. -- The largest spec-

imen seen by me is from East Greenland, Lat 7253' N., and is 56-5 mm. long; Norman recorded a

specimen to be 60 mm., and Miers a specimen from Grinnell Land, at Lat. 7929' N., as being 66 mm.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at seven stations.

Davis Strait: Stat. 31: Lat 6635' N., Long. 5554' W., 88 fath., temp. r6; 3 spec.

Stat 34: Lat 65i7' N., Long. 54i7' W., 55 fath.; 2 spec.

West of Iceland: Stat. 87: Lat 65O2' N., Long. 23s6' W., no fath.; 2 spec.

Between Iceland and the Faeroes: Stat 4: Lat 64O7' N., Long. ni2' W., 237 fath., temp. 2-5;

14 spec.

Stat. 3: Lat. 6335' N., Long. io24' W., 272 fath., temp. 0-5;

14 spec.

Stat. 2: Lat.6304'N., Long. 922' W., 262 fath., temp. 5-3;

many specimens; most of them are young.

North of the Faeroes: Stat 143: Lat 62s8' N., Long. 7=09' W., 388 fath., temp. -7-0-4; 2 spec.
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}'. \idcntly common at Grinnell Land, having been taken there at four places from LaL 82*87* N. to

LaL 79*29' N. in depths not exceeding J fcth. (Miers). Through Smith Sound from LaL 78
e

24' N. south-

wards along West Greenland to Lat bs'i/N. ( "Ingolf Stat. 34) it has been taken many times (see

Stipluiisi-n's Conspectus), the depths north of Cape York being from near 10 to at most 50 fath, but

further south from 5060 to 220-280 fath. -- In the area between Iceland and the Feroes, and espe-

cially more or less near the last-named islands, the species has been taken many times, most frequently
in depths from 40 to 133 fath, but at Vestmanhavn in about 10 fath. (by Dr. Th. Mortensen), and

somewhat south-east of the Faeroes even in 620 fath., temp. --
0-15 (by Cand. mag. Ad. Jensen); 5

miles east of Seydis Fjord, East Iceland, it was taken in 135 fath. by Admiral Wandel, and more east-

ward in 299 fath., temp. -f- 0-3, by G. O. Sars.

At East Greenland it has been taken by the 1st Amdrup Exp. near Tasiusak, LaL 6537' N,
in 15-20 and 20-30 fath.; by the Ilnd Anidrup Exp. at Henry Land, LaL 6o34' N, 20 fath., and in

Hurry Inlet, LaL 7O5o' N, 50 fath.; by the Ryder Exp. in Scoresby Sound, LaL 70 7i3o'N, 525
fath.: in LaL 7226' N., Long. i935'W., 105 fath., and in LaL 7253' N, Long. 2O36' W., 96 fath ; by
the Danmark Exp. at a number of places from LaL 764o' N. to LaL 7645' N. in from 8-10 108090
lath, and at LaL 77 N, Long. i8'/, W. on Antedon prolixa (Stephensen), finally by the Duke of Or-

UMUS in Lat. 77 35'/' N., Long. i8i2 (

W., 28 fath. (Grieg).

Distribution. Between the Faeroes and Norway, 412 fath., temp, -5- ix>, and west of Spits-

bergen, 416 fath., temp. 0-8 (G. O. Sars). At Ellesmere Land it has been taken near Cape Faraday,

5-10 fath. (Ohlin), and by the Ilnd Fram Exp. (G. O. Sars); at two places at the west coast of Baffin

Bay in 1028 fath. (Ohlin), finally in Arctic America at Beechey IsL, ab. Long. 91 W. (Sabine).

It may be seen that A. Baffini sometimes occurs in less deep places, down to 610 fath, of the

cold area, and the lowest temperature recorded is 4- ri, in Northern Stromfjord. West Greenland

(Stephensen); but it has also been found in places with the temperature considerably above zero,

thus in 5-3.

135. Arcturus scabrosus Nonnan.

1904. Ardurus scabrosus A. M. Nonnan, Ann. Mag. NaL HisL Ser. 7, VoL XIV, p. 445.

Occurrence. This species is unknown to me. It is enumerated here because Norman's spe-

cimens have been dredged in the cold area south-west of the Faroes in LaL 6o22' N, Long. 8ai'W,

327 to 430 fath.

Pleuroprion zur Strassen.

This genus is closely allied to Archtrus, but it is accepted, a* its forms differ materially in

shape, and the abdomen has only one laterally discernible segment before the large terminal segment

The number of marsupial lamella: is mentioned above on p. 192. The material comprises three species,

one among them new. The following analytical key points out some of the best characters.

A Knd of abdomen with a median incision and two acute points. Penultimate joint of the antenna!

peduncles without processes excepting sometimes from the distal outer angle. Three spinifonn pro-

in }. >S
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cesses in the anterior transverse row on the head. Two or three pairs of submedian dorsal processes

on first abdominal segment. Marsupium with lamellse at fifth pair of legs very distinct.

a. Penultimate joint of the antennal peduncles produced at the end into an acute tooth. First

abdominal segment with two pairs of submedian dorsal processes, and first pair much smaller

than second P. hystrix G. O. S.

b. Penultimate joint of the antennal peduncles without any tooth at the end. First abdominal seg-

ment with three pairs of submedian dorsal processes in two longitudinal rows, and all nearly

similar in size P. Murdochi Ben.

B. End of abdomen triangular, subacute or somewhat obtuse. Penultimate joint of the antennal pe-

duncles with some spiniform processes on the upper surface towards the lateral margin. Four spini-

form processes in the anterior transverse row on the head. Only a single pair of submedian dorsal

processes on first abdominal segment No marsupial lamellse at fifth pair of legs. P.frigidum n. sp.

136. Pleuroprion hystrix G. O. Sars.

(PI. XV, figs. 6 a- 6 b).

1877. Arcturus hystrix G. O. Sars, Arch. Math, og Naturv. Vol. II, p. 350.

! 1885. G. O. Sars, North-Atl. Exp. p. 104; PL IX, figs. 2326.

Female. The elaborate description and the figures published by Sars are on the whole good,

but several points must be mentioned, especially for procuring characters between this species and the

two following forms both unknown to Sars.

The spiniform processes on the body are slender, most of them long, and all long processes

are arranged in transverse rows, excepting on the abdomen. The head has two transverse rows, and

three such processes in the row behind the front margin ;
Sars says that only two spines are found in

this row, but according to my experience the median spine is always present but varying extremely

in length, being from very short to much longer than the sublateral pair. The dorsal surface of each

thoracic segment with a transverse row, excepting fourth segment, which has two rows, and so far

the segments agree with the figure of Sars, but in adult females the fourth segment has an incom-

plete or complete additional transverse row of much smaller spines close behind one of the normal

rows, or even one behind each normal row, and sometimes also two or three similar spines are found

behind the row on third segment -- Sars' figures do not convey a correct picture of the abdomen, as

he has drawn the line between the two abdominal segments in a wrong place; especially when the

animals are seen from the side, it is easily seen that the first segment has two pairs of dorsal spines,

furthermore that the second pair of these spines, which are much larger than first pair (fig. 6b), in

reality are placed on the first and not, as figured and described by Sars, on the second, large segment.

This segment has on each lateral margin a long and proportionately broad process, but no smaller

spiniform processes, while on its dorsal surface the spiniform processes vary considerably in number,

but only a single pair are rather long; the end of abdomen is moderately to very deeply emarginate

between the triangular, acute points.
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< s small (fig. 6 a). First antennular joint oblong without any dorsal process. Antenna: with

the peduncles 5-jointed, but the first joint is short and not visible from above; second joint is very

thick, nearly as long as the third, with the outer angle produced into a long or very long process,

and on the upper surface a distal very long, spiniform process and a more proximal shorter process.

Third joint (fig. 6 a) with only a single process, but this is very long and projects from the outer distal

angle. Fourth joint is slender, without spines, except that the distal outer angle is produced into a

conspicuous, acute tooth. - The marsupial lamellae at fifth pair of legs are easily seen.

Length 8-9 mm. Male unknown.

Remarks. That this species is the real A.hyslrix G. O. S. is absolutely certain, while the

animals figured by Ohlin as A. hystrix belong to a new species, P.frigidum. - At the front end of

the marsupium of one specimen was found a male of the new Kpicarid, A rcturochtres pule Ari/x-s, to be

described later on.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single station.

West of the Fames: StaL 44: LaL 6i42' N
-. Long- 93' W., 545 fath., temp. 4-8; 5 spec.

Furthermore it has been taken by Cand. mag. Ad. Jensen almost south of the Faeroes at LaL

6oxo'N n Long. 625'W., 620 fath., temp. -r- 0-15, u spec, and Norman has recorded it from an adja-

cent place in the cold area, viz. LaL 6oai' N., Long. 54i' W., 580 fath.

Distribution. It has been secured somewhat south-west of the last-named place at LaL

5954' NT Long. 752' W., 355 fath. (Norman). Sars has recorded it from three places, viz. one some-

what more distant from the Fseroes than from Norway at LaL 6244' N., Long. i48' E., 412 fath., temp.

4- it>; the second far south-west of Lofoten at LaL 66*4 1' N., Long. 659' E., 350 fath., temp, -j- 0.9,

and the third west of Lofoten at LaL 682i' N., Long. io4o' E., 457 fath., temp.
-- 07. The other loca-

lities recorded in the literature for this species belong to P.frigidum.

It is an interesting fact that among the seven stations enumerated one belongs decidedly to

the warm area and five to the cold area, but looking at the map of the Norwegian North-Atl. Exp.

it is seen that all cold stations are in reality near the limits of the cold area, and vice versa.

137. Pleuroprion Murdoch! BenedicL

1898. Arcturtts Murdochi Benedict, Proc, BioL Soc. Washington, Vol. XII, p. 49, fig. 9.

! 1905. Plturoprion Richardson, Monograph, p. 342, figs. 371372.

The single old female seen by me agrees well with Richardson's description in nearly ever)'

particular of any significance; Benedict's figure (copied by Richardson) is good excepting as to the

proximal part of the abdomen, which does not agree so well with Richardson's ameliorated description.

The species is closely allied to P. hystrix but differs in the following particulars. Most of the

processes on the body are conspicuously shorter than in P. hystrix; an important feature is that my

specimen agrees with Richardson's description in having on the dorsal side of first abdominal .segment

"two longitudinal rows of three spines in each row, one on either side of the median line"; these pro-

cesses are nearly equal in size, and their number and moderate size is an excellent specific character.

In the antenna: the three processes on second joint are short; third joint has in my specimen a tcr-
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minal, somewhat short process projecting outwards and upwards, while a more proximal spine menti-

oned by Richardson is wanting; fourth joint agrees completely with the American description and

figure, as the joint is thicker than in P. hystrix, while the outer terminal tooth found in the last-named

species is quite wanting. - The only differences worth mentioning between my specimen and Richard-

son's description are two, viz. the absence of the spine on third antennal joint somewhat from its end,

and the end of abdomen which is only moderately emarginate. But judging from the variation observed

in P. hystrix these features have no significance as characters.

Length of the single female 9 mm.

Remarks. It may be mentioned that the marsupium contained female and male of the

Epicarid Clypeoniscus Meinerti Giard & Bonn.

Occurrence. This single female was found in a bottle containing a number of specimens of

Arcturus Baffini and labelled: Iceland and the Faeroes. The contents were at least about fifty years

old. It was rather astonishing to find this species, known only from Alaska, in the bottle mentioned,

but there is not the slightest doubt that it was taken either at the Faeroes or, and perhaps more

probably, at Iceland; in earlier years our Museum did not possess a single specimen of any Isopod,

or perhaps even of any Crustacean, from Alaska.

Distribution. Hitherto known only from Point Franklin, Alaska, i3'/ 2 fath. (Benedict).

138. Pleuroprion frigidum n. sp.

(PI. XV, figs. 7 a-; b).

1901. Arcturus hystrix A. Ohliu, Bih. K. Sv. Vet Akad. Handl. Vol. 26, PI. IV, No. 12, p. 30; figs.

6 a 6r. (Not A. hystrix G. O. S.).

This species is in general aspect somewhat similar to A. hystrix, and has been confounded with

it by myself (1895) and by Ohlin, but on a closer examination it shows a number of specific characters.

Ohlin has figured both sexes, and his drawings convey a moderately correct idea of their general

appearance.

Female. The spiniform processes as in P. hystrix, but on several segments of the body some-

what or much more numerous. The head has in its anterior row (fig. 7 a) four processes, the submedian

pair of very moderate length, the outer pair small. Each of the three anterior thoracic segments with

the normal transverse row. Fourth segment much longer than in the two preceding species, about

as long as the head and the three anterior segments combined, and armed with a great number of

processes of very different length, but seen from the side the long processes are arranged in four tole-

rably distinct transverse rows, while a fifth row with somewhat shorter processes is found between

first and second row, and many smaller spiniform processes are rather irregularly distributed, especially

on the sides. Each of the three posterior thoracic segments with its transverse row and, besides, with

several small sublateral or lateral spines. First abdominal segment (fig. 7 b) with only a single, curved

transverse row of six large processes, so that only one pair of submedian processes are found, but

these are very long. Last abdominal segment very different from that in either of the two preceding

species; each lateral margin (fig. 7 b) has a moderately large process conspicuously smaller than in
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/'. i:\ttnx and, besides, two or three processes, while the dorsal surface has considerably more processes

tli.tn in I'.hystnx, furthermore the lateral margins behind the largest pair of processes are not con-

cave as in the other species but slightly convex, and the abdomen terminates in a subacute or some-

what obtuse end.

The eyes (fig. 7 a) are larger and more protruding than in P. hyslrix. First antennular joint is

broader in proportion to its length, and has a spiniforin process on the upper surface. The antennal

peduncles (fig. 7 a) differ much from those in the two other species; the two distal processes on second

joint are shorter, while a process directed considerably downwards is found at the inner distal angle;

third joint is considerably longer than the second, its outer distal angle produced into a somewhat

short process, while on its upper surface two processes are distributed towards the outer margin, and

tuo processes are found on the lower side; fourth joint has the end somewhat thickened, rounded and

\\ithoiit spines, but along the upper surface towards the outer margin four or five spines are distributed.

- No marsupial lamella- at the base of fifth pair of legs.

Length of females with marsupium 10 to 14 mm.

Male. Slender; fourth thoracic segment conspicuously longer than the head and the three

anterior segments combined. Otherwise it agrees with the female, except in the feature that the number

of small spiniforin processes not belonging to the normal transverse rows are extremely few.

Length 87 mm. Ohlin has recorded 12 nun., but I suppose this to be a misscript in place of

10 mm., and that in reality he has noted the length of the female as that of the male, and vice versa.

Remarks. The absence of fifth pair of marsupial lamellae and the considerable length of

fourth thoracic segment are, in my opinion, too unimportant features for creating a new genus for this

fine species.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf
1

. It is only known from the northern part of the

east coast of Greenland, where it has been taken at five places.

East Greenland: Estuary of Hurry Inlet: Lat 70 50' N., 50 fath.; i spec (by the 1 1 ml Amdr. Exp.)

LaL 7226' N., Long. i935' W., 105 fath.; 5 spec (by the Ryder Exp.)

Lat. 7227' N., Long. I9s6' W., ab. 100 fath.; i spec

LaL 7253' N., Long. 2O36' W., 96 fath.; 3 spec

LaL 7452' N., Long. ifi6' W., 175 fath.; many spec (Nathorst Exp^ Ohlin).

Astacilla Cordiner.

The number of marsupial lamellae has been dealt with above on p. 192. According to our present

state of knowledge, the animals from our area must be referred to five species. But three of these

species, all known from Norway and described by Sars, are still insufficiently known, as they are

closely related, and the material hitherto found was insufficient for the study of the variation. At the

species in question some remarks on the characters are made later on.
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139. Astacilla longicornis Sowerby.

1806. Oniscus longicornis Sowerby, Brit. Miscellany, T. 19.

! 1897. Astacilla G. O. Sars., Account, II, p. 88; PI. 36.

The largest specimen, a female with marsupium, is 24-5 mm., while the male is only 12 mm. long.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf. But it has been gathered by Cand. mag. Ad. Jen-

sen (in the "Michael Sars") south of the Faeroes at L,at. 6o55' N., Long. 856' W., 69 fath., temp. 9-33;

many spec. In Sars' work we find Iceland in his list on the distribution of this species; he said the

same in the Norw. North-Atl. Exp. Crust. II, p. 31, and Tattersall (1905) has also Iceland, perhaps on

the authority of Sars. But Sars himself had not gathered the species at Iceland, and I have been

unable to find in the literature any first-hand record on the topic. Our Museum has no specimens

from Iceland, and it is not very probable that this large species lives there without having been dis-

covered by any of the Danish zoologists, who have collected Crustacea at a large number of places

along the coasts or in the Fjords. Until it has been captured I think it better to suppose that some

error has caused Iceland to have been noted by Sars and Tattersall.

Distribution. A. longicornis has been taken in about the northern half of the Sound and

Store Belt, and in Kattegat and Skager Rak, in from 5 to about 50 fath. (H. J. Hansen). At Norway it

"would seem to occur along the whole coast", even to Vadso, generally in 10 to 30 fath. (G. O. Sars).

According to A. M. Norman it is known from Shetland and all the coasts of Great Britain and Ireland,

while Zirwas recorded it from some places in the North Sea, 18 180 fath.; west of Ireland it goes

down to such considerable depths as 199 and 360 fath. (Tattersall). It is recorded from Guernsey

(Norman), but as to its distribution further south nothing seems to be known.

140. Astacilla (?) arietina G. O. Sars.

(PL XV, figs. 8 a 8 b).

1883. Astacilla arietina G. O. Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania for 1882, No. 18, p. 62; PI. 2, fig. 2.

1897. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 90; PI. 37, fig. i.

The single specimen is a young female, u mm. long. It differs from the figures of Sars in

the three following particulars. The fourth thoracic segment possesses the two pairs of knots on the

anterior dorsal half, but both are distinctly smaller than in Sars' figures, and between them are two

pairs of considerably smaller knots; furthermore the dorsal surface behind the second pair mentioned

have a number of knots more elevated than figured by Sars. The uropods (fig. 8 a) are conspicuously

shorter in proportion to abdomen than figured by Sars, as the distance from their end to the tip of

abdomen is nearly half as long as the uropods. Finally the relative length of the joints in the anten-

nal flagellum differs much from Sars' figure, the first joint being only about as long as the sum of

the two distal joints (fig. 8b), while according to Sars the first joint is twice as long as that sum.

The result is that it is a little doubtful whether my specimen belongs to A. arietina or to a

hitherto unknown species. But as the specimen possesses the projecting pair of protuberances on the

head and two pairs of the dorsal tubercles on fourth segment larger than the others, I think the deter-

mination might be correct, especially as the specimen is far from adult, and my material of specimens
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of .-I. n,t,rmfdia shows considerable variation in the relative length of first joint of the antcnnal

him, ami even some variation in the relative length of the distance between the tip of abdomen and
the end of the uropods. At all events my remarks and figures may, I hope, render the form easily

recognisable to some future Carcinologist who has a richer material at his disposal
Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolF at a single station.

Davis Strait: StaL 35: Lat 6?y>' N, Long. $4*2$' W., 583 fath., temp. 3-3; i spec
Distribution. Only three specimens are known, viz. two from Hardanger Fjord, West Nor-

way, 60100 fath. (G. O. Sars), while the third specimen has been taken midway between Norway and

Shetland in 58 or, more probably, 97 fath. (Zirwas).

141. Astacilla intermedia (ioodsir.

1841. Lcachia intermedia Goodsir, Edinb. New Philos. Journ. Vol. XXXI, p. 309; PI. VI, figs. 13.
(test Norman).

! 1897. Astacilla a/finis G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 90; PL 37, fig. 2.

The largest specimen, an ovigerous female, is 14-5 mm. The relative length of the joints in

its antennal flagella agrees nearly with Sars' figure, the first joint being at least half as long again

as the two other joints combined.

But it may be noted that our Museum possesses 4 specimens of co-types of A. a/finis presented

l>v Sars; the largest of these specimens, a female with marsupium, measures 16-5111111., is thus 3-5 mm.

longer than the length recorded by Sars, and in this specimen the two distal joints of the antennal

flagella combined are not shorter than first joint, thus showing that the character afforded by the rela-

tive length of the first joint is somewhat poor.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf, but by the "Thor" at a single place.

South of Iceland: Lat 63i5' N., Long. aa23' W., 114173 fath.; 6 spec.

Distribution. At Norway in Trondhjem Fjord, 100300 fath., and off Lofoten, 300300
fath. (G. O. Sars). A specimen probably belonging to this species was taken in Skager Rak not far

from the Skaw, 70 fath. (H. J. Hansen). It has been recorded from Lat 5954*N., Long. 6*n'E n 63

fath. (Zirwas); from Fair Island between Orkney and Shetland (T.Scott); from the Firth of Forth; at

Durham and off South-West Ireland, 100200 fath. (Norman), finally from four places west of Ireland,

in from 130 to 199 fath. (Tattersall).

142. Astacilla pusilla G. O. Sars.

1873. Arcturus pusillus G. O. Sars, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania for 1873, p. 73.

! 1897. Astacilla pusilla G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 91; PL 37, fig. 3.

Sars has noted that the adult female scarcely exceeds 8 mm. in length; my two females with

marsupium are respectively 108 mm. and about 12 mm. long, but belong unquestionably to this species.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf, but by the "Thor" at a single place.

South-West of the Faeroes: Lat 6i c
is' N, Long.935' W, 463515 falh.; 3 spec

Distribution. Hitherto only known from three places at West Norway: off Sognefjord,

209 fath. (G. O. Sars, 1886); Storeggen bank, and off Lofoten, 80100 fath. (G. O. Sars, 1897).
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143. Astacilla granulata G. O. Sars.

(PI. XV, figs. 9 a-g b).

1877. Lcachia granulata G. O. Sars, Arch, for Math, og Naturv. Vol. II, p. 351.

1880. Astacilla Harger, Rep. U. S. Comm. Fish and Fisheries, Pt. VI, p. 364; PI. VIII IX,

figs. 48-52.

! 1885. Astacilla granulata G. O. Sars, North-Atl. Exp. p. 107; PI. IX, figs. 2735.

The text on the maxillipeds of male and female shown in figs. 9 a and 9 b is found above

on p. 185.

In the marsupium of two females from the "Ingolf" Stat 4 I found two new genera of Crypt-

oniscidae (see later on).

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf at three stations.

Between Iceland and the Faeroes: Stat. 4: Lat 64O7' N., Long. ni2' W., 237 fath., temp. 2-5; 12 spec.

Stat 2 : Lat 63O4' N., Long. 922' W., 262 fath., temp. 5-3 ;
2 spec.

West of the Faeroes: Stat 44: Lat 6i42' N., Long. 936' W., 545 fath., temp. 4-8; 2 spec.

Furthermore it has been gathered four times in Baffin Bay off West Greenland between Lat.

724i' N., Long. 595o' W. and Lat (x)i6' N., Long. 588' W., in depths from 183 to 227 fath. (H. J. Han-

sen). Also gathered somewhat south-west and south-east of the Faeroes in Lat 6o3i' N., Long. 9i8'

W., 229 fath., and Lat 6o2i'N., Long. 54i' W., 580 fath. (Norman); by Cand. mag. Ad. Jensen (in the

"Michael Sars") at Lat 6oio' N., Long. 625' W., 620 fath., temp, -f- 0-15, many spec., and at Lat 6oio'

N., Long. 635' W., 650 fath., temp, -4- 0-53, i spec. Finally east of Iceland : Lat 6436' N., Long. io22'

W., 299 fath., temp, -j- 0-3 (G. O. Sars, 1885).

Distribution. Taken at four places off Norway far from the coast, between Lat 6244' N.,

and Lat 7i25' N., in depths from 350 to 620 fath., temp, from -4- 07 to -f- ro (G. O. Sars). Finally

taken off New England, Nova Scotia and New Foundland, in 250 fath. and, which must have been

by curious chance, in 7 fath. (Harger).

Discarding the statement as to 7 fath. it is seen that A. granulata has been taken in depths from

183 to 650 fath., and both in the cold and the warm areas. But looking at the map of the Norw.

North.-Atl. Exp. it is seen that all five stations recorded for that expedition (18, 48, 124, 164, 200) were

in the cold area, but not far from the limit between this and places with a temperature above zero,

and the stations from the "Ingolf and those south-west or south-east of the Faeroes are not very far

from the same limit

Sub-Order Oniscoidea.

With the exception of a single genus the animals from Northern Europe and Greenland

belonging to this sub-order are all exclusively terrestrial, and therefore omitted here. It may only be

said that two species, Porccllio scaber Latr. and Oniscus murarius Cuv., have been taken by the "Ingolf

at Trangisvaag, Sudero (one of the Faeroes), but according to Budde-Lund (1885) both these forms,
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which have an extremely wide distribution, were known from West Greenland (O. Fabriciui) and Ice-

land. The single genus to be mentioned here is Ligia J. C Pabr. (this well-known name is preferred
and the name Ugyda Rafinesque, proposed by Richardson, discarded).

J.C Fa brie ins.

In his "Remarks" on the Oniscoida G. O. Sars (Account, p. 153) wrote that the antenna: have

"a 5-articulated peduncle", and this is probably generally accepted. But in Ligia oceanica I found not

only six joints in the peduncle, but even an exopod or squama on third joint When the head i

inspected from above and somewhat from in front, and the antenua is bent downwards and turned in

various directions, we find (fig. xoa) a transverse, movable piece of hard chitine (/) between the head

and the major outer part of next joint (j); that transverse piece is the easily seen rudiment of first

joint, and the remainder of the peduncle contains five joints. Furthermore a squama (ex) is observed

on the outer side of third joint; this squama is somewhat broader than long, with its distal half sub-

triangular and freely protruding, while the proximal half has a semicircular outline and is anchylosed

to the joint; it may be added that this suture between exopod and joint is very distinct, but in a

very large specimen its median part is obscure I think the existence of six peduncular joints and

squama very interesting, because it shows that two such primitive features have been preserved in a

genus which in other organs, such as the reduced antennulse, the pleopods, and the basal joint of the

thoracic legs united as immovable, large epimcral plates with the segments, is very far from exhibiting

primary structural features.

144. Ligia oceanica Linne.

(PL XV, fig. 10 aX

1767. Oniscvs off amfits Linn*, Syst Nat Ed. XII, P. II, p. 1061.

1885. Lifia ocranica Budde-Luud, Crust Isop. Terr. p. 259.

1 1898. G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 156; PL 70.

On the antenna: Me above. My largest specimen, a male from Thorshavn, is larger than

any hitherto recorded, being 30 mm. long (without uropods) and 16-5 mm. broad.

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolF at Traugisvaag in Sudero, one of the Fa-roes, in 3040
feet above the level of the sea, together with Orchestia.

It has furthermore been taken at Thorshavn, Stromo, at the beach by Mag. R. HSrring, and

at least three times before at the Faroes by various collectors. Besides, it has been discovered by

C.i nd. mag. Saemundsen at the Vcstmann Islands, not very far from the south coast of Iceland.

Distribution. This species has been found on wet rocks near the surface of the sea on

Bornholm in the Baltic (H. J. Hansen), and at a number of places on the coasts of Denmark, at the

oceanic coasts of Norway northwards at least to Trondhjem (G. O. Sars), at Great Britain and Ireland,

at the south coast of the North Sea Mid at the Channel, at the Atlantic coast of France, Spain and

Portugal, at Gibraltar and Malaga, but is according to Roux unknown from the other coast* of the

TWImgoH Kipedkio*. III. j.
*
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Mediterranean (Budde-Lund and other authors); Risso's statement (test Carus) on its occurrence at

Nizza ought therefore to be considered as somewhat doubtful. Finally taken at Newport, Rhode Island,

U. S. (Richardson).

Sub-Order Epicaridea.

In the paper on the Isopoda, etc, from the German Plankton-Exped. (Ergebn. der Plankton-

Exp. Vol. II, G, c, 1895) I pointed out the importance of the structure of the types of the second

larval stage for the classification of the families (or sub-families, as I named them) of this division of

parasitic Isopoda. In 1887 Giard & Bonnier had divided the Epicaridea into seven families, one among
them being the Microniscidae. The genus Microniscus I discarded as too imperfectly known and treated

it with caution; of the other families I suppressed two, reducing three families to a single family, the

Cryptoniscidae, especially because in all three "families" the second larval stage shows rather close

relationship and differs much from those of the remaining three families. Finally I decribed and figured

twenty species of larvae in second stage of all four "subfamilies", pointing out a good number of

characters.

In 1898 G. O. Sars showed that the genus Microniscus, consequently the family Microuiscidse

Giard & Bonnier, must be cancelled, as the animals in question are "a transitory larval stage of Epica-

rida belonging to different families" (Account, II, p. 218); furthermore he adopted my division of the

Epicaridea into four families, yet without mentioning my paper; the only addition worth mentioning

he made as to this topic was to cancel the family Podasconidae established by Giard & Bonnier a

few months after my above-named paper had been published.

In the voluminous and valuable book: Contributions a L'Etude des Epicarides, 1900, J. Bonnier

attempted a new classification. He divided the Epicaridea into two groups: Cryptoniscinae and Bopy-

rinse, which may be acceptable chiefly for the reason, that in the Cryptoniscinae the male preserves

completely the external structure of body and appendages found in the second larval stage, while in

the Bopyrinae the male is quite different from that larval stage. But as strong differences are found

between the second larval stages of the Bopyridae and the Dajidse, and as the females of the Entonis-

cidae differ extremely from those of the Bopyridae or the Dajidae, it may be only a matter of opinion

whether the three families Bopyridae, Dajidae and Entoniscidae are united as a group opposed to the

Cryptoniscidae, or all four families are arranged as equivalent Furthermore Bonnier divided his Crypt-

oniscinae into eight families, among which the unfortunate Microniscidae, but this classification is

extremely premature, being based mainly on the idea that parasites found on two different orders of

Crustacea cannot belong to the same family; this classification must be totally discarded. Finally he

divided the Bopyrinae into four families: Dajidae, Phryxidae, Bopyridae, and Entoniscidae; to the Phryx-

idae he referred forms living on the abdomen of the Decapoda, and to the Bopyridae those inhabiting

the branchial cavity, but this classification, which he characterized as provisional, has no value, and

the two families named must be united.

The material from our area is not large, comprising only thirteen species, belonging to three
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:!u fnm f.uiiilies designated by me as subfamilies in 1895, as only the Kntoniscida: have no repre-
liut as to three points the material i of real importance. The first point is that I have

fnimd a species of the Cryptoniscidtc in the marsupiutn of two genera of Cumacca, and no Kpicarid
was prt-vinu-.lv known from any form of this order. The second point is not less interesting. It is a

well-known fact that in the second larval stage of the Dajidae the mouth terminates in a circular,

M.iiK-what funnel-shaped sucking-disk, while such a disk was not known in any larva of the three

ntlu-r families. Now I have found that the mouth of the second larval stage of Bopyroidts hipfvlylts

Kr. terminates in a somewhat similar disk, thus in this respect bearing much similarity to those in

the larval Dajidae, while in all other features, as antennulae, antenna;, posterior legs, uropods, the larva

Hopyroides agrees with the larvae of the Bopyridse and differs widely from those of the Dajidae

but consequently the analytical key to the larvae of second stage of all Hpicaridea in my Plankton-

paper ought to be altered as to this character. The third point of interest is, that in the marsupiutn
<>f two specimens of the same species of Asiacilla from the same station I found two genera of Crypt-

oiiiscidae, both new. --
Finally it may be emphasized that the second larval stage affords excellent

specific characters, especially in the antennulae, which therefore must be examined more in detail than

is the case.

Family Bopyridae.
Only three genera are known from our area, each with a single specie*.

145. Bopyroides hippolytes Kroyer.

(PI. XV, figs, n a-i id).

1838. Bofiyrus Hipfiolytcs Kroyer, Gronl. Amfip., in KgL D. Vid. Selsk. natur. math. Afd. p. 306; IT. IV,

fig. 22.

(7)1846. Kroyer, in Gaimard, Voy. en Scand., Crust PL 28, figs. 2 a a p.

! 1897. Bopyroides hippolytts G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 199; PI. 84, fig. 2.

19001 Sarri Bonnier, Contrih. a L'&ude des 6pic, p. 376; PI. XLL

9S hippolytts Richardson, Monograph, p. 567, figs. 628637 (with synonymy and

distribution).

To Sars' representation of both sexes I have nothing to add, and follow him in considering

the parasites of the three species of Spirontocaris, viz. S.polaris Sab., S. spimtu S0W, and S. LUIjekorgu

Dan., as belonging to the same species.

Second larval Stage. I have examined a larva inhabiting a feeble swelling of the cara-

pace of S.polaris, which certainly would have developed into a female and is 1-2 mm. long, and a

larva placed on a very young female infesting a young S.spinus, and this larva is certainly of the

male sex and 0-92 mm. long.

The body is somewhat more than three times as long as broad, and on the upper surface set

with extremely fine, short hairs. The front margin of the head is broadly convex. Byes black,
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each with about 9 ocelli. -- Antennulse very thick and characteristic; in the large specimen (fig. n a)

they are nearly horizontal with the third joint bearing the two rami turned somewhat backwards

along the terminal margin of second joint, while in the small specimen the antennulae (fig. nb, in

which the major part of first joint is omitted) are directed outwards and somewhat downwards, and

their third joint outwards and somewhat forwards, so that it is easily discernible from the second

joint The figures show a very characteristic armature with regularly arranged, triangular processes

on the distal, posterior part of first joint, while second joint has low tubercles or blunt processes on

the lower surface and two somewhat short, acute processes and one rather long, acute process at the

hind margin; third joint without processes, its first ram us short, and each of both rami with three

long terminal setae, while six sensory setae originate partly from the long ramus and partly from the

joint (the number and length of these setae could not be made out in the large specimen). The

antennae reach slightly beyond the hind margin of third thoracic segment, and are built as in other

larvae of the Bopyridae, with four joints in the peduncle and four in the flagellum ;
third peduncular

joint with the lower terminal margin divided by narrow incisions into some teeth. - The broadly

conical proboscis terminates in a moderately small, subcircular, funnel-shaped sucking-disk, which

seems to be more thin-skinned than in the Dajidse, and has the lower surface glabrous; the end of

the mandibles as usual seen in the central hole.

Thoracic epimera triangularly produced backwards, without serration. All seven pairs of thoracic

legs subsimilar, with the hand ovate. Pleopods (fig. n c) with both rami well developed; the outer

ramus longer and much narrower than the inner. Sixth abdominal segment seen from above (fig. nd)

triangular; the portion along the whole posterior margin produced into a thin plate which is broadest

at the median line, and the median half is divided by narrow incisions into four pairs of comb-teeth

and rudiments of a fifth pair; the median pair of teeth are a little stronger than the others; below

and behind this pair a very long, acute process projects backwards, but its major part is covered by

the segment. Uropods nearly as in Phryxus, with the endopod about half as long as, and much

narrower than, the exopod.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at two stations.

Davis Strait: Stat33: Lat. 67 "57' N., Long. 553o' W., 35 fath., temp. 0-8; on i spec, of Spir.

polaris,

North of Iceland: Stat. 127: Lat 6633' N., Long. 2OO5' W., 44 fath., temp. 5-6; on 2 spec, of S.

spinus.

It has been collected at numerous places at both sides of Greenland in depths from a few

down to 175 fath. According to my Malac. Groenl., Stephensen's Conspectus, and a good number of

specimens not recorded but secured by various collectors since 1887, it has west of Greenland been

taken so far north as in Lat 8i44' N. at Griunell Land, and at Port Foulke, Lat 78! 7' N., and off

the west coast of Greenland at about fifteen places between Lat. 73 and Lat 6o43' N.
;

it was always

found on ,Spirontocaris polaris and S. spinus, but from Kroyer's time our Museum possesses a couple

of females taken, according to the label, at Julianehaab on 5. Fabricii; when Stephensen stated it to

have been taken by the "Tjalfe" on S. macilenta, the name of the host is a misscript for S. spinus.

New localities not found in Stephensen's Conspectus are: Egedesminde, Akugdlek, Fiskenaes and
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Bredi-fjonl. In most cases either the right or the left branchial cavity of the host contained the para-

-:ti. hut in some few cases both branchial cavities were infested. -- At East Greenland it has been

{omul only on S. fwlaris and was taken by Mag. Krunse at Angmagsalik, Lat 65*30' N.; by the Ryder

F.xp. in Hckla Havn, Lat To'a;' N.; by the Ilnd Amdrup Exp. at Sabine Island, Lat 743o' N.; by the

Danniark Kxp. at several places between Lat. 764o' N. and Lat 76*50' N. (Stcphensen), finally by the

Duke of Orleans at LaL 773i' N., Long. i824' W., 146 fath. (Grieg).

At East Iceland it has been taken by the "Thor" in Rode Fjord, 88 fath, on S. J/IMMJ; near

tlu- Fseroes by Dr. Th. Mortensen off Akraleite, ab. 150 fath., on 51 UUjtborgii.

Distribution. This species is known from Skager Rak on .S'. IjHjtborgit (H. J. Hanson}, from

tlu- whole coast of Norway from Christiania Fjord to Vadso, taken on S. fiolaru. S. S^I'MUS and .S'. Ijlljf-

borgii (G. O. Sars), and from the Barents Sea (Hock, Weber), but not from the Kara Sea. At Britain

recorded from the Clyde (T. Scott), and from the south coast of Cornwall (Hate & West wood). Off the

iii -I tin i M and tin- southern half of Baffin Island it has been taken several times on .S'. polar is (Ohliiu

Furthermore H. Richardson recorded it from Nova Scotia and several places at the east coast of the

U. S. A. north of Cape Cod, occurring not only on X folarit, S. sfiinus and 51 IMljtborgii, but on J>1

fabridt Kr. and S. fusiola Kr. I think that all these statements are correct, but H. Richardson besides

recorded it from many places in the North-Kast Pacific, viz. from Puget Sound, ab. Lat 47
1

,',

8
N., north-

wards to Alaska and the Bering Sea; it is stated to have been found on Sfirontocaris .////-, on five

other exclusively Pacific species of the same genus, on Pandalus Montagui Leach., /'. bortalis Kr. ami

the exclusively Pacific species P.Jordani Rathb., finally on Pandalo/>sis dispar Rathb. Later (1909) that

authoress added two stations from the west part of the Bering Sea and a place in the Sea of Japan

at Lat 38O9* N. But several of these statements seem to me to be somewhat less certain, and a

critical re-investigation of the parasites would be desirable, especially if the second larval stage could

be found on Pandalus and Pandalopsis. It would, for instance, be interesting if H. kipf>olytfs occurs

on specimens of Pandalus Montagui and /'. borcalis in the North Pacific, but not on the same forms

in the North Atlantic

146. Pseudione Hyndmanni Bate & Westw.

(PL XV, figs. la a 12 c).

1868. Pkryxus Hyndmanni Bate & Westwood, Brit Sessile-eyed Crust, VoL II, p. 243.

! 1898. Pseudione G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 202; PL 85, fig. 2.

19001 Bonnier, Contrib. a 1'Etude des Epicarides, p. 295, PL XVIII.

Sars 1

figures and descriptions of both sexes are sufficient, but he did not know the second

il stage.

A male larva (fig. 12 a) is 0*4 mm. long, somewhat less than four times as long M broad.

with exceedingly short and fine hairs on the upper surface. The front margin of the head is strongly

convex; the eyes feebly developed, brownish, and I was unable to discover real ocelli on the sur-

face. The antennuhe (fig. lab) are extremely broad; first joint (/) with the front half of the outer

margin peculiarly curved, and the anterior part of second joint is produced inwards along the feebly

concave antero-lateral margin almost to the median line; both these joints without processes. Third
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joint very broad, and its posterior margin produced into three somewhat small, acute teeth; the rami

normal. - The antennae nearly reach the middle of fourth thoracic segment. Proboscis not very

thick and constitutes, seen from the side, a protruding cone a little longer than deep and without

terminal disk. - - Thoracic epimera without serration; the legs subsimilar with the hand ovate. Pleopods

nearly as in Bopyroides.
- - Last abdominal segment (fig. 12 c) posteriorly produced and divided by deep

incisions into two pairs of long, somewhat narrow comb-teeth, while the part between the outer deep

incision and the lateral margin is a broad triangle.
-- Uropods somewhat long; the relative length

and thickness of the rami nearly as in Bopyroides.

Remarks. Bonnier
(1. c.) attempted to show that Pscudionc Hyndmanni as described and fig-

ured by Sars is a species different from that found in the Channel and at England and established

by Bate, though the host in both cases was Eup. bcrnhardus, and Bonnier applied the name P. proximo,

to the form figured by Sars, without having seen any specimen. The specimen mentioned by Sars as

found on E.pubescens was considered by Bonnier as being very probably a third species, P. dubia,

nomen nudum. This opinion was due to the unfortunate theory of Giard & Bonnier, that the same

species of parasite cannot infest two species of hosts.

Occurrence. A small specimen of Eupagurus pubcsccns Kr. with this parasite was taken by

the "Ingolf".

North of Iceland: Stat. 129: Lat. 6635' N., Long. 2347' W., 117 fath., temp. 6-5; i spec.

Furthermore two specimens of Eup. pubescens with this Pseudionc were captured by the "Thor"

at the following places.

South of Iceland: Lat 65i8' N., Long. 2i3o' W., 94 fath.; i spec.

South-West of the Faeroes: Lat 6ii5' N
-> ^og- 935' W., 463515 fath.; i spec.

Distribution. Taken in the most northern part in the Sound and rather common in Kattegat

on Eupagurus bcrnhardus, most frequently in depths from 6 to io'/2 fath., but going down to 56 fath.

(H. J. Hansen). Rare at Norway, on K bernhardus and E. pubescens (G. O. Sars); besides in the North

Sea off Esbjerg (H. J. Hansen), at Ireland (Bate and Tattersall), and in the Firth of Clyde (T. Scott),

but in the last-named place taken in the branchial cavity of Hippolylc various, which makes the deter-

mination of the parasite a little doubtful. That the parasite mentioned by Bate ("Challenger" Macrura

p. 645) as "resembling Phryxus hindmannf and taken on a shrimp probably belonging to Plesionika

semilcevis Bate from the Philippine Islands cannot be our northern species is, of course, quite certain.

147. Phryxus abdominalis Kroyer.

(PL XV, fig. 13 a).

1840. Bopyrus abdominalis Kroyer, Naturh. Tidsskr. Vol. Ill, p. 102 112, 289 299; Pis. I II.

? 1846. Kroyer, in Gaimard, Voy. en Scand., Crust PL 29, figs, i a i u.

! 1898. Phryxus G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 215; Pis. 9091.

1905. Richardson, Monograph, p. 500; figs. 550552.

The representation of Sars is rich and excellent Sars has also figured the male larva of second

stage and its head from below, but a few points on the antennulae may be added. - The antennulae
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(fig. 130) are moderately thick; first joint has the anterior margin only somewhat shorter than the

posterior, and some three triangular teeth are found at the last-named margin; second joint is a little

longer than the first, with two small and slender teeth on the posterior margin and a few teeth of

different size on the posterior part of the lower surface; third joint with five or six sensory seUe.

Length of the specimen examined 0-81 mm.

Occurrence. Taken by the "IngolP at five stations.

Davis Strait: StaL 33: LaL (rj tf N., Long. 553o' W., 35 fath., temp. 0-8; on 6 spec of Spir on-

tocaris spinus and on i spec, of Pandalus Montagui.

StaL 29: LaL &534' N., Long. 543i' W., 68 fath., temp. 0-2 ; on i spec of spir. spinus.

StaL 34: LaL 65i7' N., Long. 55i7' W., 55 fath.; on 2 spec, of Spir. spinus and i

spec, on Spir. ftolaris.

North of Iceland: StaL 127: LaL 6633' N- Long- 3oo5' W., 44 fath., temp. 5-6*; i spec, on /'an-

da Ins Montagui.

StaL 126: LaL O7i9' N., Long. i552
(

W., 293 fath., temp. -vo-s"; i spec on

Pandalus borealis.

This species is even more common than Bopyroides kippolytes at both sides of Greenland. Ac-

cording to my Malac GroenL, Stephensen's Conspectus, and a number of specimens taken since 1887

and hitherto not recorded, it has been taken at three places in Grinnell Land, the most northern being

in LaL 8i44' N.; in LaL 777, N, and LaL 76cx/ N. at West Greenland (Ohlin); in Baffin Bay and

Davis Strait off or at West Greenland at about sixteen places between LaL 7247
/

N, and LaL 6i7,N,
and five new localities may be enumerated, viz. Umanak, Jacobshavn, Egedesminde, Kvanefjord, and

Bredefjord. In that area it has been taken on Spirontocaris spinus, .V. Polaris, .V. turgida, .S'. macilfnta,

S. Gaimardii. Pandalus borealis and P. Montagui. --At East Greenland it is common. At Angmagsalik,

LaL 653o' N., it was taken by Mag. Kruuse on 6'. polaris, and by the Ilnd Amdrup Exp. on S. Gai-

mardii, 90 fath.; in LaL 694o' N., Long. 233o' W., 120 fath., on S. polaris by the Ilnd Amdrup Exp.;

in Hekla Havn, LaL 7O27' N., on X turgida by the Ryder Exp.; by the Danmark Exp. at several

places between LaL 764o' N. and LaL 7o5o' on 6'. polaris, S. turgida and S. Gaimardii (Stephenscn);

finally by the Duke of Orleans at LaL 773i' N., Long. i824' W., 146 fath. (Grieg).
-- At Jan Mayen

it was taken by the Ilnd Amdrup Exp. on .S'. Gaimardii, 55 fath., and had been recorded from that

place by KoelbeL

At Iceland this parasite is not uncommon, having been taken by various collectors in depths

from 2 4 to about 50 fath., generally on S. Gaimardii, but a single specimen on S. polaris\ at the

west coast it was found in Skutils Fjord, Onundar Fjord, Dyre Fjord and near Reykjavik; on the east

coast in Mid Fjord, Seydis Fjord and Rode Fjord. Cand. mag. Ad. Jensen has taken it on Pandalus

Montagui east of Iceland at LaL O4i7' N., Long. i444' W, 45 fath. It is not known from the Farroes.

Distribution. At Denmark taken in the Belts, in Kattegat and in Skager Rak - in the

last-named area in from 70 to 275 fath. -- on four of the five above-named species of shrimps (H. J.

Hansen), but when Meinert recorded it as taken at Hcllebtck, northern part of the Sound, on Crangon

Allmani, I suppose now that this statement is due to some misscript or error. According to Sara it is

known from the whole coast of Norway from Christiania Fjord to Vadso, living on Spir. Gaimardii,
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S. polaris, S. pusiola, S. turgida, S. spinus, S, Lilljeborgii, Pandalus borealis, P. Montagui and P. propin-

quus. It has been found on S. Gaimardii at Spitzbergen (G. O. Sars); north-east of Spitzbergen in Lat.

8oi5' N., Long. 33io' E. (Ohlin); in the Barents Sea (Max Weber); at the west coast of Novaya Zemlya

- here also on 5. turgida and in the straits to the Kara Sea (Stuxberg, Stappers); finally in the

Kara Sea (H. J. Hansen). Furthermore known from places in the North Sea and from Sussex in the

eastern part of the Channel (various authors), but not from its major western area. When Stephensen

quoted from Zirwas, that Carus had recorded it from the Mediterranean, I consider the determination

of the parasite as wrong; Carus said: "Adria: Trieste, in Virbio viridi et Hippolyta, rara (Walz)".

Off the Baffin Island it was taken on S. polaris and S. turgida at two distant places, the most

northern in Lat. 7348' N. (Ohlin). Richardson (1905) enumerated a number of localities in the Atlantic

at the coast of the U. S. A. from about Lat. 41 '/3 N. northwards, and at Nova Scotia; the hosts

were six of the above-named European shrimps and, besides, Pandalus leptocerus. In the same work

the authoress has also a long list of localities from the North Pacific and both sides of the Bering

Sea, the most southern place being Point Arena, California, ab. Lat 39 N.; the hosts were Spirant. Gai-

mardii, S. polaris, S. Fabricii, S. groenlandica and besides seven species of Spirontocaris known only from

the Pacific; in 1909 Richardson enumerated a number of stations from the North-West Pacific, in the

Sea of Japan from ab. Lat. 36 N. northwards to near Lat 53 N. in the Bering Sea, but I entertain

some doubt as to the occurrence of this species of Phryxus at all these places, especially those in

the Sea of Japan and off California. And when the authoress quotes Bate ("Challenger" Macrura, p. 645646)

as having recorded this parasite from the Philippine Islands on Plesionika semilcems Bate she is quite

wrong, as Bate wrote that the parasite in question "closely approximates to Phryxus abdominalis Kr.,

but differs in having . . .", which shows that he did not refer the parasite to the Kroyerian species.

Family Dajidse.

Three genera, with five species, are known from our area.

DajUS Kroyer.

The material contained two species, one of which is new.

148. Dajus mysidis Kroyer.

(PI. XV, figs. 14 a- 14 b).

71846. Dajus Mysidis Kroyer, in Gaimard, Voy. in Scand., Crust. PI. 28, fig. i, A B.

1874. Leptophryxus mysidis Buchholz, Zweite Deuts. Nordpolarfarht, Vol. II, Crust, p. 228; PI. II, fig. 2.

! 1889. Dajus mysidis Giard & Bonnier, Bull. Sci. France et Belgique, Vol. XX, p. 255266, p. 272; Pis.

VI-VII.
G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 223; Pis. 9394.
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This interesting parasite has been extremely well worked out by the French authors and by
G. O. Sars. I am only able to add a little on the second larval stage, as the figures in question drawn

by Sars are somewhat too small.

The antennulae of that larval stage are extremely characteristic (fig. 14 a). The first joint of

the left antennula touches that of the right at the median line in front of the mouth; the anterior

margin of the joint is moderately long, but shorter than that of the second; posteriorly the joint is

produced into a long, narrow, acute process, and the outer margin is distinctly concave without

.u mature. Second joint is large, subtriangular, and its long distal margin has three oblong, acute pro-

cesses, the anterior smaller than the others, and at its base on the lower surface of the joint is found

a tooth. Of the two rami one is somewhat long, the other very short and distally widened. -- The

sucking-disk is somewhat large, seen from below deeply funnel-shaped, with an area along the whole

margin finely sculptured.
- The hand of seventh pair of thoracic legs (fig. 14 b) robust, only twice as

long as deep; the two lappets at the prehensile margin are well developed, and each with six branches.

- Length ri mm.

,
Sars has figured what he believed to be first larval stage of this species, and his .specimens

were taken in Plankton samples. Perhaps his interpretation is right, but I am not quite sure, as his

figure shows the hands of the thoracic legs very long and slender and, what is of special importance,

with the thin "claw" very short. But from a marsupium I have a number of young which certainly

are still a little more juvenile, as each leg is still enclosed within the embryonic membrane, but through

this membrane the hands are seen to be somewhat thicker with the new "claw" very long, and it

seems somewhat improbable that the "claw" is later much reduced in length.

Remarks. It is well known that the female with its male is found in the marsupium of

Afysis ocutala or Af. mix/a. But among the large material from Hurry Inlet I found a young female

beneath the posterior lateral part of the carapace; the marsupium of the host is rudimentary, and the

parasite is scarcely more developed than the youngest female figured by Sars on 11. 94. In four spec-

imens of Afysis with a full-grown female in the marsupium I found a larva in second stage fixed on

one of the pleopods of second or third pair.

Occurrence. Not found by the "Ingolf".

The parasite has been taken on Af. oculata from a number of stations along West Greenland,

vi/. Murchison Sound, ab. LaL 77*30' N., 25 fath. (Ohliu); Duck Island, LaL 7355' N, 3-15 fath. (Ohlin);

Kingigtok, LaL jfif N. (Ohlin); Jacobshavn, LaL 69*13' N. (Mag. Traustedt leg.); Claushavn, LaL

69*05' N, 510 and 1015 fath. (H. J. Hansen); Egedesminde, LaL 68*42' N, 2025 fath. (Bergendal

leg.); Holsteensborg, LaL 66*56' N. (Traustedt leg.), and Brede Fjord, ab. LaL 6i'/, N. (Stephenseu leg.)

- At East Greenland it is more common. At Angmagsalik, LaL 65*36' N, it was taken on Afytis otu~

lata in 1015 kth. by the 1st Amdrup Exp., and in 10 o fath. by the Ilnd Amdrup Exp.; in Hurry

Inlet, LaL 7o5o' N., the Ilnd Amdrup Exp. secured a large number of Af. oculata and some specimens

of M. mix/a with the parasite in 70 fath.; furthermore at Sabine Island; LaL 74*30' N. (Buchholz),

and in Danmark Havn, LaL 76*45' N., on Af. oculata in from 05 to 10 fath. (Stephenseu). >

stated it to be common on Af. oculata at Jan Mayen, but it is not known from Iceland.

Distribution. It has been taken at Norway on Af. mix/a at LaL 66* N. and on M. oculata

TWt^lfli| i il u n III. (.
*7
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at Vard0 and Vadso, Finmark (G. O. Sars). It is common at Spitzbergen on M. oculata (G. O. Sars,

Hoek), is known from Kostin Schar, south-west coast of Novaya Zemlya (Stuxberg, H. J. Hansen) and

from Franz-Joseph Land (T. Scott), at both places on M. oculata. North of the New Siberian Islands

larvae in both stages referred to this form were taken in Plankton samples (G. O. Sars). Finally taken

at five places off the east coast of Baffin Laud, between Lat. 7348' N. and Lat 6456' N., on M. ocu-

lata (Ohlin), and at Labrador (Packard).

k

149. Dajus profundus n. sp.

(PL XV, figs. 153-15 e).

Female. Intermediate between D. mysidis Kr. and D. siriellce G. O. S. - The body (figs.

15 a 15 b) somewhat oblong-cordiform in outline; the area comprising head and thoracic legs is some-

what remote from the emarginate front margin of the body. Seen from above (fig. 15 a) the abdomen,

which is almost one-third as long as the remainder of the body, is proportionately narrow and com-

prises four distinct segments; the last segment is a little longer than broad, and terminates in a pair

of very narrow, nearly linear uropods, which are as long as the segment Length (in the median

line) 1-47 mm.

Male. Not fully three and a half times as long as broad (fig. 15 c). Head fused with the first

thoracic segment; both combined as long as the sum of the two following segments and somewhat

quadri-lateral. Front margin of the head long, transverse; the antero-lateral angles broadly rounded;

the lateral margins somewhat diverging backwards. Antennulse (fig. 15 d) rudimentary. Antennae

rather long, reaching the posterior margin of third thoracic segment, g-jointed; the second, the fifth

and the three distal joints longer than the others. Proboscis broad at the base. The hand of the

thoracic legs very thick (fig. 15 e).
Abdomen as long as the sum of the three posterior thoracic seg-

ments and half of the fourth, somewhat less than twice as long as broad, tapering considerably post-

eriorly, and the end is truncate, with scarcely any vestige of uropods.
-- Length 0-42 mm.

Remarks. The female differs from D. mysidis especially in having the abdomen much more

slender and terminating in long and very slender uropods. The male differs in the shape of head and

abdomen and in the length of the antennae.

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf", but found in the marsupium of a specimen of Par-

amblyops rostrata Holt & Tatt captured by the "Thor" at the following place.

South-West of the Faeroes: Lat 6ii5' N., Long. 935' W., 463515 fath., young-fish trawl with

1700 m. wire out; i spec.

HolophryxUS Richardson.

In later years two species have been found in our area.

150. Holophryxus Richardi Koehler.

! 1911. Holophryxus Richardi Koehler, Bull, 1'Inst Ocean. Monaco, No. 196, p. 23, figs. 15 17.

! 1912. Stephensen, Vid. Medd. Naturh. Foren. Kjobenhavn, Vol. 64, p. 108, figs. 910.
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Holopkryxus sp. (KifkartHf) Stcphcnsen, 1. c. p. 109, figs, u ia and 14 and lower half of fig.

1915. Rickardi Stepheusen, Rep. Dan. Ocean. Exp. 19081910, Na 3, p. 24.

Only females are known. A single specimen has been found on the upper surface of the

pace of Sfrgestfs arcticus Kr.; its head was directed backwards and situated a little before the post-

erior end of the carapace. It is highly probable that the parasite always infests that Decapod. The

specimens hitherto captured were taken in young-fish trawl or - - the Monaco specimen in a

vertical net

Occurrence. Not taken by the "Ingolf", but by the "Thor" and the "Tjalfe".

Davis Strait: Lat 66ai' N., Long. 57*04' W., depth 680 m., 800 in. wire out; i spec "Tjalfe"

(Stcphensen).

Lat 6422' N., Long. 56*00' W., 400800 m. wire out On Strgfstrs arcticui Kr.;

i spec "Tjalfe" (Stephensen).

West of Iceland: Lat 65ao' N., Long. 27i2'5' W., depth 440 in. 820 m. wire out; i spec "Thor".

South of Iceland: Lat 6i3o' N., Long. i78' W., 1800 m. wire out; i spec "Thor".

Distribution. One specimen has been taken by Dr. Joh. Schmidt west of France in Lat.

4809' N, Long. 8*30' W., 300 m. wire out (Stephensen). The type specimen was secured by the Prince

of Monaco at a place south-west of the Azores: Lat 3i4o' N., Long. 3655' Wn 25000 m. (Koehler).

151. Holophryxus acanthephyrae Stephensen.

1912. Holophryxus Acanthfphyrv Stephensen, Vid. Medd. Nat Foren. Kjebenhavn, Vol.64, p. 112, figs.

1521 and a part of fig. 13.

Occurrence. The single female of this gigantic parasite was found fixed on the upper sur-

face of the carapace of Acanthephyra flurfurea A. M.-Fxlw. var. multispina Cout. taken by the "Tjalfe"

at the following place.

West of Cape Farewell: Lat 6oo/ Nn Long. 48 26' W., 2000 m. wire out (Stephensen).

Aspidophryxus o. o. Sara.

Only a single species is known from our area.

152. Aspidophryxus peltatus G. O. Sara.

(PL XV, figs. i6a i6b).

1883. AspidophryxHs ptltahu G. O. Sara, Forh. Vid. Selsk. Christiania for 1882, Na 18, p. 72; PL II,

figs. 12-15.

! 1889, Sara Giard & Bonnier, Bull. Sci. France et Belgique, VoL XX, p. 266271 and

p. 277; PL VII, fig. 7. PL VIII, fig* 1-6.

! 1898. prlfatH* G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 298; PL 96.
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I have little to add to the excellent figures and description of Sars. The largest female measures

3-4 mm. in the median line. On a small female attached to the dorsal surface of the carapace of Ery-

throps serrata G. O. S. I found a larva in second stage. Sars has figured both the larva and its head

from below, but as the last-named figure is too small and indistinct I have drawn the head from

below (fig. i6a). It is seen that the antennulse differ much from those in Dajus mysidis. First joint

has in my specimen a part overlapped by the sucking-disk; its outer margin is somewhat sinuate

and on the anterior half with three low protuberances, each bearing a seta; second joint is very broad

but much shorter than in Dajus, with the posterior angle produced into a small, oblong, acute tooth,

and the outer margin most peculiarly armed somewhat before the middle -- but perhaps this arma-

ture belongs to a third joint otherwise not visible; the rami in the main as in Dajus. The sucking-

disk much smaller than in Dajus; it has a moderately narrow rim of pellucid membrane around its

whole margin, while an area inside this margin is, as in Dajus, finely sculptured. Hand of seventh

pair of thoracic legs (fig. 16 b) much narrower than in Dajus mysidis, not quite three times as long as

broad; the distal lappet is very short with five long and fine branches; the proximal lappet not visible,

but its three branches are well developed. Length of the larva 0-57 mm.

Occurrence. The material has been gathered by the "Thor" at a single station.

South-West of Iceland: Lat. 6346' N., Long. 2256' W., 80 fath.; 12 females, most of them with

males. Of the females 2 are attached to the back of the carapace of

Erythrops serrata G. O. S.; a third, large female to the upper side of

first peduncular joint of Mysidopsis didelphys Norm.; the other females

without their hosts.

Distribution. Taken on a specimen of Erythrops sp. at Kristineberg, Bohuslan (Stephensen).

Not infrequent at the south and west coasts of Norway, northwards at least to Lofoten, on Erythrops

serrata G. O. S., R erythrophthalma Goes, E. elegans G. O. S., . microphthalma G. O. S., Parerythrops

obcsa G. O. S., and Mysidopsis didelphys Norm. Furthermore taken at Scotland in the Firth of Clyde

and the Upper Loch Fyne, on Erythrops serrata and E. elegans (T. Scott), and off the west coast of

Ireland on Mysidopsis didelphys, 112 and 199 fath. (Tattersall).

Family Cryptoniscidae.

This family comprises the forms on which Giard & Bonnier and later Bonnier established seven

families in all: Hemioniscidse, Cyproniscidae, Liriopsidse, Asconiscidse, Crioniscidae, Podasconidae and

Cabiropsidse. It is well known that the male and the second larval stage are completely identical in

all external features; excellent characters for genera and species are found above all in the presence

or absence of eyes, and in the first joint of the antennulae and the three posterior pairs of thoracic

legs; a somewhat detailed investigation of characters in six forms of larvae is found in my above-named

paper dealing with Isopoda, etc., from the German Plankton-Expedition. The females are always much

reduced, but yet in very different degree, and while the majority are free in the marsupia of their
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hosts, others, viz. Cyfironucus and Ltriafsit, are firmly attached by having a part of their body deeply

imraerged within the body of their hosts. Unfortunately our knowledge of the females is still extremely

poor; of most of the species only a single specimen or very few specimens were found, with the result

that the descriptions of these difficult animals are imperfect; furthermore several species of lame in

the second stage or males were taken pelagically and have been described, but their females and con-

sequently their hosts are unknown. At the present state of our knowledge it seems to me impossible

to divide the Cryptouiscidae into subfamilies based on good characters in both sexes.

The material from our area comprises five species belonging to five genera, and four among
these are new. And it may be seen that the extreme difference between the females of two geucra

found in the marsupium of the same species of Isopoda, while their males are closely allied, seems to

increase the difficulties as to a natural classification. Some larvae in the second stage or males taken

pelagically are omitted, as a representation would be of slight value.

ClypeoniSCUS Giard & Bonnier.

Of the two species known only one has been found in our area.

I 53- Clypeoniscus Meinerti Giard & Bonnier.

(PL XV, fig. 173; PL XVI, figs, i a-i c).

1895. Clypeonisnu Meinerti Giard & Bonnier, BulL Sci. France et Belgique, Vol. XXV, p. 422428,

p. 444; PL VII, figs. 20-21; PL VIII, figs. 24, 2627; PL X.

The French Zoologists established contemporaneously C. Hanseni on specimens from Idothea

kalthica from Denmark and C. Meinerti on specimens from Synidothea nodulosa Kr. from West Green-

land and Jugor Schar; they had received the material from the Copenhagen Museum. They described

the females of both species and the male of C. Hanseni, but did not mention the male of C. Meinerti.

Some specimens of 51 nodulosa with the parasite from West Greenland arc to hand, and the male shall

be described presently. But, before doing so, it may be stated that I have found a female with male

of the same parasite in the marsnpium of the specimen of Plturoprion Murdochi Ben. mentioned

on p. 196.

The differences between the females of the two species of Clypeoniscus have been pointed out

by the French authors, and the female from Pleuroprion agrees well with their figs. 2021. I think,

however, that this would scarcely suffice for referring the parasite on Plturoprion to the same species

as that on Synidothea^ but the males agree closely and, besides, differ sharply in an easily observed

feature from the male of C. Hanseni; therefore I am forced to refer the parasite on Pleurofrwn Mur-

dochi to C. Meinerti.

Giard & Bonnier published a large and good figure (PI. IX) of the male C. Hanseni, and in

1899 Sars published several figures of another Danish specimen. When comparing my figure of the

head of C. Meinerti (fig. 17 a) with the figures of C. Ilanseni referred to, it is instantly seen that the

first joint of the antcnnulx* of C. Meinerli differs much in shape and size from the same joint in
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C. Hanseni as figured by Sars or Giard & Bonnier; furthermore the antennulae on Sars' figure agree

fully with their shape on the French figure, and it may be added that my examination of the anten-

nuhc of a male of C. Hanseni showed the figures mentioned to be correct. In C. Meinerti the first

joint is extremely large, almost twice as broad as long, while in C. Hanseni it is considerably less

produced backwards, scarcely half as broad again as long; furthermore the front margin of the joint

is longer in C. Hanseni than in C. Meinerti, finally the posterior margin has u teeth in both species,

but in C. Meinerti the teeth are more closely set, and the major part longer than in C. Hanseni. Se-

cond joint of the antennulae shows some difference in the armature of the distal margin in the two

species, but in the shape of the three posterior pairs of legs (figs, i a \ c) no appreciable specific

difference could be discovered. - - The males of C. Meinerti are about 077 mm. long.

Occurrence. The infested specimens of Synidothea nodulosa Kr. are from West Greenland,

partly from Godhavn, L,at 69i4' N., partly without special locality, but probably from a more southern

locality. The infested specimen of Pleuroprion Murdochi Ben. is - - see p. 196 - either from Iceland

or the Faeroes.

Distribution. Jugor Schar, entrance to the Kara Sea, a specimen of Synidothea nodulosa

Kr. with the parasite (Giard & Bonnier).

Arcturocheres n. gen.

Immature Female. The body (PI. XVI, fig. 2 a) shaped as an oblong sac, with the mouth

much reduced but distinctly seen (fig. 2b); most of the ventral side divided by six feeble, transverse

furrows, and two pairs of minute sublateral legs (/) placed respectively a little before and a little be-

hind the middle; each leg is minute, rounded, somewhat plate-shaped, freely protruding and well

chitinized.

Male. Differs from Clypeoniscus especially in the antennulse and in the two posterior pairs of

thoracic legs. First joint of the antennulae (fig. 2 e) has only four teeth on the posterior part of the

inner margin and on the posterior end. Sixth joint, the hand, of each of the two posterior pairs of

legs with two spines at the lower margin; on seventh pair (fig. 2k) seventh joint constitutes together

with the claw a normal, slender and long "claw", but on sixth pair seventh joint (figs. 2 h and 2 i)
is

quite aberrant, being rather short, unusually deep, and increasing in depth from the base to the end,

which is cut off obliquely and has the normal, slender claw inserted at the upper angle on its termi-

nal margin.

Remarks. It was found necessary to establish this genus on a new species parasitic on spe-

cimens of the genera Astacilla and Pleuroprion, as both the male and the female differ materially from

the other genera hitherto known.

154. Arcturocheres pulchripes n. sp.

(PL XVI, figs. 2 a 2
1).

Immature Female. The single specimen is somewhat compressed, but that may be acci-

dental. As shown in fig. 2 a, the contents form a body more or less removed from the pellucid thin
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skin excepting at the mouth, where the skin and the inner body are united
; that the content* are thu

removed from the skin is certainly due to the influence of the alcohol. The contents show no differ-

entiation, as ova are not developed. The reduced mouth (fig. a b) could not be really investigated, as

the single specimen ought not to be sacrificed. -- As to external features, nothing more than is stated

in the generic diagnosis could be made out

Length 3-8 mm.

Male. Slightly more than three times as long as broad (fig. ac). Head with the anterior

margin broadly and evenly rounded. Eyes wanting. Antennuhc rattier large (fig. 3 d); first joint

(fig. ae) with the anterior margin moderately short; the outer margin very long, concave to near

tin- convex, short posterior part; posterior margin sinuate; the posterior part of the inner margin is

serrate, with two large, oblong, blunt teeth, and at each side of these a smaller, acute, triangular tooth.

Second joint proportionately large, with the anterior margin long and terminating in an acute tooth;

the terminal part of the joint divided by linear incisions from the outer margin into four lobes, and

two triangular protuberances are seen on the lower surface, not far from the margin. A bundle of very

long sensory- seta.- has, seen from below, its proximal part overlapped by the lobes mentioned, as the

part of the third joint bearing these hairs is completely covered, while the two rami belonging to

third joint are well developed.
- The antennae reach about to the middle of fifth thoracic segment.

Thoracic segments with the anterior pairs of epimera scarcely serrate, the posterior pairs dist-

inctly serrate on their hind margin. - - First (fig. a f) and second pairs of legs with the hand thick

and somewhat short, yet more than half as long again as deep. Fifth pair (fig. a g) rather slender;

the hand nearly four times as long as deep, deepest somewhat from the end, and there with a tiny

tooth on the lower margin, and near that tooth about three spines project on the posterior surface;

seventh joint scarcely marked off from the claw, and both combined a little more than half as long

as the hand. Sixth pair (figs, ah and a i) differ much from fifth or seventh pairs; the hand is about

five times as long as deep, broadest at the base, tapering to the rather narrow end, and with two

spines near the lower margin ; seventh joint, which is most peculiar, has been mentioned in the diagnosis

of the genus, and it may be added that it is somewhat more than one-third as long as the sixth joint,

and a distal area, marked off on the figure by a thin line, is quite thin and pellucid ;
the slender claw

is about one-third as long as seventh joint Seventh pair (fig. a k) have the hand nearly more than

five times as long as deep, with two spines near the lower margin, but it is deepest at the middle

and distally slightly tapering; seventh joint with claw claw-shaped, about two-thirds as long as sixth

joint Pleopods normal (fig. al), with both rami well developed. Sixth abdominal segment without

teeth on the posterior margin; the uropods have both rami marked off by articulation.

Length 1-6 mm.

Occurrence. Found in the marsupium of AstaciUa granulata G. O. & and Plfurofirum kyslrix

G.O.S.; the hosts have been taken by the "IngolP.

South-East of Iceland: Stat 4: Lat 64O7' Nn Long. iiia' W., 237 fatlu, temp. 3-5; i specimen of

AstaciUa granulata G. O. S. with a female and a male parasite in the

marsupium.
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West of the Faeroes: Stat 44: Lat. 6i42' N., Long, cffl W., 545 fath., temp. 4-8; a specimen of

Pleuroprion hystrix G. O. S. which has the marsupium filled with eggs,

and the male (or larval) parasite was found with its posterior part of the

body uncovered, while its anterior part was penetrating the front end of

the marsupium.

AstacilloechuS n. gen.

Immature Female. Body (fig. 33) oblong, a little more than twice as long as deep, about

from the middle tapering considerably to the first thoracic segment and much to the subacute end of

the abdomen; furthermore, the body is much curved and divided by conspicuous constrictions and

furrows into twelve segments; the animal is somewhat similar to the limbless larva of an Insect. Seen

from the side, the major upper part of the front margin of the animal is somewhat deeply concave,

as the lower part of first segment protrudes as a rounded portion. Seen from below (fig. 3 b) the first

segment is nearly three times as broad as long, with the anterior margin long and nearly straight

towards the broadly rounded antero-lateral angles, while its lower surface is broadly excavated longitudin-

ally, and in the median line at the base protrudes a somewhat small semiglobular body, which must

be the head and has a thin and at least two-jointed antenna at the side, but some chitinous strips on

the head I was unable to interpret. The thoracic segments without any vestige of legs; the uropods

quite inconspicuous.

Male. In all features similar to that of Arcturocheres, excepting that the posterior part of

the inner margin of first joint of the antennulee has six acute teeth.

Remarks. The female with the male were found in the marsupium of a specimen of Asta-

cilla granulata taken together with the specimen infested with Arcturocheres pulchripcs. While the

female differs so much from that of Arcturocheres that one might be tempted to place them in different

subfamilies, the males of the two forms differ only in small particulars, the most essential being the

number of teeth on first joint of the antennulae. This is, in my opinion, most remarkable. Unfortun-

ately I had only a single and, judging from the contents, far from mature female of each of the two

genera, and my investigation is most unsatisfactory, but I found it impossible to arrive at better re-

sults. And I thought it advisable not to omit either of the two forms, but to communicate my obser-

vations, so that they might serve future investigators, who may have a rich material of deep-sea forms

of Astacilla and allied genera, as a help and warning in the look out for the Cryptoniscidse.

155. Astacilloechus Ingolfi n. sp.

(PI. XVI, figs. 3 a-3d).

Immature Female. Nothing is to be added to the generic description, excepting that the

animal measured along the middle of the side is about 3-5 mm. long, consequently of considerable size.

Male. Very similar to the male of Arcturocheres pulchripes in size, shape, antennae, epimera,
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tliree posterior pairs of thoracic legs, and last abdominal segment, so that only the few difference*

observed need be mentioned.

The antennulx (fig. 3 c) show a few differences. First joint is longer in proportion to breadth,

the outer margin less concave, the anterior part of the postero-latcral margin has a sharp angle and

two minute, low, rounded teeth; nearly the posterior half of the inner margin is curvet! considerably

outwards and has six acute teeth, the two anterior somewhat small, the three |x>sterior much larger

and oblong-triangular; finally a small rounded plate with two short hairs protrudes at each side of

the terminal tooth. Second joint is nearly similar to that in A.pulchripf^ but third joint protrudes

(at least in my specimen) beyond the outer margin of second joint, and bears a beautiful fan-shaped

bundle of sensory filaments. -- Sixth pair of legs (fig. 3d) as in A. f>ulcltri/><-s, excepting that sixth

joint is a little more elongate.

Length 1-58 mm.

Occurrence. Found in the marsupiutn of a specimen of Aslacilla granulata G. (). Sars taken

by the "Ingolf.

South-Hast of Iceland: StaL 4: LaL 64c>7' N., Long. uia' W., 237 fath., temp. 2-5; i spec.

Parapodascon n. gen.

Female. Body (fig. 43) ovate both from below and from the side, without legs, but the cen-

tral half of the ventral median line shows organs, vit, in front a pair of minute conical antcnuuhc,

rudiments of a mouth, and along the median line five pairs of rounded lobes, all very short, the first

pair, besides, narrow and the others broad, and between these rows of lobes are seen some few of the

eggs from the incubatory cavity.

Male. Eyes wanting. The an ten nuke of very moderate size (fig. 4c); first joint with several

obtuse teeth along the posterior margin; second joint with some acute teeth along the same margin.

All epimera posteriorly divided into a number of comb-teeth (fig. 4 c). The three posterior pairs of legs

(figs. 4 e 4 g) characteristic; the hand with a single marginal spine; seventh joint long and slender,

in sixth pair (fig. 41) longer than in the two other pairs and distinctly expanded at the end; the

claw very slender, well marked off and moderately long.

Remarks. This genus is established on a species in all probability identical with l\>da*con(?)

Stebbingu Giard & Bonnier, a name given by the French authors to a male described and figured by

Stebbing. The female differs so widely from that of the genus Podascon Giard & Bonn., that a new

genus was necessary for the reception of the species described below. The male of Podascon is un-

known, and not only were the French authors uncertain, but Sars entertained grave doubt whether

the male described by Stebbing belonged to Podascon or to another genus.

156. Parapodascon Stebbingii Giard & Bonnier.

(PL XVI, figs. 4 a-4g).

1894. Description and figures without name in: Stebbing, The Amphipoda coll. during the voyages

of the Willem Barents; Bijdragen tot de Dierkunde, Afl. 17, p. 46 47.

TWl*f*H EiyJMm I1L j.
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1895. Podascon (?) Stcbbingi Giard & Bonnier, Bull. Sci. France et Belgiqne, Vol. XXV, p. 456. (Trans-

lation of Stebbing's text, with his figures).

1899. Cryptoniscid No. i, in G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 244; PI. 100, fig. 2.

Female. Nothing can be added to the brief generic diagnosis; fig. 4 a shows all that could

be seen on the specimen, which is 2-4 mm. long.

' Male. Body somewhat robust (fig. 4b), about three times as long as broad. Head with the

front margin broadly and evenly rounded. - Antennulee (fig. 4 c) considerably smaller than in the

preceding forms; first joint (fig. 4d) with the anterior margin of very moderate length, outer margin

long and somewhat concave, posterior margin and the most posterior part of the inner margin with

in all seven teeth, all with the end obtuse, excepting the anterior triangular tooth on the inner mar-

gin and the outer tooth on the posterior margin; the fourth tooth, counted from the outer margin,

is much broader than the others. Second joint proportionately somewhat large, with the anterior

margin very long and much longer than the outer margin, which has four saw-teeth, all acute and,

excepting the posterior tooth, low and very oblique; the two rami subequal in length.
-- Antennae

normal, reaching nearly beyond the middle of fifth thoracic segment (fig. 4b).

The comb-teeth are very conspicuous on all pairs of epimera. The three posterior pairs of

thoracic legs have a tiny spine at the middle of the lower margin of the hand. On fifth pair (fig. 4e)

the hand is about four times as long as deep, distinctly curved, somewhat tapering from before the

middle to the moderately broad, truncate end; seventh joint a little more than half as long as the

hand, normally shaped, and a little more than twice as long as the claw. In seventh pair (fig. 4 g)

the hand is straight and a little more slender than in fifth pair, the claw is longer and extremely

thin, but otherwise these distal parts are nearly as in fifth pair. Sixth pair (fig. 4 f) are more aber-

rant; the hand is distinctly narrower, and tapers considerably from near the base to the narrow end;

seventh joint is somewhat longer than in the other pairs, very slender, but widens a little at the distal

end, which shows a structure about as in Arcturochcrcs though much less developed; the claw as long

as in fifth pair. Pleopods, sixth abdominal segment, and uropods nearly as in Arcturochcres

pulchripes.

Length 1-06 mm.

Remarks. It is after prolonged hesitation that I refer the specimens examined to Podascon (?)

Slcbbingii G. & B., as established by the French authors on Stebbing's description and figures of a

male taken in the marsupium of Onisimus plautus Kroyer, which generally occurs in very moderate

depths. My specimens, female and male, were taken in the marsupium of Onisimus Icucopis G. O. Sars,

a deep-sea species of the same genus, which rendered the reference of its parasite to a species occur-

ring on a host from much lower water less advisable, but Stebbing's figure of the right antennula and

its teeth agrees so closely with that found in my specimen, that I must consider the males seen re-

spectively by Stebbing and by me as belonging to the same species. Sars has decribed and figured

a Cryptoniscid and says that he had found specimens both in Plankton samples and in the marsupium

of Onisimus plautus, but his figure of the antennula differs considerably from mine, and differences

are also found between his figures of the posterior pairs of legs and corresponding figures of mine, but
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it is impossible to decide whether the differences originate from inaccuracies in his figures, or if the

specimen figured by him in reality is an animal taken pclagically and belong* to a species allied

to that parasitic on Onisimus plauhts.

Occurrence. The female and male described were found in the mntstipiuin of OMUI'MMI Iru-

cofiis G. O. SOTS taken by the "IngolF at the following station.

North-East of Iceland: StaL 120: Lat 6j^' N., Long. u 32' W., 885 fath., temp. + 10. Further-

more the "IngolP captured a larva in second stage at the following place.

North of the Faroes: StaL 139: Lat. 6336' N, I<ong. fy>' W., 702 fath., temp. -f- cv6.

At West Greenland Cand. mag. K.. Stcphcnscn captured in Skovfjord a similar larva in a Nan-

sen net, 250200 m.

It may be mentioned here that in the marsupitun of a specimen of Anonyx nugax Phipps

captured by Mag. R. Honing in Faskrnds Fjord (East Iceland), 20 50 fath., I found a female cer-

tainly belonging to the genus ParafoJascon, but whether it belongs to P. Stfbbingii or to a hitherto

unknown species cannot be decided, as the male is wanting, and the female seems to be somewhat

misshapen from pressure.

Distribution. Stebbiug found the male on Onisimus flaulus Kr. from the liarcnts Sea, Lat

7030'8"N., Long. 494i'5"E., 52 fath. G. O. Sars states that he found the male on O.flau/us at Bodo,

Finmark, furthermore in Plankton taken off the Nordland coast and in the glacial sea north of Siberia.

T. Scott recorded the male from gatherings near Cape Flora, Northbrook Island, Franz-Joseph Laud.

CumoechuS n. gen.

Adult Female. Nearly globular (PI. XVI, fig. 53). Half or more than half of the breadth

of the ventral side occupied by a peculiar longitudinal area stretching itself over nearly the whole length

of the surface; the major anterior part of this area is cleft along the middle, the margins of this cleft

being the margins of the thorax reaching one another, as the thorax is, as in Clyfieonucus, strongly

curved in order to constitute an incubatory cavity. Each half of this thoracic area is at its outer

margin raised distinctly above the adjacent surface of the body, and it is divided into six subarcas

by impressions or furrows directed from the median cleft outwards and somewhat forwards. The sub-

areas increase somewhat in breadth from the first to the third and then decrease less to the sixth.

The first subarea shows near the inner margin on the surface a small lobe with the inner margin

semicircular and free, and not far from the outer margin of the area originates a leg (/r'K which is four-

jointed with the first joint long and somewhat thick, the second considerably thinner and not hall M
long as the first, the third as long as the second but much more slender, and the fourth quite small;

this appendage is probably second thoracic leg. When all eggs or young have been taken ont of a

female, the part in front of second pair of thoracic legs can be examined, and we find quite minute

antciintila- (fig. 5 b, a 1

),
a seemingly unpaired lamella (/'), two pairs of lamellae (/',/>) and a pair of

appendages which seem to be six-jointed and almost certainly are the first pair of thoracic legs (/r*).

The basal joint of these legs is thick, and nearly as long as the other very slender joints combined.
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The lamellae are more difficult to interpret, as I would rfbt sacrifice to some degree more than a single

old female and have no younger female; I suppose that the lamella marked I 2 on fig. 5 b is a reduced

and collapsed antenna without contents, and the lamella marked # probably the marsupial lamella be-

longing to first pair of legs.
- - The surface of the thorax outside the ventral area described shows

rudiments of divisions into segments.

Behind the thoracic part of the ventral area is found the abdominal part (fig. 5 a, ab) which is

a moderately chitinized plate much broader than long, and divided in almost the anterior half of its

median line by a cleft; this abdominal plate is not divided into segments excepting near the cleft,

where each narrow segment projects inwards as a process, so that the incubatory cavity is closed here

by these processes, which in natural position are situated as if one places the fingers of one's two hands

alternately between each other.

Male. Body extremely elongate (fig. 5c). Head much produced; no eyes.
-- Autenuulae (fig.

5 d) placed far forwards, somewhat small, but first joint extremely produced posteriorly (fig. 5 e), with

a number of slender and posteriorly long teeth on the major part of the inner margin, and some long

and slender comb-teeth on the extremely oblique posterior margin; second joint with the distal part

divided into some teeth; third joint with the anterior ramus short, the posterior long. Antennae nor-

mal, with four joints in the peduncle and five in the flagellum.
- Mouth placed far backwards be-

tween the side-plates of first thoracic segment (fig. 5 d) ;
the figure shows that mouth-parts are distinct,

but I do not venture an interpretation.

Thoracic epimera in part divided by very deep incisions into several teeth (fig. 5 d). Thoracic

legs characteristic; the three anterior pairs (fig. 5 f
)

somewhat slender, and their hand with two spines

at the prehensile margin; the four posterior pairs (figs. 5g and 5h) subsimilar and extremely slender,

with the hand (sixth joint) very long and narrow, and bearing a single minute spine a little before

the middle of the margin; seventh joint and claw combined as long as the hand, but seventh joint

thin and three to four times as long as the claw. - The five anterior abdominal segments with each

postero-lateral angle produced into a slender, spiniform process about two-thirds as long as the next

segment; pleopods with both rami movable, subsimilar in shape, very oblong, more than twice as long

as broad. - - Last thoracic segment, seen from above (fig. 5 i), triangular with the major part of each

postero-lateral margin divided into five long comb-teeth, and the pair at the median line are extremely

long and slender. - - Uropods with the rami very long, the exopod distinctly thinner and somewhat

or a little shorter than the endopod, and the ends of both rami are divided by narrow incisions

into comb-teeth (fig. si).

First larval Stage (fig. sk). Body very oblong-ovate. Antennulae somewhat small, 2-jointed.

Antennae about as long as the thorax, 4-jointed, and the longest of its terminal setae half as long again

as the body. Hand of the thoracic legs oblong, with a spine at the base of the prehensile margin

and the "claw" short Pleopods elongate, especially their rami, and the terminal setae very long. Uro-

pods with the rami slender, long, and the exopod distinctly longer than the endopod; longest terminal

seta about as long as the body. Between the base of the uropods is seen a small, triangular process,

the "anal tube".

Remarks. This genus is extremely interesting. The female, though very different from Cly-
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shows some relationship to that genus, especially in the antcnmilic, the two anterior pairs

of thoracic legs and the ventral cleft But having no subadult female I am unable to interpret the

anterior pairs of lamellae with certainty. The male differs much in several features from all males of

this family hitherto known; especially the extreme slendcrness and the antcnnulic arc interesting.

The first larval stage, taken from the incubatory cavity, shows fine characters in outline and length

of some appendages and setar, but no structural feature of peculiar interest

Occurrence. The animals are found in the marsupium of Cumacea belonging to the genera

Diaslylis and Hfmilamprops^ and inhabiting depths of several hundred fathoms. Formerly (189,7) '

published descriptions of several parasitic Copcpoda of the family ChoniostomatidiL- living either in

the marsupium or in the branchial cavity of Cumacea. Thus members of this order arc infested with

parasites of the same two families as were previously known from the marsupium of Is<>]x>da and

Amphipoda. - The specimens I have found in different species of hosts seem to belong to the same

species.

157. Cumoechus insignis n. sp.

(PL XVI, figs.5a- 5 k).

Female. Scarcely anything of interest can be added to the generic description. The animal

figured (fig. 5 a) is 2-5 mm. long and 2-8 mm. broad.

Male, Body (fig. 50) somewhat less than five times as long as broad. Head nearly longer

than broad, much produced, with the front end narrowly rounded. First joint of the antcnnula* (fig.

5e) produced extremely backwards, so that it is several times broader than long; its anterior angle is

somewhat broadly rounded, and the anterior margin is somewhat short and very oblique; the outer mar-

gin, counted from the front angle to the first comb-tooth, has its anterior half deeply concave; the

posterior margin, which is very oblique, has four very long and slender comb-teeth directed backwards

and a little outwards, and a fifth still longer and distinctly stronger process from the posterior end;

the intervals between the four first-named teeth are narrow incisions, but between the last tooth and

the terminal process is found an interval as if an intermediate tooth had been lost, but instead of a

tooth a seta is found; the inner margin of the joint is extremely long and very feebly convex, with

its short anterior part straight, and behind this part nine or ten processes are found; these processes

are extremely oblique and acute, and increase in length but not in breadth from the anterior first tooth

to the eighth or ninth, which is long. Second joint is directed somewhat outwards and much luck-

wards; it is long, more than three times as long as broad; its terminal margin is divided into four

acute processes increasing much in length from the first to the fourth, which is long and somewhat

robust; the lower surface of the joint has, before the base of the posterior process another, moderately

long, acute process, and a tooth in front of the base of the last-named process. Third joint, excepting

the rami, not visible from below, but it has numerous very long sensory- filaments (omitted on fig.

5e, but shown on fig. sd), and the posterior ramus is very long. The antennae (figs. $c and sd)

reach beyond the middle of fifth thoracic segment; the terminal margin of second, third, and fourth

peduncular joints is divided into teeth. -- As to the thoracic and abdominal segments and their appen-

dages scarcely anything needs to be added to the description in the diagnosis of the genus.
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Length of a male from Diastylis polaris G. O. S. n mm., of a male from Diastylis echinata

Bate 0-86 mm.

Only two males were seen by me, and I found the following differences between them. The

male from Diastylis polaris is, as just stated, longer, with only nine processes on the inner margin of

first joint of the anteunulse, five pairs of comb-teeth on the last abdominal segment and no rudiment

of a sixth pair (fig. 5 i), finally the exopod of the uropods is only a little shorter than the endopod.

The male from Diastylis echinata is smaller, with ten processes on the inner margin of first joint of

the antennulae (fig. 5 e), five pairs of long comb-teeth and rudiments of a sixth pair on the last ab-

dominal segment, while the endopod of the uropods is somewhat longer than the exopod. According

to my experience from the second larval stage in Bopyridse and Dajus mysidis I do not suppose that

these differences are specific characters, but being unable to decide the question with absolute certainty,

especially as the large male is from the cold and the other from the warm area, I will point out the facts.

First Larval Stage (fig. 5k). The description above may be sufficient, as the number and

length of the setae on the antennae and the uropods may be seen on the figure. The body of such a

larva is only 0-17 mm. long.

Occurrence. Found in the marsupium of Diastylis polaris G. O. Sars taken by the "Ingolf"

at two stations in the cold area.

South of Jan Mayen: Stat. 113: Lat. oo^i' N., Long. 7o6' W., 1309 fath., temp, -f- ro; i female,

i male.

North-West of the Faeroes: Stat. 138: Lat. 6^26' N., Long. f$f)' W., 471 fath.; temp. + 0-6;

i female.

Furthermore in the marsupium of two specimens of Diastylis echinata Bate and of three spe-

cimens of Hemilamprops cristata G. O. S., all captured by the "Thor" at the following station in the

warm area.

South-West of the Faeroes: Lat. 6io8' N., Long. g28' W., 436 fath.; 5 females, i male.

Sub-Order Gnathiidea.

As already stated on p. 4 I have found it necessary to remove the family Gnathiidse from the

sub-order Flabellifera and to establish it as a sub-order, as it differs in important characters from all

other families of the order and occupies an isolated position.
- - Only one valid genus is represented

in the material.

Gnathia Leach.

In 1901 A. Dollfns established the new genus Caecognathia for the reception of Gnathia stygia

G. O. S. and a new species, but the latter must, however, be cancelled as founded on features due to

individual variation. The only difference between Caecognathia Dollf. and Gnathia Leach is the total

absence of eyes in the former genus, while well developed eyes are found in the latter genus; Dollfus
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also mentioned the strong teeth on the body of C. stygia as a generic character, but as two completely
blind new species described later on have the body more smooth than some of the species of Gnalhia,

and as these new forms do not afford any other generic difference from Gnathia, the armature with teeth

or processes in C. stygia cannot be included in the generic diagnosis for Cafcognalhia. And to establish

a genus of such animals as Gnathia only on the absence of eyes would be about as incorrect as sepa-

rating the blind species of Afitttna from this genus.

New species of Gnathia ought to be established on the males; in the females of different spe-

cies it is not (infrequently difficult to point out reliable specific characters, and at the present state of

our knowledge many of the larvae cannot be referred to species with real certainty. The males of

several species show considerable individual variation, especially as to size and degree of scabrosily,

which renders the description and determination far from easy. One of the most important characters,

vit, the shape of the frontal margin of the head, is frequently difficult to make out, and the proximal

half of the upper margin of the mandibles ought always to be inspected from the side.

The material comprises male specimens of seven species, two of them new ; the following key

may be a help for the determination. It may be mentioned here that neither G. maxillaris MonL nor

G. oxyuraa Lilljeborg
' are known from our area, though I suppose that the last-named form may live

at the Fa-roes.

A. Eyes well developed.

a. Proximal half of the upper margin of the mandibles only with a protruding angle at the cud.

Dorsal surface of the thorax and especially of its posterior segments with conspicuous irregular

depressions . ,. G. elongata Kr.

b. Proximal half of the upper margin of the mandibles with some irregular teeth. Thoracic surface

not areolated from depressed areas.

. Front margin of the head at the middle with a small protuberance, or feebly concave.

. Head and thoracic segments with very few and short seta?. Major distal part of the last

abdominal segment is shaped as a narrow triangle a. G. robitsta (!. O. S.

. Head and at least the three anterior free thoracic segments with a good number of long

setae. Major distal part of the last abdominal segment is shaped as a moderately broad

triangle 3. G. hirsute G. <X &
/?. Front margin of the head at the middle with a deep and moderately broad incision. (Major

distal part of last abdominal segment is shaped as a narrow triangle). 4. G.abyssorum G. O. S.

R No eyes.

a. Tergite of the penultimate leg-bearing thoracic segment not divided in the median line. Side*

of the thoracic segments without processes or teeth, at most some of them with a few granules.

Small forms.

i In the list of the Danish species of mot orden of Malacustraca <Vi<l Mold. Naturh. Forming Kjflbenbara for 1909)
I have made an error which may he corrected here. I referred the Danish specimen* of titaikia to IS. uHuaHaru Moat. M
figured and described by G. O. San (Account, II, p. 51; PL ai; Ft it. fig. n which to correct, but I overlooked that Norman
in 1906 had pointed out that G.majfiUarit Mont ia another species, and that the specie* described by Sara, cooseqacatly
also the Danish specimens, most be named G. oxr*rra Litljeborg. A few months ago I looked over the entire material from

Denmark and found that all specimens belong to the last-named species.
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a. Head just behind the insertion of the antennulae about as broad as near the middle of its

lateral margins. Last abdominal segment about as long as broad at the base. 5. G. albescent n. sp.

ft.
Head just behind the insertion of the antennulae much narrower than at the middle of its

lateral margins. Last abdominal segment much longer than broad at the base.

6. G. bicolor n. sp.

b. Tergite of the penultimate leg-bearing segment divided in the median line. Sides of the thoracic

segments with teeth and processes. Large species 7. G. stygia G. O. S.

158. Gnathia elongata Kroyer.

?i846. Anccus clongatus Kroyer, in Gaimard, Voy. en Scand., Crust. PI. 30, figs. 3 a 3 g.

1847. Kroyer, Naturh. Tidsskr. Ny Raekke, Vol. II, p. 388.

! 1897. Gnathia elongata G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 55 ;
PI. 23, fig. i.

The male is easily distinguished by the dorsal depressions, and it has been well figured by

Sars. Among the considerable material from Ameralik Fjord, West Greenland, I found a single male

which looks rather different, as the head is distinctly longer and more quadrangular than in other

specimens, the dorsal depressions on the penultimate leg-bearing segment less developed and on the

last segment nearly wanting, while the last abdominal segment is conspicuously shorter than the

uropods, and its major distal part shorter than usual; I suppose, however, that this specimen has been

anomalously developed, so that the differences mentioned cannot be taken as due to normal variation,

and for various reasons I cannot think that the specimen may belong to another, hitherto un-

known species.

The female, which has been well figured by Sars, can be separated from those of the following

eye-bearing forms by the more slender body frequently more slender than that figured by Sars by

the strong setae on the produced lateral angles of the five anterior abdominal segments, together with

the setse on the front part of the head.

Occurrence. The "Ingolf" has captured G. elongata at seven places.

Davis Strait: Stat 32: Lat 6635' N., Long. 5638' W., 318 fath., temp. 3-9; 3 spec, (c?)

West Greenland: Mouth of Ameralik Fjord, Lat 64O3' N., 570 fath., 14 spec. (7 normal <?,

i anomalous c?)-

East Iceland: Seydis Fjord, in a fishing net; i spec. (?).

East of Iceland: Stat 59: Lat 65oo' N., Long. ni6' W., 310 fath., temp, -f- 0-1; i spec. (?).

North of Iceland: Stat 126: Lat. 67i9' N., Long. I552' W., 293 fath., temp. -=-0-5; 4 spec, (i d*,

3 larvae).

South of Jan Mayeu: Stat 116: Lat 7OO5' N., Long. 826' W., 371 fath., temp. -7- 0-4 ;
u spec.

(4 c?).

Jan Mayen: Stat 115: Lat. 7o5o' N., Long. 829' W., 86 fath., temp. 0-1; 6 spec. (4^, 2?).

Furthermore it has been secured at a number of places in our area by several zoologists.

Vanhoffen has recorded it from Lille Karajok Fjord, West Greenland, Lat. 7o3O
f

N. At East Green-

land it has been taken by the Ryder Exp. at Tasiusak, Lat. 6s37' N., and at Lat. 6g25' N., Long.
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2ooi'W., 167 fath.; by the Ilnd Amdrnp Exp. in Forsblad Fjord, Lat. 72*17' N., 9040 fath. At East

Iceland it has been taken by Mag. R. Honing in Faskruds Fjord, 50 20 fath., and by the "Thor" in

Rode Fjord, 70 fath. Finally the "Thor" captured a male south-west of the Fscroes in Lat 61*15' Nn

Ung. 9 35' W, 463-55 fa^i.

Distribution. Sara recorded it as occurring "along the whole Fintnark coast" and "south-

wards to the Lofoten Islands"; furthermore from a station near Jan Mayen, 70 fath., temp. -4- 0-6, and

from a station between Finmark and Beeren Kiland, 191 fath., temp. 3-5. Ohlin mentioned it from

two places at Spitsbergen, in depths from about 35 to 60 fath.; the "Dijmphna" captured it in the

Kara Sea, 49 to 64 fath. (H. J. Hansen).

The localities enumerated show that G. rlongata has a wide distribution and lives in depths

from a couple of fathoms down to about 500 fath., most frequently in temperatures alx>vc zero, but

also in temperatures down to at least -f- 0-6.

159, Gnathia robusta G. O. Sars.

(PL XVI, figs.6a-6b).

1879. Ancrus robustus G. O. Sars, Arch. Math, og Naturv. Vol. IV, p. 432.

! 1885. G. O. Sars, North-All. Exp., Crust I, p. 94; PL 8, figs. 2527.

The authorities of the University Museum in Christiania kindly lent me Sars' material, and an

examination of the 8 males rendered some results. The males vary considerably in size, the largest

being 6-6 mm. and the smallest only 4-3 mm. long, the mandibles not included. Somewhat less than

the proximal half of the upper side of the mandibles is raised as a kind of longitudinal keel always

annul with four to six triangular teeth (fig. 6 a), a feature overlooked by Sars. The front margin of

the head has at the middle a somewhat small or minute, more or less low, rounded or acute median

projection. The eyes are somewhat small. Head and thorax proportionately broad as figured by

Sars, but the degree of scabrousness originating from small teeth and sharp granules varies considerably,

as in some smaller specimens the two posterior segments are nearly smooth, and the convex sides of

the head, which in the largest specimens have numerous conspicuous acute teeth, have only a few teeth

or are nearly smooth in some other specimens. The thoracic segments have very few and short setae

on the sides. The abdominal segments either naked or with very few and short lateral seta:; the

major distal part of last segment is a narrow triangle as figured by Sars.

The four males from the Danish expeditions agree as to size, structure, variation, etc. completely

with those mentioned. The median part of the front margin of the head is always distinctly produced

as a triangle, which is conspicuously broader than long and in one specimen very short and rounded,

while in another specimen this produced lamellar part has the margin somewhat irregular and the end

itself feebly emarginate.

The female, which has not been described by Sars, is extremely thick, considerably thicker

than in G. rlongata Kr. or G. abyssorum G. O. Sars; it differs from both in having the anterior pot

of the head (fig. 6b) less produced, with the emargination considerably broader than in thaw females.

It differs from (',. rlongata and agrees with G. abyssonim in having nearly no setse on the front port

. potato. III. f. *9
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of the head and in the shape of the last abdominal segment, the major part of which is a narrow

triangle; the sides of the abdominal segments have some few setae. Length nearly 6 mm.

Occurrence. The "Ingolf" has secured this species twice.

West of Iceland: Stat. 9: Lat 64i8' N., Long, zfoo' W., 295 fath., temp. 5-8; i spec. (J).

Without locality in a calcareous sponge; 4 spec, (i <^, 2 ?, i larva).

Furthermore it has been taken in Baffin Bay at Lat. 72^' N., Long. 585' W., 116 fath., by

the Swedish expedition in 1871 (i c? borrowed from the Riksmuseum in Stockholm). The Ryder Exp.

captured it twice, viz. off East Greenland at Lat. (x)2$' N., Long. 2Oi'W., 167 fath., 3 spec, (i c?, i
!j>,

i larva), and near Jan Mayen at Lat 7O32
f

N., Long. 8io' W., 470 fath., i spec. (J").

Distribution. Taken by the Norwegian North-Atl. Exp. at two stations, viz. midway be-

tween Finmark and Beeren Eiland, 191 fath., temp. 3-5, and west of Spitzbergen, Lat. 782' N., 416

fath., temp. 0-8. Dollfus recorded it from a place a little north of the first-named Norwegian station

viz. from Lat 7237' N., Long. i74o' E., 209 fath.

160. Gnathia hirsuta G. O. Sars.

(PI. XVI, figs. 7 a 7 b).

1877. Anceus hirsutus G. O. Sars, Arch. Math, og Naturv. Vol. II, p. 349.

! 1885. G. O. Sars, North-Atl. Exp., Crust. I, p. 92; PL 8, figs. 2324.
! 1888. cristatus H. J. Hansen, Vid. Medd. Nat. Forening i Kjobenhavn for 1887, p. 182; PL VII,

figs. 2 2 a.

In the paper quoted I established A. cristatus on a single male without abdomen from

Baffin Bay. The name was derived from the fact that the upper side of the proximal half of the

mandibles was raised as an irregularly incised and dentate crest. I wrote :
uAnc. hirsute G. O. Sars sat

affinis, structura mandibularum a speciebus omnibus mihi cognitis diversa", and by these words I

referred to the dentate crest mentioned; on A. hirsutus Sars had said (p. 93) on the mandibles: "On

the outer margin, occurs, about in the middle, a distinct, though small, dentiform projection", and on

the mandibles in A. robustus (p. 95) ". . . . the outer edge smooth, without any perceptible dentiform

projection". The specimen of my A. cristatus belonged to the Riksmuseum in Stockholm, but according

to information from the Director of the Department it could not be found, which is unfortunate, as I

now think that the median part of the front margin of the head was somewhat incorrectly drawn

by me in 1887. The specimen measured without abdomen 3-1 mm., and according to the relative

length of abdomen as compared with head plus thorax in allied forms the abdomen has measured 1-2

or 1-3 mm., thus the whole animal must have been 4-3 or 4-4 mm. Consequently it cannot belong to

G. abyssorum G. O. S., which is only 2
-

5 3-5 mm. long, but either to G. robusta or to G. hirsuta, or be

distinct from both. It cannot belong to G. robusta, because its body is proportionately more narrow,

and the thoracic segments have, as shown in my figure in 1887, a good number of somewhat long

lateral setae, while G. robusta has only very few and short lateral setae.

The Director of the Museum in Christiania kindly lent me in 1915 the types of G. hirsuta

G. O. S., and I found, what I now had expected, that the proximal half of the outer upper part of the
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male mandibles is raised as a crest, which is irregularly dentate above; the two males measured 5-3

and 5-4 nun. in length, the mandibles not included. And the result of this detailed account in that I

can now safely refer G. cris/a/a as a synonym to G. hirsuta.

From the "Ingolf I have two fine males belonging to G. hirsula. Both specimens are 5 mm.

long, conspicuously narrower than G. robusta G. O. S., not quite three times as long as broad; the sides

of the head (fig. 7 a) and thorax have numerous long, outstanding setae, and long seta: arc furthermore

found on the lateral, much protruding parts of fourth and fifth abdominal segments and on the uro-

Pds (f'K- 7 b). Last abdominal segment is distinguished by the shape of its major posterior part, which

is a much broader triangle than in G. robusta or G. abyssorum. And some additional notes may be

made on these specimens. The eyes are somewhat small (fig. 7 a). The proximal half of the mandibles

above with a conspicuous crest irregularly adorned with several teeth. The head is anteriorly con-

spicuously produced at the middle, and the median anterior half of the surface evenly excavated; the

front margin is in one specimen (fig. 7 a) feebly concave, in the other distinctly longer with a low

triangular median protuberance. One specimen agrees with that figured by Sars in having the surface

of the posterior part of the third, and of the whole fourth and fifth leg-bearing segments smooth,

while in the other specimen these segments have numerous small but very distinct spikes.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at a single station.

Davis Strait: StaL 25: LaL 63*30' N., Long. 5425' W., 582 fath., temp. 3-3; 4 spec. (2 <f and 2

young larva:).

The specimen described as A. cristatus has been taken in Baffin Bay in LaL 7232' N., Long.

58O5' W., 116 fath. Finally recorded by G. O. Sars from a station somewhat south-west of Jan Maycti,

LaL 704i' N., 263 fath^ temp. -^ 0-3.

Distribution. Taken by the Norwegian North-AtL Exp. west of Norway in LaL 63io' N.,

417 fath., temp. -5- 1-0.

161. Gnathia abyssorum G. O. Sars.

(PL XVI, figs. 8 a b).

1897. Gnathia abyssorum G. O. Sars, Account, II, p. 56; PI. 23, fig. 2.

1913. schistifrons Stebbing, TransacL ZooL Soc. London, Vol. XX, PL 4, p. 233; PI. XXIV B.

Thanks to the authorities of the Christiania Museum I have examined the males investigated

by Sars, three specimens in all, but his description and figures were found to be misleading as to two

important features. Sars said nothing on the front median part of the head, but his figure shows only

a deepening of the broad front part of the upper surface, while the front margin is figured as being

a little convex with a small median tooth and a pair of minute submedian teeth. But his animals

differ as to these features strongly from his figure and agree with that drawn from one of my spec-

imens (fig. 8 a). It is seen that the surface is hollowed longitudinally in its anterior and somewhat

narrow median part, and the surface shows in front a rather broad and deep, at the base rounded,

incision, and the angle of the front margin at each side of the incision is produced in a rounded knoL

My figure shows most of the incision dark, which is due to the fact that the lower wall of the head
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projects so far forwards that it covers below most of the incision mentioned when the head is seen

vertically from above; if the head is seen obliquely from above and somewhat from behind, the incision

is extremely conspicuous, as the cover below cannot be seen. The lower wall of the head has in the

specimen figured (fig. 8b) its front margin somewhat convex; in a single specimen this margin is

indistinctly concave. - - The other error committed by Bars is that he has overlooked the fact that

the upper side of the mandibles has a shorter or longer part of its proximal two-fifths raised as a

crest with about four to six teeth. - The major distal part of last abdominal segment is, as figured

by Sars, a very narrow triangle.

Stebbing established his G. schistifrons on a single specimen, deriving the name from and laying

stress on "the frontal excavation, by which it is easily distinguished from its nearly allied Norwegian

species Gnathia abyssorum G. O. Sars". Of course, he could not know that Sars had overlooked that

incision. - In other respects Sars' figures are satisfactory, and it is sufficient to refer to them, to his

text, and to the detailed description with many figures published by Stebbing. The species is small;

the male only from about 2-5 to 3-5 mm. long.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" at three stations in the warm area.

West of Iceland: Star, 9: Lat. 64i8' N., Long. 27oo' W., 295 fath., temp. 5-8; i spec. (<?).

South-West of Iceland: Stat. 81: Lat 6i44' N., Long. 27oo' W., 485 fath., temp. 6-1; 3 spec.

(2 <? and i larva; one c? in Halichondria tenuiderma Lundb.)

South of Iceland: Stat 55: Lat 6333' N., Long. I5O2' W., 316 fath., temp. 5-9; i spec. (J
1

).

The "Thor" has gathered a male east of Iceland: Lat. 6458' N., Long. i24o' W., 70 fath.; the

Ilnd Amdrup Exp. secured a male at Rathbone Island, at ab. Lat 7o4o' N., Long. 2i3o
r

W.; the depth

must probably have been either 159 or 94 fath.

Distribution. Sars recorded it from two places in West Norway, viz. Hardanger Fjord, 200

fath., and at Hasvig, West Finmark, 150 200 fath. Stebbing's specimen had been taken west of Ire-

land in Lat. 5342' N., i4n' W., 208 fath.

162. Gnathia albescens n. sp.

(PI. XVI, figs. 9 a 9 h).

Male (fig. 9 a). Moderately slender, about three and a half times as long as broad. - - Head

somewhat broader than long, only somewhat narrower than the penultimate pedigerous thoracic seg-

ment; the angles at the antennulse protrude as oblong, short processes, while the major anterior part

of the side behind this process is feebly convex, with a broader tubercle anteriorly and behind this

a few teeth
;

the upper surface is deeply and rather broadly excavated in its anterior half to the front

margin, which is feebly convex with some small triangular teeth; each half of the surface has from

the lateral margin towards the median line and a little in front of the middle a transverse area with

a number of small granules. Eyes completely wanting. - - Mandibles (fig. 9 b) not very different from

those in G. clongata; the cutting edge is rather concave, well marked off by a sharp angle from the

proximal part of the same margin, which is concave and longer than the cutting edge; the outer

upper margin has a protuberance near the middle, and its proximal half is smooth. -- Antennulse
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(fig. y l, a>) nearly as in 6'. rtongata; tliird peduncular joint shorter than the two proximal joints com-

bined and somewhat shorter than the 5-jointed flagellnm. Antenna: (a') nearly as in G. rlongata^ with the

flagellutn ft-jointcd.
--

Maxillipeds (fig. gc) normal; the palp 4-jointcd, with the terminal joint a little

shorter and considerably more narrow than the penultimate joint First pair of thoracic legs (fig. 9 d)

in the main as in '/'. clongata, but the distal part of the shield-shaped joint has a somewhat long,

oblique terminal margin, and at its outer end the usual terminal joint, which is very small, oblong.

The five large thoracic segments do not differ much in breadth (fig. 93); fourth segment nearly

as long as first and second combined, a little longer than the fifth and without any vestige of a

division in the median line, but with a couple of conspicuous impressed points a little from that line

and somewhat from the posterior margin; fifth segment with a couple of impiesscd points near the

median line and a little from the posterior margin. The two anterior segments show two or three

granules at the lateral margins; otherwise all five segments have the surface smooth, but the more

vaulted pair of sublateral areas are marked off at least on the three posterior segments. The walking

legs generally with two oblong protuberances on the lower margin of fifth joint, with a few articulated

spines on fourth, fifth and sixth joints together, and some few long pubescent seta: on second and

third joints (fig. 9 e).

The abdomen (fig. 93) decreases a little in breadth backwards; the five anterior segments with-

out protruding lateral angles. Pleopods without seta:. Last segment (fig. 9 f) about as long as broad,

with the lateral margins feeble concave from near the base to the narrowly rounded end. Uropods

slightly, or not, overreaching the segment

length 273-2 mm. - The whole surface of the male whitish, with the two pairs of impressed

points mentioned somewhat darker.

Larva (figs. 9 g and 9 In. Completely blind; particulars as to the head and its antennula: and

antenna: may be seen on the figure. Last abdominal segment much longer than broad (fig. 9 In, and

much overreaching the uropods; the lateral margins are feebly concave, and the end is obtuse, narrowly

rounded. - - Length 37 mm.

Remarks. The male of this small species differs from other northern forms, excepting G. tn-

color, by having the tergite of the penultimate leg-bearing thoracic segment undivided in the median

line; furthermore its complete blindness, the smoothness of the thoracic segments the shape of the last

abdominal segment, and the uniform, whitish colour afford excellent characters. The differences between

G. albesccns and G. bicolor are pointed out later on.

Occurrence Not taken by the "IngolP, but the "Thor" has captured it at a single place,

South-West of the Faroes: Lat. 6i
8

i5' N., Long. 935' W., 463515 lath.; 5 spec. (3^, 2 larvjc).

163. Gnathia bicolor n. sp.

(PL XVI, figs. 10 a ioc).

Male The single specimen is not fully three times as long as broad, but three and a half

times as long as the breadth of second leg-bearing thoracic segment, while the posterior segments are

broader, and especially the penultimate thoracic segment is considerably widened. - - Head almost as
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long as broad and comparatively small; the angles at the insertion of the antennulae protrude as small

processes, and the sides behind these angles are very convex, even subangular at the middle. Some

fine granules are observed ou the sides of the head and on a smaller sublateral part of the upper

surface; this surface is deeply excavated in the middle of nearly its anterior half; the head is much

produced between the mandibles, and the front margin, which is somewhat damaged, seems to have

been rather short and considerably emarginate. Eyes wanting.
- The mandibles in the main as in

G. albescens, without teeth on the proximal half of the upper margin, and the protuberance at the end

of this half low and feebly developed. Antennulae and antennae rather short; the flagella 5-jointed.
-

Maxillipeds as in G. albescens; the shield-shaped first pair of legs as in G. elongata.

Penultimate leg-bearing thoracic segment undivided in the middle, laterally considerably widened,

only a little shorter than the sum of the two preceding segments. The surface and sides of the thoracic

segments are smooth, and even the sublateral areas on the penultimate segment are badly defined. -

Thoracic legs (fig. 10 b) a little thicker than in G. albescens; fifth joint unarmed or with a single

tubercle or, in a couple of legs, with two protuberances on the lower margin; the articulated spines

are somewhat long and slender and few in number, while the legs have a good number of long setae,

many of them plumose.

The abdomen decreases conspicuously in breadth backwards; the five anterior segments with-

out protruding lateral angles. Pleopods without setae. Last segment (fig. 10 c) nearly more than half

as long again as broad, with the major distal part moderately narrowed and the end acute; it over-

reaches somewhat the uropods, which have the rami subequal in breadth.

Length 4-1 mm. - - The specimen has the head white, while the remainder of the body is dark

olive-greenish, and dark reddish contents of the large central part of the thorax are very visible through

the integument.

Remarks. G. bicolor is easily separated from the above-described blind G. albescens by a

number of features, especially by the shape of the head, the last abdominal segment, and the colour.

Occurrence. Taken by the "Ingolf" in the warm area.

South of Iceland: Stat. 40: LaL 62oo' N., Long. 2i^6' W., 845 fath., temp. 3-3; i spec. (c?).

164. Gnathia stygia G. O. Sars.

1877. Anccus stygius G. O. Sars, Archiv. for Math, og Naturv. Vol. II, p. 348.

! 1885. G. O. Sars, North-Atl. Exp., Crust. I. p. 85; PI. 8, figs. 122.

1901. Gnathia stygia A. Ohlin, Bih. K. Sv. Vet Akad. Handl. Vol. 26, Afd. IV, No. 12, p. 22, fig. 3.

1901. Caccognathia stygia Dollfus, Bull. Soc. Zool. France, 1901, p. 244.

Sarsi Dollfus, ibid. p. 244, fig. 3.

Dollfus established C. Sarsi on a single male taken together with four males of C. stygia, but

the characters pointed out by him are of no value; all are due to individual variation. Among his

characters the best seems to be that in C. Sarsi the last abdominal segment terminates "en pointe

aigue" and its sides are "nettement dentes", but the males from the "Ingolf show considerable indivi-

dual variation in the shape and armature of this segment, as in one specimen it has the rounded end
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distinctly broader than figured by Sars, while in another specimen the end is very acute, and every
intermediate shape is found. Furthermore the sides of the last segment vary from having no lateral

denticle to having each one denticle or from two to five or six denticles of various size, and there it,

besides, appreciable variation in the breadth of the narrowed part of the segment a little behind the

insertion of the uropods.

Female. It has been figured by Ohlin but not described. My single specimen is only about

6-5 mm. long, very thick, blind. Front end of the head slightly produced with the median part of the

margin a little convex; each side of the head with a conspicuous subtriangular protuberance. The
sides of the two anterior thoracic segments are very distinctly denticulate; the postero-latcral angles

of the last pedigerous segment are produced into a distinct, oblong process ; the five anterior abdominal

segments with the longitudinal row of triangular teeth placed between the upper surface and the side.

Last abdominal segment with a minute, protruding lateral denticle a little from the end, and from

that denticle the margins converge strongly to the nearly acute end, which has a couple of seta;.

The denticles and processes described afford excellent specific characters for the female sex.

A larval specimen found (by Liitken) on Ij/wris frigidus is 8 mm. long.

Occurrence. This large and fine species has been taken by the "Iiigolf at eleven stations,

all situated in the cold area.

North of the Faroes: StaL 141: LaL 63-22' R, Long. 658' W., 679 fath., temp, -f-o-6 ;
6 spec.

(5 rf, i ?)

StaL 139: LaL ej^tf N, Long. fy>' W., 702 fath., temp. +06; 4 spec.^).

East of Iceland: Stat 105: Lat 6534' N., Long. f$i' W., 762 fath., temp. -5-0-8; i spec (</).

StaL 103: LaL 6623' N., Long. 852' W., 579 fath., temp. -=-06; : spec. (cf).

StaL loa : LaL 6623' N., Long. io2o' W., 750 fath., temp. -4- 0-9; 5 spec (i </,

4 larvae).

North of Iceland: StaL 126: LaL 67 19' N., Long. i552' W., 293 fath., temp. -5-0-5; i spec, (larva).

StaL 124: Lat.674o' N., Long. i54o' W., 495 fath., temp. -^0-6; i'/i spec (<?).

North-East of Iceland: StaL 120: LaL 6729' N., Long. n32' W., 885 fath., temp. -f- 1-0; 2

spec (<ft

StaL 119: LaL tfj$$' N., Long. ioi9' W., 1010 fath., temp. -f- it>; i

spec (larva).

South of Jan Mayen: StaL 117: LaL og ^' N., Long. 823' W., 1003 fath^ temp. *- it>; 2 spec

(both larva:, one of them on liparis frig idus\

StaL 113: LaL 693i' N., Long. 7o6' W, 1309 fath., temp. -*- it>; i spec

(larva, taken on Lifaris frig idus\

Furthermore recorded by Sars from two stations within our area, viz. east of Iceland: LaL

6553' N-i Long- 7 iff W., 1163 fath., temp. ~- ri, and between Iceland and Jan Mayen: LaL 69*02' N,

Long. 1 1*26' WT 1004 fath., temp. -f- ri.

Distribution. G. O. Sars captured G. stygia at five other stations, all in the cold area and

situated between LaL 63i7' N., and LaL 7454' N. in the sea between Norway, Iceland, Jan Mayen

and Beercn Eiland; the depths were from 658 to 1215 fath., the temperature* at the bottom from
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-4- ro to -T- 1-4. Ohlin has recorded it from a place west of Spitzbergen: L,at. 76^6' N., L,ong. i2io' E.,

929 fath., temp, -f- 1-3; Dollfus had it from a place in L,at. 7928' N., Long. 32o' E., 990 fath.

G. stygia is thus only known from the cold area in depths from 293 down to 1309 fath.,

temp. -f- 0-5 to -4- 1-4.
- - When Tattersall (Isopoda, 1905) referred with a query a "larval female" taken

west of Ireland to this species, because it was blind and similar to Sars' figure of the larva, the

determination was certainly wrong; it may also be taken into account that above I have described two

new blind species from the warm area.
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EXPLANATIONOF THE PLATES. 1

Plate I.

Fig. I. lanira muculosa Leach.

Fig. i a. Head of an ovigerous female from about 100 fathoms at the Faroes, from above; x 13.

Length of the animal 3*9 mm.

i b. Abdomen of the same female from the Faeroes, from above; x 13.

i c Head of a female with marsupium from the "IngolP StaL 9 (295 fathoms), from above; x
iv Length of the animal ;.) mm.

id. Head of a female with marsupium from LaL 6an' N, Long. i9 36'W., 1010-1140 fath.,

from above; x 13. Length of the animal 6-5 mm.

i e. Abdomen of the last-named specimen, from above; x 13.

1 f. Distal part of the median lamella of the abdominal opercnlnm of a male from LaL 6an'N.,

Long. io, 36'W., 10101140 fath., from below; x 3a

Fig. 2. lanira alia Stimpson.

Fig. 2 a. Anterior part of the body of a female from the "IngolF StaL 96, from above; x 10.

2 b. Posterior part of the body of the same female, from above; x ia

ac. Right lateral and posterior margin of the abdomen shown in fig. 2 b, from above; x 35.

ad. Distal port of the median lamella of the abdominal operculum of a male from the "Ingolf

StaL 96, from below
;

x 34.

Fig. 3. lanira tricornis Kroyer.

Fig. 38. Posterior part of the body of a female without marsupium from Ameralik (near Godthaab),

from above; x 10.

3b. Right lateral and posterior margin of the abdomen shown in fig. 33, from above; x 35.

Fig. 4. lanira pulchra n. sp.

Fig. 4 a. Female with marsupium from the "IngolP StaL 95, from above; x */,.

4b. Left mandible of a female from the "Ingolf StaL 95, from below; x ad.

.}
c. Left maxillula of the same specimen, from below; x 36. /. first joint; a. second joint; j.

third joint; f*. lobe from first joint, . lobe from third joinL

4d. Left maxilla of the same specimen, from below; x a6. /. first joint; a. second joint; j. third

joint; /. lobe from second joint; /. deeply cleft lobe from third joint.

4e. Left maxilliped of the same specimen, from below; x 26. a. the real first joint, the prtrcoxa,

which generally seems to have disappeared in the maxillipeds of the order Isopoda, but U

easy to point out in the present form.

< By regrettable nmUkc the pUter hare been market] III. 4 in the npencription to the left foute*d et III. J.

TWImftK Ii t .JM... tlL f. 3
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Fig. 4! First left thoracic leg of a female; x 17.

4 g. Distal portion of the leg shown in fig. 4 f
;

x 52.

4h. Distal part of the median lamella of the operculum in a male, from below; x 25.

Fig. 5. lanira laciniata G. O. Sars.

Fig. 5 a. Right part of all thoracic segments of a female without marsupium from the "Ingolf" Stat.

32, from above; x 20
/ 3

. ep. epimera, five in all, processes from the first joint of the thoracic legs.

Fig. 6. Acanthaspidea typhlops G. O. Sars.

Fig. 6 a. Left maxilliped of a female from Lat 6ii5' N., Long. 935'W., 463515 fath., from below;

x 40.

6b. Right part of sixth and seventh thoracic segments of the largest specimen, a male 8-4 mm.

long, from above; x *9/ 2 . ep. epimera, processes from the basal joint of the legs.

6 c. Distal part of sixth left thoracic leg of the same large male, from behind ; x 34.

6d. Median lamella of the operculum in the same large male, from below; x 18.

6 e. Distal part of the pleopods shown in fig. 6 d, from below
;

x 35.

Fig. 7. lanirella spongicola n. sp.

Fig. 7 a. Major left anterior part of the head with the two proximal joints of left antennula of a fe-

male without marsupium, from above; x 25.

7 b. Major part of third thoracic segment of the same female, from above; x 23.

7 c. Abdomen with the lateral parts of seventh thoracic segment of a male, from above; x 16.

Fig. 8. lanirella l&vis n. sp.

Fig. 8 a. Female --
4 mm. long -- from the "Ingolf" Stat. 24, from above; x 13. Legs omitted.

8b. Median frontal part of the head with left antennula of the same female, from above; x 35.

8 c. Left mandible of a female from the "Ingolf Stat 36, from below
;

x 59.

8 d. Left maxilliped of the last-named female, from below
;

x 39.

8e. First left thoracic leg of the last-named specimen, from behind; x 44.

8f. Second left thoracic leg of the last-named specimen, from behind; x 44.

Fig. 9. Katianira chelifera n. gen., n. sp.

Fig. 9 a. Left mandible, from below
;

x 100.

gb. Distal part of the same mandible, from below; x 200.

90. Left maxilliped, from below; x 100.

gd. Left lateral plate of the male operculum, from below; x 90.

Plate n.

Fig. i. Katianira chelifera n. gen., n. sp. (continued).

Fig. i a. Male, from above; x 26. Legs omitted and uropods lost.

I b. Left lateral part of second and third thoracic segments, from above; x 53.
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I
:

\K. i c. Head of a female, from above; x 54.

i il. First thoracic leg of a male; x 89,

I e. Distal part of first thoracic leg of a female; x 89.

it Second right thoracic leg of a female, from the anterior side; x 89.

i g. Abdomen with right uropod of a female, from above; x 51.

ih. Abdominal operculum of a female, from below; x 401

i i. Abdomen of a male, from below; x 4<x Uropods omitted.

Fig. 3. Haploniscus bicuspis G. O. Sars.

Fig. a a. Male from the "Ingolf StaL 117, from above; x 15. Legs omitted.

ab. Left antennula, first joint of right antenuula and the whole right antenna of a male from

the the same station, from above; x 35.

ac Second, third and fourth joints of left antenna of a male from the same station, from the

outer side; x 50.

ad. Right antennula and antenna of a female from the same station, from above; x 35.

3 e. Left raaxilliped of a male from the same station, from below ; x 60.

a L Distal part of third right leg of a male from the same station, from behind ; x aoa

ag. Posterior end of abdomen of the male shown in fig. a a, from above; x 30. u. uropods.

a h. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments, with the proximal parts of their legs, of

a male from the "Ingolf StaL 117, from below; x 34. a. anal doors; c. the very long and

setiform male appendix of left lateral opercular plate; u. uropod.

a L Median lamella of the abdominal operculum of a male from the same station, from below
;

X44-

3 k. Posterior end of abdomen of a female from the same station, from above; x 34.

a L Abdomen of another female from the same station, from below
;

x 34.

Kg. 3. Haploniscus spiniftr n. sp.

Fig. 38. Frontal margin of the head with right antennula and antenna, and the proximal parts of

left antennula and antenna, of a male from the "IngolF StaL aa, from above; x 33.

3 b. First joint of the flagellum, and terminal part of the peduncle with the characteristic spini-

form upper process of left antenna of a male, from above; x ao.

3 c Second, third and fourth joints of left antenna of a male from the "Ingolf StaL aa, from the

outer side; x 501

3 d. Posterior end of abdomen of a male from the same station, from above; x 33. m. uropods.

3 e. Posterior end of abdomen of another male from the same station, from above; x 23.

3 L Median plates of the abdominal operculum of a male from the Mile station, from below;

<48,

~
3 S- Right lateral plate of the abdominal operculum of the last-named male, from above; x 48.

3h. Abdomen of a female without marsupium from the "Ingulf StaL 36, from below; x 33. a,

anal doors; o. operculum; u. uropods.

V
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Fig. 4. Haploniscus armadilloides n. sp.

Fig. 43. Body of a female without marsupium, from above; x 27.

40. Head with antennulae and antennae of the same specimen, from below; x 55. The mouth-

parts omitted.

40. Distal part of fifth left leg, from behind; x 136.

4d. Abdomen of the same specimen, from below; x 48. a. anal doors; o. operculum; u. uropods.

4e. Posterior part of abdomen with uropods and anal doors of the same specimen, from below;

x 70.

Fig. 5. Hydroniscus abyssi n. gen., n. sp.

Fig. 5 a. Female without marsupium, from above
;

x 16.

5 b. Another female, from the left side
;

x 16. Four legs omitted.

5c. Anterior part of the head of a female, from below; x 35. Left antennula and antenna

omitted.

5 d. Left mandible of a female, from below
;

x 64. Major part of the palp omitted.

5 e. Distal half of the same mandible, from below
;

x 134.

5 f. Left maxilliped of the same female, from below
;

x 64.

5 g. Major part of first left thoracic leg of a female, from behind; x 57.

5h. Distal part of the leg shown in fig. 5 g, from behind; x 140.

5$. Distal part of seventh left leg, from in front; x 140.

5 k. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments with the proximal parts of their legs of

a female without marsupium, from below; x 27. a. anal doors; o. operculum; /. process

from the lower margin of the abdomen.

Plate HI.

Fig. i. Munna Boeckii Kroyer.

Fig. i a. Median lamella of the abdominal operculum of a male from the Faeroes - - northern end of

Naalse
,

from below; x 48.

1 b. Distal parts of the pleopods shown in fig. i a, from below and more highly magnified.

Fig. 2. Munna groenlandica n. sp.

Fig. 2 a. Left part of the head with eye, antenmila and proximal part of the antenna of an ovigerous

female from Egedesminde, from above; x 27.

2 b. Abdomen of the same female, from above; x 27.

2 c Median lamella of the abdominal operculum of a male from Danmark-0 (East Greenland),

from below
;

x 48.

2 d. Distal parts of the pleopods shown in fig. 2 c, from below and more highly magnified.

Fig. 3. Munna Hanseni Stappers.

Fig. 3 a. Anterior part of the body of a female from the "Ingolf" Stat. 44, from above; x 23.

3 b. The two posterior thoracic segments and the abdomen of the same female, from above;

x 23.
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Fig. 3 c. Right portion of the head and of first thoracic segment of a subadnlt female from the -Ingolf
Stat 44, from above; x 33.

3d. Head and major part of first thoracic segment of a male from the "Ingolf StaL 81, from

above; x 33.

36. Right portion of the head of a male from the "Ingolf StaL 44, from above; x 23.

3! Major part of first left leg of a male, from behind; x 35.

3g. Median lamella of the abdominal opcrculum of a male from the "IngolP StaL 44, from be-

low; X45.

3 h. Distal parts of the pleopods shown in fig. 3 g, from below and more highly magnified.

Fig. 4, Mitnna Krdyeri Goodsir.

Fig. 4 a. Median lamella of the abdominal operculum of a male from Norway, from below; x 80.

j
1>. Distal parLs of the pleopods shown in fig. 4 a, from below and more highly magnified.

Fig. 5. Aftmna Fabricii Kroyer.

Fig. 5 a. Right uropod of a male from Godthaab (West Greenland), from below; x i6a

5b. Left uropod of another male from the same locality, from above; x 168.

50. Median lamella of the abdominal operculum of a male from Godthaab, from below; x 55.

5d. Distal parts of the pleopods shown in fig. 5C, more highly magnified.

Fig. 6. Munna minuta H. J. H.

Fig. 6 a. Median plates of the abdominal operculum of a male from Davis Strait, I,aL O452' N., from

below; x 80.

Fig. 7. Munna acanthifcra n. sp.

Fig. J3L Anterior part of the body of a female without marsupium from the "Ingolf StaL 35, from

above; x 22.

7b. Posterior part of the body of the same female, from above; x 22.

7 a Anterior margin of the head of another female from the same station, from above; x 44.

7 d. Posterior part of the body of another female without marsupium from the same station,

from the left side; x 24.

7 <.-. Anterior part of the body of a male from the same station, from above; x 22. Right an-

tennula, excepting its basal joint, and right antenna omitted.

7 f. Antennula of a male from the same station, from above; x 45.

7 g. Median lamella of the abdominal operculum of a male from the same station, from below ; x 45.

7 h. Distal parts of the pleopods shown in fig. 7 g, more highly magnified.

Fig. 8. Plfurogonium intrmt G. O. Sara.

Fig. 8 a. Left portion of all thoracic segments of a not quite full-grown female from Jan Mayen, from

above; x 27.

8 b. First right thoracic leg of a male from Jan Mayen, from behind ; x 91.
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Fig. 9. Pleurogonium latimanum n. sp.

Fig. 9 a. The single male specimen, from above; x 40.

9 b. Left antennula, from above
;

x 80.

90. First right leg, from the outer side; x 136.

gd. Left uropod, from above; x 200.

Fig. 10. Pleurogonium intermedium n. sp.

Fig. zoa. Left half of the thoracic segments of an adult female from the "Ingolf" Stat. 138, from

above; x 50.

lob. Left half of the thoracic segments of a male from the same station, from above; x 50.

loc. First right leg of a male from the same station, from behind; x 91.

lod. Abdomen of a female from the same place, from above; x 37.

Fig. ii. Pleurogonium rubicundum G. O. Sars.

Fig. ii a. Left half of the thoracic segments of an adult female from Klaksvig (the Fseroes), from above;

x 27.

nb. Abdomen and seventh thoracic segment of an adult female, from above; x 44.

Fig. 12. Pleurogonium pulchrum n. sp.

Fig. 12 a. The single female without marsupium, from above; x 38. Most of the dorsal median pro-

cesses either mutilated or their distal part omitted.

12 b. Head and first thoracic segment, from above; x 58. Major part of the median dorsal pro-

cess omitted.

i2c. Right parts of third and fourth thoracic segments, from above; x 51.

12 d. Major part of first leg; x 134.

i2e. Abdomen and last thoracic segment, from above; x 61.

Plate IV.

Fig. i. Pseudomunna hystrix n. gen., n. sp.

Fig. i a. Head and first thoracic segment of a female without marsupium, from above; x 24.

i b. Right antennula of a male, from above; x 32.

i c. Left mandible of a male, from below
;

x 55.

id. Left maxilliped of a male, from below
;

x 55.

i e. Left thoracic leg of a female, from in front; x 34.

it Abdomen of a female, from above; x 24. The uropods and some of the dorsal spines lost,

i g. Abdominal operculum of a female, from below; x 23.

i h. Abdomen of a male, from below; x 26. The uropods were lost.

i i. Distal part of the median lamella of the male abdominal operculum, from below; x 54.

Fig. 2. Dendrotion spinosum G. O. Sars.

Fig. 2 a. Head and first thoracic segment of a female with marsupium from Lat 5832' N., from above;
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x 36. ep. epimeron. Of right antennula and antenna the proximal joints, of left antenmila

and antenna only the basal part of their first joint are shown.

Fig. ab. Left portion with, epimeron of first thoracic segment shown in fig. a a, from above; x 50.

The seta terminating the process was lost

3 c. The three posterior thoracic segments, with the proximal parts of the legs and of the abdo-

men, of a female without marsupium from Lat 6ii5' N., from above; x 33.

Fig. 3. Dfitdrotion fxiradoxum n. sp.

Fitf. 3 a. Not full-grown male, from above; x 33. Of the anteniiuhc and antennae only the proximal

joints are shown.

3b. Right process of third segment of the same male, from above; x 90.

3 c Head with right antennnla and antenna of an immature female, from above; x 33.

3d. Distal half of first left leg of the largest male, from behind; x 88.

3e. End of abdomen of a male, from above; x 130.

Fig. 4. Schistosoma ramomm n. gen., n. sp.

Fig. 43. The single specimen, a male, from above; x 40.

40. Posterior segments of the thorax and basal part of abdomen, from above; x 53.

4 c Right antennnla, from above; x 93.

4d. Left mandible, from below; x 127.

4e. Left maxilliped, from below; x 137.

4f. Major part of first left leg, from behind; x 93.

4 g. Distal part of the same leg, from behind
; x 145.

4h. Distal part of sixth left leg, from behind; x 137.

4 i. Last thoracic segment and abdomen, from below ; x 80.

Fig. 5. IsehnomrsHs fro/unJus n. sp.

Fig. 53. The single specimen, a male, from above; x **/,. Uropods lost

50. Head and the two anterior thoracic segments from above; x 34.

5 c Right maxilliped, from below
;

x 77.

5 d. Major part of first left leg, from behind
;

ab. x 35.

5 e. Posterior part of the body, from above; x 35. The uropods lost

5t Abdomen and seventh thoracic segment with the proximal part of left leg, from below;

x 301 The uropods lost

Fig. 6. Ischnomrsus armaius n. sp.

Fig. 6 a. Male, from above; x it.

6b. Head with the two anterior thoracic segments of the same male, from above; x 34.

6c Left mandible, from below; x 64.

6d. Right maxilliped of a male, from below; x 64.
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Fig. 6e. First left leg of a male, from in front; x 34.

6f. Abdomen and seventh thoracic segment with the basal parts of its legs, from below; x 30.

The anal doors wanting.

Plate V.

Fig. i. Haplomesus quadrispinosus G. O. Sars.

Fig. i a. Large male from the "Ingolf Stat 36, from above; x 2I
/ 2 .

i b. Three anterior segments with the head of the male shown in fig. i a, from above
;

x 23.

ic. Anterior third of the body of a male from the "Ingolf Stat 38, from above; x 16. Of the

antennulae only the basal joint and of the antennae the proximal parts are shown.

id. Anterior third of the body of a scarcely full-grown male from the "Ingolf Stat. 36, from

the right side. The entire first leg, the first and most of the second joint of the antennula,

the three proximal joints of the antenna, the first joint of second and fourth legs, and first

and most of second joint of third leg are shown,

i e. Left mandible of a male, from below
;

x 83.

if. Right maxilliped of the same male, from below; x 83.

i g. First left leg of a male, from behind; x 58.

i h. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments of a male from the "Ingolf Stat. 36, from

above; x 23.

i i. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments of another male from the same station,

from below; x 31.

i k. Median lamella of the abdominal operculum of a male from the same station, from below;

x 60. The lateral glabrous parts of the pleopods are in situ overlapped by the lateral plates.

1 1. Left lateral plate of the abdominal operculum of the last-named male, from below; x 60. The

granulation omitted.

i m. Female with the marsupium rudimentary, from the "Ingolf Stat. 24, from above; x 2I
/ 2 .

i n. Anterior part of the body of the female shown in fig. i m, from above; x 24. Left antenna

omitted,

i o. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments of the female shown in fig. i m, from

above; x 24.

i p. Abdomen and last thoracic segment of another female from the same station, from below;

x 28.

Fig. 2. Haplomesus angustus n. sp.

Fig. 2a. Male from the "Ingolf StaL 18, from above; x n. The specimen is certainly far from adult,

as seventh thoracic segment is very small and without legs.

2b. Head and the two anterior thoracic segments of the male shown in fig. 2 a, from above;

x 28.

2C. First right leg of the same male, from behind; x 47.

2d. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments of the same male, from above; x 17.
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Fig. 2 e. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments of the same male, from below ; x 24. 6.

basal joint of sixth thoracic leg. As already stated, the seventh pair of legs are not developed

Fig. 3. Haplomesus insignis n. sp.

Pig. 3 a. The single male, from above; scarcely x ia

3 b. Head and the two anterior thoracic segments, from above
;

x 36.

3C. First left leg, from behind; x 501

3d. Abdomen and seventh thoracic segment, from below; x 34.

Fig. 4. Ifaplomtsus tfnuispinis n. sp.

Fig. 4 a. Anterior part of the body of a female without marsnpium from the "Ingolf StaL 24, from

above; x 25.

4b. Right antennula of the same specimen, from above; x 46.

4 c. First left leg of the same specimen, from behind; x 49,

4d. The body, excepting the two anterior thoracic segments and the head, of a mutilated juvenile

female from the "Ingolf" StaL 22, from above; x 17.

4e. Posterior part of the body of the last-named specimen, from above; x 40. 7. seventh thoracic

segment; d. denticles.

4L The two posterior thoracic segments and the abdomen of the last-named specimen, from

below; x 42. 7. base of seventh thoracic leg.

Fig. 5. Haplomcsus modcstus n. sp.

Fig. 5 a. Body of the single mutilated specimen without first thoracic segment and head, from above;

X24.

50. The three posterior segments and abdomen of the same specimen, from below; x 44.

Fig. 6. Iletcromcsus dcnlatus n. sp.

Fig. 6 a. Mutilated male without first thoracic segment and head, from above; x 14.

6b. Anterior part of the body of a mutilated female with the marsupium rudimentary, from

above; x 17.

6c. Right antennula of the last-named female, from above; x 46.

6d. First left leg of a young specimen, from behind; x 63.

Plate VL

Fig. I. Httcromtsus dtntatus n. sp. (continued).

Fig. i a. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments of a male, from above; x 23.

I b. Abdomen and seventh thoracic segment of another male, from below; x 2&

ic Abdominal operculum of a young female, from below; x 50.

Fig. 2. Hcteromesiu longircmu n. sp.

Fig. 2 a. Body of a mutilated female without first thoracic segment and head, from above; x 13.

2 b. Last thoracic segment and abdomen of the female, from above; x 22.

TWl^nlfBingilm. 111. f. 3'
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Fig. 2 c. Last thoracic segment and abdomen of the female, from below
;

x 22.

2 d. Three posterior thoracic segments and abdomen of a mutilated male, from above
;

x 10.

2 e. Abdomen and posterior part of the thorax of the same male, from above
;

x 20.

2 f. Abdomen and last thoracic segment of the same male, from below; x 20.

Fig. 3. Heteromesus Schmidtii n. sp.

Fig. 33. The single female without marsupium, from above; x 10.

3b. The three anterior thoracic segments and the head, from above; x 15. The wavy markings

mentioned in the text omitted.

3 c. Terminal part of left antennula, from above
;

about x 300. j. proximal part of the very long

distal seta on second joint

3d. Abdomen and seventh thoracic segment, from above; x 19.

3e. Abdomen and seventh thoracic segment, from below; x 19.

Fig. 4. Heteromesus frigidus n. sp.

Fig. 43. Adult male from the "Ingolf" Stat. 139, from above; x n.

4b. Anterior part of the body of the same male, from above; x 16.

4 c. Terminal part of right antennula of a male, from above; about x 300. 2. distal part of second

joint; j. third joint; 4. fourth joint; j. proximal part of the strong distal seta.

4 d. Last thoracic segment and abdomen of a male from the "Ingolf Stat. 139, from above; x 24.

4 e. Last thoracic segment and abdomen shown in fig. 4 d, from below
;

x 24. The granulation

omitted.

4 f. Median plates of the abdominal operculum of a male from the same station, from below
;

x 45.

4 g. Left lateral plate of the abdominal operculum of the last-named male, from below
;

x 54.

4h. Adult female from the "Ingolf Stat. 139, from above; x n. The marsupium omitted.

4i. Head and the three anterior thoracic segments of the female shown in fig. h, from above; x 16.

4 k. Right antennula of a female, from the left side
;

x 47. The major part of the distal seta

omitted.

4!. Distal part of another antennula, obliquely from the outer side and from above; about x 300.

2. distal part of second joint; j. third joint; 4. fourth extremely short joint
-- the distal part

of its long seta omitted; s. proximal part of the very thick distal seta.

4 in. Left mandible of a female, from below; x 56.

4n. Distal part of the same mandible, from below; x 165.

40. Right maxilliped of another female, from below; x 56.

4 p. First left leg of a female, from behind; x 47.

4q. Distal oblique margin with setae and comb of the leg shown in fig. 4p, from the outer side;

x 172.

4 r. Abdomen and seventh thoracic segment of a female, from above ; x 24.

45. Abdomen and seventh thoracic segment of a female, from below; x 24.

4t Operculum of a female, from below; x 34.
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Fig. 5. Psfudomesus krevicornis n. gen., n. sp.

Fig. 5 a. Adult female, from the right side; x ai. Marsupium omitted and the antenna lost excepting
its short proximal joints.

5 b. Body of another adult female, from above; x 16.

50. Right antennula, from the outer side; x 68.

5& Both mandibles, from below; x 68.

5 e. Left maxilliped, from below
; x 68.

5 1 First right leg, from the outer side; x 48. a. the two distal spines of fifth joint and the

margin between them, more highly magnified.

5 g. Abdomen and posterior part of last thoracic segment of the female shown in fig. 5 b, from

below; x 32.

Fig. 6. Afacrostylis spini/rra G. O. Sars.

Fig. 6 a. Abdomen and the posterior part of last thoracic segment of a male from Skager Rak ("Hauch"

Stat 460), from below ; x 52.

6 b. Abdomen and the posterior part of last thoracic segment of a female from the same Danish

locality, from below
;

x 52.

6 c Left postero-lateral subdiaphanous portion of the abdomen of a female, seen from alx>ve and

exhibiting the peculiar statocyst consisting of an internal cavity containing a lump of minute

crystals; about x 150.

Plate VII.

Fig. i. Afacrostylis spiniffra G. O. Sars (continued).

Fig. I a. Head with antennula: and the right antenna of a female from the "IngolF Stat 80, from

above; x 42.

i b. Leg of third pair of the same specimen; x 54.

1 c. Posterior part of the body with sixth right leg and left uropod of the same specimen, from

above; x 30.

Fig. 2. Afacrostylis abyssicola n. sp.

Fig. 2 a. Female from the "IngolP StaL 37, from above; x 15.

2 b. Left margin of the head with antenuula and antenna of a female from the "IngolF StaL 37,

from above; x 57. s. sensory filament

2C. Male from the "IngolF StaL 22, from above; x 15.

-Ml. Left margin of the head with antennula and antenna of the last-named male, from above;

x 57. s. sensory filaments.

2 e. Third left leg of a female; x 45.

2 f. Sixth left leg of a female, from in front; x 45.

2 g. Abdomen and the two posterior segments of a female from the "IngolF StaL 38, from

below; x 27.

2 h. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments of a male from the "Ingoir StaL 22, from

below; x 35.
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Fig. 3. Macrostylis elongata n. sp.

Fig. 33. The single female (without marsupium), from above; x 17. The left uropod was almost

completely preserved.

30. Head, from above; x 48. Most of the left antenmila omitted. 5-. sensory filament.

3 c. Third left leg, from behind
;

x 50.

3d. Sixth left leg, from in front; x 50.

36. Seventh left leg, from in front; x 50.

3! Posterior part of the body -- most of the uropods omitted -- from above; x 35.

3 g. Abdomen and the posterior part of the preceding segment, from below
;

x 40.

Fig. 4. Macrostylis subinermis n. sp.

Fig. 43. Female without marsupium from the "Ingolf" Stat 102, from above; x 14.

4b. Left part of the head with antennula and antenna of a female from the "Ingolf Stat 139,

from above; x 45.

4 c. I/eft maxilliped, from below ; x 60.

4d. Third left thoracic leg of a female, from the "Ingolf Stat. 119, from behind; x 32.

4e. Sixth left thoracic leg of the last-named specimen, from in front; x 32.

4f. Posterior part of the body of a female from the "Ingolf Stat. 139, from above; x 22.

4 g. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments of a female from the "Ingolf Stat. 102,

from below; x 24.

4h. Posterior part of the body of a young specimen, with seventh pair of legs only half devel-

oped, from Lat 66 19' N., Long. io45' W., from above; x 40.

Fig. 5. Macrostylis longiremis Meinert

Fig. 53. Abdominal operculum of a female taken by the "Thor", from below; x 36.

Fig. 6. Macrostylis longipes n. sp.

Fig. 6 a. The single specimen, a male, from the left side; x 15. The antennae, excepting the short

proximal joints, and the uropods were lost.

6 b. Left antennula, from the outer side
; x 38.

6c. Third left leg, from the outer side; x 25.

6 d. Sixth left leg, from the outer side
; x 25.

6e. Seventh left leg, from the outer side; x 25.

6f. The two posterior thoracic segments and the abdomen, from above; x 25. Uropods lost.

6g. Abdomen and last thoracic segment, from below; x 25.

Fig. 7. Nannoniscella grocnlandica n. gen., n. sp.

Fig. 73. Left mandible of the single female, from below; x 87.

7 b. Left maxillula, from below
;

x 87.

7 a Left maxilla, from below; x 87.

7 d. Left maxilliped, from below; x 87.
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Fig. I. Nannonisctlla grornlandica n. gen., n. sp. (continued).

Fig. i a. Female, from above; x 23.

i b. Right part of the head with antennula and proximal part of antenna, and, besides, right part
of first thoracic segment with "epimeron", //., viz. a process from first joint of the leg, of

the same female, from above; x 56.

i d. First left thoracic leg of the same female, from below; x 58.

i e. Sixth left leg of the same female, from in front; x 58.

1 1 Major part of abdomen of the same female, from below; x 46.

Fig. 2. Nannoniscoidrs angulatNS n. gen., n. sp.

Fig. 2a. Male, from above; x 24.

2 b. Head of the male, from above; x 46.

ac. Major part of right mandible, from below; x 93.

2 d. Abdomen and the two posterior segments with the proximal parts of their legs, from below; x 39,

2e. Left maxilliped, from below; x 93.

Fig. 3. Nannoniscus simplex n. sp.

Fig. 3 a. Male, from above; x ai.

3b. Head and anterior thoracic segments of a male, from above; x 33.

3 c. Head of a female, from above; x 33.

3d. Left portion of the head of a male, with antennnla and the four proximal joints of the an-

tenna, from above; x 88.

3C. First left thoracic leg of a female, from behind; x 44.

3t Seventh left thoracic leg of a female, from in front; x 44.

3g. Distal part of first left thoracic leg of a male, from behind; x 44.

3h. Seventh left thoracic leg of a male, from in front; 44.

3i. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments, with the proximal parts of their legs, of

a male, from below; x 43.

3k. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments, with the proximal parts of their legs, of

a female, from below ; x 35.

3L Abdomen and three thoracic segments of a female, from the left side; x 42. Of seventh

thoracic leg only the base, of sixth and fifth legs the proximal portion is drawn.

Fig. 4. Hantwtiisciis oblongus G. O. Sars.

Fig. 4 a Anterior half of a female, from above; x 32.

4 b. Anterior part of the head of a male, with right antennula and the four proximal joints of

right antenna, from above; x 56.

4 c Anterior left portion of the head of a female, with antennula, the four proximal joints of

the antenna, and the concave anterior margin of the front area, from above; x 36,
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Fig. 46. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments, with the proximal parts of their legs, of

a male, from below; x 53.

4e. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments, with the proximal parts of their legs, of

a female, from below; x 37.

4f. Proximal portion of left antenna of a female from Norway, from above; x 84. The figure

shows the extreme length of the exopod, which is not marked off by any suture.

Fig. 5. Nannoniscus arcticus n. sp.

Fig. 5 a. Anterior half of a female, from above; x 24.

5b. Anterior right part of the head of a female, with antennula and proximal part of antenna,

from above; x 76.

5 c. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments, with the basal parts of their legs, of a

female, from below
;

x 32.

5d. Right uropod of the same female, from below; x 82.

Fig. 6. Nannoniscus analis u. sp.

Fig. 6 a. Female, from above; x 20.

6b. Anterior half of a male, from above; x 27.

6 c. Right antennula of a male, from above; x 100.

6d. Right antenna of a male, from the outer side; x 42.

6e. First left thoracic leg of a male, from behind; x 48.

6t Third left thoracic leg of a male, from behind; x 48.

6 g. Distal part of the leg shown in fig. 6
f,

from behind
;

x 92.

6h. Abdomen and last thoracic segment, with the proximal parts of its legs, of a male, from

below; x 41.

6 i. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments, with the proximal parts of their legs,

of a female, from below; x 41.

6k. Abdomen and the three posterior thoracic segments of a female, from the left side; x 33.

The legs omitted excepting the coxae of the sixth and seventh legs.

Plate IX.

Fig. I. Nannoniscus analis n. sp. (continued).

Fig. i a. Seventh left thoracic leg of a male, from in front; x 48.

i b. Seventh left thoracic leg of a female, from in front; x 58.

Fig. 2. Nannoniscus reticulatus n. sp.

Fig. 2 a. Male, from above; x 27. The reticulation omitted.

2 b. Anterior part of the head of a male, from above; x 40.

2 c. Female, from above; x 32.

2d. Right antennula of a female, from above; x no.

2e. First left thoracic leg of a female, from behind; x 51.
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Fig. a f. Seventh left thoracic leg of a female, from in front; x 51.

a g. Distal part of the leg shown in fig. a f, from in front; x 100.

a h. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments, with the proximal part* of their legs, of

a female, from below; x 50.

ai. Abdomen and the three posterior thoracic .segments, with the proximal parts of their legs,

of a female, from the left side; x 36.

a k. Abdomen and the three posterior thoracic segments, with the basal parts of their legs, of a

male, from the left side; x 45.

a I Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments, with the basal parts of their legs, of

another female, from below
;

x 43.

Fig- 3- Nannoniscus lalictfis n. sp.

Fig. 3 a. Young female, from above; x 28.

3 b. Anterior half of the same female, from above
;

x 45.

3C. Anterior left part of the head, with antennula and the four proximal joints of the antenna,

of the same female, from above; x 135.

3d. Abdomen and posterior portion of thorax, with the basal parts of two pairs of legs, of the

same female, from below; x 63.

Fig. 4. Nannoniscus inermis n. sp.

Fig. i
.1. Outline of the anterior part of the head of a female, from above; x 31.

4 b. Anterior left part of the head with antennula and the four proximal joints of the antenna

of a female, from above; x 82.

4C First left thoracic leg of a female, from behind; x 44.

4 d. Second left thoracic leg of a female, from behind
;

x 44.

4e. Seventh left thoracic leg of a female, from in front; x 44.

4l Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments, with the baxal parts of their legs, of a

female, from below; x 31.

Fig. 5. Nannoniscus trquircmis n. sp.

Fig. 5 a. Anterior half of an ovigerous female, from above; x 32.

50. Left antennula of a female, from above; x ia&

5& First left thoracic leg of a female, from behind; x 55.

5d. Seventh right thoracic leg of a female, from in front; x 55.

5e. Distal part of the leg shown in fig. sd, from in front; x 130.

5 1 Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments, with the basal parts of their legs, of an

ovigerous female, from below; x 44.

5 g. Same parts as shown in fig. 5 f, from the right side; x 46.

5 h. Right uropod, from below; x 112.
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Fig. 6. Nannoniscus plebejus n. sp.

Fig. 6 a. Major part of a male, from above
;

x 50.

6b. Anterior part of a female, from above; x 50. Of left antenna the sixth joint of the peduncle

and the filiform flagellum are omitted.

6c. Anterior right part of the head of a male, showing the antennula and the four proximal

joints of the antenna, from above; x 145.

6d. First right thoracic leg of a male, from behind; x 82.

6 e. Seventh left leg of a male, from behind
;

x 82.

6f. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments, with the proximal parts of their legs, of

a female, from below; x 67.

6 g. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments, with the proximal parts of their legs, of

a male, from below; x 86.

Fig. 7. Nannoniscus minutus n. sp.

Fig. 73. Female without marsupium, from above; x 31.

7b. Anterior half of the same female, from above; x 50.

7c. Right antennula of a female, from above; x 180.

7d. First left thoracic leg of a female, from behind; x 78.

7e. Sixth left thoracic leg of the same female, from in front; x 78.

7 f . Abdomen and last thoracic segment of a female, from above
;

x 47.

7 g. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments, with the basal parts of their legs, of an

ovigerous female, from below; x 61.

7 h. Abdomen and the three posterior thoracic segments, with the proximal parts of their legs,

of the same female, from the left side; x 58.

Plate X.

Fig. i. Nannoniscus armatus n. sp.

Fig. i a. Young female, from above; x 27.

i b. Head of the same specimen, from above; x 45.

i c. First left thoracic leg of the same specimen, from hehind; x 56.

id. Second left thoracic leg, from behind
;

x 59.

i e. Abdomen and the three posterior thoracic segments of the same young female, from the

right side; x 46. Seventh leg omitted as only half developed, the proximal parts of the two

preceding legs are shown.

if. Abdomen and the posterior part of the thorax of the same specimen, from below
;

x 58.

The only half-developed seventh pair of the thoracic legs omitted, while the proximal parts

of sixth pair are shown. The long and slender ventral process shown on fig. ic has not

been rendered, as the anterior half of the penultimate thoracic segment is omitted.

Fig. 2. Nannoniscus spinicornis n. sp.

Fig. 2 a. Anterior half of a female, from above; x 53.

zb. Right antennula, from above; x 152.
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Fig. 3 c. Left antennula. excepting its first joint, obliquely from the outer side; x 152.

ad Major part of seventh left leg of a female, from in front; x 8x

ae. Abdomen and last thoracic segment of a female, from above; x 52.

at Sketch of abdomen and posterior part of thorax, with the basal parts of the two posterior

legs, of a female, from the left side; x 50.

a g. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments, with the basal parts of their legs, of a

female, from below; x 73.

Fig. 3. Nannoniscus affinis n. sp.

Fig. 33. Front margin of the head of the largest specimen, from above; x 64.

30. Seventh left thoracic leg of a female, from in front; x 82.

3C, Abdomen and last thoracic segment, with the basal part of its legs, of a female, from

below; x 88.

Fig. 4. Dfsmosoma globicffis Meinert

Fig. 4 a. Head and three thoracic segments of a female with marsupium from Klaksvig, from above; x 30.

4b. Second right thoracic leg of an adult female from Klaksvig, from the outer side; x 70.

Fig. 5. Dfsmosoma latipfs n. sp.

Fig. 53. The five anterior thoracic segments of a small female, from alx>ve; x 33.

5b. First right thoracic leg of a female without marsupium, from the outer side; x 54.

5C. Second right thoracic leg of the last-named female, from the outer side; x 54.

5d. The three distal joints of the leg shown in fig. 5c, from the outer side; x 84.

5 e. Abdomen of a small female, from above; x 50.

5 f. Posterior part of the abdomen shown in fig. 5 e, from below
; x 77.

Fig. 6. Dcsmvsoma longisfiinum n. sp.

Fig. 6 a. Female without marsupium, from above; x 37.

6b. First left thoracic leg of a female, from l>ehind; x 57.

6c Second left thoracic leg with "epimeron" of the same female, from behind; x 57.

6d. Seventh right thoracic leg of the same female, from in front; x 57.

6e. Male, from above; x 33.

6f. Antennula of the male, from above; about x too.

6g. First right thoracic leg of a male, from behind; x 57.

6h. Abdomen with uropod of a male, from the right side; x 57.

6i. Abdomen and posterior end of thorax, with the basal parts of last pair of legs, of a male,

from below; x 54.

Fig. 7. Dfsmosoma similf n. sp.

Fig. 7 a. Ovigerous female, from above; x 35.

7b. First left thoracic leg of an ovigerous female, from behind; x 53.

7c. Second left leg of the same female, from behind; x 53.

Tto Ufoll RiprdilioB. III. ( 3*
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Fig. 7 d. Seventh left leg of the same female, from in front; x 52.

7 e. Posterior part of abdomen with tiropods of the same female, from below
;

x 55.

Fig. 8. Desmosoma politum n. sp.

Fig. 8 a. Female without marsupium, from above; x 26.

8 b. First left thoracic leg of a female, from behind
;

x 55.

8c. Second left thoracic leg of the same female, from behind; x 55.

8d. Seventh left thoracic leg of the same female, from in front; x 55.

8 e. Abdomen of a female, from below
; x 54.

Plate XL

Fig. i. Desmosoma gracilipes n. sp.

Fig. i a. Ovigerous female, from above; x 18.

i b. First left thoracic leg of a female, from behind
;

x 34.

i c. Second left thoracic leg of the same female, from behind
;

x 34.

i d. vSeventh left thoracic leg of the same female, from in front; x 34.

i e. Posterior part of abdomen with nropods of a subadult female, from below; x 45.

1 f. Male, from above; x 21.

Fig. 2. Desmosoma natator n. sp.

Fig. 2 a. Male, from above
;

x 33.

2 b. First right thoracic leg of the male, from behind
;

x 63.

2 c. Major part of second right thoracic leg of the male, from behind; x 63.

2 d. Seventh left thoracic leg of the male, from in front
;

x 63.

2 e. Abdomen and posterior part of thorax, with the basal parts of last pair of legs, of the same

male, from below
;

x 54.

Fig. 3. Desmosoma laterals G. O. Sars.

Fig. 33. Female without marsupium, from above; x 27.

3 b. Head and the two anterior thoracic segments of a female without marsupium, from above; x 44.

3 c. First left thoracic leg of a female, from behind
;

x 58.

3 d. Second left thoracic leg of the same female, from behind
;

x 58.

3 e. Seventh left thoracic of the same female, from in front; x 58.

Fig. 4. Desmosoma armatum G. O. Sars.

Fig. 4 a. Seventh left thoracic leg of a female with marsupium, from behind
;

x 54.

Fig. 5. Desmosoma insigne n. sp.

Fig. 53. Female with marsupium (from the "Ingolf" Stat. 36), from above; x 18.

5b. Fifth thoracic segment of the female shown in fig. 53, from above; x 26.

50. Fifth thoracic segment of a male, from above; x 26.

5d. First left thoracic leg of an adult female, from behind; x 37.
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Fig. sc. Second left thoracic leg of the same female, from behind; '

37.

5 f . Seventh right thoracic leg of the same female, from in front; x 37.

5g. Posterior part of abdomen with nropods of a female, from below; x 37.

Fig. 6. Dfsmosoniti plcbfjum n. sp.

Fig. 6 a. Female with marsnpium, from above; x 33.

6b. First right thoracic leg of a female, from behind; >: 80.

6c. Major part of seventh right thoracic leg of the same female, from in front; x 78.

6d. End of abdomen with uropods of a female, from below; x 78.

Fig. 7. llyarachna Air/icffts G. O. Sars.

Fig. 7.1. Proximal parts of antennulae and of right antenna of a female with marsiipimn from I,at.

63i5' N., Long. 2323' W., from above; x 23. sy. squama (cxopod).

Fig. 8. llyarachna bicornis n. sp.

Fig. 8 a. Anterior major part of the body of a female without marsiipinin, from alxne; x '/

8 b. Right antennnla and proximal part of right antenna of the same specimen, from above; j-~ 25.

8 c. Distal major part of seventh right leg, from behind
;

x *$/*

Fig. 9. llyarachna dubia n. sp.

Fig. 93. Body of an immature female, 3-8 mm. long, from above; x */,.

<il>. Antennnlae and proximal part of right antenna of the same specimen from above; ^ 34.

Distal major part of seventh left leg, from in front; x 24.

Fig. 10. llyarachna sfinosisstma n. sp.

Fig. 10 a. Male, from above; scarcely x 14.

lob. Proximal parts of left antennula and antenna of the same male, from at>ove; x 28.

10 c Distal part of left mandible, from below
;

x 39.

lod. Distal major part of second left leg, from behind; scarcely x 15.

ice. Fifth left leg, from in front; scarcely x 15.

Plate XIL

Fig. i. llyarachna sfitiosissima n. sp. (continued).

Fig. i a. Left maxilliped, from below ; x 34.

i b. Abdomen and the two posterior thoracic segments of the male shown on the preceding plate,

from above; x 21.

1 c Left uropod of a female, from below; x 53.

Fig. 2. Echinozone arclica n. sp.

Fig. 2 a. Male, from above; x 21.

2 b. Antennula: and proximal part of right antenna, from above; x 85.

2C Left uropod, from below; x 132. ex. exopod.
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Fig. 3. Storthyngura magnispinis Richardson.

Fig. 3 a. Male from the "Ingolf Stat. 36, from above; x 13.

3 b. Head and first thoracic segment of the same male, from above; x 22.

3 c. Left mandible of a female
;

from below
;

x 35.

3 d. Left maxilliped of a female, from below
; x 35.

3 e. First left thoracic leg of a female, from behind; x 24.

3 f . Second left thoracic leg of the same female, from behind; x 24.

3 g. Third left thoracic leg of the same female, from behind
;

x 24.

3 h. Fifth left thoracic leg of the same female, from in front; x 24.

31. Seventh left thoracic leg of the same female, from in front; x 24.

3 k. Abdomen and posterior end of last thoracic segment of a female without marsupinm, from

below; x 23.

3 1. Opercnlum of the male shown in fig. 3 a, from below
;

x 32.

3 m. Posterior part of first pair of male pleopods, from below
;

x 55.

3 n. Second left male pleopod, from below
;

x 36.

Fig. 4. Syneurycope parallela n. gen., n. sp.

Fig. 43. Male from the right side; x 13. Major part of the antenna lost.

4 b. Same male, from above
; x 13.

4c. Right antennula, from the outer side; x 25.

4d. Front end of head with the four proximal joints of right antenna, from the outer side; x 25.

4e. Left mandible, from below; x 25.

4! Left maxilliped, from below; x 59.

4g. Inner margin of fifth joint of left maxilliped, from below; x 148.

4h. First right thoracic leg from the outer side; x 23.

4!. Distal half of first right thoracic leg, from the outer side; x 38.

4k. Second right thoracic leg, from the outer side; x 23.

4!. Fifth right thoracic leg, from the outer side; x 23.

4m. Terminal part of fifth right leg, from the outer side; x 50.

4n. Seventh right thoracic leg, from the outer side; x 23.

4 o. Terminal part of abdomen with right uropod, from the right side
;

x 59. ex. exopod.

Fig. 5. Munnopsurus giganteus G. O. Sars.

Fig. 5 a. Proximal part of the left maxilliped of a female without marsupium, from below; x 8. st.

sternite, to which the maxillipeds are attached; pcx. prsecoxa; ex. coxa (hitherto generally

considered as first joint of the maxilliped); bas. basis (hitherto counted as second joint); ep.

proximal part of the epipod. The greyish parts are thin membrane.

Fig. 6. Munnopsuriis longipes Tattersall.

Fig. 6 a. Left mandible of a male, from below; x 10.

6b. Distal parts of first pair of male pleopods, from below; x 15.
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Fig. 7. Eurycopt Murrayi Walker.

7 a. Left maxillipcd of a male, from below; x l&

70. Distal half of second left male pleopod, from below; x 25.

Fig. 8. Eurycofc cornula G. O. Sars.

Fig. 8 a. The front cephalic area of a female, from above; x 36.

8 b. Proximal joints of right antennula of a female, from above; x 26.

8c Proximal joints of right antennula of a male, from above; - 26.

8<L Proximal joints of right antcnmila of a another male from the same locality, from above;

x 26.

8e. Third and fourth joints of left antenna of a female, from above; :< 32. sf. squama (exo]xxl).

s f. Abdomen and posterior thoracic segment of a female (from Skagcr K.tk>, from the left side;

X 12.

8g. Opercuhun (second pair of pleopods fused) of a female, from below; x 16.

8 h. First pair of male pleopods, from below; x 21.

8 i. Distal part of the pleopods shown in fig. 8 h, from below ; x 32.

8k. Second left male pleopod, from below; x 21.

Plate XIII.

Fig. i. Eurycopc nodifrons n. sp.

Fig. i a. Male, from above ; x 9,

i b. Head and anterior half of first thoracic segment of the same male, from above; x 15.

ic Left maxilliped of the same male, from below; x 36.

1 d. Major distal part of first pair of male pleopods, from below; x 31.

Fig. 2. Eurycopc incrmis n. sp.

Fig. 2 a. Female without marsupinm from the "Ingolf" StaL 103, from above; scarcely x 6.

2 b. Head and the two anterior thoracic segments of the same female, from above; * n.

2C Proximal part of right antennula of a male from the "Ingolf" Slat. 113, from above; x 22.

ad. Third joint with exopod and fourth joint of left antenna of the female shown in fig. 2 a,

from above; x 19.

ae. Left maxilliped of a female from the "Ingolf StaL 117, from below; x 19,

2 f . First pair of pleopods of a male from StaL 117, from below; x 22.

2 g. Distal part of the pleopods shown in fig. 2 f, from below; x 401

2 h. Second left pleopod of the last-named male, from below; x 22.

2i. Abdomen and posterior part of seventh thoracic segment of a female without mantupium

from the "Ingolf" StaL 35, from the left side; x 15.

ak. Abdominal operculum of a female from the "IngolP StaL 117, from below; x 15.

2l. Right uropod of a female from StaL 117, from below; x 23.
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Fig. 3. Eurycope Hanseni Ohlin.

Fig. 33. The front cephalic area with its keels of a female from the "Ingolf" StaL 118, from above;

x 3 2 -

3b. Proximal part of right antennula of a female from the "Ingolf Stat. 113, from above; x 15.

3C. Third joint with exopod (ex.) and fourth joint of left antenna of a female from Stat. 118,

from above; x 22.

3d. Distal part of first pair of pleopods of a male from Stat 113, from below; x 34.

3 e. Posterior part of abdomen, showing uropods, anal doors, and the distal part of the operculum,

of a female from Stat. 118, from below; x 16.

Fig. 4. Eurycope complanata Bonnier.

Fig. 43. Head and first thoracic segment of a male from the "Ingolf Stat. 36, from above; x 21.

4 b. Outline of the front cephalic area of the same male, from above; x 52.

4 c. First pair of male pleopods, from below
;

x 46.

4d. Second left pleopod of a male, from below; x 46.

4 e. Operculum of a female, from below; x 26.

Fig. 5. Eurycope bremrostris n. sp.

Fig. 53. Male, from the "Ingolf Stat. 138, from above; x 23.

5b. Head and first thoracic segment of the male shown in fig. 53, from above; x 35.

5 c. The front cephalic area with its keels of the male shown in fig. 5 a, from above
;

x 75.

5 d. Third joint with exopod (ex.) and fourth joint of left antenna of a male, from above; x 92.

5 e. Left maxilliped of a female, from below
;

x 48.

5 f. First pair of pleopods of a male, from below
;

x 57.

5 g. Second left pleopod of the same male, from below; x 57.

5 h. Operculum of a female, from below; x 33.

5 i. Left uropod of a male, from below
;

x 80.

Fig. 6. Eurycope pro due ta G. O. Sars.

Fig. 6 a. Epipod of left maxilliped of a small female from the "Ingolf Stat. 78; x 45.

Fig. 7. Eurycope parva Bonnier.

Fig. 7 a. Left part of the head - - with the proximal joint of antennula and antenna - - and of first

thoracic segment of a female taken by the "Ingolf, from above; x 45.

7 b. Proximal part of right antennula of a female taken by the "Thor", from above; x 49.

7 c. Left maxilliped of a female captured by the "Thor", from below; x 34.

7 d. Abdomen and posterior part of the thorax of an ovigerous female taken by the "Thor", from

the left side; x 31.

7 e. Abdominal operculum of a female taken by the "Thor", from below; x 33.

Fig. 8. Eurycope phallangium G. O. Sars.

Fig. 8 a. Head with the anterior part of first thoracic segment of a full-grown female without marsu-

pium from the "Ingolf StaL 25, from above; x 50.
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Fig. 9. Eurycopf furcala G. O. Sara.

Pig. 9*. Head with the anterior part of first thoracic segment of a female without mnrsupium from

the "lugolf" StaL 78, from above; x 53.

90. Outline of the front cephalic area of a female from Norway, from above; about x 50.

Fig. 10. Euryco/tf mutica G. O. Sars.

Fig. 10 a. Left part of the head, with most of the antennula and the proximal joints of the antenna,

of a female from Naalso, the Faeroes, from above; x 85. ex. exopod of the antenna.

10 b. Abdomen of a male from Faskruds Fjord, East Iceland, from la-low
;

x 45.

IOC Distal part of first pair of plcopods of a very small male from Naalso, the Fa-rocs, from

below; x 109,

Fig. ii. Paramttnnopsis oceanica Tattersall.

Pig. ii a. Right antennula of a male, from above; x 24. Most of the flagcllum omitted.

11 b. Part of the peduncle of right antenna of a male, from above; x 24. ex. exopod.

nc Left mandible of a female without marsupium, from below; x 31.

i id. The incisive part of a the same mandible, from in front; x 65.

lie. Molar process of the same mandible, from above; x 150.

ii f. Left maxilliped of the same female, from below; x 22.

ii g. First pair of pleopods of a male, from below; x 23.

ii h. Distal part of the pleopods shown in fig. n g, from below; x 58.

ii i. Second pair of pleopods of the same male, from below; x 23. About the proximal third of

the two pleopods completely fused in the median line.

Plate XIV.

Fig. i. ParamHtin0/>sis oceanica TatL (continued).

Fig. i a. Male, from above; scarcely x 9.

1 b. Female abdominal operculum, from below; x 14.

Fig. 2. Munnopsoidcs rximius i\. sp.

Fig. 2 a. Female without marsupium, from above; x 7.

2b. Anterior half of the same female, from the right; x 7.

2 c Left mandible of a female, from below
;

x 27.

2d. Left maxilla of the same female, from below; x 27.

2 e. Left maxilliped of the same female, from below; x 21.

2 f. Right anteunula, from above; x 25.

2 g. First left thoracic leg of a female, from behind; x 13.

ah. Second left thoracic leg of the same female, from behind; x 13.

2 i. Seventh left thoracic leg of a male; x 14.

2k. Median lamella of the male abdominal operculum, from below; x 22.

al. Distal part of the lamella shown in fig. 2k, from below; x 50.
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Fig. 2 m. Same median lamella of the male operculum, from the left
;

x 22.

2 n. Second left male pleopod, from above; x 22. It is seen that the copulatory organ terminates

in an extremely long thread, /, /,
which has been turned around the pleopod.

Fig. 3. Pseudomunnopsis Beddardi Tattersall.

Fig. 33. Male, from above; scarcely x 9.

3 b. Anterior half of a female, from above
; scarcely x 9.

3 c. Left mandible of a female, from below; x 33. p. plate for the attachment of the musculus

adductor.

3d. Left maxilla of the same female, from below; x 33.

3 e. Left maxilliped of the same female, from below; x 24.

3 f. Distal part of the maxilliped shown in fig. 3 e, from below
;

x 56.

3 g. First left thoracic leg of a female, from below
;

x 23.

3 h. Median lamella of the male abdominal operculum, from below; x 15.

31. Distal part of the lamella shown in fig. 3h, from below; x 15.

3 k. Second pair of male pleopods, fused and constituting a large plate with a somewhat deep

and narrow terminal incision, in which the copulatory organs are seen, from below; x 15.

3 1. Distal part of the plate shown in fig. 3 k, exhibiting the median incision, one of the copu-

latory organs and one of the thick coupling hooks with the musculature visible through

the integument, from below; x 45.

3 m. Posterior part of abdomen with anal doors and uropods of a male, from below
;

x 32.

Fig. 4. Cirolana borealis Lilljeborg.

Fig. 43. Proximal half of first left pleopod, from in front; x "/ 2 - st. sternite; //. inner plate of first

joint, pracoxa, formed by the fusion in the median line of two chitinized pieces belonging

to both left and right pleopod; / o. outer chitinized plate of first joint near the outer margin

of the pleopod; 2. small chitinized plate representing second joint
-- the remainder of that

joint membranous; j. third well-chitinized joint; en. endopod; ex. exopod.

Fig. 5. Eurydice caeca n. sp.

Fig. 53. Male, from above; x 6.

5b. Anterior part of the head, with right antennula and the proximal joints of left antennula

and both antennae, of the same male, from below; x 18. f. lamina frontalis; c. clypeus; /.

labrum.

5 c. Distal half of left mandible, from above; x 53. c. condylus; m. molar process. Palp omitted.

5d. Molar process of the same mandible, from below; x 135.

5e. Right maxilliped, from above; x 83. /*. lobe from second joint.

5 f. Second left thoracic leg, from behind
;

x 20.

5 g. Fifth left leg, from in front; x 20.

5 h. Seventh left leg, from in front; x 20.

5!. Posterior part of abdomen of the male shown in fig. 53, from above; x 2
5/ 2 . a. posterior

margin of the abdomen, more highly msgnified.
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Fig. 5 k. Second left male pleopod, from in front; x ao. /. distal part of the appendix
more highly magnified.

Fig. 6. sEga arctica Liitkcn.

Fig. 6 a. Proximal half of first left pleopod, from in front; x
/,. j/. stcrnite; / i plate of first joint,

pratoxa^ fonned by the fusion in the median line of two chitinized pieces belonging to both

left and right pleopod; / o. major chitinized plate of first joint; ji. small chitinized inner

plate of second joint; ao. large more outer transverse plate of second joint; ./. third well

chitinized joint; en. endopod; ex. exopod.

Fig. 7. Bathycopea typhlops Tattersall.

Fig. 7 a. Anterior part of the head of a male with left antennula and antenna and the proximal parts

of right antennula and antenna, from below; x 22. /. labrum; /. first joint of the antenna;

/. terminal part of the antenna more highly magnified.

7 b. Left antennula of an ovigerous female, from below; x 22.

7 c. Left mandible of a female with marsupium, from la-low; x 46.

7 d. Distal part of the same mandible, from behind; x 72.

7 e. Left maxillula of the same female, from below ;
x 46.

7 L Left maxilla of the same female, from below; > 46. /'. lobe from second joint overlapped

by the inner branch of the lobe from third joint, but visible through the branch.

7 g. Left maxilliped of the same female, from below
;

x 46.

7 h. Second left thoracic leg of an adult male, from behind; x 23. />. proximal part of the lower

margin of sixth joint, more highly magnified.

7 L First left leg of an adult male, from behind
;

x 23.

7k. Distal part of sixth joint and proximal part of seventh joint of the leg shown in fig. 7 i,

from behind and more highly magnified.

7L Fifth leg of the same male, from in front; x 23.

Plate XV.

Fig. i. Bathycopca typhlops Tattersall (continued).

Fig. i a. First left pleopod of a male, from below ;
x 20.

i b. Second left pleopod of the same male, from below
;

x 20.

i c. Third left pleopod of the same male, from below ; x 2a

id. Fourth left pleopod of the same male, from below ;
x 20.

1 e. Fifth left pleopod of the same male, from below ; x aa

Fig. 2. Cyathura truncata n. sp.

Fig. 2 a. Anterior part of the head of a female, from above; x a&

2 b. Distal part of right antenna of the same female, from above; x 53.

2C Left mandible of a female, from below; x 60.

2d. Paragnatha with distal part of right maxillula (mxt) of a female, from below; x 6a

TWUCOITEmilia, m. i
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Fig. 2 e. Major part of left maxillula, from below; x 60. /', lobe from first joint.

2 f . Distal part of the outer lobe of the maxillula shown in fig. 2 e, from below; x 180.

2 g. Maxillipeds of the same female, from below
;

x 60.

2 h. First left thoracic leg of a female, from the outer side; x 22.

2 i. Seventh joint with claw of the leg shown in fig. 2 h, from the outer side; x 46.

2k. Second left thoracic leg of a female, from the outer (posterior) side; x 22.

2 1. Seventh left thoracic leg of the same female, from the anterior side; x 22.

2 m. Abdomen and posterior part of thorax of a female, from above; x 13. Setae omitted.

2 n. First left pleopod of the same specimen, from below
;

x 24.

2 o. Second left pleopod of the same female, from below
;

x 24.

2 p. Right uropod of the same female, from the outer side; x 24. ex. exopod.

2 q. Telson of a female, from below
;

x 24. s. statocysts.

2 r. The statocysts of the telson shown in the preceding figure ;
x 80.

Fig. 3. Calathura brachiata Stimpson.

Fig. 33. Proximal part of telson, from below; x 17. The integument on the lower side has been

removed in order to show the organ, s. the statocyst.

Fig. 4. Mesidothea Sabini Kroyer.

Fig. 4 a. Major proximal part of left maxilliped of a male, from below; x '3/ 3
. / first joint; 2. second

joint; A lobe from second joint; j. third joint; 4. fourth joint; 5. fifth joint; ep. epipod,

divided into a basal part, b, and a distal part, d.

4b. Major proximal part of left maxilliped of an ovigerous female, from below; x 5. The letter-

ing as in fig. 4 a.

Fig. 5. Arcturus Baffini Sabiue.

Fig. 5 a. The sympod with the proximal parts of the rami of first right pleopod of a female, from in

front; x '5/ 2 . The number j. above the figure is a misscript for /. and indicates the first joint;

2. second joint, and j. third long joint of the sympod.

Fig. 6. Pleuroprion hystrix G. O. Sars.

Fig. 6 a Anterior right part of the head with right autennula and most of the peduncle of right

antenna of a female, from above; x 2I
/ 2 .

6 b. Abdomen of a female, from above
;

x 10.

Fig. 7. Pleuroprion frigidum n. sp.

Fig. 7 a. Anterior right part of the head with right antennula and most of the peduncle of right

antenna of a female, from above; x '5/2-

7b. Abdomen of a female, from above; x J
s/2-

Fig. 8. Astacilla (?) arietina G. O. Sars.

Fig. 8 a. Abdomen of a young female, from the left side; x 10.

8 b. Distal part of left antenna of a young female, from the outer side; x 13.
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Fig. 9. Astacilia grantilata G. (X Sara.

Fig. 90. Ixft maxilli|H<l of a male, from below; x 25. /. first joint; a. second joint; rf>. cpipod, in

which the basal part, *, is not marked off from the distal part, d.

9b. Left maxilliped of au ovigerous female, from below; x 25. SeUc omitted. /. first joint; a.

second joint; ff- ci>ipod, divided into a basal part, *, which again is snhdividcd into two

chitinized plates with mcnibranc between them, and the distal part, d.

Fig. la Ijgia ocfanica Linne.

Fig. 10 a. Peduncle of left antenna, from above and a little from the outer side, scarcely x
3. / first

joint; 2. second joint; j. third joint; fx. exopod.

Fig. ii. Bopyroidr* hif>/>olytrs Kroyer.

Fig. ii a. Head of a female larva in second stage on Spirontocaris fx>laris from Kgedesmiiule, from

below; x 164. Seta: of right antcnnnla omitted,

lib. Left antenmila, excepting the proximal major part of first joint, of a male larva from .S//-

ronlocaris sfinus Sow. from Brede Fjord (Greenland), from below; x 225.

lie. First left pleopod of the male from Spir. ftolaris (see above), from in front; x 86,

i id. Sixth and posterior part of fifth abdominal segment of the female larva from Kgcdcsmindc,

from above; x 123.

Fig. 12. Psfudionr Hyndmanni Bate & VVcstwood.

Fig. 1 2 a. Male larva in second stage, from above; x 47.

12 b. Outline of right half of the head with antcnnnla and the three proximal joints of the an-

tenna of the larva shown in fig. 12 a, from below; x 240 /. first joint of the antennula.

12 c. Sixth and posterior part of fifth abdominal segment and uropods of the same larva, from

above; x 135.

Fig. 13. Phryxus abdominalis Kroyer.

Fig. 133. Left antennula of a male larva in second stage, from below; x 232. The three joints and the

two terminal rami arc extremely distinct, but the major part of 8 seUe, most of them sen-

sory, are omitted.

Fig. 14. Dajtts mysidis Kroycr.

Fig. 143. Head with antennulnc and mouth of a larva of second stage, from below; x 170. The an-

tennae and the setae on the long ramus of the antennulse omitted.

14 b. Distal part of seventh right leg of the same larva, from in front; x 145.

Fig. 15. Da/its profundus n. sp.

Fig. 158. Female, from above; x 17.

15 b. Female with male, from below; x 24. m. male.

I5C. Male, from above; x 95.

M*
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Fig. 15 d. Head, first thoracic segment with right leg, and anterior part of second segment of the

male, from below; x 205.

156. Seventh left thoracic leg, from in front; x 205.

Fig. 16. Aspidophryxus peltatus G. O. Sars.

Fig. 16 a. Head of a male larva in second stage, from below; x 350.

16 b. Distal part of seventh right leg of the same larva, from in front; x 290.

Fig. 17. Clypeoniscus Meinerti Giard & Bonnier.

Fig. 173. Head and first thoracic segment -- most of its legs omitted -- of a male from Synidothca

nodulosa Kr., from below; x 145.

Plate XVI.

Fig. i. Clypeoniscus Meinerti Giard & Bonnier (continued).

Fig. i a. Fifth left thoracic leg of a male from Synidothea nodulosa Kr., from in front; x 125.

i b. Sixth left thoracic leg of the same male from S. nodulosa Kr., from in front; x 125.

1 c. Seventh left thoracic leg of a male from Pleuroprion Murdochi Benedict, from behind; x 125.

Fig. 2. Arcturocheres pulchripes n. gen., n. sp.

Fig. 2 a. Female from Astacilla granulata G. O. Sars, from the left side; x 8. /. legs.

2 b. Outline of the month of the same female, from below.

2 c. Male from Astacilla granulata G. O. Sars, from above; x 25.

2 d. Head and first thoracic segment -- most of its legs omitted -- of a male from Pleuroprion

hystrix G. O. Sars, from below
;

x 57.

2 e. Right antennula of the head shown in fig. 2 d, from below; x 130. The major distal part

of the setae on the end of the long ramus and behind it omitted.

2 f . First left thoracic leg of the male shown in fig. 2 c, from behind; x 77.

2 g. Fifth left leg of the male shown in fig. 2 c, from in front; x 77.

2 h. Sixth left leg of the male shown in fig. 2 c, from in front; x 77.

2 i. Distal part of the leg shown in fig. 2 h, from in front; x 155.

2 k. Seventh left leg of the male shown in fig. 2 c, from in front
;

x 77.

2 1. First left pleopod of the male from Plciiroprion hystrix, from in front; x 77.

Fig. 3. Astacilloechus Ingolfi n. gen., n. sp.

Fig. 33. Female, from the left side; x n.

3 b. Head of the female, from below
;

x 32.

3 c. Left antennnla of the male, from below
;

x 86.

3d. Sixth left leg of the male, from in front; x 86.

Fig. 4. Parapodascon Stebbingii Giard & Bonnier.

Fig. 43. Female, from below; x 12.

4 b. Male, from above
;

x 37.
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Fig. 4 c. Head and first thoracic segment - most of its legs omitted - - of the male, from below ;

x8s
.pi Right antennula of the head shown in fig. .} r, from below; x 195.

4e. Fifth left leg of the male, from in front; x 125.

4! Distal part of sixth right leg of the male, from behind; x 125.

4g. Seventh right leg of the male, from in front; x 125.

Fig. 5. Cumoffhus insignis n. gen., n. sp.

Fig. 58, Female from Diastylis polaris G. O. Sars (the "Ingolf" StaL 138), from below; x 12. tr*. se-

cond pair of thoracic legs; ab, abdominal area.

5 b. Anterior right part of an emptied skin of a female from Diastylis echinala Hate, from below ;

x 28. a', antennulx; /". apparently unpaired lamella; /'. lamella, |x>ssibly the empty skin of

the antenna; A. lamella projecting a little more backwards and partly overlapped, probably

first marsupial lamella; tr'. first thoracic leg; If. second thoracic leg.

5C. Male from Diastylis polaris (the "Ingolf StaL 113), from above; x 46.

5<1. Head and first thoracic segment - - most of its legs omitted - of the male from /'.///-

nata, from below; x 133.

51- Right anteunula of the head shown in fig. 5 <1. from below; x 133. Most of the long setse

totally omitted (comp. fig. 5<li.

5t Third left thoracic leg of the male from D.echinata. from in front; x i2a

5g. Sixth left leg of the same male, from in front; x 120.

5 h. Seventh left leg of the same male, from in front; x 120.

5 i. Posterior part of fifth abdominal segment, sixth segment and uropods of the male from D.

polarts, from above; x 130. The terminal setae on the rami of the uropods nearly or totally

omitted.

S k. Larva in first stage taken within the skin of a female from /). rchinala, from below; x 146.

Thoracic legs and plcopods omitted on the right half of the figure.

Fig. 6. Gnathia robust a G. O. Sars.

Fig. 6 a. Left mandible of a male from LaL 7o32' N., from the outer side; x 22.

6b. Outline of the head, with the proximal joints of left antennula and antenna, of a female

from Lat 6o, 25' N., from above; x 21.

Fig. 7. Gnathia hirsute G. O. Sars.

Fig. 7 a. Head of a male from the "Ingolf" StaL 25, from above; x n.

7 b. Posterior part of abdomen with left uropod of the same male, from above; x 27.

Fig. 8. Gnathia abyisorum G. O. Sars.

Fig. 8 a. Anterior part of the head with mandibles and the proximal joints of the antcnnulse of

male from LaL 64 N., from above; x 25.

8b. Front part of the lower side of the head of the same male, from below; x 25.
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Fig. 9.
Gnathia albescens n. sp.

Fig. 90. Male, from above; x 15. Caudal setae omitted.

gb. Anterior half of the head with right antennula (a
1

),
left antenna (a

2
),

and the proximal part

of left antennula (a
1

)
of a male, from above; x 38.

90. Left maxilliped of a male, from below; x 32.

9 d. First left thoracic leg of the same male, from below
; x 32.

ge. Second left thoracic leg of a male, from the outer side; x 32.

9 f . Posterior part of abdomen with right uropod of a male, from above
;

x 46.

9 g. Head of a larva, from above
;

x 44. Left antenna and most of left antennula omitted.

gh. Posterior part of abdomen with right uropod of the same larva, from above; x 50.

Fig. 10. Gnathia bicolor n. sp.

Fig. 10 a. Male, from above; x n. Caudal setae omitted.

lob. Second left thoracic leg of the male from the outer side; x 32.

IDC. Last abdominal segment with left uropod of the male, from above; x 31.
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